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My digital narrative, Seed, seeks to re-work conventional notions of ‘character’ and ‘plot’ 
in fiction, via a the polyphonic first person narrative of an unnamed 1980s Ophelia who is 
searching for ways to represent unspoken and unspeakable experiences of girlhood in the late 
twentieth century. Coming of age in 1988, a year in which misinformation about AIDS, 
Chernobyl and CJD peaked, Seed’s narrator is haunted by fears of infection, aware that 
bodily experience (breathing, eating, sex) could lead to illness or even death. Living in 
isolation in the raw industrial countryside outside a new town, the poverty of narratives 
available to her render Seed’s narrator, like Shakespeare's heroine, multi-vocal with borrowed 
voices. In her case these are garnered from fashion magazines, pop songs, media reports, and 
the words Ophelia speaks in Hamlet—but, as Gertrude says of Ophelia, she is ”incapable of 
her own distress". 
Presented as a digital app, seed-story.com, (with later iterations as a multi-vocal 
performance, and a print book), Seed grows into a rhizomatic structure which—aware of its 
experimental forbears including Julio Cortazar, B. S. Johnson and Shelley Jackson—can be 
read via a number of different paths. Time and space are collapsed and expanded into a non-
hierarchical, explorable reading ‘landscape’, decentring ideas of 'author' and ‘character’ via a 
patchworked narrative inspired by post-Lacanian feminist and queer writing on subjectivity 
(especially Irigaray and Wittig). In keeping with its examination of restriction, the script of 
Seed is tied by a hidden linguistic constraint. 
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Critical Submission:
My critical thesis, <woman sitting in front of a screen>/<girl online>A USER 
MANIFESTO is a polyvocal investigation of the constraints and opportunities of 
constructing a female persona on the digital screen, for those constrained by aspects of 
female identity offline. Particularly concerned with the experiences of motherhood and 
gendered precarity in the arts and gig economy, I draw especially on the work of Berlant, 
Butler and Ngai to examine the poetics of commodifiable (female) gender-presentation in 
creative acts of self-identification online, taking in (amongst other iterations of online 
subjectivity) the digital speech act, the gif, the meme, the 'dead' site, and the blog-novel. My 
work draws direct comparisons between hierarchical structures in programming languages 
and vocabulary (chiefly Javascript) and digital Boolean logic, and offline constructions of the 
‘female’. It asks questions about the nature of digital writing and reading for women via 
mimetic strategies of identification and exemplarity. Proceeding by example, it takes the 
form of moral vignettes, thought experiments, diary entries and coded scripts, both digital 
and social, taking into account the history of cyber-feminist thought and creativity to create a 
manifesto for those who use, and are used by, digital femininity.
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I must stop doing it.
In the fields the yellow spreads across. It is inauthentic. 
When I open the cages at the cattery this cat goes to the side of the wall. This cat tries to 
bite me. There are two cats in this cage.
They eat kitekat. “They come here, they eat all sorts of things. When they leave, they eat 
kitekat.” 
This is what the owner says. 
The owner gives me the key, and walks back to her white bungalow at the top of the 
ridge.
I put my headphones on. I listen to Queen on tape. I can see the cats through their wire. 
They seem to move slower. 
Her wide bottom in fawn stretch trousers. Nylon. 
She has given me the keys. To the cattery, to the food bin. To the cat litter bin. I have a 
can opener. 
Fields should be green. 
The cattery is on a ridge. It looks over the yellow fields. Around the bungalow are 
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conifers. They break the wind.
The cattery is ‘exposed’. 
They make it into margarine. I don’t know when they harvest it.
I listen to Paul Simon. I can’t get radio here.
(And yellow oil.)
 
The cattery is a low building. It is grey. In it there are two storeys of cages. Outside there 
are runs fenced round with chicken wire. 
I notice when the hard balls of the hawthorn blossom come.
Each day I bicycle to the cattery.
I have two cassettes. Queen and Paul Simon. Queen played somewhere near here. They 
are English. Paul Simon is American. I can’t see him ever. 
About a mile from my house.
I have a walkman. The headphones have two parts. They slide against each other for 
carrying. The fit is not perfect. I slide them carefully. I do not over-slide them. When they hit 
home, they rattle. 
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The ridge looks over a valley. In the valley are yellow fields. At the bottom of the valley 
is a river. 
I clip the walkman on my belt. 
The sponge in my ears. I can feel the metal inside the sponge.
It is not a river. It is a stream. 
At home I make a new mixtape. 
I mean they’re not cages. I don’t know what else to call them. 
I place the tape recorder as near as I can to the radio. They must both be plugged in. I can 
stretch it so they’re twenty centimetres apart. The radio is a clock radio alarm. I switch on the 
radio and the tape recorder at the same time. The radio plays the top 40. 
Enclosures?
When I started I didn’t know the name for it. I thought it was just pretending something. 
I look it up in the dictionary. It says self-abuse. I still don’t know what that means. 
I go to the cattery every day. 
I’m only here for the summer. 
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ROSEMARY
There is no guarantee of anything. 
Men came to the fields next to my house. 
They are here to build new houses. They have a concrete mixer. 
I can stand in the stream. On the floor of the stream are pebbles. The stream comes up to 
my ankles. In the middle, up to my knees. Sometimes the stream is higher, sometimes it is 
lower. This depends on lots of things. I don’t know what these things are.
The water is very clear. 
First the men put in sticks in the ground and strings between them. The next day they dig 
down in squares. The weather is dry but there are pools. I can’t see their faces. I can’t hear 
what they shout to each other, just the noise of shouting. It echoes off the sides of the valley. 
When they are done the estate reaches our house. 
Rosemary comes to the stream with her sister. 
Rosemary is my age.
Rosemary’s sister is younger than her. 
Sometimes the cats hiss at me. Sometimes they roll over to let me tickle them. I listen to 
Paul Simon, “she’s got diamonds on the soles of her shoes”. 
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At the end of May, young things! 
When I think of Rosemary, I do not see her: something is hot and black. Her sister is 
smooth. She is thin, her skin is white with freckles. She has short hair. It is not too short, it is 
neat. Rosemary’s sister plays tennis.
I work the morning shift. First I feed the cats, then I clean them out. I leave the key for 
the owner on top of the feed bin under a flower pot. 
Rosemary’s mother is clean but not decorative. She is folding something clean but with 
holes in. 
I live outside the outskirts of town, between the village and the estate. It’s not a place. It 
could scarcely be called a hamlet. You can’t hear the ring road, but you can feel it. The ring 
road is close to my house. You can go under it. 




Between the village and my house is the valley.
The pollen comes off the rape. 
Rosemary lives on the estate on the edge of town. I don’t live there. 
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I live in a house with a damp cellar.
The cellar is dark. My parents want to use it for storage but it is too damp. They try to 
install lights but it is too damp. When we move into the house, I want to live in the cellar, but 
it is not possible. I go down into the dark of the cellar. After the bright my eyes see red.
Ducklings swimming oh obedient! 
Rape in flower. That yellow, not the right yellow. No. Yellow is not that half-green: 
poisonous. 
Small frogs. That stuff called cuckoo spit that does look like spit frothy. 
This is nature. I don’t know nature. It means nothing besides what I live every day. 
The late-born ones don’t survive the winter. 
I go to Rosemary’s house. It is white and thin. It staggers the other houses at right angles. 
They are all in a row.
I begin to go there in the spring.
(Across the field, the combs of ploughing.) 
Our cottage is old already. Once it was a butcher’s shop, on its own not with any other 
houses so I don’t know whether to believe this. It is faced with white pebble dash. Toward 
the bottom it is green, and the pebble dashing is crazed. In front of the house is crazy paving. 
The front door is glass, wrinkled. Once everything in it was red. When I think of this the red 
covers my eyes.
Rosemary has an electric toothbrush.
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Rosemary is going to Cambridge. 
Rosemary’s mother has a boyfriend. 
Rosemary’s mother is a sculptor.
(These are some sentences I do not understand.) 
In our hall is the telephone, and the telephone table. They are next to the glass door. 
When I sit at the telephone table I can see if there is someone watching me, but I can’t see 
who. The person outside can see I am there, but can’t see my face. At the side of the house a 
patio door faces a hedge. Through the hedge is a field. That is where the men are working. 
The hedge is stringy and thin. 
Rosemary’s mother wears glasses. I can’t remember her body. I think it must be flat 
inside her clothes.
When our phone rings I go down to the hall. Before I answer it I look through the glass 
door to see if anyone is watching. When the post is delivered, the postman steps right up to 
the glass but I still don’t know what he looks like. 
Because her body is flat I think she must be a good person.
In through the telephone, in through the letterbox, come other people. I don’t know what 
they look like. I cannot stop them.
Rosemary gets into the bath. She has bought a leather skirt second-hand. It is too big. She 
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says she has heard if you wet leather you can shrink it. She can’t get the skirt off after. And 
she laughs. And that’s the best thing it’s worth it to ruin the skirt to laugh like that. Or to see 
her laughing.
Our bathroom faces the field. It has a long window. I wash, but not my whole body. I 
wash my armpits, chest, face, with a flannel. If I stand by the basin the men can’t see me 
through the window. The bath is below the window, the shower is in the corner beyond the 
window. They can’t see me in the bath or the shower, though when I get out they can see me 
unless I crawl along the floor.
(Rosemary’s mother speaks to me confidentially.
She says Rosemary’s sister suffers from cystitis.)
It is necessary to wring the flannel well so it does not drip on the floor, which is carpet. 
(I say to Rosemary’s mother, “is that something to do with the nose?”)
Downstairs, the catch on the patio door does not work sometimes. People come into the 
garden. 
But then Rosemary’s mother is not always at home.
The man who came into the garden. I was reading Hamlet. 
I was sitting in the garden in defiance of what?
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I was reading Hamlet for university. 
He was a religious person. He had come to convert me.
When I stand in the stream I see Rosemary, hot and dark. My toes clutch the pebbles. 
They are sharp but clutching makes it more controlled. The feeling goes right up between my 
legs. 
I saw myself sitting there in the garden.
I had been waiting for someone to come into the garden.
He has not come again. 
The stream is also very cold.
I have not been to the university. I filled in a form and I got the place. The notice came 
through the letterbox by the glass door. The letterbox is vertical. 
I am going there in October.
I did well in my exams, but still I don’t know anything. 
SOUND
This is everything I know about the valley:
(A grass whistle makes the loudest sounds. 
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This can be doubled.)
If you shout from the ridge it bounces off the far side of the valley.
But if you stand by the bridge at the bottom of the valley you don’t hear it. 
If you shout from the bridge it bounces off both sides of the valley.
If a car comes down the valley you hear it from the bridge before it gets there, before you 
hear most cars. 
It works the same from the other side of the valley but we never go there. 
(That ridge down the middle of the grass interferes if you want to whistle. If you want to 
whistle better pick a flatter, weaker blade. Or a larger blade and split the blade in half.)
It is necessary to walk down to the stream at the bottom of the valley. You can do that via 
the road or through the fields.
Some things tickle but make sure they’re not nettles. 
Things that are not nettles can still feel sharp. 
To walk through the fields is more authentic. Because it is not concrete.
(There are also some leaves you can pick with a flat wide stem that is thick. If you snap 
the end without breaking, and pull it back against itself, strings leave the stem about five of 
them or maybe even more, and follow the snapped-off piece. As with the grass juice comes 
out.)
In the fields it is difficult to walk on the hardened furrows. 
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If you walk between them you get dust in your shoes. 
(This is called making telephone wires.) 
Plimsols smell, but the dust gets into the sandals quicker. 
If you get dust between your toes in sandals, it rubs into tiny worms. 
You can pick them off later. 
(Also, you can take one of the leaves on a clover and split it without taking it off the plant 
and fool people that it’s a four-leaved clover. The green gets under your nail, and also round 
the cuticle. Your hands smell green.)
I am really quite ignorant. Still I have preserved myself in nature. 
In the summer you can smell green all the time even sometimes in the house. Sometimes 
in the kitchen, drains. 
 I can almost smell it, the green, even when I’m not in the valley. It’s like knowing half a 
word. 
BABY
I take it from the chemist’s shelf below the lipsticks and slip the bottle, which is small 
and flat as a toffee disc, into my pocket. 
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Nobody sees. It is called Love Musc.
I only have one chance to tell this tale. 
I walked towards the executive estate on the other side of the plantation. The road is a 






It was winter but the trees are still thick. They are pines. They have grown up quickly to 
enclose the executive estate. I see myself living here one day. Some boys pass in a 4 x 4. They 
drive into the executive estate. I see myself married to them. All of them? Any of them. 
Why? Because they are rich.
I have bought a charm with a small red stone. I put it on a necklace. It is a charm I have 
seen a teacher wear. It is a six-pointed star. I bought it from a head shop in town. 
I don’t know what it means.
I have never been more than ten miles from here. 
I babysit on the executive estate. The man is going to the Rotary Club. He is going with 
his wife. It is a dinner. I ask if she is a member of the Rotary Club too. He says women are 
not allowed to be members. I ask him why. He says it is because the club is for business men. 
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He said there are no business women in this town so there is no need for women to be 
members. Because there are no business women the fact that women cannot be members does 
not matter. The man and his wife go out. I am wearing Love Musc.
It is not often hot here: when it is, the landscape is different. 
The man’s lounge carpet is deep and cream-coloured.
The man’s dog is big and black. It is a boy dog. I play with it. After some time I lie on the 
floor and pull my skirt up. The dog sniffs me. Its cock extends long and orange. I get 
frightened and sit on the sofa and watch TV. 
The man returns from the dinner. I leave. The man gives me a record. It was the Bonzo 
Dog Doo-Dah Band. I play it on my turntable, looking at the sunset. The window in my 
bedroom faces the sunset.  
After work, I see Rosemary and her sister. Rosemary is hot and dark. Her sister stretches 
her limbs, then folds them. They are long and white. We sit on the bridge. Rosemary goes 
under the bridge.
No, wait! When I babysit and the man and his wife return from the dinner, the wife goes 
into the kitchen. The man gets my coat. At the door the man opens his mouth on mine. It is 
full of smoke. It is as good an initiation as any. 
Nothing actually happens. We are not sinister people. Girls do not contain within 
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themselves that which cannot be said about them. 
(OK, sometimes we smoke cigarettes.) 
The man does not ask me to babysit again. 
I do not know if he can have known what I had done. 
Instead I get the job at the cattery. 
GREEN
I bike to the cattery in the morning.
There are white butterflies, or are they moths? They have green veins like the leaves. 
The cow parsley smells blunt. I put my hand on it once, pulled it up, trying to pick it, it is 
so pretty, but the next day my palm comes up in blisters from the raw juice. There are two 
kinds of cow parsley. Don’t touch the kind with thick stems, and short hairs like blonde leg 
stubble. I cut my ankle shaving once. It bled so bright red I was frightened. In the shower the 
water ran red too and the colour didn’t get weaker. The blisters are purple and juicy. I slide a 
pin into them because I’ve been told to. The blood is a different colour. But what’s inside’s 
clear water.
If you break the cow parsley inside it is hollow with small hairs and some clear wet.
(The insides of my body different in different places.)
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Thistles. Also the ones hidden in between the wheat. Ragwort. Yellow. Also that stuff by 
railway tracks. Purple. What is it? Loosestrife. Both are weeds. 
And.
The spikes, I don’t know what they’re called, about 20cm the stalk green faceted with a 
long fat thing on the top made of dark pods. Not black, there is no black in nature. Round the 
black dark brown whatever a halo of white. Look closely and they’re joined by threads. It’s 
the way they feel when you pull your fingers up the stalk, encircling then the fat bit that 
explodes in all directions. pods. A halo of white round the top unless you don’t look closely. 
Oh yes they’re called plantains. 
Stalks in nature are always thicker than you think. And with veins going all the way up. 
You can rip them out. And soft in between. Pulpy. It is June. Winter becomes a handful of 
silly anecdotes. In the stream ducks rape each other, well, the males. 
In the stream reeds that cross each other. They’re green part of the way brown at the 
bottom. The brown parts like a husk. How do they keep on growing if they’re brown? 
In the stream horsetail stalks in sections. At each section some hairs, a ridge. Why? This 
evidence of their growing for what?
And at the beginning, the horse chestnuts are bearing something. They call them candles. 
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With a flick of pink at the top, orange almost (the dog’s cock, unexpected).
Cowslips those are pretty flowers that people recognise they resemble flowers in vases. 
You don’t see them so often in the wild mostly green things with joints like limbs thick and 
juicy or that do some bad things like sting you or aren’t very recognisable just green or are 
bad considered weeds. Sometimes as a surprise flag iris just like something on purpose 
growing in a garden. 
Spring flowers are yellow: buttercup, iris, horsetail. Rape. 
Then there is daffodil which is earlier, but I only see that in parks. 
Daffodils are not natural. 
Rape is not natural.
What do they put on the fields so that between the stalks no weeds?
They spray it. 
I bike to the cattery breathing in only three times. 
STREAM
When we first come to the stream me and Rosemary and Rosemary’s sister the water is 
one two feet high. Very small fish congregate around the wooden posts that go down into the 
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water.
The boy in my class was wearing a t-shirt. It says The Smiths. I know something about 
who they are but I don’t know. There is no way to know. My dad buys a newspaper. It says 
nothing about them. The radio plays pop. It’s local radio, but it’s not from around here. It is 
local because it is also played in the pubs the houses the shops the discotheques. I do not 
know how this t-shirt gets onto this boy but I know something of what it must mean. It means 
the possibility of something different. The boy had white hair. It was vertical. It means the 
possibility of something different. Underneath his white hair he was white. Everyone at my 
school is white.* 
The water flows off the sprayed land. 
*When I say ‘everyone was white’ I mean almost everyone. Maybe about three people 
weren’t. 
The water flows away from the village toward the estate. 
Some people in the VIth form can drive. The bridge is the road. It is made of concrete. It 
does not go up in a hump like pictures of bridges. You can tell it is a bridge only because of 
the stream underneath it, and because of the wooden posts on each side. 
*It is good to be multicultural. This is what we are taught at school. There are pictures of 
people on posters in the library being multicultural together. It is good but we don’t have that 
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here. We sit underneath the posters. We are white. There is nothing we can do about it. On 
Fridays sometimes my family eats Chinese. Sometimes we eat curry sauce on fish and chips. 
I prefer pie. Sometimes we just eat normal food, which is a disappointment. Here we don’t 
have the option of being good. 
In winter the river floods. Cars cannot cross the valley.
On one side of the bridge is the cattery my house the estate then the town.
Beyond the bridge are other villages. 
My parents do not drive on that side of the river. I have biked there sometimes. It takes a 
long time to get to any of them.
They are the real country.
I cannot drive. I cannot drive far from people who are white.**
The concrete is hot. No cars come ever. We lay down in the road, me and Rosemary and 
Rosemary’s sister. 
(**Which means a few aren’t. I see them from a distance, but I don’t even know their 
names.)
The valley bounces sound. 
We had a Pakistani boy in our class once, but only for six months. I dared not speak to 
him before he was gone.
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I was preparing to. 
If a car comes we can hear it turn at the top of the valley.
Nothing is from around here. The boy with white hair was in my history class. Even he 
came from the school next door. After the exams I don’t see him again. 
If we don’t hear it in time the cars can get us. 
What was my interest in the white haired boy?
(Should I call them boys now, or men?)
SUPER
The supermarket by the ring road. 
I got pre-sliced because it was cheaper. It’s all the same isn’t it?
Roesmary’s mother puts it in the bread bin. We’ll eat that later.
Daisies only grow outside nature. On the school field and on our garden when my dad 
mows it. He mows it a lot so the grass is always short. Never in the valley, not even by the 
side of the road. 
Pulling the flowers from the gardens all along the road. Nobody in at this time of day. By 
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the end of the road, a bouquet for Rosemary. One from each garden. Shake the water drops 
off, so it looks like a real bouquet. The beads on the flowers are round, magnify what’s 
underneath them; the spots the tiny imperfections also the grain of the petals like skin. 
They’re eyes. When they get onto me they’re just wet. I got caught once, picking the head of 
a Chinese lantern at the bottom of the road through to the estate. The man ran after me and 
said are these your flowers then? I said no because they weren’t but they were on the road 
side of the fence I didn’t say that. 
Fruits in the supermarket. They’re a different species. Those strawberries all white in the 
middle all the year round, the crunchy peaches. Everything so shiny. Not a speck of earth 
anywhere. Why would there be? It goes straight from the grey shed to our formica kitchen. 
Once cut my mother wraps it in cling film and puts it in the fridge.
The Chinese lanterns’ veins my gran’s eyelids. If you put a light inside you can see it 
through it looks red in like when you close your eyes against the sun but you’re looking at it 
from the inside. 
One day no one knows cowslip sedge horsetail plantain willow.
When I arrive we make tea.
But we do not make tea for everyone. 
I eat the French stick and jam and butter then I take another piece then another. Rosemary 
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says it takes 20 minutes before the food hits your stomach you know. I know that means 
don’t eat any more so I try to stop eating it but I am hungry. I should have brought more 
bread there’s not enough for two. 
It’s cold inside the supermarket I draw in on myself I can see the goosebumps on my legs 
with the little hairs standing up they’re red my legs with the pimples white the basket’s cold 
also it’s difficult to remember what outside’s like. 
TOUCH
Sometimes I come to the cattery early in the morning. The cats don’t know the time.
In front of the cattery the grass is wet. It’s wet every morning of course. The lawn is dense as 
astroturf. There are no weeds in it.
Spiders. I cross a lot of them in the morning. I don’t like the feel, but I am sorry to break 
them. 
They are called lacewings: the insects with green veins. 
I am worried there is something wrong here.
Wash your hands at the end of the cattery session.
Cinquefoil, forget-me-not, marsh orchid. Sorrel, red clover, quaking grass. 
Wear the yellow rubber gloves for clearing out the litter trays. Wash your hands after. 
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A gunshot. The noise of the automated scarecrow. 
Wear the pink rubber gloves for clearing out the food trays. Wash your hands after. 
The hawthorn blossom gone, the bramble blossom gone. 
Wear the orange rubber gloves for putting the new food in. Wash your hands after. 
Yellow rattle. 
Then the pigeons start that noise. It means heat. It strokes me. All day. 
Ragged robin a canker, looks like something ill. 
Outside the cattery don’t touch animals ever. 
Brimstone butterflies. 
The smell of humans on them doesn’t go away.
Crowsfoot. Yellow things. 
Birds neither.
They die, abandoned. 
June: buttercups, silverweed, horsetail. I know the names. What does calling them do?
There are swallows. Sometimes they dip in the river. Or house martins. The birds at the 
moment are very small. They have adolescents with them. Some of the elderflowers have 
four stamens, others have five. Is that anomaly or something else? Is there something wrong 
here?
What happens to the cow parsley? The flowers die. Then there are small pods, flat, with a 
brown flat seed inside them that looks like a piece of dirt. You can slit your thumbnail down 
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and open them up. I don’t know why they have that dirty bit round the edge, I mean I don’t 
know why nature would have that. It looks like the beginning of decay. 
Nothing I know matters. 
(Sometimes I like that.)
ART
You can hear the doves all the time in our garden, under the sycamore. I don’t like 
sycamores. They’re ubiquitous. There must be better trees. Sycamores can’t be right. In town 
there are chestnuts and also those trees with small spiky balls on them that grow soft and 
green in pairs like hair bobbles. The doves in our garden say something else no they say 
somewhere else from their tall perspective looking down on lawns mowed with stripes, 
somewhere nature isn’t the same kind we have round here.
In Rosemary’s mother’s house Rosemary’s mirror. A dressing table set. A kidney. That 
sort with a skirt, a ballet skirt round it. The mirror gilt and white, white with the gilt knocked 
off. Her dressing table white, old white a bit yellow like teeth the skirt around it lilac 
underneath it’s only chipboard. 
If you lie under it you can see.  
 We are outside both in skirts no tights in our garden under the sycamores, the cold grass 
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folded under Rosemary’s knees too. 
Rosemary says to me, what’s your ideal underwear?
I say, white, really plain, cotton, but white all the time. Not the kind that goes grey.
This is not what I am wearing.
She says, colours. I like to mix and match. She says, what’s your ideal hairstyle. I say, I 
don’t know just so it always looks good and I don’t have to do much with it. 
In Rosemary’s mother’s house downstairs a doll, I mean a full-grown doll a mannequin 
that’s what they call them, no arms no legs no wig, her lower half draped in a skirt her breasts 
bare. A green hat with a feather, a red Venetian mask. Tho their house is just like all the 
others I’d never been anywhere like it before. 
Who are these grown-ups allowed to pretend?
When we got up our knees and lower thighs were the colour of boiled ham and had the 
shapes of many crossing grass blades printed on. 
Rosemary’s mother’s sofa is flower print. It is saggy with use. It was cream but it isn’t 
now. Rosemary’s mother doesn’t care. She doesn’t care and it doesn’t matter. This is 
amazing! That we can sit on the sofa and it doesn’t matter and drink tea and eat biscuits and it 
doesn’t matter. Under my legs I can feel the strings from her sofa where it’s worn through at 
the edge on the back of my knees.  
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In my house are two paintings. Or they are not paintings, they’re pictures of paintings - 
flat, no texture. They are both in narrow gilt frames with the gold rubbing off like 
Rosemary’s dressing-table mirror. They have glass on the front. One has a title underneath it 
is called rain steam and speed. It’s a brown mess. I don’t know what it’s of. I try to put the 
words next to something: nothing fits. The other is a picture of a girl sitting looking at 
something, her face lit from the front. She’s wearing something big and mushy on her head. 
It’s blue perhaps some kind of hat. It’s at the back of her head which looks uncomfortable 
how does she keep it on I can’t see the details. There are ugly yellow lights in her hair the 
same colour as the ugly yellow of the flowers in her hand. By ugly yellow I mean a smeary 
dirty yellow. You don’t see flowers that colour ever. Why is she holding a bunch of flowers 
sitting down? There is something green and curved behind her a wall I don’t know why it’s 
curved like that and the edge of it is gilt curly like the frame. Beyond it people very blurry 
like looking through glass. She’s looking out at them I don’t know why or why they are there 
all together. They seem to be moving about but not enough getting up and sitting down but I 
can’t see on what. There are red and yellow marks on them that look like her flowers. Her 
mouth is open like she wants to say something but stops. She looks anxious even afraid. This 
is wrong I think. People don’t have that look in paintings. Anger maybe or hate, big 
emotions, but not that no. I don’t know what to call it. It is a moving toward something.  
The mugs in Rosemary’s mother’s house have chips. Nobody minds. People can live like 
this. They can live like this and still have paintings on the wall. I thought you had to have the 
furniture before you got the paintings, that you only got real paintings when everything else 
is nice. That’s how it works for everyone else. Rosemary’s mother has real paintings. They 
look imperfect you can see little marks on them and brushstrokes. There’s a drawing and the 
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corner’s torn off and there it is still framed. 
My parents never talk about the pictures. I don’t know where they got them from, or why. 
They’re art, so they must be beautiful. I respect them because of that. 
Before I envied the people with those houses that look just like they’re meant to: the 
fences white and the woodwork white even if that way of life was peeling and the window 
where the telephone’s inside just where it’s meant to be so you can see someone sitting there 
through the wavy glass talking on the telephone just like they should be and carpets just like 
they should be in the hall and all the way up the stairs. 
Now I envy Rosemary. But I don’t know why. 
My parents’ two pictures are exactly the same size. 
FISH
Each day I cycle to the cattery. A hare very early in the morning once. Rabbits always at 
dusk. 
At the stream we catch the fish, me Rosemary her sister. We bring jars and scoop up the 
fish. It is so embarrassing to be so strangely old-fashioned that, as we are doing it, we pretend 
we are not. I worked the goldfish stall at the school fair once: orange live meat the struggling 
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against fingers. I liked that feeling. It was secretly aliver than anything else. 
The fish in the river are very small (the stream is very small).
Some of them are not fish they’re going to be frogs. 
Tiny flies hover above the stream surface especially at twilight. 
No one fishes here. 
I don’t know anything about fishing. What do they do? Sit there with tobacco tins all 
alive inside orange and frightening. Then they use those things that are fake: a feather, or 
orange live meat. The stream is not the same as catching the goldfish for the school fair stall 
to put into bags for the winners. They were easy to catch, soft and fat I wanted to squeeze 
them. 
There are cows in the field by the river now well cows in one bullocks only two in 
another separate so that:
I have never seen animals fucking. Though I have looked to see.
I didn’t squeeze them, just felt how it would be.
Crossing the field to the stream me Rosemary her sister, the cow head down or the 
bullock whatever it is head down not looking. We look at it /not look at it. If we don’t look it 
won’t look back. And if it does look…
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The smell of dung the smell you’re not supposed to but here it is we relish the not 
supposed to secretly something about it like bodies like something cooked. 
Another thing moving there: a rabbit a moorhen a rat?
At which we run we run which brings the giggles when we giggle we feel that thing 
between our legs it stops us running almost it makes us go faster only on the spot tho we 
don’t know what we want to happen. 
Whatever happens it happens on one spot. That spot on us I mean as well as that spot in 
the field the field with the holes in it made by the cows bullocks whatever in wet weather 
where your leg can get caught and you then you can’t get any further and you’re trapped and 
then and then.
We don’t do it we just feel how it would be.
Is this what it is? Is sex fear?
WAIT!
WAIT, I have forgotten to describe myself!
I have a cream-coloured viscose shirt. It has an open neck and short wide sleeves. It has 
areas of bobbling under the arms slightly darker. I don’t know if I should wear it tucked in or 
out. 
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My jeans are a middle boring colour. 
On the whole I cannot remember the things I wear.
Clad.
I first see Rosemary’s sister in her tennis clothes. Her shorts, thick white nylon with a 
crease (we are both synthetic), her arms long and thin like a boy’s (they fold in), the hairs on 
her arms, long and dark. Along the side of her leg, the ridge and hollow of something. Her 
legs, thin but don’t look thin. There is no other word for them, because they are thin but what 
is that word? Like a model, not thin but correct. 
It was muscle. 
Clad. 
The branches clothed themselves instantly. 
The ground rose waist high in nettles. 
(You can’t go any more between the trees.) 
My jeans don’t button the top button. I pull it across these white bits of me, and the white 
bits move. I am not a model, I can’t work out which bits don’t make me one. I can feel the 
top of the skin but the thickness between that and my bones, not. The button-back scars into 
the flesh. I am sorry I am an inconvenience. 
When the hills, grass cut to chalk. 
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Clad. 
My shirt sticking and I know there’s a fold where my arm meets my shoulder not on top 
of course underneath I mean in the armpit it should be just a crease or even a hollow but 
there’s too much there that’s why I stick to sleeves even in the warm weather. I’m not what 
you’d call fat I’m the same weight as Rosemary we compared.
What do I call it, this wayward flesh?
The hills from far away look white. 
Sometimes.
In the heat my body expands becomes less tight, the flesh now spongy does not do what I 
say but then I do not ask it very often. 
I live beside it. I am no longer one thing. 
We do not bother each other.
Sometimes I wear a pale blue skirt that gathers at the place my belly doubles. 
My belly is pale and in the middle it folds. It is wrong.
Self-satisfied in my insignificance I am not thin but malleable. I fit the seats others find 
uncomfortable. I am unfailingly cheap. If I’m quiet I can fit in with anyone. If I am very 
small perhaps Rosemary and her sister might condescend to spend some time with me.
My folding gives me satisfaction all the same. To feel it. 
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Rosemary’s mother is flat. She folds something against herself with holes in. It is a tea 
towel. 
Rosemary and her sister do not look sad their mother is divorced. We don’t talk about it.
Rosemary and I and Rosemary’s sister don’t say things. We spend all our time not saying 
things. I remember these things, but I don’t remember anything we said. 
The stubble on my knees is intimate. 
My knees taste of eggshells. After sitting with my knees up for a while I find my mouth is 
habitually over one of them. 
I have read Chaucer. 
I have never seen a pornographic magazine. 
The backs of my knees stick to my thighs in the heat. I like to peel them off each other. 
It’s easy: I just slowly straighten my legs. Through my blue skirt, the gravel embedded in my 
buttocks. It leaves little marks, red on red. 
Everything said ties things up. I can’t make an open-ended sentence. That’s why I don’t 
bother with sentences mostly. 
But I can write a conversation with anyone. That’s how I got a place at university. I don’t 
know if I can use words for anything else. What use is my mouth? I can’t even say this. 
Things we do not talk about: Is there something wrong with Rosemary’s sister? If we talk 
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about it, that means it is true. 
Just her build, perhaps. Or all that tennis.
I have read John Maynard Keynes. 
I have never seen my mother naked.
I have never seen her cry. 
My dad doesn’t cry. Maybe no men do. 
Rosemary’s mother says Rosemary, you must have heavy bones. 
Clad. 
I know what happens to the hawthorn leaves. 
BLUE
They go to church on the telly. 
The churches are in America. They are white clapperboard.
The church in the village is stone, I don’t know how old that means. Its tower is square. It 
is grey.
The stone is flint. This is wrong. Flint is not stone. 
Where we are is all flint and brick. I keep looking for the real England.
I have never been inside the church but I have seen it from the outside it is a tourist 
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attraction they say.
(Who is they say?)
I go there with Rosemary and her sister. 
The woman at the cattery does not come out ever not even when I lock up and leave. 
Rosemary is waiting outside church. 
Rosemary’s dad is an ‘entrepreneur’. 
Rosemary’s sister goes to a religious school.
Rosemary has to go to church for her sister.
I wear red gloves. They are lace. 
I have bought a hat. It is camel. 
(That’s what it said on the label.)
It is correct to wear a hat in church. 
(I know this from the telly.)
I am correct.
When I look up through the pale stained church glass the air is warped. This means the 
glass is really old. In Rosemary’s mother’s house the window by the door is long and thin. 
The glass is wavy. This means you cannot see through clearly. Behind it is the telephone 
table. 
I furiously do not believe in god but out of respect, I have worn a black skirt and a black 
sweater. 
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Rosemary’s mother’s fence is white. It was built in the 1960s. This means the planks are 
horizontal. I sit picking the paint. I am waiting for Rosemary. It is hot.
There is a green hill far away without a city wall. 
(I know all the words.)
I am still picking paint off the fence. It is not a wall. 
I can remember anything that rhymes. 
We sang them at school but it wasn’t like church. There was nothing attached. 
I mean they didn’t mention all the rest. God, I mean. They didn’t dare. 
(Why does a hill have a wall?)
Rosemary’s sister has a tennis lesson. I did not like to telephone beforehand.  
Rosemary’s sister is thin. Rosemary’s mother is thin too but not like a model. She is flat. 
When I go to Rosemary’s house we have tea. There is nothing else. 
We do not bring the tea on a tray, with biscuits on a plate. 
The tea is in chipped mugs.
I have heard the words before. On the telly. I can join in with some of them. Some of the 
hymns, we sang at school. I can remember all the words. I sing loudly. 
Rosemary makes tea. This is novel. At home my mother makes tea.  When Rosemary 
makes tea it is different. 
My waist hurts like someone punches me at both sides. And there is the fizzing feeling, 
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dehydration? No it is particular.
Rosemary’s sister takes eucharist. She folds down neatly before the priest.
It is hot. My arms stick to the sides of my body. I feel liquid in my armpits.
I take the wafer into my mouth: it is a prawn cracker. It is a flying saucer. The sweet I 
mean. It is a very small thin piece of bread left on the breadboard overnight. But it is even. It 
sticks to my tongue. It tastes like skin. It dissolves. 
I don’t know what to do next. 
The other people kneel on the kneeler so I kneel on the kneeler. The points of embroidery 
embed in my knees. There is a scar on my knees. I came off my bike where there was new 
gravel cycling back from Rosemary’s house. 
The gravel in the stream is sparse. There is mud between. It comes up around my toes. It 
gives. The gravel sharp. There may be other sharp things down there. The bible here is blue. 
I have my period in the church. It is early. I can feel it bursting. I am kneeling on the 
kneeler. My skirt is made of corduroy. It is absorbent. I can feel the blood on my pants where 
it pools wet in the middle, also on my thighs. I feel it trickle down but not enough to show.
(While I feel this someone says a prayer.)
Few things are blue in nature. Some flowers. 
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We say the lord’s prayer. I know it from school. 
I pray fervently.
The blood on my thighs smells of rust. I can smell it from here.
The organ means everyone gets up. My tongue is dry. I rise and the colours become 
black. It starts at the top of my vision like smoke. I faint on the stone church floor. The small 
star charm on my necklace embeds its point in my chin. There is blood on my chin but it 
doesn’t hurt. My waist hurts. I don’t know the people who talk to me after. I try to feel they 
are not talking to me and I am not talking to them so I can leave more quickly. I sit on the 
step, they give me tea which I am not drinking and if I not-drink it quickly they might go 
away. 
Rosemary and her sister are waiting outside all the time.
I cycled home I cleaned the cut up and stick on plasters. I cleaned the blood off my legs 
with a red face cloth. I said nothing to anyone. 
What I do not say: 
Both times I do not say anything about blood.
RED 
Now I’m thinking about a red pot, a cooking pot, like for baking things in, like pies 
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maybe. 
It makes me think of being sick.
The opposite of red is green.
Inside is something brown baked on it smells of burnt fat. What is it? I can’t quite 
remember.
Again there it is again the pot, red, at another point there is a split across it. It is clean. 
How did that happen?
Inside is brown, darker.
It’s the glaze, a matt glaze. 
I’m thinking about a red pot, a red pot. It is broken.
There was meat cooked inside it once, mince, I think. 
I think I cooked it. I think I burnt the fat so it smelt bad.
It is clean now.
And it is broken. 
I have forgotten what happened to it.
There is something about it that makes me feel like being sick. 
Red is a danger colour in nature. 
In school I go to the nurse’s office and say I have a stomach ache. I hope she knows what 
I mean but she gives me paracetamol. I throw up. I lie on the bed - red leatherette - I am hot 
and something inside me feels hollow. It beats. I do not ask to go home. At the top of the 
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nurse’s office a tiny window thin along the top of the wall and outside it the top of those trees 
tied to sticks that can never be fully grown, thrashing. It is red it makes me feel sick. 
I am scared of this red jelly bag that sometimes gets heavier and fuller so full that it 
spills. It’s so inconvenient it batters against my back, my belly trying to get out it asks to be 
mentioned but is unmentionable and it asks and asks again. I’d prefer it to all be over like to 
be an old woman—when does it stop? 50? 60? — Never to have the choice the need to 
mention or not mention this thing that asks and asks and that also provides the other 
unwieldy insistent things, all embarrassing that she carries around that means she needs a 
handbag. I unwrapped one once before, my mother’s, thick and white with a string. I didn’t 
know what it was. She didn’t tell me. I didn’t ask. I marvelled at it then stuck it in the waste 
paper basket under the other things. You never know if a handbag has them in it or not or 
that a handbag has them also all the time the woman doesn’t need them she is a woman 
because she carries them anyway because they need a handbag and the handbag needs her to 
be a woman too and the woman needs the handbag so she is a woman to contain the woman 
things.
Everything is so sticky. I’m meant to be a grown-up now. I’m meant to have given up 
sticky red things. 
I’m a grown-up. I can vote now. 
I vote red. 
Why does it only announce itself through pain? It hammers and everything is a bit burnt 
and nauseous, the pot that’s red on the outside I remember the feel of that pot it is smooth 
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and matte not quite like velvet the texture of it makes me feel sick. Something was burnt on I 
think. I couldn’t get it off. 
Those ads on the telly that show it blue not red, they say you can ignore it. 
You can ignore something only if you know it’s there. 
MARIGOLDS
What I don’t say:
Any of this.
And that light that light that comes in the evening: yellow, with a white centre you can’t 
look at just as it’s going behind the hills at the edge of the valley not that they’re hills it’s that 
we’re in a dip they’re a rim really and splayed against it a cloud really dark really blue grey 
with through it holes with shafts of light that go through it and down that look like boxes, 
long narrow boxes that reach down to the ground like they had sides like they were 3d. 
It’s about this time my mother puts on her rubber gloves they’re yellow, yellow as the 
light on the edge of the sunset around the white in the middle, yellow as the haze that hangs 
in the air as the 3d boxes that stretch all the way from the clouds to the fields and she makes 
small movements they are circular she scrubs the pans the surfaces sometimes the floor with 
its hole in the tiles that aren’t tiles not really you unroll them like a carpet we have a spare 
roll under the stairs. She does this all facing away from the sunset because the kitchen is on 
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the other side of the house from the sunset and the kitchen surfaces in any case face away 
from the windows and are lit by tubes that are stuck underneath the wall cupboards you can 
see if you peer underneath and she faces away from the sunset until it’s all gone and she 
doesn’t have to do it or she doesn’t have to do it so thoroughly or she doesn’t have to do it 
then how many sunsets has she missed?
After which she sits in a dark room where people are tested on the television. They have 
to know all sorts of things and sometimes she can answer, mostly wrong but differently 
wrong from the people on the television so she looks happy and even as tho she might be 
right after all. The knowledge is nothing to do with the valley. Nothing of our lives here can 
be known. Or the knowledge has no use, or maybe no value. He watches them too. It’s not 
her only. When the answers are given he mouths them half a syllable behind. As if he knew 
them too. 
There is such security in the way I hate them. I look up to the corner of the window still 
lit. There it is, solid.
SUN
Then mum and dad watch the telly until one of them goes to sleep. 
All I can see out here are wordless things and also silent out of my window between the 
sunset the new houses’ bones black beyond, among them the long grasses bending gold on 
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top green under then black. There’s nothing to say about it. 
I play my music quiet. I lie with my head right by the tape recorder so as not to disturb. I 
lie on the floor I can smell the carpet. It smells like the coat of something live an animal 
perhaps but its fibres snag my nails because they’re not woven they’re extruded or whatever. 
The fibres glisten. You can only see that from close up. 
They are nothing natural. 
The carpet is always damp. I remember when they took it up. The bottom was clammy 
rubber. It was peach. The colour peach, not the colour of peaches. Now there are patches in 
like crop circles the pile laid down where people have trod. You can smell the smell of 
people along with the rubber if you put your face close. It’s almost like skin. 
I  lie behind curtains looking up at them I can see between the curtain and the lining they 
are cotton and if you lie under them on the floor right by the wall you can look inside and 
they’re like a cone where you can see the light through until late. Outside my window the 
sunset until what 9 or even later.  
My hand strays on me. Like it’s not mine. 
They are moss green the curtains they have small flowers. The flowers are white. You can 
see the sun clearer through the white bits. I go to bed rather than stay downstairs. I have to be 
a child for only a little while longer. 
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I arrange my books by colour in the order of the rainbow. 
BLUE MOON
In the dark now white things, the moths, the bones of something in the hedge showing 
white.
On the hill opposite a stick (unseen) with red things, lords and ladies, a radio mast. It’s so 
the planes can see it. 
On the ring road the houses turned away behind raw fences, bats in the gardens, in quite 
suburban houses. I have never seen them down by the river. 
I can stay here ’til the light fades and never notice. My eyes change with the dark. 
Blue moon which is not blue, only whiter, like Persil.
(That’s a joke). 
“Where did you put your things?”
(I can hear them downstairs.)
“Did you wash the tomatoes before slicing them?”
“On top of yours, ready to go in.”
“In this plastic bag I have put all the things we are going to wear Sunday.”
“Did you wash the tomatoes before slicing them?”
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“No it isn’t. It’s going to stay very mild next week.”
“I’ve got this egg here. Shall I put it in the suitcase? A brown egg.”
“You didn’t, did you?”
“A brown egg? It has nothing to do with the suitcase.”
—Noise of rustling— 
“Agugh, dammit”
—Noise of rustling— 
“At the side of the dresser. To the left”









“I wedge the door”
“Ulppppadon me”
“Ow-ehew”
Persil washes whiter but its grains are blue. 
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RADIO MIDNIGHT
Things I don’t know: 
I don’t know where the river goes. 
Because I do not know the river goes nowhere. 
In the meantime the estate is not the valley. 
The valley is not the estate. 
I’m not sure which one is right. 
When I go to one I forget the other. 
Except in patches where it shows through in the pub by the river in the green by the bus in 
the new town not so much. Even the trees there have nothing to do with the trees here. 
I must sit and listen to what isn’t here. To catch it. When I go to the estate I cannot hear 
nothing again. 
Even here and now I hear the ring road in the distance. 
And:
That sound on the radio late at night the dial turned to nowhere. Notes play, each equal, long. 
What is it plays them? A tune played by people who don’t understand music. I think it is a 
Russian tune. It is a code like morse code. A Russian code? It only happens at night. 
The last thing to go is the shipping forecast. The last thing before dark noise. Sometimes I 
stay up late my parents asleep I’m not tired. I listen to all the things that tell me it’s late: the 
late news the late book then the shipping forecast then they play a tune then nothing. 
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Then the sound.
And across the fields.
Is it a sparkling ocean? 
It is a sea of plastic. There is no ocean here. 
Its waves move, catch the moon, leap to it, ripple with white noise. It is alive. 
But it is not nature. So my feelings for it are wrong. 
It is something about which no stories can be told.
GARDEN
I am a feminist. 
I don’t like any of the women here.
Smell is made of molecules.
At the cattery, chicken wire fronts the cages.
The molecules of cat shit hang in the air. Some must stick to the inside of my nose. The 
cats all eat meat. Their shit is sticky. The gravel in the cat trays sticks to it. I switch on my 
walkman. It is the tape I made from the radio. 
I have a plastic scoop. I unlock each cage and take a scoop of gravel around the shit. I put 
this into a sack. I listen to Robert De Niro’s Waiting by Bananarama. 
I am a feminist.
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I am reading a book about sex. It is by a man.
I have finished my exams. I have lots of spare time. 





Nobody knows I am reading the book.
I can hear the cars above me. 
I have nothing much to do ’til October. 
Home: my mother under they sycamore on the sun lounger in the garden oils her body, 
her skin nylon as her swimming costume. I know its nude lining very well, the loose skin of a 
soft doll. Her belly is round even when she lies flat, not grotesquely but obscenely. It is not 
fat this spare flesh: she has it from me. How can she bear to show it? If you get close enough 
you see a network of fine white lines. I test “mother” on the woman in front of me, against 
the word I’ve read in books. This is difficult because the mothers in books are so entirely 
busy with their function. 
You can “have” sex but you can’t keep it.
There is nowhere to keep it in your body.
Sex is what you can’t tell if anyone has.
They won’t necessarily lie to you.
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They just won’t say anything. 
That smell, the earth and squashed grass combined that is like the innermost of sweat like 
outdoor sweat on the palms rubbed together, quite fresh and like nature with the dirtiness of 
bodies, quite different from the dirtiness of the earth that is not really at all dirty because it 
does not have one body rubbing against itself or against other bodies but is lots of different 
things each blade different. Only human sweat binds its own smells together reminding us we 
are not nature oh no not really.
Rosemary's body smells quite different to her sister's which is sharp sour a bit masculine. 
Rosemary is lime playdoh dirt should I notice this? My mother further off like chip oil my 
father sometimes a bit like cat shit especially in the mornings that round blunt fuzzy smell 
like shit yes but not quite. No sister brother don’t know what someone else my age… 
Rosemary's sister's sharp crease at her thigh brown and worms of sweat I can see the bulge 
where she wears the thick pad for her cystitis not meant to notice that either nor does she, like 
we ignore it when we bleed, not speak, no smell, no stain but I can detect my own rusty tinge 
its molecules in the air nevertheless.
I think Rosemary has done it.
But I cannot ask her about it. 
A tree: an explosion happening very slowly. 
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FLOAT
There is another painting. It is on my teacher’s wall in her school office. 
When we are in the stream me and Rosemary we do not swim, we pretend. It is too 
shallow. We lie in it the cold covering our backs and our sides sometimes letting the water 
snake its way around our fronts between our legs over our waists where they dip. If we push 
our hair out behind us it flows to show the stream’s still flowing. We are just like the 
painting. 
She is a teacher of English Literature. On her office wall which is the office wall of the 
English Department is a girl lying in a stream. It is pasted onto board and varnished, bright. 
You can see all the small leaves as if you could focus everywhere at once. The girl looks 
neither happy nor unhappy. She looks incapable of her own distress. She looks up into air. 
Her mouth is open, catching flies.
We do not think what we look like. 
But in the picture is one of the streams that is not ours. It is greener, lusher. There are 
willows athwart the bank. Athwart. It is in England. Or it is in English Literature. We are not 
in England. I mean here in the valley. Or we are not in English Literature. In England, or in 
Literature at least, there are punts water meadows cows meadows a-chewing a-mooing to 
pass the time away a sleek sinuous full-bodied animal chasing and chuckling gripping things 
with a gurgle and leaving them with all the birds of oxfordshire and gloucestershire I’d rather 
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reign with Edmund there than be all England’s queen what spires what farms are those? Here 
in not-England the water’s dark you can’t see beyond the bank if there’s barbed wire wheat 
stubble a metal bridge crumbled concrete. In the painting there are plants I recognise: dog 
rose loosestrife that liberal shepherds call a grosser name dock unless I’m seeing them wrong 
but in the painting they are all discrete and not mixed as they are by the stream where we 
can’t see what is rooted where. 
I cannot swim.
We are reading English Literature to tell us what England is.
I have never lived in England. 
I have lived here all my life. 
Rosemary can swim.
It might be a shallow stream like ours her back—the girl’s—might be catching against the 
mud the gravel the long weeds otherwise how would she float like that?
But Rosemary lies on her back and floats under the bridge. 
And so do I. 
FEAR
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Things I don’t talk about:
My mother keeps things in she doesn’t talk about. They are things we don’t eat, tins: 
spam, oxtail soup. She keeps in bags of lentils and chickpeas: we don’t eat those either. They 
are in case.
The four most harmful radionuclides spread by the disaster were iodine-131, 
caesium-134, caesium-137 and strontium-90 with half-lives of 8.02 days, 2.07 years, 30.2 
years and 28.8 years respectively.
(It’s hard to think about everything looking the same after the grass green and the meat 
red and the sun still in the same place like a picture we don’t know and we can’t know. It 
happened two years ago there but we didn’t know, not ’til the spring after.)
Caesium tends to accumulate in vital organs such as the heart, while strontium 
accumulates in bones.
(About fifty years old when it reduces even once.)
One villager says: "We had a year once when almost every day there was a funeral. We 
must have buried about fifty people that year. Is it related? Who knows."
(The poppies if you pick them the petals all fall off more or less straight away even if you 
put them right into water.)
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Throughout the European continent, in nations where abortion is legal, many requests for 
induced abortions, of otherwise normal pregnancies, were obtained out of fears of effects, 
including an excess number of abortions in Denmark in the months following the accident.
(I still pick them.)
Officials estimate the area may not be safe for human life again for another 20,000 years.
To be unable to think of it but to think it anyway. But not to talk about it. Is that love?
SWIM
My mother says she can teach me to swim. It goes like this she says and throws one arm 
over the other when we are very far from water. 
My mother does not like to swim. She said, but I can teach you without going in.
I can teach you to dance, says my mother. Ballroom. Latin. I used to. Every Friday.
My mother imitates a pirouette which I know is nothing more than an imitation of a 
pirouette with its suggestion of elegance and expertise all the same carried out in earnest but 
for what purpose? Why for attraction of course, what else is dancing for? Real dancing is not 
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about attraction but skill. To aim at attraction is to miss. She learnt not how to pirouette, but 
to pretend to.
What she is teaching is obvious pretence. 
What she is teaching is that pretence must be obvious. 
To remain incomplete I must show some incapability.
To show incompletion means I show I that I might be completed.
She does not teach me who I should show this to.
She never says any of these things to me aloud. 
I pirouette in turn very poised showing no damage but some incapability.
Smile!
Having learned to show enjoyment I am pretending also to enjoy it.
MISS
The grass is bitter. It is dark and strong. Pick a blade, when you press it, it’s wet. 
Twice a week I mop the cages. 
I am sitting waiting for Rosemary and her sister on the steps of the mobile library. I am 
waiting for Rosemary’s sister to finish her tennis lesson. The tennis courts are by the church. 
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I listen to Queen. I put the tape on before I go in there. I listen to We Are The Champions. 
I have on plastic gloves not rubber gloves but disposable plastic gloves. They are too big for 
me. They rustle. I have a mop and the scooper and the bag for cat shit and the bucket with 
water and disinfectant I get the water from the tap on the outside of the cattery I get the 
disinfectant from the cupboard by the food bin I lock the door and let the cats from one cage 
out into the corridor between the cages while I clean the cage they have just vacated. First I 
remove the bed then I clean out the entire gravel in the trays, not just the shit, tipping it all 
into the sack, then I use the scoop to scrape any remaining shit off the trays. If the trays are 
really dirty I stack them up. There is a pile of clean trays by the side of the door I put them 
there earlier. They are from vacant cages I lean through the door to the outside and sweep 
anything up with a dustpan and brush I mop the floor inside the cage I fill the clean tray with 
new litter. By this time the cage is dry. I put the bed back in I get the cat or cats and put them 
in I lock the door and start on the next cage. 
What grows on the tennis courts is clover & daisies. You can make the daisies into 
chains, and you can pluck out the petals of the clover and suck their bases. These taste 
weakly of sugar. 
When I do this I have been told to worry about dog piss.
Rosemary arrives she has some chocolates.
When a cat scratches you the lines of blood are very thin. After a few hours they itch. 
After a day you can pull off long thin strings of skin from the scar. 
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When Rosemary’s sister’s finished we say let’s go to the stream and we all cycle different 




 going under the underpass, through the plantation by the executive estate, past my house 
and up to the ridge by the cattery then down into the valley Rosemary goes straight through 
the village and up the hill to the ridge then down Rosemary’s sister is a fast cyclist she goes 
right through the village and over the stream in the village by the pub then round the road on 
the other side of the stream that goes along the ridge on the other side of the valley. We are 
meeting at the bridge in the middle.
When I’ve finished with the cages and they’re all locked with the cats back inside I take 
the sacks of gravel and cat shit and put them in the cinder-proof bin at the end of the drive 
and from there I can see the bridge and the stream then I go back and scrape the dirty trays 
under the tap in the trough outside the cattery, and I—
When I get to the bridge Rosemary is there but not her sister. We go under the bridge. We 
stay there for a long time. 
—I have listened to both sides of all three of my tapes. I have been on my own all this 
time. I am satisfied.
We wait and Rosemary’s sister doesn’t come but we’re not at all alarmed about this, and 
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when I begin to get alarmed it’s quite an artificial kind of alarm at first and it seems this way 
for Rosemary too.
(Around Rosemary and her sister I identify eager and dread.)
Outside the cattery I can smell cat shit in the air. I hope I don’t smell of cat shit and that 
it’s only that the molecules are now on the inside of my nose. 
I thought the stems of the chocolate cherries Rosemary brought were real but when I 
examined them closely, each was identical, plastic.
I don’t know if you can get blood poisoning from cat scars. There is nowhere I can look 
this up. 
Things we don’t talk about: 
• That Rosemary’s sister is not here. 
• Whether she passed while we were under the bridge.
• If we should have waited for her.
• That we do not talk about this.




Then the noise filling everything all the molecules in all the air that bounces off one side 
of the valley then the other meeting itself halfway the noise of something happening.
It is both the inside and the outside of my head. It is the loudest sound I have ever heard.
(We’re lying at the bridge, me and Rosemary. We lie flat. Every molecule in our bodies is 
sound. We wait for the noise to pass through them.)
It is a warning warning. 





Residents left baffled by a loud siren on Sunday can rest easy that it 
was not warning of a "nuclear attack", but caused by a chlorine alarm test. Readers 
contacted the council after hearing a wailing noise that started at about 3.20pm and sounded 
like an air raid siren.
Woodruff.
The occasional dead man’s finger. 
The council said the siren is based at its Green Farm sewage works and is meant to warn 
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residents of a chlorine spill. The new siren is being tested each Sunday at noon beginning 
next week, according to Mike Whitham of the County Emergency Management Agency. This 





If the siren is activated, those who hear it should go inside, shut all windows and doors, 
and turn off air intake systems such as heating and cooling systems. Cracks in windows and 
doors should be sealed with duct tape if possible. The public should then tune to local radio 
for further instruction and information.
Goldenrod.
Dog violet.
The new siren was funded by the county council in response to community concerns after 
discussions with the emergency department, which handles hazardous material incidents. The 
Power, Water and Sewerage System and River Electric Department cooperated to install the 
siren.
Purple loosestrife. 
Green hawthorn berries slightly coloured now. 
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Red.
The intent is for the siren to remain on as long as danger is present, although the absence 
of the siren should not be taken as an "all clear," since the siren is capable of failure. Roving 
police car loudspeakers, as well as local radio, give the official "all clear" signal.
The weather on bank holidays is very often overcast. 
Can loosestrife be replaced with anxious?
Can oats be replaced with fury?
Can saxifrage be replaced with violent?
Nothing happened. 
Only fear not converted into action.
The noise stops: the fear stays with us.
Things I don’t talk about:
We do not stop being afraid.
PLANTATION
You can walk through the plantation tho it belongs to someone. Plantations always do. 
There are traps somewhere. But there are paths. 
• Barbed wire. 
• A feeling of being watched.
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It is quiet. However 
in someone else’s eyes I can always go wrong. 
Things I don’t talk about:
When everyone else is out, sometimes, milk and sherry in a special glass. Not much. Top 
of the milk, if I can with the crusty bits around the top where the cream rises and you scrape 
your finger round and it tastes a bit off. It’s called a cocktail. I’ve seen them drink it on the 
telly. You use just a bit from everything so no one sees: the sherry, the bells, the martini, with 
the milk, even all together if you like. My dad comes back from work and every night he 
changes his work clothes then he has a bells. Every night. After that it’s lager.  
The garlic in the woods smells wrong so I ignore it. Something culinary about it but not 
quite. It smells like a smell people don’t like so better to not think about it, especially if not 
alone. Sometimes I ignore it even to myself. 
Sometimes I ignore that I also enjoy it.
Milk spilt on the kitchen lino made to look like tiles.
A tear in the tiles. The milk goes in.
No.
That’s a joke isn’t it. They don’t look like tiles any more. You can see the ridge between 
two strips where it wasn’t glued down properly. That’ll be the damp.
During the cocktail the house is funny: the kitchen tops that look like wood; the sides of 
the tops where you can see the crunched-up wood they’re made from, the kitchen cupboards 
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that look like wood the same. 
A joke. The countryside here is wrong always. I am disappointed.
It should be you know rolling hills whatever water meadows bullrushes little boats people 
in white, green.
We hear woodpeckers we think but don’t see them. 
By now the wheat is maximum gold. 
FACTORY
I walk through the plantation so the man can show me his egg factory.  I have to carry a 
message for my mother. I can’t remember what. 
The egg factory is a barn. It is dark with a few lights. He left me there but it is ok. He had 
to do something I don’t know what. I was alarmed but it was ok. 
Oh yes, I am there to buy eggs. For the party. For boiled eggs. And cakes.
In the dark the chickens cover all the floor of the barn. 
They run round and round all together. They run towards each other. They avoid each 
other. Then they meet the next chicken.
They do not ever go outside the barn. 
The lights are on. They hang from the ceiling. It is still dark.
Hybrid hens that are selectively bred to lay hundreds of eggs are the usual producers of 
soft / shell-less eggs. It is not uncommon for commercial ‘brown hens’ to lay 320 or more in 
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a year and
I know this is not the worst kind of egg factory. 
So I force myself to feel it. 
the normal ‘shelling process’ usually taking around 24 hours can be followed in some 
heavy layers by a shell-less egg produced in less than 12 hours.
By the corner of the chicken factory the road goes uphill through the plantation by the 
executive estate. (There is a house at the top of the hill. A boy I know lives there.) 
The plantation is fir trees, no grass under them. The ground under the trees is covered 
with brown needles. It is soft and springy. In the plantation nothing changes, winter or 
summer, not even the noise. There is no noise. That is why I am frightened. 
That is why I am frightened when there is someone else on the road.
(He is the boy with the swimming pool in his garden.)
The eggs from battery chickens come in grey cardboard. These eggs from the chickens in 
the egg factory that is not the worst come in grey cardboard. You can’t tell the difference. 
(Where I swam once with Rosemary.)
Round here you still buy things direct from the farmer sometimes. Eggs I mean. That’s  
what my mother wanted.  I remember. She wanted the cheap eggs that have soft shells. I pay, 
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I take the eggs. 
(Why did he show me?)
The cheap eggs are soft and wrinkly like skin. The same colour too. If you press into 
them your finger goes in but the shell does not break. Sometimes it’s only a few in the tray, 
sometimes a dozen. The farmer sells those trays cheap. 
If you don’t mind the skin he says there’s nothing wrong with them. 
FEET
I take my shoes off to walk to the river. The road is tarmac, hot, soft. Outside the cattery 
there is white gravel, large chips of stone. This is harder, but my feet are getting tougher. 
The red post office van drives across the other ridge. I see it every day. 
On the bridge there is room for only one car to go over at a time. 
On the road down to the bridge there is a bit more room but not much.
After it’s happened when there aren’t cars any more I don’t know what—maybe horses. 
There are people here with horses in the village. I don’t know them but I see the horses pass 
the end of the garden sometimes and I see marks left in the mud when I haven’t seen the 
horses pass.  
The edges of my feet are white.
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Now there are cars but not so many down the valley. Some of them are male some of 
them are female. We lie on the bridge Rosemary and me and look at the cars from ground 
level, at the workings underneath as they get near. The male ones have pipes, the female, two 
hard bumps together. If you lie on the bridge that’s the level you see them from: male, male, 
female, male. 
Curious about that engineering, never seen except the outlines. Once a boy. I think I saw. 
That boy. That is, peeking out of his swim shorts. I don’t think he knew I could see. How 
could he not notice? But, having never seen it in the flesh, I wondered, could I have got it 
wrong?
(Cars: I am thinking male, female, male. I don’t know if Rosemary is thinking that too.)
I swam in his pool with Rosemary. We only swam there once. 
I am not white, that white anyway. The road is not white. It’s grey. The powder that 
comes between me and the road where we meet is white. Is that off me or the road? My heels 
have white tracks in like dry mud. The rest of my heels is dark red. Neither is the colour of 
flesh. My heels look like something in nature.
Do men not know where they are?
Where does all the powder come from, that’s between me and everything else in the 
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world?
I don’t know how much ground I’d have to cover to leave here. 
I can walk, I can cycle. 
I cannot drive. 
Drivers leave quickly, cyclists less so, walkers slowly. 
Walking, it’s wrong not to notice each house, each tree. 
It’s wrong not to notice each blade of grass. 
I can hear the noise of the trees. It fills all the space inside my ears.
I must count off every leaf between here and the cattery. 
POOL
Rosemary’s father is an entrepreneur.
Going with Rosemary her sister her father to the boy’s house by the plantation which is 
also his client’s house who is the boy’s father. The pool in the garden shaped like a kidney 
inside it painted blue like nothing in nature Rosemary’s father says why don’t you get in he 
says while we talk? 
Well that’s what we brought our costumes for. 
We don’t use costumes down at the bridge only shorts or if you have something else on 
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take them off and mostly underwear mostly cotton mostly half covered with something a top 
or something and then darker where there are splashes transparent even sometimes when we 
fall in.
We dare each other. 
The water in the swimming pool’s not heated it’s cold, cold as the stream but the feel is 
not the same. 
The water does not move on top of it are leaves lying. By the side of the pool the pool net 
and Rosemary’s sister her legs bent up under her as usual so we don’t see them. 
She hugs her knees.
The hedge is solid with firs, twenty feet high. 
Rosemary’s father goes to talk to his client who is the boy’s father. The patio door I’d say 
creaks open but that would be wrong no I don’t know how to describe that noise I know what 
makes it the fluffy stuff on the bottom of the glass the track it almost squeaks but not quite.
It does not seem to be straight on its tracks. 
The pane could fall out any time. 
Rosemary in her swimming costume. The boy also here, not talking, sent out by his 
father. Us not talking. Why should he? What would we say to him?
I look at the firs, their tops only waving. The wind doesn’t get to them. Nothing gets 
through them. They make us dark. 
The sun makes us dark. 
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I can’t see inside the house it’s dark. One of the patio doors, slid behind the other, reflects 
white, the opening straight to black. No not black there is no black in nature. I walk round the 
pool to follow Rosemary to the jumping end her sister frozen mid-air as I turn, too close to 
the opening on purpose and turn my head just at the right time. Inside a dark carpet: brown, 
perhaps, too little furniture a glass dining table Rosemary’s father sitting talking to a man I 
cannot see. 
(We know we are being watched.)
There is an inside to the firs somewhere if you focus on it there is a black part blacker 
than any other. This is also true of the house. 
(We are also watching. But we do not know who sees that.)
I stand in the shallow end of the boy’s swimming pool and wheel my arms like my 
mother says.
The stream in the valley is shallow; my feet always on the ground.
Nothing happened.
I am afraid to swim in deep water. 
LACE
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Cars seldom came over the bridge by the stream. When we see one coming we hide 
underneath in the bridge up to our waists our clothes wet on us like bodies like other bodies. 
That cool damp smell. The car passes rumbles over us and our laughs rumble inside us like 
sex perhaps. Like sex we clutch ourselves in several places.
Things I don’t talk about:
The men are working in the field next door. They are mixing concrete. The house is 
empty. I rinse the cream ring from the sherry glass and go upstairs. I don’t know why I do 
this, no I know. I look through my mother’s things I pick things up. I put them down again, 
carefully, in their dust marks all that stuff the nail varnish the rings the hair dye the falsies. In 
my father’s drawer those things I know what they are but don’t know quite, rubber in foil 
packets wet as inside bodies something live. I follow a set path but pretend I am quite casual. 
In my mother’s drawer her push-up bra. I put it on. Her lace suspender belt her thong. I put 
them on. White lace not white quite still queen anne’s lace. I go to the window. I hang back. 
They do not see me, the men outside. My nipples push over the top. I let them.
I want them to see me.
I don’t want.
The stream. The fish go through my hands. I catch them alive. I squeeze (I don’t 
squeeze). I put them in the jar. They live. But then we let them go.
I am not doing it again. I start not doing it tomorrow. Tomorrow I don’t do it as much. I 
am counting how many times. No times is ideal but a few times is not bad. When I have done 
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it enough. (And I have done it enough (I do it one more time to make sure).)
The sound of a shot across the field a scarecrow mechanism. It is not a real shot, it is no 
reason to be alarmed.
I take off her my clothes and I am not a woman. The relief! The woman was too tight dug 
into my ribs her pads pushed my breast in her lace was scratchy. I can put her off now.
Our legs are wet numb rubber. Half of our bodies in a different element, Rosemary and 
me.
The men are gone anyhow and now children are in the field I don’t know how they got in. 
They sound like a swimming pool. Their voices don’t come from the same place as their 
bodies: they bounce off the walls of unfinished brick. I don’t see them. They’re screaming, 
the kind of screams that must be play, but not how adults like children to play which is quiet 
and contained, and going along expected lines so not really play not at all. They’re screaming 
I don’t know what: argument excitement violence pleasure joy. It’s frightening. It’s 
frightening to hear something so uncontrolled. It’s also nice. 
(I keep that last bit secret from myself.) 
ANTS
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On the concrete bridge there are ants. The ants stay mostly by the lip where the bridge 
meets the road in a tiny step measuring a millimetre or two. Maybe there is some shade there. 
There are things it is too hard to think about. They are not happening here in the valley. 
Rosemary bends down over her left leg. She uses her nails to push together a darker spot. 
She does this slowly. A hair coils out of the spot, an inch or so long, perfect. 
Some ants go in one direction by the concrete lip and some in the other. I won’t call them 
a line of ants because there aren’t that many of them, and they are in single file, but there are 
generally two of them quite close together going in one direction, and two going in the other. 
When the ants going in one direction meet the ants going in the other, they stop before they 
go round them. They don’t seem to have any expectation of meeting. 
I mean things like starving and maiming and killing and people who are starved and 
maimed and killed. They are not round here but their shadow still falls on us. We are told 
only to think about them when we’re told to. When I think of them something turns my 
thought away quickly. If we think about them we have to think beyond the valley. 
I lie flat along the concrete, can feel the ridge just under my breasts. I lie so my breasts 
hang over the edge. If I didn’t it is uncomfortable. I can lie like this for a while before the 
concrete ridge starts biting in. That’s gravity pushing me into the ground. 
Everyone stayed in and watched the telly when they played live, the song about the 
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people dying, but I was out somewhere in the valley. I didn’t see it. I didn’t want to see it. 
There’s wrong with it. I can’t work out what. I don’t want to be involved. I was out 
somewhere, maybe down the valley. I was trying not to think about it because it was too 
complicated. I knew there was something bad about not staying in to watch the telly of the 
performance of the song about the people dying, or I felt wrong about it but there also 
seemed something wrong about the song too. Or about sitting in and watching the telly and 
not giving any money. Or even buying the record and enjoying the song as many times as 
you like and thinking about the people dying at the same time at that proper time and place 
there is still something I don’t like about it and I still can’t work it out. 
Sometimes we put things in the way of the ants, like twigs and blades of grass, and if they 
don’t go under, they always go round. Sometimes we put things right to the edge of the 
bridge but they still go round, just crawling along the side. 
I still hear it a lot the song because especially people play it at parties, so that parties are 
now always also about those other people that we can’t imagine doing anything except dying. 
We have so many other things to do but it looks like dying is the only thing they do because 
it’s all we are told they do and it becomes even harder to think about them because every 
time we think they are still dying so that everything we do when we play the record is part of 
their dying especially any time we try to do the opposite of dying like having parties. When 
the song is repeated we are thinking about them but we are not doing any more than that. We 
are told to have fun at parties. We are told we should have fun, and we should have parties to 
have fun at. We are told not to have fun when we think about people dying. When the song is 
played at parties all we can do is think and not do anything about the people dying. We 
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cannot do anything unless we leave the parties. We don’t leave. That’s why we smash things 
after parties. In defiance of our lives.
Rosemary’s dad bought her the record about people dying. She put it on for us. She 
laughed at it. 
I didn’t like that not the song not laughing at the song not that the song existing meant 
that it could be laughed at and along with that the people dying could be laughed at. And I 
did not like Rosemary for a moment for a moment only. 
But at the same time I admired her.
The print of concrete on the insides of my arms.
Rosemary said, It’s not a big deal. 
She started tracing a pattern with a straw over her leg and forgot about it. 
The grasses bend back, their reverse-sides white. 
There are no people dying here in the valley, not like that anyway. There are poor people 
maybe the ones living in the tower blocks in the centre but most of us live on the estate and in 
the village and between the village and the estate and on the executive estate or in the old 
town. None of us are dying. Not all the time anyway. None of us are spending all our lives 
dying. We don’t have lives like that. We can’t think about people dying not when we think 
about our lives. 
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The fields stroked all the wrong way. 
GABLE
Things I don’t talk about:
It
You can’t get it any other way except books or at least I can’t there must be people who 
buy those magazines in the newsagent. I flick my eyes upward and they are hanging over me 
lots of them a whole shelf. By people I mean men. I mean men must buy them and they’re all 
about women but if they have stuff about it in that means they must have stuff about men too. 
I can’t reach up and take one down it’s not what girls do I have to pretend I’m not interested. 
I can’t even look.
The boy who lives up the road well it’s more like a mile away in the big house with the 
swimming pool. He’s my age and when we are all about to die I don’t know how there are so 
many ways I am planning to go over and ask him to do it to me.
In the meantime I know you can find stuff about it in books. 
I read Colette. She is French.
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I bring the book home from the library. My dad says: 
Isn’t that… adult?
I don’t know so I don’t answer. I don’t see anything adult in the book by Colette if adult 
means stuff about it. Bodies I mean. Then I think of a bit where a man breaks a glass. He falls 
over. He sees the woman looking down at him and there seems something adult about this 
because I don’t understand it quite. It was something powerful, but I don’t quite know why 
but I knew that not quite knowing must be part of its adultness. I put the book down. Unable 
to expect what I might encounter, I could not pick it up again. 
My dad has not read Colette. On his shelves, thrillers, detective stories. They have stuff 
about it in them, bodies I mean. That’s what I look for along his shelves. That must be adult 
because it’s what adults do. But not the same as Colette.
There are so many things I don’t know, how should I know which things I shouldn’t see?
I am alarmed by the books even the ones here on the shelves the books that are my dad’s 
about men and their bodies men doing things leaping from one thing to something else or 
doing it and maybe they’re spies or explorers but some of them are other things there are 
also more serious books I can tell by their covers and they are also by men. I am frightened 
to read books about men, by men. I don’t know what those books can do to me. I know they 
can do something.
I walk past the boy’s house. The house is his skin altho
I don’t know if he’s even in.
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To touch these books is like touching a man’s body. 
The house is big and red and faces in several directions. Most houses face back and front 
sometimes a tiny window on the side for a bathroom if they’re not terraced. This house has 
small pointy roofs that are called gables at different angles. I don’t know what the rooms 
inside must be like some of them overhanging the first storey the windows all at different 
levels. I thought at first it must be an old house but no there’s a plaque on the front it says 
1905 in crinkly writing like it wants to be older. There are beams but I thought they were real 
not like the ones you see on some of the houses on the estate where people have put them on 
just stuck them to the front like it makes their house look older or to show they’d like their 
houses to look older because they don’t. But this house has beams and they’re not painted 
black they’re just pale grey wood-colour like they’ve been there for a long time in all 
weathers without varnish and they’re inside each gable and on top of each gable red tiles. 
Because the house faces in several directions at once you can’t be sure which is the front door 
maybe there isn’t such a thing though I don’t know where they know to put the post through. 
You can tell the house is some sort of old nevertheless as all the plumbing pipes are on the 
outside like they had to stick them on after. And round this house there’s gravel not white 
like on some of the houses in the estate but grey like the beams. And after that lawn and on 
all sides the tall fir trees of the plantation that mean the lawn gets bare and short underneath 
not the same grass as ours this grass is green and short with no clover and under the trees it is 
straw-coloured with moss. I know that kind of grass have sat on it. The short hairs prick your 
shaved legs like stubble and when you get up you have red dots I generally swing my legs 
under me right to left my right heel wedged into my —  using any of the words for it sounds 
wrong as there’s not a word for it not one that can make it sound nice. Wedged into. It. Hot 
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around my heel.
I am not those words not any of them.
So I just won’t mention it. 
I am alarmed by my dad’s books but there aren’t any other sort of books here. There are 
no books by Colette not here and not in school either. Reading in class was different even 
books about it because the books are given to us and we read them in daylight and sometimes 
aloud and also we read them because we had to and because no one read them by choice 
except if wanting to show they’d chosen to read a clever thing. I don’t know where in the 
valley I can both find a book by Colette and read it on my own.  
Sometimes I walk past his house to see if he’s still there.
I don’t know him really I just know him to look at. He comes out of his house dressed in 
that black blazer with the badge on the pocket like all the rest of those boys and black 
trousers and white shirts like a boy wearing a suit which is strange until you see him meet up 
at the bus stop with the other boys wearing suits and there are far more of them than girls like 
me not wearing a suit because in my school you didn’t have to but it’s a school bus that takes 
people into the Old Town from the village. Apart from that he has curly hair and lips too big 
for his face apart from that I can’t think what his body is like under that suit except that I 
think it is very white like roots.
I think of him because he is my age. 
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He is not the worst boy I have seen. 
And those are the reasons I would ask him. 
GRAN
There have been no men on the building site for a week now. 
Something happened. Gran fell down. Mum’s mum I mean. Mother. Mother’s mother. 
Nobody found her. She fell down in the bathroom. A neighbour found her. She was talking 
about policemen. She is in the hospital. The postman found her. He looked through the 
letterbox. She thought she was being arrested. We sit in the car until it is time to visit. Her 
toes are yellow. She cannot cut her toenails. We do not cut her toenails. When we left she 
cried, not out loud, but tears came out of her eyes. 
All the earth in around the new houses was mud. Now it is cracked. 
The hospital is on the ring road and it smells of car park, all of it. It is car park colour, 
all of it. 
Petrol and plastic. 
There is still an alarm in the air in the valley. It hangs, not making a noise. It is there 
nonetheless. 
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Gran says the women in the next beds take the toilet rolls there are never any in the 
bathroom. 
Even the cellar is dry. Around the walls a green stripe shows water level. 
Here is the bottle of Love Musc. It fits in my palm. It is round and flat and cool. I have 
brought it here for something. For something to hold on to. 
It smells just like the car park. 
Nothing hangs together. 
The nurse says in any case she can’t get up to go to the toilet.
She is my mother’s mother. My mother should have cut her toenails.
The nurse says she is telling stories. 
 
If I were a mother gran would be a mother’s mother’s mother. 
I could be a mother. 
Rosemary could be a mother. 
Rosemary does not tell me about doing it.
I do not ask her. 
There are no stories about people like us. 
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See two women. Always, “I want to be that one”. Without even thinking. 
See me and Rosemary. I would not want to be me. 
Hoverflies are wrong. They are a deception. Wasps are bad but they are not wrong. Bees 
can sting but they are still good. And you don’t see them often. Other insects: common blue, 
soldier beetle, caddisfly. 
Does it matter I know these names?
The dress sticking and I know there’s a fold where my arm meets my shoulder not on top 
of course underneath I mean in the armpit it should be just a crease or even be hollow but 
there’s too much arm there that’s why I stick to blouses even in the warm weather I’m not 
what you’d call fat but.
Meadowsweet is fluffy. 
Old man’s beard is fluffy. The last not flowered yet. 
The cow parsley is gone.
Vetch. Yarrow. Milkwort, milfoil, st john’s wort, scullcap, trefoil.
I don’t see myself in any of this. 
I am avoiding photographs right now.  
But I can feel how it is to look at things. 
Look closely at the leaves and they have holes in them. Something has eaten them, what 
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began in spring no longer perfect. 
I think about “mother” and “dead” so I feel a tug of affection. I think it is affection. I give 
it the name just so I can feel this.
Honeysuckle it’s called woodbine in Shakespeare. Woodbine is old-fashioned cigarettes. 
I don’t know why. 
Bramble blossom. 
And cherries squashed by the roadside, red, too bitter.
What is it like to be one of those women (any women really). I can see them but I can’t 
feel it. 
(What is it like to be Rosemary?)
PLUMS
…And now I’m waiting waiting for the bus. I am carrying a bag of plums in my lap and 
the grass tickles under my legs. I feel, what? Fruitful?
I don’t really know what that means. 
Waiting waiting for the bus. There is nobody else here. The wind is sinister because 
unseasonal at least according to the season in books. Summer is sunny. This is England but it 
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is not. The bag is paper some juice from the plums is seeping through. Also from the juice 
from stones of the ones I have eaten. 
I am a feminist.
I am not like the other girls.
My body is a girl but I am not. 
My body does not look like how a girl should look. 
This is why I am reading a book by a man.
The grass is the colour of school grass, which is not the colour of grass in books but is 
aggressive, particularly strong and blue. The blades of school grass are almost white 
underneath. They are tough and too thick to whistle with. They are the same all the year. 
They are always cold. 
Chaucer said:
Shakespeare said:
Sometimes I can’t see anything but their backs, their print blouses, their hair done up 
quaintly. But sometimes I catch a whiff of it, that they’re like us, those girls in books. Not 





But there were never any stories about the valley. No words have been used here. 
Fruitful: the same feeling as the blood in church. 
For something to be real it must be said. Stories are the only real things. There are no old 
things in the valley except nature and nature’s never old. In the Old Town there’s a shop with 
stuff, old stuff like jugs for cider and things for hitting rugs to get the dust out, and horse 
brasses. Some of them only look old. If you buy them you can make where you are look old, 
you can make where you are look real. 
Sitting by the stop waiting I can feel the long and blue grass on my thighs and I feel 
capable of carrying—what?
PARTY
I am at a party. My mother has taken me with her. We are in somebody’s front room. We 
are in the estate. The windows are horizontal rectangles.
Windows should be long. I mean upright. 
 It is all women. No, there are some old men. They don’t count. It is the middle of the 
day. It is a party for a baby. There are some old women and some women with babies. There 
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are some pregnant women. There are some young girls and other children so young you don’t 
know if they’re girls or boys. There is no one my age. All the chairs are set round the walls, 
so are the garden chairs. They are set against the walls in a square so the most chairs possible 
can get in. In the other room is only a table with a paper tablecloth. The women bring 
containers covered in cling film. Each uncovered exhales. The smell released makes me taste 
it whether I like it or not. The food breathes while I hold my breath. Even so I know that 
there are things, above all, that breathe cheese. They smell of cheese but taste only sour. I 
take the sugary things with no smell, the biscuits with pastel foam on top spiked with 
coconut, those sponge lozenges with a crust. I don’t know what they’re called.
There are other things I remember yes those whorls of pastry with jam in and cream that 
is whiter than paper and a network of holes between the holes something sticky that fills up 
the space. Also small sausages so smooth you could swallow them like pills their insides 
moussey.
The others eat this stuff but they still look like people.
I never could work that one out. 
The cardboard plates bend under the food. You can have two kinds of cake or more and 
biscuits. There are also crisps pieces of celery pieces of raw carrot. 
I cannot find the biscuits I like, so I eat five biscuits I don’t like to make up. 
I have heels on and a brooch. I dyed the heels red to go with my red lace gloves. I slipped 
the brooch into my sleeve. I put it in my hand and turned the display rack. I picked up some 
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earrings in the same hand and slid the brooch into my palm. I slipped the brooch from my 
palm into my sleeve. I picked up several more pairs of earrings and looked at them before I 
left. 
No one looks so bad as when they’re eating. They take large bites of the cake and pass 
them from cheek to cheek. My grandfather’s mouth puckered like an arse. They don’t know 
what they look like. 
You can see the bridge from the cattery. You bike from the kennels taking the road across 
the ridge then turn right down to the river. 
Then there is tea which comes straight after lunch. There is a plate of biscuits with pink 
middles. 
I am passed the baby. It is wet and sour.
I stir my toe in the carpet. 
Rosemary’s sister is ‘athletic’. I don’t know what Rosemary is. Rosemary is hot breath. 
I can feel the double nylon across my toes.
The baby’s back sweats. 
I pass the baby back.
I am wearing one of my mother’s dresses.
The small fish in the river are bigger now. 
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We take a jam jar to catch them. 
On the verge our bikes are tangled limbs. 
I am passed a plate. There is a small sausage, a square of cucumber, half a slice of cake. 
The plate is paper it bends. There are crumbs in my lap. I cannot get rid of them. 
The cake the sausage have bite marks, the shape of someone’s teeth. Then someone is 
getting up.
There are bags around my feet, on top of my feet. I cannot get up. 
I make my feet smaller. 
My elbow is against the next woman’s. I don’t know her. She is talking to someone else. 
I press my legs together. Sweat starts between my skin and polyester. 
The women each with their secret which is what their bodies look like underneath 
especially after the baby. The secret is you can’t tell under the dress that has wide bits here 
and gathers and drapes and sometimes corset bits or wide elastic belts and their secret bodies 
are bundled up and partitioned and stretched and pushed up and smoothed down but you 
know there’s this bit in the middle that has no real form except it keeps changing and there’s 
something frightening about that about the women and the frightening thing is no one’s 
allowed to mention it but you know it’s going to happen but you neither know exactly how 
nor what it means. 
Someone is talking to each other. 
The carpet is thick and damp and set in whorls; outside it is hot.
They pass the plate. The passing takes so long. It’s not the plate it’s the passing. 
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They think they have given me what I want.
No thank you: I cannot take what people give me. 
I put my paper plate under the chair. I think of someone standing on it, maybe me. I think 
of the cake trodden into the carpet. I cannot tell if I enjoy this thought or if it causes me 
panic. 
What am I going towards?
There is no way for us to know what happens outside the valley.
There is radio and TV with play pop music and quiz shows. 
There is the news, in which a man puts stories in a straight line from beginning to end 
before a lady does the weather. 
Then there is the local news. That is the town but not the valley. 
No one knows what happens here. 
Lady fingers (the biscuit), not
Lords & ladies (a plant), or
Dead men’s fingers (a plant).
(Also occurring in crab.)
Also 
Crab pâté on toast fingers, grey-pink like fingers. Gross.
Long purples. Gross.
I’m not having any of it!
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The news is nothing to do with me. 
It is nothing to do with the estate, or the valley. 
It’s not that the news is not relevant. 
We are nothing to do with anything. 
Nothing has happened here. 
I stand up.
I’m getting out of here!
STOP
I am waiting waiting for something to happen. I don’t know what it is. I know now is not 
real time. What’s here and now is not worth mentioning. Nothing is happening here except 
waiting. 
I can hear a plane a long way off you don’t often hear them there isn’t an airport here 
must be the military. 
I am waiting for the bus to the Old Town. Just being in the Old Town is exciting. There is 
a green there, with something wooden. It looks like a gate with a roof on it. It does not lead 
into anywhere. It excites me because I don’t understand it. In the Old Town there is also the 
posh kind of supermarket and shops selling women’s dresses with hats, and shops where you 
can sell your own women’s dresses if they are the kind of thing that isn’t worn out and other 
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women can wear again. And there are estate agents, in every estate agent’s window different 
ways to live, the houses in the windows the smartest. And there are men wearing suits. 
They’re estate agents perhaps. Some of the men have cars. I don’t know how old they are. I 
don’t know how old you have to be to be a man or perhaps it’s that you have to have a suit. 
Some of the estate agents look not much older than me. When you look at them carefully 
they have cuts where shaving has knocked the tops off their spots. But they have suits. Some 
of the cars are black with long noses. Some of the cars are low and shiny. Some of the suits 
of the men are black or, not black the word might be ‘charcoal’. There are also pubs on the 
river. I want an estate agent to pick me up in his clean car and take me to a pub on the river. I 
am not allowed to ask them to do this but I am standing here on the green by the bus stop so 
one can see me and take me. I know in my heart I am not quite right for them to take me: I 
have to be older or, not older… different. 
When I hear the planes I think what if they don’t stop what if the noise just gets louder 
and louder until 
There are trees here too: chestnut trees. 
They are better than sycamores.
When I have finished university I see myself working there. At an estate agent. Classy. 
Like property. I don’t know what I do there so I see only parts including only parts of myself 
wearing a blue suit, perhaps, with a hat like an air hostess. No that’s wrong it’s just the suit 
puts me in mind of the hat. The skirt is tight but not too much. Classy. When I am there I 
have hair that curled halfway down as mine does not. A wave, they call it. It turns out at the 
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middle and under at the ends. I don’t know how it does that. My mother, in curlers every 
morning, every morning early. Heated curlers. For her job. Then leaving. Then coming back. 
And the next morning the same. I don’t know what to do for the estate agent but I know I 
mostly do what people tell me to. This makes me happy. I think I am carrying a sheaf of 
papers, taking them from one place to another. I don’t know what they are. 
I might meet a man there in the estate agent and he might be an estate agent or another 
kind of man with a clean car and a suit, both dark, and his face tan and blank like I can’t see I 
can see only the stubble and his spots knocked off. We sit outside a pub by the river and it’s 
another summer I’m older or I look it and that bit is like on telly but I can’t see any of the 
other bits. Having formulated only what I wear to work I can’t see how I am in order to sit 
there, though I can see how other women are with long hair and summer dresses drinking 
something I don’t know what. Something in a curved glass. The grass in the pub crushes 
under my legs which are slick against one another. No they do not I am different then. The 
blades of grass are cold and blue and thick. They produce moisture. They crush and leave a 
stain. No they do not I am not stained any more. What should I drink? Cider? I don’t know 
anything else. Beer is too much like a man anyway I don’t know the names. Wine is 
ambitious. Maybe a white wine spritzer. (I have heard women sometimes say a white wine 
spritzer!) Then there’s the other thing I can’t see that we do after. And the other couples in 
the pub by the river must all do it too though they look much less like bodies than I feel. 
The doves’ sound is water. It only comes on hot clear days. They start early. There is sun 
and its partner is the stream. Looking up blinds. So does looking down. It can be a glass of 
water in the morning. That’s the stream too. The water’s always there, even when it’s not. In 
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the sink, in the shower: that’s the stream too. There are patches of shade, the only places you 
can see in. If you go into the stream on a day like this, it’s really entering something different. 
But it’s all around, in the sink, in the glass of water. It’s the stuff outside the stream that’s 
less important. 
Do I change my clothes between the estate agents’ office and the pub by the river? I can’t 
see the gap between the office suit and the dress. Also the hair which, sitting by the river is 
blonde and, standing in the office is brown. My hair is brown, but not so glossy and dark as 
the office hair. By the river, different, and also, a straw hat. 
The trees thrash. There is always wind in summer here. Sometimes you can’t feel it. You 
just see it in the trees. 
Here is my bus. My legs are too cold anyway for sitting on the grass. I am in fact wearing 
the blue skirt that gathers at the top. I am wearing the white blouse that’s bobbled under the 
arms. I am wearing a white bra that stretches across my breasts slickly and is not white and 
nor is the blouse not really. 
The trees are angry.
It is in fact cold and I am colder. It was hot this morning hot in the cattery under the tin 
roof where the cat food heated and filled the air with rust. It has become a different day. 
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SACHA
Rosemary’s father lives by the river in the old town. He lives in a warehouse. It is 
‘reclaimed’. 
Rosemary’s father has a 4x4. I do not know what an entrepreneur is, not exactly. Men are 
entrepreneurs. Entrepreneur is one of the many things I don’t know about men. 
The stream is colder in summer. 
We do not drink it, ever. 
There are lots of things I don’t know about men. I cannot imagine a penis. It goes straight 
up, they say, like lords and ladies.
I cannot imagine what balls are like. 
Rosemary’s father lives with his girlfriend. Father is not a word that goes with 
“girlfriend”. Rosemary’s dad’s girlfriend says call me Sacha. Sacha is not someone that goes 
with “girlfriend”. Who goes with ‘girlfriend’? Not me, perhaps Rosemary. Not even her. 
Sacha is big. She has glasses. She does not dye her hair. Still Rosemary’s dad has chosen her 
and he is an entrepreneur. An entrepreneur with a 4x4 has choice, like an estate agent. 
Rosemary’s stepmother is not like any of the women I know. She wears something with 
rough textures not a dress because she wears it over a skirt but not a top because it is too 
long. Rough threads drag from it and this is not wrong but a new kind of right. Rosemary’s 
father cooks vegetables some of which are white and round like breasts and which I do not 
recognise. Rosemary’s father’s girlfriend, white and round, lights a long white cigarette on 
the balcony in the warehouse. The balcony is new. It is made of wood. The wood is rough. 
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The smell of creosote. Inside the flat, just like the outside, the walls are brick. 
Rosemary drinks a glass of wine. Her dad says am I allowed. Rosemary hesitates yes she 
says on my behalf. The wine is red but light red almost pink. I’ve drunk red wine before a bit 
but not like this. 
Rosemary’s father and Rosemary’s stepmother keep their bread in a tin. An old fashioned 
one, with a dent in. We keep ours in a thing also made of metal but different, an aircraft 
hanger whose lid lifts over its plastic base. They keep their glasses on open shelves and they 
get dust on. They don’t have enough of the same kind of glasses, not enough so they all 
match. 
I have never seen any man naked except my dad. 
There are ‘freestanding bookshelves’. 
I have only seen my dad’s penis three times, all flaccid. 
Rosemary drinks wine. It rains. Rosemary’s father’s girlfriend goes out on the balcony 
again. She smokes another cigarette. I cannot call her Sacha.
Close on the hedges, drops. Even here. The very small hawthorn berries. They are here 
now. It looks like summer but they are here already. They are very pale green.
Rosemary’s stepmother lights her cigarette. She asks me about books. 
Rosemary’s stepmother talks to me like I mean something. But I don’t know what.
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I don’t know if the river in town links up to the stream, or if it’s different. Rosemary’s 
father’s river’s not the stream but it links up somehow. Slow-to-stopping with a green surface 
gathering round the bridge’s red legs. It reminds me.
Across the fields the sound of a shot. 
In the communal garden below the warehouse by the river, long grasses between the 
cobbles. 
I can see the balcony across the river. On this side is the medical centre. 
I am standing with Rosemary’s stepmother and I am smoking a cigarette. 
It is ‘menthol’. It tastes as strange as the word “Sacha”.
The rape smells sweet, and also yellow-green. 
The inside of my pants are stained yellow, sometimes red. 
Sometimes the red turns to blue-grey after the wash. 
All this is nothing to do with me.
I do not know anyone else who is divorced, only on the telly. 
Telly is a place where people can be divorced. It is different here.
Rosemary’s stepmother is a vegetarian.
On Rosemary’s stepmother’s bookshelves is a book by Colette.
PRION
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Things I don’t talk about:
It has an incubation period of months to years, during which there are no symptoms, 
though the pathway of converting the normal brain prion protein (PrP) into the toxic, 
disease-related PrPSc form has started. At present, there is virtually no way to detect PrPSc 
reliably except by examining post mortem brain tissue using neuropathological and 
immunohistochemical methods.
You can’t tell much from what people look like. People can by pregnant or dying and you 
still can’t tell: in one body there’s only so much that appears to be going on.
In humans, autopsy tests are not always done, so those figures, too, are likely to be too 
low, but probably by a lesser fraction. In the United Kingdom, anyone with possible 
symptoms must be reported to the Surveillance Unit. The agency relies on other methods, 
including death certificates and urging physicians to send suspicious cases.
Knots of green: acorn, rose hip, elder. They hurt. Their hurt is there all the time. 
The disease may be most easily transmitted to humans by eating food contaminated with 
the brain, spinal cord or digestive tract of infected carcasses. However, the infectious agent, 
although most highly concentrated in nervous tissue, can be found in virtually all tissues 
throughout the body, including blood.
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The straw is rolled now; weetabix each with its own track in the snow. 
The origin of the disease itself remains unknown. The infectious agent is distinctive for 
the high temperatures at which it remains viable, over 600 °C (about 1100 °F).
The tracks of the balers. No tracks of men. 
This results in protein aggregates, which then form dense plaque fibres leading to the 
microscopic appearance of "holes" in the brain, degeneration of physical and mental 
abilities, and ultimately death.
The fields prickle. They do not bend to the wind. 
The British Inquiry dismissed suggestions that changes to processing might have 
increased the infectious agents.
Dirty stuff in the straw: dock, is it? Everything dying slowly. 
It can be in vaccines in medicines in glue on stamps in lollipops and chewing gum and 
jellies in all good things in all normal things. 
This is attributed to the long incubation period for prion diseases, which is typically 
measured in years or decades. As a result, the full extent of the outbreak is still not known. 
The Lancet proposed a theory that the most likely initial origin in the United Kingdom was 
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the importation from the Indian Subcontinent. The government of India vehemently 
responded to the research, calling it "misleading, highly mischievous; a figment of 
imagination; absurd," further adding that India maintained constant surveillance and had 
not had a single case.
At home flies caught in the corner of the kitchen. They always go to that corner. Three of 
them. Three different tones. 
In the UK, the brain, spinal cord, trigeminal ganglia, intestines, eyes and tonsils are 
classified as specified risk materials, and must be disposed of appropriately.
OLD GIRLS
Dinner with the grown-ups: Rosemary’s father, Rosemary’s stepmother, Rosemary’s 
stepmother’s student. They are laughing.
I mean the grown-ups are.
I’m afraid I am very sincere. 
They are like water meadows. 
There are vegetables. The sauce has sesame seeds in. They are toasted. Again it is a thin 
sauce, not gloomy like sauce is mostly. The vegetables are green but they taste smoky. 
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“Old girls!”
Says Rosemary’s stepmother to her student who is perhaps one year older than me and 
Rosemary, two.
 “Old girls!”
I am afraid I’m not fast enough. 
Rosemary’s stepmother’s student laughs: she is a grown-up; we are not. 
“Are gym knickers still compulsory?”
Rosemary laughs.
I do not know what gym knickers are.
“And did you have to wear that dreadful beret?”
Rosemary is a grown-up. I am not.
I do not know why berets are funny. 
I’m afraid it is wrong for me to be so serious. 
Dessert: I do not live in the same world as this custard. Yellow custard solid in the fridge, 
yes, but not this stuff, pale yellow and thin but less fluid than white sauce on school pudding. 
Pale yellow, and not thick, and tasting of things I can’t identify but they are nice.
Preparing to hear another joke, I listen particularly carefully. Being on the wrong side of 
funny, I fail to recognise the good bit. Each word becomes something separate, something I 
think of all the meanings for. I can’t keep up. I don’t know what it is I must keep up with.
It goes on like this for ages. I am exhausted.
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These are the right sort of people. I want to be right. But something here is not right. It 
must be me.
There is a point at which I stop trying to find things funny. 
Everyone else finds this funny. I cannot understand this.
“And did you have to wear that dreadful beret?”
I say something at the dinner table: everything points another way quite suddenly as 
though we were not on solid ground at all but on a ship. I say something and the ship tilts. I 
didn’t know words had such power. My words. It makes a disturbance. People are angry. 
They don’t know why. At first I am upset. This had not been my intention. To take my mind 
off the tilting I think of the girl in my parents’ picture (Is there anyone with her? Is she about 
to sit down? Is she getting up to leave?), the girl who—I now know—is sitting in a box at the 
theatre. 
And that she was painted by Renoir. 
And that Renoir was someone French. 
And that is all I know. 
Things I don’t talk about:
There are tears running down my face I don’t know why. They ask me why and I say I 
don’t know. 
I don’t want to hurt them by telling.








When dark comes it’s like a cloud coming over only it doesn’t go away. That’s how it is 
these evenings. 
Things I don’t talk about:
The flag irises wrapped up in themselves, their heads become rotten green-yellow, 
carrying seeds, shrivelled skirts around the base.
Don’t die of ignorance.
Sometimes you notice a degree darker. 
Yellow light that turns the trees green, proper green like a colouring book. 
These things still exist whatever we say. 
Because the trees know the rain is coming. 
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“Killer blood,” it said. “They look just the same as anybody else.”
Everything has joy. The rabbits if you watch them carefully jump on their hind legs. What 
else are they doing it for? I don’t know why, but I know what it is. 
Such small things. And still they hit the right scale somewhere. The plant we fished out of 
the stream. What’s the point to such tiny leaves? 
“It’s terrifying to think this guy was talking to me, or we were drinking in the bar.”
Summer has folded.
Folded in two?
Folded in on itself?
The infection can be passed by intimate contact from one person to another.
It’s like thunder. 
When there’s thunder in the valley you see it after the lightening. The same everywhere I 
know. You don’t shelter under the bridge that’s wood and metal. You have no choice but to 
stand in the rain and the drops are heavy and fat, such discrete things it seems they can’t wet 
you. 
(What counts as “intimate contact”?)
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See the clouds speed over the valley, faster at the dip in the middle. 
The petals of dog roses fall off when you pick them like the poppies right away. Later 
there are rose hips. They are not sweet, inside them seeds nothing but seeds all packed in 
there. 
It has to be hot for the poppies to come. 
I think I am afraid. I think everyone here is afraid. We stay here only with each other, not 
letting let anyone in, not going outside the valley. But these things we are told have no 
borders.
End of July. The dark comes in slight wetness in the air. It is still summer. 




Sometimes something comes to the surface. You don’t see it. You see the rings is has 
made. You hear the noise after. 
Think nothing. Then you won’t be able to do it. 
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NIGHT WALK
Something white down by the river, I thought an old duvet, like the tramps leave 
sometimes. I saw it crumpled up but it moved. It was a swan. 
Walking past Rosemary’s mother’s house after midnight everything grey under the 
streetlights, the only thing that is orange. Walking past white fences which are grey, orange 
brick which is darker grey, yellow brick which is lighter grey, grass which is blue-green 
almost black. 
Redbrick. Brick should be red. They don’t even have the right brick here. 
They? We.
She has a duvet, Rosemary I mean. I felt it and it was inside, something clumped 
together. I looked at the label and it said RAMIE. We used to have sheets. Nylon they 
stretched around the bed ends like the swimming costume lining. Then we got a duvet well I 
did, my parents still preferring sheets and heavy blankets liking the weight on them. My 
duvet was light was filled with something light that bounced back like skin. Rosemary’s 
RAMIE is heavy as blankets, but in patches. Between the clumps are parts that are just 
outsides and it does not warm me those two cotton sheets. Still it is better to be cold like this 
like the art with torn bits, like the chipped mugs. It is a gap that asks to be crossed. When I 
cross it I know I have changed from. 
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But I know about the grey in the orange light. In a car the shadows flick across. In a 
room the shadows turn across the ceiling each time a car turns by with its orange lights. 
Neither in Rosemary’s close nor in my road do cars pass very often. 




I do not go under the underpass. Though it looks deserted I am frightened. 
What am I taught to fear?
Dip, dip, they say, the swans. Swans are mute. They have no need to say anything else. 
Instead I go over the road where the occasional car goes by so fast that it is much more 
likely to kill me.
(I do not really do any of this.)
RAILINGS
Rosemary is having a party. 
A party means clothes.
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The money from the cattery is left each week in an envelope inside the feed bin. I never 
see the woman any more. 
Summer builds. It stops. It doesn’t. It goes slow. Have you seen the way clouds get in 
August? Solid, almost. Pushed across the sky. But not stopping, no. 
Railings, over the road, joyful. Railings on the New Town footbridge. Through them the 
sun, cutting, underneath, the cars. The tarmac bounces, rebounds. This is sexy: their speed 
their vibrations through me, the tarmac path suspended the ear-filling noise everything. Sun 
under seagulls’ wings, gold under.
Over the footbridge the station. I can never get there. The ticket machines a mystery. 
Nothing ever stops.
CND in the city centre. A rowan tree in its square left soil from concrete. Beneath the 
paving stones. The wind lifts each bunch of berries in turn, in a circle. You can see the way 
the wind moves. Things give it body. It is always there. 
GREENPEACE AGAINST SIZEWELL B 
Between the concrete blocks I have on my new blouse, yellow, only a bit lopsided. I 
made it. That fastening at the neck I could never. Collars are difficult to sew. I go into 
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Woolworths. Today my blouse has short sleeves. A handful of dolly mixture, in the palm, out 
the door. 
The geological foundation comprises Norwich Crag Formation and Red Crag Formation 
bedrock of Pleistocene age above Eocene London Clay. The Crag deposits predominantly 
consist of medium dense and dense sands with thin layers of clay and silt and fossiliferous 
shelly horizons. The Crag strata extend to a depth of 200 feet (60 metres) below ground level.
Pick n’ mix: they all taste the same colour: buttercup, pink, peach, no blue. Nothing is 
blue in nature, nothing that can be food. 
The foundations for the reactors and associated boilers are provided by a reinforced 
concrete raft 8 feet (2.4 metres) thick, founded on the sand with a designed net bearing 
pressure of 3.5 tons per square foot. The biological shields are 100 feet (30.5 metres) high 
and vary between 10 and 14 feet (3 and 4.3 metres) thick. The composite steel and reinforced 
concrete cap above each reactor is 12 feet (3.7 metres) thick. Both reactors were housed in a 
single building to achieve savings in building costs.
Their sweet middle eyes brown black like daisies no not in nature but in a garden. 
The turbine house is a steel framed, aluminium clad building 380 feet (115.8 metres) 
long, 160 feet (48.8 metres) wide and 90 feet (27.4 metres) high, with a reinforced concrete 
basement 26 feet (7.9 metres) deep. The foundations are provided by isolated bases and strip 
footings with a designed maximum bearing pressure of 3 tons per square foot.
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Black-eyed susans.
I have seen things that look like that, a white ball on the poster about fungi, equally 
opaque. Unknowable as sex, a soft egg, balls: that word, something to do with men? 
(It is called puffball fungi/It is the reactor containment building.)
I like that they taste of bland.
The pumphouse which supplied the main turbines with 27 million gallons of cooling 
water per hour drew sea water from an intake structure about 1,350 feet (410 metres) 
offshore via twin 10 feet (3 metres) diameter tunnels. This water was returned to the sea 
through similar tunnels discharging 350 feet (107 metres) offshore.
I’d like to be dolly mixture. Because I’d like to be, I know I’m not.  
It is designed to withstand the impact of a fully-loaded passenger aircraft.
(I have never been on one of those.)
Each generation a little more terrified than the last. And too ashamed to tell. 
The station was officially opened on 7 April 1967 by Commander The Earl of Stradbroke, 
RN, the queen's Lieutenant of Suffolk.
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But on the pavement a £10 note quite innocent just like that, crisp from the dispenser. I 
am blessed! I’ve never had it so good though I’ve had it sometimes: the undercharging by 5p, 
the rounding down, the extra thing thrown in but never this yes I am so blessed!
LIVEN UP YOUR CLASSICS!
The perfect wardrobe need be no more than a small collection of clothes. 
Once you’ve chose that colour, stick to it for all your major buys.
(Must I stay boring for them?)
I am what is good to change from.
The simple stylishness of a skirt and loose jacket responds to your mood.
(Could it be anger?)
I am staying as small and uninteresting as possible. 
There are twelve individual items of clothing giving more than thirty-six different 
possibilities of combining them. Not one style for each person but several styles for 
everybody.
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This is both an act of pride and of humility. 
A vital white shirt in either silk or polyester can transform an outfit. 
I need transforming. I am transforming. I am never what I am.
Whether you are seeking a job or furthering your education, now you have the exciting 
opportunity to wear what you want, to find your own style and learn how to express your 
personality through the clothes you choose. 
 I want to change from day to evening. I don’t even need to change my clothes. I can 
accessorise. 
An executive-style suit may be appropriate for a legal secretary but too officious in a 
travel agency. 
I want to be change. 
If your job discourages trousers substitute another skirt to the plan. 
It is possible to change. It is possible to choose to change. It is necessary to change from 
one woman to another. Woman is what is changeable. Everything is only a garment. 
The perfect wardrobe need be no more than a small collection of garments. 
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Don’t let a small budget prevent you from dressing well.
Who, though, if I can be many?
Because you are in a uniquely free period of your life with youth entirely on your side you 
can wears the kind of zany clothes you can’t get away with in ten years’ time. 
And how can I inhabit each sincerely?
A smashing sweater livens up your favourite jeans. A navy wool sweater can be 
accessorised to take you out in the evening or for smarter daytime functions. The rich wool 
American turtleneck. The wool must be wool or the best imitation. The shoes, not seen here, 
are navy. 
My current jeans are sincere. They fit me. They are a little uncomfortable, reminding me 
of their authenticity. Nothing is made exactly for me. That is how it should be. 
A vogue for ripped jeans. 
(Distressed?) 
The classic jeans are neither ripped nor worn. 
(Jeans. Pant.)
Style doesn’t tolerate artificial fibres.
(Could beauty have better commerce than with honesty?)
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What is a classic? 
Now that fashion no longer dies each season, neither old nor new… A classic, at the risk 
of appearing dull, is acceptable everywhere. 
In any case I am not there yet.
COURT
I knock on the door of the white bungalow on the ridge but the woman from the cattery 
isn’t there. I leave her a note. ‘I can’t look after the cats I am on jury service. I have to go on 
jury service. It is legal. I don’t know how long this lasts. It depends on the case.’
What else can I do?
Rosemary’s party is at the end of the month.
The court is between the Old Town and the New Town. I walk very early to the bus stop 




Now I pass it every day. 
She is asking the boy from the house by the plantation to her party. Or do I mean man. I 
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say, Rosemary, I can make you a dress.
The bus to the courts has breakfast radio on. Every day, the DJ talks to lovers. The seat 
patterns are violent, hard plush like in cinemas. They prickle the back of my legs. 
My legs are bare.
The pattern for Rosemary’s dress is from the 1920s. It has straps and is tight over the bust 
then it is loose. At the bottom it gathers in and there are large fabric roses. The dress should 
be black. The roses should be pale pink.
(It is not really from the 1920s but from a play about them.)
The bus is singing: a choir ups a half-tone then half a tone more as its big brakes draw to 
a stop. 
(Or is it screaming?)
It is cheap to make the dress out of two colours of lining material which is not silk but 
which it gestures towards. Lining material is honest because it does not convince. In lining 
material Rosemary can be beautiful but not too much. The material apologises for her beauty. 
But, as Rosemary is already beautiful, anything I do with the lining material does not matter. 
The bus lets me off at the library, which is square and grey. Not many people at this end 
of town, grey paving between here and the New Town shopping centre. There are also two 
cashpoints where people queue. This is public space.
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Rosemary takes off her t-shirt so I can measure her. I knew already she isn’t wearing any 
bra. She takes off her skirt. She is wearing tiny ivory pants. Something about them is satin, 
but not quite. Blurred. On the front, something like seed pearls stitched on. 
The concrete here is pale elephant hide. The road here is for buses. It is not a road. 
There’s a track on each side where cars go. A bump in the middle to slow them. Like all 
bumps, it’s sexy. I don’t know if it’s male or female. 
Her side elastics don’t dig in but rest over her hipbones, triangles of air beneath.
The court is between the New Town and the Old Town. By the bus station there is a caff 
where I have breakfast the first day: bacon sandwich and cappuccino, coffee with squirty 
cream on. At lunchtime I can walk in the New Town where there is boots the chemist 
superdrug woolworths nationwide marks and spencer wh smith bhs tesco c&a littlewoods. 
There is clarks martin’s and the co-op and some shops without big names. This walking at 
lunchtime is what I enjoy most about the case. 
She stretches her arms. Her breasts pull up, are triangles, her nipples not round but 
pyramid: at the ends small holes to black, the dimples of her elbows.
The court is old, perhaps. I buy a magazine walking here. I refuse to swear on the Bible. 
The magazine shows me film stars wearing fashion. There are also beauty tips. I read it at 
lunchtime.
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I put one arm under Rosemary’s left arm, and the other under her right to catch the tape 
measure round her back. 
There are small blonde hairs on her breasts, she smells of eggshells. 
In court I wear the black skirt the black sweater a white blouse. It is hot so I take off the 
black sweater. (I wore the hat and the gloves on the bus but I took them off when I got here.
It seemed more serious than church. We are to listen carefully to the facts.) 
The tiny hairs that cover her body breathe air between us. 
I can feel them on my skin. At the other end of these hairs, she can feel me too. 
Her arms raised, elastics catching on her hip bones make dark a gap down the front of her 
pants. The seed pearls. 
The glass in the windows is wavy. Outside the court, trees bend without sound. It must be 
old then. 
 I have missed some of the facts looking at them—
When I kneel to measure her legs, there are the pearls up close, little black holes in them, 
and the thread, the holes in her nipples, the thread is not tight to the fabric, the elastic is not 
tight to her body. 
Rosemary needs nothing tight. 
 —and also looking at Rosemary.
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Rosemary moves. The tape moves.
Ah yes the man in court has taken a car and driven it without permission. It is his friend’s 
car. It was early morning before breakfast time. He was stopped by the police. He was 
driving on the wrong side of the road. But because it was early morning no one else was 
driving on the road and no one was hurt. Because he had been arrested for driving before, he 
had to go to court. 
I am very close now. 
Nothing happened. 
Nobody was harmed.
With her arms down she looks a bit more normal.  
The jury has already agreed that the man in court is guilty.
I don’t mind that he is guilty but I don’t like that he is going to be punished. 
Being only recently eighteen I am the youngest person on the jury. 
Nothing happened.
I don’t like that people are going to be punished. 
ELECTRIC BLUE FOR BLONDES!
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Vogue knows chic begins with a good body.
 I am happy to be here at the shops—happy, not to choose, not having the money to 
choose—but to see choice. Happy for there to be choice, happy to find what choice I might 
be right for, happy to be able to say I can choose even if I cannot choose. I do not have even 
this choice elsewhere.
Women - especially those with style—gain enormous pleasure from choosing clothes. 
There are blondes, brunettes and redheads. Then there is skin tone. Then there is style. 
Peachy pink for instance is a warm yellow-based colour, while shocking pink is a cool, 
blue-based one.
What am I?
Some parts of my body are good some are bad some are unmentionable. Or rather some I 
don’t know if they’re good or bad. Or rather, there are some that must be bad because I 
cannot mention them. 
I would like a t-shirt in every colour. I am beginning to collect them: red orange yellow 
green blue indigo, the rainbow. Which should I choose first?
(Black and white are not colours.)
SHOULDERS: should be approx 1 inch (2.5cm) wider than hips.
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FAULT: Round face; avoid…
Cool electric blue for blondes. 
All the people who aren’t white come under ‘brunette’. 
The electric substation has no windows. I am like it. 
My skin is carefully concrete. It looks inward.
What am I? I am ‘brunette’. I am not quite ‘short’. I am ‘small’. I am not ‘thin’. I am not 
quite ‘fat’. I do not have a ‘round face’. 
Rosemary has a round face, but there is no fault in it.
I’m not sure which is my face shape. 
Rosemary is not watchable. 
To illustrate, a photo of a brown-haired girl wearing the wrong colours. Wishy washy 
pastels only weaken her features.
The models are the same age as me but not at all like me. They don’t look like anyone my 
age. They are ‘beautiful’. I am not ‘ugly’ but beautiful is what I am not. 
Not many girls are beautiful, but there is only beautiful and not beautiful.
Many girls are not. 
The dirt on my school bag is an outrage. It is not to do with me. How can I make sure 
everyone knows it?
It is from putting it down a lot. 
My mother says, make sure it’s real leather. 
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I buy a belt. It is electric blue. It is soft as fabric. I think it is real leather but it is not. 
I did not know it was wrong before she told me. 
I am in any case not a blonde.
I try dressing how they dress, the models in the photos. I’m not right. I don’t understand 
how. I look at other girds but no one really looks like a model, not even beautiful girls who 
are tall and thin. I don’t know what the other girls are like. I don’t know how they look like 
they look like themselves. They look quite ordinary, then not. When I dress like a model I 
stand out. I don’t want to stand out. But I am also not one of the girls by the bus stop who are 
another kind of different. I don’t know where that difference is. If I could find it out, I could 
look like them. If I looked like them I would be one of them. (Which comes first?) And 
would that be good or bad?
I wear my cardigan backwards, its buttons along my spine. I belt it with the blue belt. It is 
not leather but I ignore this. 




On the racks in the chain stores in town, the same old clothes. They could be wrapped 
tucked pinned perhaps. They could be worn backwards upside down. I could buy painters’ 
dungarees cleaners’ tabards boys’ school trousers tiny children’s sweaters. 
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Rosemary says, You dress arty. 
That was not my intention.  
I am not the right shape for this book. 
BUS
Walking to the bus stop to go to the court I have my walkman. I am listening to Madonna 
I am a material girl. I recorded it from the radio. 
I don’t know if I like it but other people like it so.
Something tinny in my ears. And something that tastes like tin. 
And inside my nose I can still smell the cat food. 





—there is a dead thing by the side of the road. No one moves it. 
It was a fox. It might have been a cat, but I think it unlikely. 
It is bigger.
(Whose job to move it?)
I pass the dead thing every day and every day it grows flatter and wider. 
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Between the court in the morning and the court in the afternoon I eat lunch on a bench. I 
buy it from Boots the Chemist. It is sandwiches in a triangle pack. I am special now, like an 
office worker and because I have a kind of job my mother gives me money for sandwiches. 
For the first time I am hungry because I have the money to meet it. 
The green stuff under the bridge smells of something quite particular, growing and rotten 
at the same time. 
It is hot by the court but there are trees. The trees thrash. The chestnuts are heavy with 
leaves. Each branch moves separately. The tree is many all at once. All of them say nothing.  
I buy a sandwich from Boots. My sandwich is prawn. Prawn is special. I am special 
because I eat prawn. 
I am thinking about the cat. 
The bench is around the tree. 
Under the tree small things like cigarette ends and hair elastics coke cans and the plastics 
from sandwich triangles and more between the cobble stones, smaller things: safety pins 
earring backs paper clips.
A man sits on the bench beside me. He could sit on the opposite side of the tree but he 
does not. I do not know what he means by this. He unwraps his sandwiches. I can see them 
and they are cheese.
(Cheese is not special. Egg is not special. Prawn costs more, but not a lot more.)
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I peel mine back. 
The trick is to put it in your mouth without breathing in and smelling its release. 
The concrete must be hot on the bridge right now. 
The man looked at me and I looked this way and that as though I thought he might have 
been looking at someone else which I knew he wasn’t. I had been looking at him too but not 
in the eyes. I had admired his tight checked shirt his neat head. I had noticed the belly that 
stuck out from his neat torso and had already forgiven him for it. His big body would be right 
in other circumstances; here it is an inconvenience. It is brown and strong and big, beautiful 
even—he is perhaps a lifeguard, a tennis coach—but bent over all the things that go to make 
it—sandwiches home-made a packet of crisps an egg a chocolate bar—it is disgusting. What 
men need is disgusting, what big men need, what they don’t mind making themselves from. 
Looking is a fault in me. Why mustn’t I be the one doing the looking? I am always 
putting myself in the situation where men can look at me. Or maybe that is a normal situation 
and I am not putting myself there at all. One day one of them may speak to me. Perhaps. I 
have no idea how to speak to one of them or what one of them would say to me. In the 
meantime I am quite satisfied.




FOR WHERE YOUR TREASURE IS THERE YOUR HEART IS ALSO.
FOR WHERE YOUR TREASURE IS THERE YOUR HEART IS ALSO.
How do clothes get into words? The words are something that comes into my mouth and 
fills it up so I can’t breathe almost. They don’t seem to come from outside. They seem to 
come from inside me as though putting on the clothes I could also bring them out of my 
mouth like a string of magician’s flags: someone might even think that I had spoken. 
Texture: a knobbly slub linen suit. Soft grey pigskin over a delicate knit sweater and a 
soft silk shirt in 
Apricot (a texture and a colour). 
Over and—
Lacy knit cotton vest with inset shoulder pads makes a warm pretty extra layer. 
—under. 
The clothes so bright, so
I mustn’t think about clothes. Not if I want to be a serious woman. But I can’t think of a 
serious woman, not how she looks. Does she wear no clothes? I look at the clothes without 
thinking of clothing and they’re something else, I don’t know what. Perhaps a serious woman 
wears a blue suit. This is how adults are: a blue suit. It is polyester, I can feel it almost. It is 
the same as the suit I wear working in the estate agent and, working there, I know I am not a 
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serious woman but I cannot imagine another way to be grown-up.
I cannot imagine a woman being serious.
But I can now see the nude lining inside the blue suit. Lining material. 
FOR WHERE YOUR TREASURE IS THERE YOUR HEART IS ALSO.
Looking at fashion magazines like looking at sex.
LIFT
At lunchtime between the court in the morning and the court in the afternoon I go into a 
small dark shop selling gift wrap and Victorian-style china dolls. I am pleased by its novelty.
It’s in an old building—some brick some timber—and I walk into it and the door is low 
and there’s a step down. Inside it is cool and dark there are rows of dolls on the shelves 
looking like Victorian dolls with faces made of china but their hair is nylon and they smell 
like Sindy. 
The goods in this shop are not authentic. 
I pick up a doll and its head falls to one side the body. It is cloth and the head is heavy. It 
doesn’t close its eyes like a plastic doll but looks just the same. I prop it back up. On the 
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counter a stand of brooches and earrings. I turn it: dragonflies wooden painted; bees, silver 
with dirt rubbed makes them look old. I like to pick things up feel their weight put them back 
like I am making a choice but it’s wiped clean each time so I can make it again and again. I 
pick up a rainbow eraser a roll of stickers which are of cats a sheet of old-style collage cut 
outs what are they for? a pair of brass earrings with swallows dangling a mug to see the price 
on the bottom it is ugly art deco imitation then back to the stand, a brooch like a deer in 
mirror plastic, a brooch like a pair of lips, the bee again the fox brooch in the same hand I 
palm the bee slip it down my sleeve feel its pin scratch my wrist replace the fox walk slowly 
to the door elevating my left hand to pick up a roll of decorative tape a handmade bowl, the 
door tinkles but it did that when I came in. 
The women behind the counter labelling something, I don’t know what. 
I pin the bee to my lapel only two streets later. And I go back to the court.
Things I don’t talk about:
If I don’t buy anything. If nobody can see me. If nobody can hear me. 
(Taking things is not buying them.)
(Doing things then not saying is not doing.)
(Not talking is not being.)
What I take is in any case always very small.
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UNDERCOVER
Each piece of clothing calls to me: this one, this one! I could be any of them. I choose. I 
pick up—
That latest thing that is so pretty.
—a red silk slip that is in fact made of polyester.
(Furs of course are liked for their wickedly luxurious feel as well as for being status 
symbols.)
How do you get close, close enough for it. And when you are close enough what do you 
say? 
(The extremely feminine woman who adorns herself with the country look is more often to 
be found in the heart of town than down on the farm. The woman who wears the country look 
should not be confused with the country girl who works on the land. She has as much man-
appeal as the more womanly female and an apparently unwitting sexiness.)
The man on the bench. (The boy in the house by the plantation (or is he a man?).) If I 
could properly imagine what it does inside his trousers, then I could move it without touching 
him. 
(Resist the temptation to put it with very tight black or leather clothes. You don’t want to 
look like a maitresse.)
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I’ve been in worse places in which to change: the dolls we had, plastic, always naked, 
their hair cut odd, or matted with heat or dirt. That’s how we are. Sometimes a new doll came 
but that’s how they ended up. Some girls had twenty of these dolls, thirty, to bear witness to 
them. None ended up any different. I knew there was something wrong with this encounter. 
The purest possible fabrics (cotton, crêpe de Chine, and silk). 
The dolls were pink and plastic. I am pink but not hard and smooth.
I am wrong. 
The dolls have nothing.
Inside which there are pink wrinkled things inside which something darker again. 
There is nothing this can be compared to. Even the body covers it up with hairs as soon as 
it starts to show. 
These are the hidden clothes, the clothes you keep closest to you that nevertheless may be 
on show. 
There is no silk only nylon. One silk bra in the sale bin. It is pale blue I think they call it 
duck egg though duck eggs are greener. It is tiny, each unsupported triangle framed with lace. 
It is like nothing I’ve seen before. It would not fit me but it might fit Rosemary. I take it with 
the slip back to the changing room.
My body its own pornographic object.
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CHANGE
The woman in the changing room trying on underwear, her stomach surging upward like 
a ship, her cotton knickers the wrong shape—no she is the wrong shape—gathered around 
her flat buttocks, screwed round her waist, bagging over the flatiron of her vulva. 
I am my stomach. I am careful with it, always wary as I can’t control it. There it is around 
the top of my trousers not obtrusive unless I wear something tight. But then it is. So I do not 
wear something tight. It is still there only no one knows anything about it. 
To be this middle point which is not controlled and has no function is wrong. 
It is exciting we’re both so ugly. 
It is exciting to be so wrong. 
I take off the trousers I dyed. I wanted them so very much to be a different colour. I had 
bought red trousers which were immediately wrong. I am not the sort of person who wears 
red: I am of course the sort of person who wears green. I bought pale green dye a colour not 
in nature but the colour of green cake icing or green toilet paper or maybe the inside of cow 
parsley stalks but mostly a colour only also called pastel green and pastel is also the name of 
a sweet, or mint green but not like the plant, like mints you suck. The trousers dyed ok but 
shrank up to my ankles. I’d stripped out the red with colour remover first. Then I put the new 
colour in, the pale green. This meant I had to boil the trousers twice. 
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To have style is to make a little difference.
It is difficult to make something different.
It is easier to make myself different.
My mother said I shouldn’t do it would spoil a good new pair of trousers. But Rosemary 
is wearing the leather skirt she washed. There is a split. She has taped it with electrical tape, 
waist to hem. She laughs. On her, it looks right.
Then I am carrying the bra wrapped in tissue paper down the street. It is in a plain plastic 
bag. There could be anything in there.  
Undercover reveals all! 
It is so small; I could have stolen it. 
CHERRY
I wish now that I had some the cherries in chocolate like the ones Rosemary brought. I 
buy some off the market in the New Town with writing in Polish. I bought some material for 
a blouse there. I can’t find the clothes I like in the New Town, clothes like in the magazine. 
The material I bought is lemon 100% cotton. Synthetics are wrong but it was stiff and so is 
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the blouse I made so stiff that afterwards I didn’t know how I’d wanted it. I made the waist 
too narrow not much but just a bit because I want my waist to be narrower not much just a bit 
more than it is now. I knew as I was making the blouse that the waist was too narrow but I 
couldn’t make myself make it fit.
I cannot tell why my body does not obey my clothes. 
The chocolates I bought on the market weren’t like Rosemary’s, the liquid tasting sharp 
and smelling of nail polish remover. But it is good to eat them because I remember 
Rosemary’s chocolates. 
(Blouse is a funny word in any case. Out loud I might say ‘blousse’. Can’t help myself.) 
When Rosemary comes to my house I took the chocolates off the shelf and put them in the 
cupboard. 
The collar was extra stiff with two layers of the stiff lemon fabric sewn together and 
stiffener between. It stuck up and that’s what I’d wanted it to do but I found I didn’t want to 
look like I imagined or that what I’d imagined was perhaps the blouse not me in it. It stands 
up well on its own. I don’t wear it much after a first couple of times. I don’t like what I’ve 
made of myself. 
Later Rosemary said where are the chocolates let’s eat them. I said, oh I don’t know I 
looked in a few cupboards and eventually brought them out, oh I said I’d forgotten them. 
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On the market I buy 3 yards of black lining material 2 yards of pink. Now I can make 
something for Rosemary to dislike.
I wanted the chocolates but also I wanted Rosemary to stay. 
Rosemary wanted the chocolates. 
MAKEUP: THE 7 DEADLY SINS
Even in the magazines women look wrong: boiled and red and round in close-up. I don’t 
want to look like them. I don’t want to look like anything. But I don’t want to look like a man, 
and what else is there to look like?
On the shelves, an eyeshadow is telling me it is IMPORTANT TO.
A cold cream is telling me to TAKE CARE OF.
Our pointless faces. Not even beautiful. How do they still exist?
Green is my colour.
I have chosen.
I buy:
a makeup palette with mint green eyeshadow, very pale like water in the stream, like 
watercolour. Going on though it’s powdery, is paler than even my skin. The lipstick is 
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transparent, greasy. In the palette it looked red. I apply it with the very small brush 
(provided), the rough round sponge on the tiny stick for the eyeshadow. I stroke it over three 
times to make sure. Nothing sticks. Then there is bottle green eyeliner. The water colours. 




But I am looking in the wrong direction. Rosemary doesn’t look like the fashion 
magazines: she looks like she does not need them. 
What is it like to be one of those women? I can see them but I can’t feel it. 
(What is it like to be Rosemary?)
There is no full-length mirror in my house. 
Is there any way I can see myself all the way round?
They are all outsides. 
It’s not her makeup: her face is expensive. 
I go to Rosemary’s house. Her mother is out. I am sleeping over. 
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And I see it once, the heron.
There is something about sleeping over. It is important. It is important for me to be at 
Rosemary’s all night. It is what? Possession? 
In the morning, on my way to the cattery. Standing in the stream. On one leg like they’re 
meant to. 
I stop. It is important not to move. 
What did I imagine? (Whatever I imagine it is not the same: where does this imagining 
come from?) There was me but also some friends of Rosemary—boys also—some friends of 
her sister they were younger. We lay on our fronts in our sleeping bags all pointing toward 
the TV, not touching. We had crisps. We watch a video. The women inside wear orange. 
They are in prison. Someone has told us that at some point there is sex. This is what the boys 
here are waiting for.
On my bike, one foot to the ground.
There was the boy from the house by the plantation. I try not to look at him. As though 
looking were catching. Catching what. I don’t want him to look back. How do I look? 
We do not see, we do not see nature like this: big, impressive, often. 
They had to wait too long for the sex. The film was quite serious. That means the sex was 
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not straight away. They got bored and turned it off. I was watching it. I wanted to go on. I 
didn’t know what to say. I knew not to say. I knew I shouldn’t be so serious. But I only knew 
it at that moment, not before. 
I was already too serious. And, as though serious were a movement, not a mood, I found I 
could not stop. 
I mean I don’t.
There’s something about where it crosses, the film. I’m not safe. It’s not the same with 
the others. When I see something it crosses into me. Everything crosses into me from all 
sides. I try to pretend it doesn’t, so that I can say it doesn’t. But it does. I don’t know what to 
do with that. I am embarrassment. 
I stop because you stop for nature, when it’s big. 
In my sleeping bag, I fold parts of myself away. 
Nature does not visit us often in large cell clusters moving all at once head beak wings 
tail. 
I look at Rosemary to see the same thing. I don’t find it. She is laughing, her face toward 
the boys. She switches the film off. We play spin the bottle. Rosemary’s sister’s friends 
leave. We smoke cigarettes in Rosemary’s back garden. I do all this as waiting. She has a 
bottle of vodka.
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In another country it would not be big. But there are no big animals in England, except 
farm animals: cows, pigs - that behave just like you expect them to, don’t go outside their 
fields.  
What am I waiting for?
But it’s not cow country here.
And later she was asleep her hair spilled across the carpet, her head missing the pillow, 
everything missing spilled cigarette ends crisps mini rolls fagash bottles.
A run-over badger by the motorway. 
Sometimes a fox. 
Fold in parts of myself away. Fold into her around her. Is she awake? The sleeping bag is 
silky, like that inside skin. Strange that feeling, that inside self, soft but muscled, tight. The 
sleeping bags are orange. No, orange on the outside, bright, silky, and inside lighter coral, the 
inside of a swimsuit, nude. It is bigger than me so I can fold it round me, between my legs, 
flesh on flesh. Asleep in the streetlight nothing is flesh coloured. Yes inside like the sleeping 
bag but ridged: muscle, bones almost, wet. 
The hare is designed for danger. Most animals here are. 
There are no large predators left in the UK. Not animals anyway. 
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I have never seen an owl. 
Sometimes I think I hear one. I might be wrong. 
In films it’s always the first time. But no one minds. 
Here they mind. 
You can repeat a video over and over again. 
But, anyway.
It is a very slow moment. No one moves. The heron. Its orange eye. 
And Rosemary in the morning, flushed from the nylon sleeping bag. The invalid offering 
of her face, round and white and for once I can begin to describe it. That’s because it’s almost 
ugly, a biscuit on the floor. Crisp crumbs stuck in her hair, a squashed lager can on the carpet. 
One of us must have slept on it.
Things I don’t talk about:
To put my hand on.
To put my hand in.
Did I or not?
I look away from what I might have done until I don’t know.
What did I do?
It looks straight at me, the heron.
Or so I imagine.
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And then it goes.
What is it I have done to her?
What is it I am doing (am I still doing it? I don’t know)?
Does she know what I am doing to her?
It is so big in the air, how can it survive this country? Even in the air it is too big. 
We don’t mention going to her house again.
SNAPS
August: the clouds tall like buildings.
Some things happen only in memory. That’s where story’s made. I remember the last day 
like snapshots but not. I mean not in pictures but in something that feels the same. I can’t see 
myself in them not even other people just a bit of them perhaps a colour of a shirt, the corner 
of a forehead. Also the feel of a jumper or grass or something, the pressure of wind or sun, 
the smell of hot tarmac green water whatever. A snap.
Second-hand Rose finds fashion in other people’s memories!
Moths with blue topwings, red underneath. Too many of them. Do they eat something? 
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Your clothes? They’ve done it already. It’s the grubs that eat them. Maybe only wool though. 
There’s one wrapped in spiderweb in a gate corner you can only just see the colour. It’s 
husky, light, dried out, drained a small parcel it got caught I guess. 
Second. Hand. 
I don’t mind that they were other people’s clothes once. 
I don’t like to pose for pictures. 
White moths like reverse vision. 
How do I look?
The bats do something scientific in the dark.
There were other times. They had different colours then. Photo colours from ten years 
ago are different, unnatural. Were real colours different too? Those times were also silent; I 
see a film of my grandparents on holiday somewhere at the seaside, laughing, talking without 
making any noise at all. Did they look like that their reds coral and their greens blue and 
their yellows lemon?
Second-hand Rose knows that older, more established communities tend to discard better 
quality clothing while city sales tend to be filled with man-made undesirable fibres. Pure 
wool, hand knits, wool crêpe, tweed, gaberdine, men’s suiting and crisp cotton.
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Don’t touch the caterpillars: their hairs can poison you. 
My gran looks different that’s why it was a long time ago. They all look different the 
women with strange dresses their hair all piled up on top of their heads their lips pale their 
eyes dark. The men look more or less the same just the colours different. My dad has some 
clothes from then they really are different colours—beige and orange. They are artificial but 
the people are different colours too.
The fashion detail is the chameleon effect. It always pays to pay attention.
Don’t touch the millipedes, only because they are disgusting. 
It was only two years before I was born. 
Groundsel. 
Docks blood coloured. The seeds of everything are like that, dirtily round the edges. 
Not much further back and it’s black and white. And that’s nothing to do with anyone. 
70% acrylic 30% wool rayon nylon polyester polycotton vinyl. I look and look but I don’t 
find 100% wool. I have heard of cashmere but I have never seen it. I feel the word instead: 
cash. mere. = expensive. small. 
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We are not people to write stories about but we have been photographed. Only the things 
we did in the photographs were worth seeing including weddings holidays school outings 
church outings anniversaries christenings: everything else we did was not. 
I know summer is turning now. 
What is a photo album?
For remembrance.
I kept one once. It had a rainbow cover, for every image, a drawn square. Obediently, I 
filled the space and on the lines beneath wrote what I thought they showed. This year I burnt 
it. I don’t remember that I was those words. These neither. 
Clever anticipation means that all the surprises are happy ones!
Nothing much happens here. Not even anything bad enough for us to tell.
Everything’s happening elsewhere anyway. The valley is not going anywhere for the 
summer. 
This is what my parents want for me: that nothing should happen. What cannot be said to 




Things I don’t talk about:
Sunday is dads shouting at their children in all the houses in the village, and in mine. 
After all it is the only time they are with them.
At lunch they turn another way. They can only turn. How can this go on? How can it not 
go on? Because it does go on even as they pretend it does not. But it is not pretence. Because 
how can it go on, this shouting at the dinner table while eating, while eating long green beans 
and roast pork which must be cut up small because of dryness in order to be chewed. There is 
no place for shouting here, for shouting with mouths full. But there is no place for anything 
else. Nothing is taking place then. Or words that must be ignored. 
We must not get too close. This is what words are for. 
There is always something not being done. 
Sunday is also for the hospital. 
I am not thinking about Gran. I am still thinking about Rosemary’s party. Rosemary’s 
party could be the first time, perhaps the boy from the house in the plantation, the boy 
Rosemary has invited. 
Gran wants me to massage her face. Her skin is loose yet very close to the bone. The 
wrinkles push over her skull. Whichever way I push them, they don’t go away. The face 
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cream doesn’t sink in, she just looks more shiny. I don’t dare go near her neck.
I think of him only because I can’t think of anyone else. 
How did either of us get myself into this situation?
In films it’s always the first time. But no one minds. 
Here they mind. 
You can repeat a video over and over again. 
But, anyway.
How do we look? I don’t mean how do we look today, I mean how do we end up looking 
like this? Like that? Any of us?
(The thing that isn’t. I mean I can’t imagine. They say it stands up. Does it or does it not 
have hairs on?)
I mean I don’t see any old women who look good. 
I mean I don’t see any old women who look like anything at all. 
Some of them look like clowns women I mean hair dye and face paint. There’s nothing 
they can do about the wrinkles. 
SONGS
When I recorded the songs on the tape. I wasn’t looking for any song in particular but 
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there was one I liked, though I missed the DJ’s voice, the song’s beginning. I listen to it over. 
I embed the words. I think it’s an old song, my parents’ generation. It’s difficult to find that 
sort of stuff now. You have to make the most of it while you’re hearing. If you don’t know 
the title. I don’t find it again. 
The songs I like best have something plastic about them, and white, like the plastic skin 
paint that peels on Rosemary’s fence, like the white of her kidney dressing table where the 
strip round the edge is loose and peels too. Underneath is brown. It’s wood even though it’s 
compressed chips. Does this count as nature? Whatever, brown is under everything. 
I repeat it to myself as birdsong.
I play it in my head as I walk,
without the walkman,
from my house, to the plantation, to the ring road, to the bus stop.
All winter past the brown fields with white bones. 
What I can’t do is remember a song when I don’t know what it is yet.
It’s not a song I remember, it’s a song about memory. 
There’s nowhere I can look up the words. I can’t ask them to the air. 
I never hear it again. 
I didn’t think it was coming through the radio. It was something to do with my mother at 
home, doing the washing up. It was about leaving. Me on the swing—I heard the words 
clearly—she in the kitchen. But no one was going anywhere: I didn’t think about that. 
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That was a past song but there are songs that are future. Even when they’re sad the tune’s 
upbeat. That’s what ‘adult’ must be. It sounds distant. In order to become an adult I am 
changing. See me move to the estate get a job, wear a navy blue skirt suit smoke buy my own 
cigarettes take them out of my handbag go to the pub on a Friday get highlights wear frosted 
lipstick, take the bus to work ladder my tights have a spare pair handy wear heels do my nails 
carry a handbag to keep the tights and cigarettes in get a blow-dry lose my keys order a white 
wine spritzer save coins for the gas meter wait for the weekend have a boyfriend have—that. 
Or do it. It’s a matter of a year. Or it could be now, if I don’t go to university. The songs are 
detergent. Not natural, but better. 
PARTY!
PARTY! Is about play and about sex, so you’ve got to show yourself off. PARTY! is about 
going places, looking brilliant at the opera, in the hotel, nightclubbing.
(Night. 
Clubbing.
 The unfamiliar taste of the word.)
In the country there is no fashion. 
Fantastic garlands!
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Luckily for the party girl young, inexpensive designers use a lot of artificial fibres that 
don’t show with the night lights.
Are there hunters here? I never see them.
Small dots work with large spots!
Only in the wood a sign: TRAPS.
Clothes that seem relaxed and comfortable in an urban environment can often look 




The Alternative Tux is the party girl who doesn’t want to wear a frock.
It’s perfect for a winter wedding or even, if differently accessorised, suitable for a 
funeral.
Can fashion come from us?
Might we be ‘native’?
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In 1988 the key word is confidence. Modern style assumes a certain modern assurance. 
Apply your makeup to create a stunning effect. Dress to have fun and the chances are you 
can!
DIRT
The woman from the cattery has not called me. 
It is my third morning when the man is on my bus. He gets on after me. He is the man in 
court I mean the accused. He is on the top deck. He passes me. I am sitting behind him. He 
does not look happy but he does not stop going to court. He could get down and get off, but 
he carries on going. He is on his own and he carries on going even though there is no one to 
make him. He does not look sad either. He looks just like everyone else. 
(I am on the bus it bumps it goes down the hill quickly I sit at the front at the top it feels 
like sex. 
If this is what sex feels like.)
I am on the bus to the court and they are playing the radio the same station that talks to 
lovers every morning. They play the top ten but not the song that has been banned. It has 
been banned because the words in it. I can’t tell what the words might be. I am on the bus 
thinking about what they might be. The song might be like the songs the boys sing on the 
school bus and they call them rugby songs but they’re not about rugby, they’re dirty songs 
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about women, or they are songs in which they call women by dirty words so that I don’t 
know if the dirt is in the woman or the songs. The boys sing about what every woman has 
and call it dirty. Because they call it dirty I don’t know what to do with this what every 
woman has. Surely I don’t have it, and surely my mother doesn’t and Rosemary and 
Rosemary’s sister because we do not seem to be dirty not like the songs. If we are women we 
have it and if we have what can be described in those words we can be put via those words 
into a dirty song. We do not use those words about ourselves but we do not use other words 
either so we cannot change them. We know what we are, but know not what we may be. 
Because we do not seem to be dirty to ourselves, having no other words, we must spend all 
our time ignoring what we have knowing all the time we have it. This is an effort. Or perhaps 
we are not women. In any case no one can tell if the song that is in the top ten is a dirty song 
after all because no one hears the words. So I don’t know how any of us can tell what it’s 
about. All the song tells me is that things can be banned. 
I go the same way every day. 
There are certain ways I can see myself. These are ways I have been described. There are 
others that have not even been described to me. 
I have not heard from Rosemary for some time. 
CATCH
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Things I can’t talk about:
It is very quiet but all noise, very quiet noise. If you lie on the bridge you can hear them; 
that’s the easiest. The noise closer to the ground and you don’t know what it is you’re 
hearing if it’s the cars on the ring road that gets into everything or other human machines— 
The New Town at lunchtime. Into the chemist’s (so light outside), inside the light is 
yellow. There is nothing bright about it. I slip the lipstick against my palm, feel it streak 
against my wrist, into my sleeve: orange; it doesn’t even suit me.
I have never been caught before. 
—or is it the trees always moving also very small things moving under the ground and on 
top of the ground ants pulling leaves into holes also worms moving and birds the noise they 
make when they land on a branch it must be very little but still a noise or is it the noises flies 
and bees make with their wings anything that displaces air— 
Out of the door the man caught my wrist. Old he was wearing a white thing not an apron 
or overall but a jacket thing like a waiter, well like pharmacists wear. Old I could have pulled 
could have run could have pushed him back. The corners of his mouth turned down like this 
is worse for me than his mouth on a hinge carved down, his wrinkles following the line of his 
mouth his eyes I don’t look at. 
— and also the noises of all small animals stepping and even of plants yes! things 
growing that must make noises sometime moss expanding to crumble what it grows on— 
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I make my eyes blank.
—also the sounds of spiders attaching pieces of web to things and of water moving very 
slowly from one place to another not just the stream— 
The words went away. I am talking but I cannot hear. How do I know then that I am 
saying I bought it yesterday, I bought it somewhere else. I say the same again not so he can 
hear me but so I can. I say it didn’t come from here. The old man turns me away. I can see 
something struggle in him. He could call the police, he could hit me, he could look in my bag 
and find my name he could have my name put down somewhere he could look it up he could 
call my mother he could stop me going to university he could shout but he does none of these 
things no he shoos me not to come back. It was a shout, but swallowed. I don’t know what 
stops him. Disgust? I have changed into something that disgusts someone.
 —also water everywhere how it gathers in the black rubber parts around car windows 
after the night so drops eventually push together until big enough to form a stream down the 
pane and also each blade of grass hitting against another—
 
How do I know what words I said? Did I think them?
I walk very fast to the outskirts of the centre of the town where there is an inner ring road. 
I walk very fast as though I am walking away though I know I am only walking in a circle. I 
can’t walk away from here. Is it fear? But nothing is happening. Apart from the man, no one 
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has seen me. 
If no one tells, does it matter what has been seen?
—Also each leaf when the wind blows but also just because of the position of the tree how 
it grows very slowly and things are always moving yes all the time yes. 
I had to go back to the court in any case. 
ROCK
Something is being buried.
Everyone agreed what the man had done but no one had seen him do it. One of the men 
on the jury said it didn’t matter. Everyone agreed with him. I did not agree but. 
(My dad is making a rockery. He has pieces of concrete. One of them has a wire in it. He 
buries it upside down so it looks more natural.)
On the ground small apples already, pick them up and they are full of wasps. 
There is smoke far off. 
Sometimes no smoke but its smell. 
Some of the wasps are dead. 
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The top of the bus pushes against the leaves of the trees. 
The wind. The trees snap back. Like dancing in the poem? No. Something violent. 
(My dad puts plants in the rockery. They are blue. Their flowers are harsh. There are 
floppy sticky flowers that attract black bugs. They have striped skirts. I don’t like to go near 
them in any way.)
At the end of the third day, the man is taken off to prison. 
The flowers in the gardens are completely different. That’s how you know they’re 
gardens. 
Candles outside when it’s too light to need them. That’ll do for the moths. Only for that. 
The trees still carrying on, not caring, all of them in different directions. 
One of the butterflies is called ‘burnt’ something. 
The crickets look like husks of things. They’re dried up but still alive. 
(You can get through the fence all along our garden. It is gappy. The bottom of it is 
rotting. My dad puts bushes in too but they never grow enough to fill the gaps.)
Some moths look like the bark of trees.
The grass seeds ripe now, and soft if you pull them through your finger. You pull them 
the wrong way and they splinter off. I said that before but it’s easier now. 
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We saw something swimming once at the stream. An otter, or would that be wishful 
thinking. An animal, not a fish, perhaps. A water rat, whatever. Just not a fish. 
The ducks lose their colour. The drakes I mean. They don’t have sex any more. They all 
look like girls. Or they are pretending. Or they were pretending. Everything to do with sex 
looks like something. 
After the court, I don’t go back to the cattery. 
ROSEMARY’S PARTY
The fields on fire not that you see the fire, or you never see it close up. It is always across 
the fields on days the wind disappears, on the other side of the valley. And very soon it is 
over. 
In the event Rosemary wears another dress. The roses are in any case sewn on badly. 
I don’t know what other dress she wears.
Something is being harvested. I don’t know what.
I bring my mix tape to Rosemary’s party. 
Rosemary’s party is at her mother’s house. 
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The docks rusty, their ends crumbling, most of the berries red already. Everything rusting, 
oxidised, never really clean. That’s what this country is: dirty. Always some mess somewhere 
I don’t mean the earth I mean always some chicken wire or something you look over to see 




What spoils nature? We do. It is us. Even by seeing something, we’re spoiling it already. 
The plants too, dirty, scrubby. They grow this way because of us. Everything’s spoiled 
already. Nature grows to suit us. We are this land. There’s nothing we can do to stop it. 
I go because I was invited. I was invited some time ago and I have not been uninvited. At 
her door I think perhaps Rosemary is pleased to see me after all. 
I see I am a strange thing specially now. Day-to-night: I wanted to change and I have 
changed. I have pulled the hairs out of my legs then rubbed them with oil to smooth them. 
New hairs already poke through the holes.
I wear Love Musc. I wear a top with no shoulders. I wear my mother’s strapless bra. Its 
wires dig.
I must be sex. 
Wait it is the yellow that has gone. 
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I look like I am going to a party. 
When I arrive I realise this might be wrong. 
They did it without us seeing.
They took away the sour smell. 
Maybe it was a day we were not at the river. 
I sit in one place in the party with a bottle of beer.
Because I say nothing it goes quickly.
Although it is empty I must keep hold of the bottle. I don’t know why this helps. 
What is left after is black earth. 
(Nothing black in nature.)
As dark as nature gets then. 
The coats are in Rosemary’s bedroom. The drawer at the top, is pulled out and the 
formica strip has fallen off so the particleboard edges can be seen. It must snag her tights. In 
the top drawer, some scarves, some bottles of nail varnish in the corner, the satin knickers 
with the beads. How do I know? Because I look in it. On one of the beads a loose thread. I 
pull it to see what happens. What happens is it comes off. Obviously. The bead falls. I don’t 
know where. It is no longer perfect.
There are flints in the black soil. 
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The remaining fields are blonde. 
We only have the appearance of cohesion. Even each group. All we are doing is standing 
in the same room. Which cuts to another. The bathroom or something. Which is sudden. I 
like this jump of time. Cut the boring bits of the story, it’s novel! Now there are parts coming 
up too close: the curtains, the bannister, but it’s funny, that. Or someone’s laughing anyway. 
Could it be me?
The oats all lean down one way like fur.
If you slide your hand down the crack in Rosemary’s sofa crumbs get in your nail. 
I am sitting there drinking a bottle. I slide my hand because one hand is holding the bottle 
but the other does now know what to do.
There is sometimes something else, not often, but it’s worth trying. Sometimes fifty pee. 
Under the sofa is wide black nylon webbing. It feels secure.
The webbing is the shape of people’s buttocks, or maybe just that shape anyway. The sofa 
smells like old trouser. How do I know? I am near it. 
The smooth veneered bones that stick out through the fabric at the arms’ ends: no fingers. 
I am lying on the floor looking under the sofa. I can see the crumbs. There is also another 
bottle or perhaps it is mine. 
Is it nature?
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After a while I’m in the corner. Probably nothing happened. 
My mouth is dry. 
I am folded into the corner. I can feel its hard ridge against my back, its gap. I can feel the 
bumpy wallpaper. 
If you slide your nail under the lumps they come out. They are small pieces of wood. 
Sometimes they get stuck in your nail. Sometimes they go all the way under which is a 
splinter. It hurts, but it is still possible to provoke this. 
Rosemary and her sister are listening to a tape. I know who this is but I have not listened 
before. I don’t say I don’t know. All the people are looking in front of them but not at each 
other. They all seem to understand something. It is 3 in the morning. I can see the clock 
which is digital and lights up. Rosemary has a stack of VOGUES by her bed. She uses it for a 
nightstand.
We never knew the name of the river. 
I wear Love Musc. The man is taller than me. That’s why I call him a man now. He is 
taller than I thought the boy by the swimming pool at the house by the plantation was. Men 
their strange large bodies their big shoes. Who made them that scale? We’re scarcely human 
to them. My dad: short, is nothing to do with them either. Some men never were. “He took 
me by the wrist and held me hard.” We are in the room with the coats, a bedroom. He opens 
his mouth against mine, around mine because his mouth is bigger. My lips feel the bumps of 
his acne. He tastes of smoke.
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I saw in a painting once the animals fleeing all with human faces the woods on fire.
But it was only a postcard.
It was necessary to peer very closely to see the detail.
He is not a man. He is only one year older, though his tall hard body is made to fool you. 
See, seen, saw. Can’t be unseen. Who can’t unsee? It is not me because I am not looking 
at anyone. I can seen, what, the wallpaper perhaps, the torn corner of the picture, its reflective 
glass. 
It was not me did this. It was him. 
Did what?
it
To look at something and, at the same time, to look away. 
To see, and to make my eyes flat 
So they can’t read, so they see surfaces. 
His hand.
Rosemary’s hand. Mine.
To make a blank face like I don’t understand. 
To make a face that isn’t even blank, that doesn’t even show I am ignoring something. 
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But who is seeing, me or Rosemary?
I am not even here.
And
It does not matter that it was in any case not me doing the doing. 
(What mattered was the seeing.)
Why does neither of us think it is him?
I do nothing for myself or for other girls. I even harm them by example.
Why does neither of us think he matters?
In that space I look up at the trees. Like me they move but they say nothing. 
There is some freedom in looking at the trees but I don’t know what it is. 
Why does a party always feel we are bad?
TRAIN DREAM
I dream I go into Topshop in the New Town but the street is steeper. I dream shops on the 
side streets I don’t recognise. They are sinister. I dream I’m in Woolworths and I can’t find 
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the lipsticks. I always dream of bargains. Sometimes I dream I find them. Almost.
I don’t dream of shopping anywhere else. It is still my town. 
I sometimes dream of trying to leave. 
The wind lifts the hair of the trees. You can see it right across the valley, you can see the 
shape of it like the mark left by someone in a chair. 
I dream about the train again and the walkway to the station from the shopping centre. It’s 
narrow and if it’s busy it’s slow with crowds but if you’re alone each step reverberates as the 
walkway bounces but in a crowd the vibration absorbed by bodies. But anyway I’m late or I 
have the wrong ticket or something and anyway I go down onto the platform and there are 
two trains. I don’t know which to choose and anyway they’re already leaving the station 
usually slowly. And I can catch one but the steps are high and it’s difficult to get into a 
carriage or the door won’t open but I cling to the outside of the carriage or sometimes I get 
inside and it leaves the station very slowly.  Only half a mile outside the station I know it’s 
the wrong train so I get out and run back toward the station so I don’t miss the right train of 
course I never get there or I do and the whole thing happens over again. 
(The man said do you have a ticket? the first time and I said I was late for work and 
rushed through because there was a queue and is it ok if I pay now and I did and it was as 
much as the ticket would have been for a few days but I reckon I broke even because mostly I 
didn’t pay and I don’t know if I enjoyed the thing that flooded through me or if it was shame. 
The second time I did a whole pantomime of searching through my bag and the second guy 
let me off but I felt more dishonest about it though both times had been a lie.)
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It’s there but it’s not there. 
(That last bit was not a dream it was real.)
TYPE
The course starts in September, like school. If university doesn’t work out you have this 
to fall back on. My mother says.
Beginning to need a jumper in the evenings. 
To sit in at the front of a classroom, still summer heat at midday, with other people I can’t 
see. I think they are all girls. The desks are long benches with black tops so the machines 
don’t slip. We type all together with the left hand:
fdf
FDF
My parents sit inside now. They watch a crime drama. Someone is being killed in the 
woods. 
No that’s right they are all women, mostly older, mostly not going to university or never 
having gone or sometimes saying they might go or that they went and are going back or 
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sometimes that they are not going back or sometimes going back sometime and anyway I 
mean they not much older than me but not girls, women. The college is on the ring road. I 
could get the bus to the New Town, it’s closer, but I get the bus from the Old Town, I can 
walk from there. 
Yes I know it is a woman. It always is. 
Then with the right hand:
jkj
JKJ
The year is closing now. 
There is a name for this weather: dull. Everything hits, metallic, against the sky. Thud. 
The sky is too thick to get through. It is low. This is the sky now for the rest of the year. 
I’d forgotten what it was like. 





The sky, white. 
Things are going to seed.
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No.
The seeds have left. 
The plants curl up and die.
(Curl up and Dye! The name of the hairdresser in the Old Town!)





The first cold morning my body shrinks I mean my fingers, my thighs more narrow not 
pressed against my jeans not melting against each other but hard discrete. It is a warning. 
Nature is full of warnings. Red is a warning.
A ladybird is poisonous. But ripe things are red too. 








Red if you look the tips of the thorns on the rosehips, the tips of the hawthorn leaves 
spreading upward from the tips of the branches. But red’s fake, temporary. What lives here’s 
brown. All the year round.
ffff dddd ssss aaaa ffff dddd ssss aaaa ffff dddd ssss aaaa
Everything is too heavy now, the green collapsing on itself. Briars, the blackberries hard 
knots something rotten white, lye on them hard, the hawthorn full red.
fdsa fdsa fdsa fdsa fdsa fdsa fdsa fdsa fdsa fdsa
The knots of green full red. 
Elsewhere the bones of earlier plants. 
Something is always surviving.   
 jjjj kkkk llll ;;;; jjjj kkkk llll ;;;; jjjj kkkk llll ;;;;
They have made themselves survive this year. That’s what summer is. That’s what it 
does. It looks like rest but it’s work.
asdf asdf asdf asdf asdf asdf asdf asdf asdf asdf
The days are escaping. I do the same thing over. They still don’t hang together. They’re 
so boring. They can’t go quick enough. What can I make of them?
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jkl; jkl; jkl; jkl; jkl; jkl; jkl; jkl; jkl; jkl; jkl; jkl;  
Fall back.
(Clocks. Soon.)
The trick is not to look down at your hands. 
If it survives it rots.
KEY
I have to give Rosemary back her spare key. If I keep it, it burns.
Remember
I don’t know what happened. But something has happened. 
Let me tell you.
In any case I put some time between. 
I didn’t want to phone. Or I did and there was no one there. Or I did and I didn’t leave a 
message. Or if I left a message, I don’t remember. Or if I didn’t. I didn’t want to leave 
another message. Once Rosemary had said come over any time. And she gave me her key. 
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In the meantime my grandmother is dead. 
(Did someone cut her toenails?)
Rosemary’s dad has a phone with no curly cord. It does not have a dial but buttons. It has 
a little prick hard in the corner with a knob-end on top that sends a signal back to the box. We 
have a phone with a curly cord your fingers ache from dialling sometimes it catches them at 
the first joint as you drag them round. I know how long it takes to dial Rosemary’s number. I 
know what Rosemary’s phone looks like when it’s ringing. 
Which were yellow. Of course, after we do not see them.
She is in a coffin lined with something white edged with lace like the doll’s cot I had. 
Over her legs something wood, a half-door, a car bonnet—
I went back to give Rosemary her key. I’d picked some flowers from the gardens past the 
ring road. I let myself in with the key, and left it, the key and the flowers no note, I didn’t 
know what to say.
—no one sleeps like that in life—
When I went in someone was there. I don’t know who. Perhaps it was me. I didn’t see 
anything. Or what I saw I can’t say. I can tell it was something I shouldn’t say to anyone so 
all the time I saw it I kept my eyes tight shut even though they were open you can do that you 
know if you try to focus broadly focus on everything at once so you’re looking at everything 
all at the same time or sort of draw your eyes into yourself like what’s in front of you isn’t 
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happening and to refuse to relate each action even if you can see everything quite clearly. 
This isn’t the same as seeing. I stood there for a moment doing that. 
—her eyes closed so she couldn’t see how it was for us to see her. 
It was me who shouldn’t have been seen.
So we couldn’t see how she looked at us seeing. 
I went without being seen. Was it Rosemary saw me? She did not say she saw me. When 
I saw her next she didn’t say she’d seen me. She didn’t ask for her key back. I only saw her 
across the road.
I remember the doll in the cot very well. Her plastic smelt so good: lime, play-doh, dirt. 
She was perfect. She was given me at my other grandad’s funeral. I was too young to go. She 
was not a baby doll but a doll of a girl the age I was then. She has not grown like me. She 
smelt how my body should smell.  
I don’t know what I saw but it is something I continue not to put into words. Or was it 
that I was seen. Who was intruding on whom?
In both cases—on the doll and in the coffin—the lace was broderie anglaise.
Let’s have no words of this.
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But when they ask you what it means, say,
Thank you.
When you tipped back the doll so she’s lying down, her eyes closed.
We didn’t do anything. 
(What was not done was bad enough.)
I had one chance to tell this tale. So I don’t tell it.
No need to tell. I don’t go back again. 
One day I picked off her nylon eyelashes to see if I could see the mechanism. I couldn’t 
but her lids closed just the same, only a sliver between. 
(This coda seems extraneous. Still, it is what I did.)
Because she no longer had eyelashes I do not have the doll any more.  
I could tell this many times. However many times I tell it I still don’t know what anything 
means.
COUNTRY
The country is another past. Things were done differently to them there. Only the country, 
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that is. In town the past is circled by the present, or rather the recent present which is 
beginning to look a little like the past, its concrete cracked. Or rather. The country’s not 
timeless not like they say. Did you know there were more creatures once, before the sprays 
and? There were more songbirds, for instance? And also plants between. There was also 
famine failure flood diseases that killed you quick-not-slow, so take your pick. The country is 
not the past. It is not the present. The past the present are our things and it resists us. One 
day after us there is the country again. Not this country farmed but the hills. Even now when 
it rains you think it’s paleolithic not a single living human, no town certainly. The country is 
not the past. The country is the future. 
I am not going to the town any more. 
VERONICA
There is a new girl called Veronica from the typing class. 
The fields, apprehensive. Already trimmed. Waiting.
I mean she is not new. 
I mean I didn’t notice her before. 
Not wet but cold. You don’t want to go in but you do. 
Inside. Shadows. Things in real 3d form. Not proper inside yet but
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everything how it is the rest of the year. 
Inside in 3d we escape, watching 2d. 
Our rooms so boxlike. 
Or, indeed, we look only toward the corners. If not the screen where else can we look?
What happened two weeks ago?
(Rosemary’s party.)
These interiors barely exist. 
Cold in the morning now. The day heats up but. Things putting covers round themselves: 
cobwebs, egg-sacs. All these covers are filmy, all white, all soft. Fruits withdraw into the 
husks of flowers, withered brown dry. If I am going into something similar but I don’t know: 
a world of people I mean in a set a hive where you have your place with them and out of 
nature. I can see it but I can’t see it. I mean I can’t see their faces. I don’t know them yet. 
I no longer know if adult woman is a blue suit. 
The typing women do not wear them.
Inside looks always the same. Outside is changing all the time. You can replay the rest on 
video.
I know how to set the timer. 
The butterflies ragged. A frog with only one back leg. Somehow things survive. Even 
here.  
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Veronica is in her garden. 
I don’t see her. I don’t see her red hair which I can see if she is there. 
Or maybe they breed like that. 
In the village on the lawns in the big houses, only the garden furniture. 
In the small back gardens fences; drives in front, gardens behind. 
In the big houses in which gardens all around
Veronica.
Old man’s beard, peeling off. Everything has an inside. It’s white. Suddenly you see it. 
Other things are stripped off, white inside everything.  
Veronica says if you breathe in and hold it then you are pushed hard against a wall, you 
faint. 
She said they tried it at school.
She pushes me hard against the door, then I push her.
We don’t faint. 
Veronica went to the private school. 
I have never tried this before.
Rose Bay Willow Herb. That liberal shepherds. Like a man, white seeds in something 
fluid, so we’ve been told. The microscope close-ups. Old man’s beard, the seeds in air: gross. 
You can’t get away from them. 
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The boys on the private school bus sing:
—It would take a coal miner to find her vagina 
And the hairs on her dicky di do hang down to her knees. 
One black one, one white one 
and one with a bit of shite on, 
and one with a fairy light on, 
TO SHOW US THE WAY!—
This is the year they let girls into the VIth form. 
Veronica was one of them. 
Everywhere a little death. 
In Veronica’s VIth form they are doing a play from Shakespeare. I go with her because I 
am reading Shakespeare. 
It is all boys. 
In the play some girls dress up as boys for disguise. But they’re boys anyway. Someone 
said that’s how they did it in Shakespeare’s time so that’s why it’s right not to have girls now.
What is the difference between living and surviving?
In Veronica’s front room, on the telly an ad: someone says, it’s good to talk. 
The hanging trees explode very slow across the sky red now. 
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It takes them an entire year. 
Veronica’s dad brings airport trays. He is a pilot. 
We eat fish fingers in one section, beans in another.
Veronica says, let’s eat them in front of the telly. This is not generally allowed.
Veronica is happy but I don’t like to be eating like a baby. Because her dad is a pilot, I try 
to feel I am wrong. 
Some strange white flowers like campions. Did they stray here from some garden?
On the telly an ad: how much you eat in a year. Am I so much? This is information I 
don’t know what to do with. Is there anything I can do to not be that much?
The cold that comes down. Is that dew? About 9pm. Sitting outside. Like someone’s 
turned the air on. 
I cannot eat any more from the tray.
Veronica is not Rosemary, but I am willing to make the adjustment. 
THROUGH
And finally someone came through the glass door. When I got home it was smashed. 
I got home first before anyone. I had been at the typing school. 
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What does rape smell of? Something already going off. The fields breathed it. Now it is 
gone.
From the stream I can hear dogs barking across the valley.
I walked into the house through the back door. That’s where I usually go in. I only notice 
when I got to the front, glass inside the house on top of the letters on top of the doormat, the 
thickness of each piece of glass, I hadn’t known how thick, glass that was neither outside nor 
inside in pieces now outside and inside, in both of the places it is supposed not to.
At first I can’t think where it came from.
On this side of the valley a dog answers. Too quickly. But it doesn’t, really. 
(I do not leave the house straight away though later they tell me that’s what I should have 
done. No, I walk up the stairs. The house, for the first time, feels mine.) 
Is it sulphur? Is sulphur something I can say I’ve smelt? It smells like eggs, right? 
Rosemary smells of eggshells, her sister of the promise of sulphur. 
Only the rape smells properly of sulphur. 
The rape and eggs.
 
The drawers are all pulled out my mother’s drawers with her falsies and her crotchless 
bras, my father’s drawers with his underpants that are made of string and his vests folded like 
soft skin her wardrobe open with the dresses splayed out in surprising colours flame red 
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turquoise jacquard polyester, my father’s dusty black and his ties engaged on the floor. 
I went to her jewellery box. 
In the fields, bales, harvested. They smell of urine. It makes you press your legs together. 
Me, I mean. Does no one else notice that?
Is there anything missing? I know there is a string of brown wood beads, oval and light, 
that smell of something very of old: wood but not quite, broken. 
I pick up:
 a strapless bra. 
the ties, a bright tangle.
When you put clothes on they look very different to when they lie there. 
Oats in the wild grass, unharvested, have hairs like on Rosemary. Walking through the 
grass they catch my legs. The hairs on the oats sting, but not unpleasantly.  
In my room nothing disturbed. What did it look there to take? Only one cupboard door 
open. My window looks onto the sunset. 
It sees no one out there. 
And they are the same colour: blonde. 
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Downstairs. I open the patio doors. They slide and catch on their fur tracks. 
I go back to the hall and stand by the telephone table. Its seat covered with glass. 
I ring Rosemary’s mother’s number. Then her father’s. No one answers. 
I call my mother’s work. She tells me to get out. 




until she gets home.
(The French window loose all the time but they did not know they could get in there with 
no bother.)
I like that something sticks to me.
The policeman comes in to question us while we are watching the telly. I only feel what 
comes through the door is a man. Daddy, I say, we’re watching Countdown. 
I know they only feel sticky and in fact they have small barbs. 
If anyone was there I didn’t hear them. 
SENTENCE
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I am working toward a sentence that can say everything at once. I think I can make one 
but not yet about the valley and the town all in the same sentence and about now and about 
what has been everything I remember and what the valley remembers a sentence that takes 
into account each blade of grass—yes the topside that flashes white and the underside that is 
deep blue the smell when you walk on it—and the same for all the stems of wheat that catch 
the sun all together like they’re one thing like a giant metal monster and the fields at all the 
times of year all together the fields liquid green the gold the stubble that sticks out of the 
ground the straw on the roads the smell of fields burnt thick like tar hanging in the air their 
colour deeper than anything still not black as nothing’s black in nature only words and there 
is no need for prepositions because everything is at the same time and in the same place there 
are lots of verbs lots of doing words but layered on top of each other like people all speaking 
at once. It is like how time crosses the valley like i.e. the wind that puts its shape into things 
always everywhere at the same time like what I said about the shape in the settee I mean sofa 
i.e. it’s invisible but is the past and the present at the same time. 
 
It takes less than one second to say. 
I do not know how long it takes to write. 
I can’t make any sentence about the future. I don’t know if I can make one about anything 
outside the valley. 
HAMLET
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The man who comes into the garden while I am reading Hamlet is a religious man. He 
has no books. He may have leaflets but he does not show them to me. 
I am reading Hamlet because I am going to university. It is not Rosemary’s university, 
but it is a university and I am going. So I must read it on my own. 
There is no water in the stream. Anyhow I don’t go to the stream much any more. 
I do not relax outside anyway. I only try to look like I am relaxing. Because this is a 
garden.
I am outside. A man has come into the garden. It has happened.
 
(The thing the bird the sounds like something metal being hit. At the same time like it’s 
swallowing its sound. What is it? Garden bird, a blackbird maybe?)
The day is undecided.
What did I say to him? I can’t remember now. Something Ophelia said. 
Further along the channel, grasses grow to the height of three feet. The river bed looks 
like a ditch along the field. Only it winds. 
In the field next door, the roofs’ ribs are up. 
The builders are not there.  
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What does relaxing look like?
I dig into the stream bed with sticks and there is wet sand but water does not come out. 
The workmen are gone. 
The houses have empty windows.
By whom am I worried I am looked at?
The man who came into the garden said, I think you mean Hamlet.
Let me tell you.
In school we did ‘roofs’ or ‘rooves’ but that was years ago when the lesson smelt of my 
mother’s necklace. It is a nice old smell like wood. I cannot smell the smell again. Only 
almost. The necklace is gone now. And I cannot remember the right answer. 
I cannot remember the right answer for the man. 
Rosemary, remember, 
You should not have believed me.
Everything being really still in the garden this evening, I mean that’s unusual, not how 
nature is: the leaves of the sycamore so big and heavy, I mean sculptural, I guess that’s what 
I mean. And gesturing dramatically, like I don’t know what like someone imitating a statue, 
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moving, not like a statue at all then— 
Do you doubt that?
I can now say I want to have sex.
I don’t not think this conflicts with my habit of being alone. 
The oats are still in the fields. They turn over like a body. 
Having just finished reading a play called Ophelia. 




(The leaves are still green. And this is at the beginning of summer.)
END
Rosemary’s sister brings cigarettes down to the river. 
The end of hers glows hot. You can see it from the ridge.
If there are two, that means Rosemary is there also. 
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It is past the end of the holidays. The cattery is empty.  
It is dark by the stream because the stream is in a valley. The sun sets across the ridge. It 
is light there.
The sun sets early now. 
You can still see the cigarette. 
We never saw any farmers in the fields. 
We saw only their machines.
If I ride into the village, past the church. 
The water has come back to the river.
The inside of Rosemary’s sister’s pants is stained yellow-green.
I understand now that this is cystitis. 
Rosemary’s mother doesn’t speak to me ‘confidentially’ any more. 
They still burn the fields.
When there are two red cigarette glows, it means Rosemary and her sister. 
But there is only one glow.
We take off our clothes to go into the river. 
The fields are black.
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When it is dark the river is colder. 
Only Rosemary’s sister. 
She has cigarettes. 
When it is cold, the river is darker.
The men have not come back to the building site. They have not been there for a month.
Rosemary’s sister also brings a radio to the river. 
The absence of Rosemary is hot and dark. 
Her sister is cool and smooth. We say little to one another. 
We can see nothing in the water, not even our bodies. 
Most of the walls are up. The roofs are ribs. The windows are empty. 
Nevertheless it is still summer
(Because we say that to each other).
We adjust the frequency. The radio crackles. No one comes, no cars. 
It is early. But it is dark. 
I can see down into them from my bedroom. 
There are no interior walls. 
The fish have gone. Or maybe they were frogs. 
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I don’t know what happens outside the valley. 
The stream is deeper and moves again, and stuff browns in it, new stuff. Green. 
Even now.
I still think of Rosemary at some point every day. 
I don’t know what we have done all summer.
It is easy to get through our fence. You can walk inside the empty houses, or around 
them. 
At least I think of doing that but I don’t do it. 
I never do what I think about.
In October I go to university with my man’s mouth. 
All my life, I don’t hear from Rosemary again. 
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CRITICAL SUBMISSION






PART I: WOMAN SITTING IN FRONT OF A SCREEN









• EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF MASSIVE-SCALE EMOTIONAL 
CONTAGION THROUGH SOCIAL NETWORKS 
RELATIVITY
• HOW CAN PRIVACY HAVE A PRIVATE LIFE? (1st RELATION)
• GOOD RELATIONS (2nd RELATION)
• ANY MODERN PHRASE PARTICULARLY ASSOCIATED WITH YOUNG 
PEOPLE OF A DIFFERENT RACE FROM HER OR, ALTERNATIVELY, 
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SUBCULTURAL ACTIVITIES (3rd RELATION)
• THE FOLLOWING RELATIONS 
• FEAR
• TRIVIAL
• OTHER BINARY GATE LOGICAL CONNECTIVES MAY TAKE THE FORM OF 
THE FOLLOWING RELATIONS
• A JOKE SCRIPT FROM THE PLASTIC BAG THEORY OF FICTION (4th 
RELATION)
PERSONAL COMPUTING
• WOMEN WORKING SCREENS, LIKE, FOREVER...
• NOT WORKING
• KEYS PASSPORT CHARGER PHONE
• BIENTÔT SUR CET ÉCRAN
• SCRIPT THEORY
• HOW DOES REPRODUCTION SERVE PRODUCTION?
• HOW DOES PRODUCTION SERVE REPRODUCTION?
• JULIA? CHRIS? STEVE? 
FEELING TOUCHED
• "POLITICS IS THE 'PARTITION OF THE SENSIBLE"
• SKINTERFACE
• TECHNOLOGY AS PATHOLOGY
• A LIST OF FRIENDLY GESTURES (WIKIPEDIA)
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• "MAKING GESTURES QUOTABLE" 
• SPEECH UNACTS
• APOPHANY
• A FEW RANDOMIZED (HYPER) LINKS
• IS THERE SUCH A THING AS A POPHANY?
PART II: GIRL ONLINE
SCREEN MURDERS
• OOF!
• “WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO THE DRINKING HOUSEWIFE?” 
WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE A PUN?
• WE REPRESENT YOU
• (MEME)SIS
• WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE A BOT?
• WHEN IS A GIRL NOT A GIRL?
DEATH OF THE GIRL
• THERE ARE NO GIRLS ON THE INTERNET
• POPULAR MISS-CONCEPTIONS
• CUTE SUITE
• OBJECTING TO ABJECTS
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• HELLO, WORLD!
• SYMPOSIUM AND THE CITY
• “I CONFESS”
• THE OLD GIRL WHO LIVED IN HER SHOES
• DRAG DIARY
• THE OLDEST GIRL IN THE WORLD
• RUSSIAN DOLL
• THE UNWRITTEN
• THE WORK OF MOURNING IN THE AGE OF DIGITAL REPRODUCTION
ALICIAN SUBJECTS
• THE TOTE BAG THEORY OF FICTION AND THE STRING BAG THEORY OF 
SPECULATIVE FABULATION
• SHITSTORY
• A USER MANIFESTO FOR ALICIAN SUBJECTS 




All the good things in my life have come to me through screens. 
They were goods of various kinds, in human and non-human form, and some of them 
were bought with money and others with attention paid. And the goods were virtual and 
material, though some of them were both. The material goods were the usual stuff, things I 
couldn’t get hold of locally: books, clothes, small household objects, small decorative 
objects. As for the virtual, there was publication, that was one, and some of that was 
onscreen, and some off—which, yes, turned my material, material—and with it came a sense 
of myself as a person of a certain sensibility, which I had not had offscreen. Then there were 
common goods like a sense of community, and there was friendship, and sex, lots of sex, and 
sometimes love, sometimes only one, or the other, and very occasionally both together. 
OK, a screen is a good as in a ‘commodity’, and it is utile (good for something) but is it 
good in itself, good for anything or anyone else, or is it good for nothing, being the locus of 
much of my ‘useless’ as well as ‘useful’ time?
It is so small, the smallest I own, the size of a pack of playing cards in my pocket—and I 
know there are smaller—yet I can’t see to the edge of it. Where do I start? And how? 
(Where do 'I' start? is an AI question.)
Any screen aspires to full-screen mode. The ideal screen is an infinity pool with no 
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beginning or end, spilling into what’s offscreen. A screen is most transparent when it’s on 
and, when off, it’s often screened from view, as though encounters with screens were purely 
virtual. To draw attention to your screen when it’s off (the gilt-framed black hole over the 
marble mantelpiece) is a crime against taste that is also in some way a political crime, a sign 
of a refusal to screen economic difference—monstrous! A screen is, as Derrida says of signs, 
something that demonstrates, etymologically linked to the noun, monster.1 But screen is also 
a verb: monstrous when it is not screening something, screened from view until it has 
something to demonstrate. Demonstration is a two-way street, a matter not only of drawing 
attention, but of attention paid, and of a tension between. 
(Don’t forget about the paying.)
Some demonstrations are hierarchical (I know and you do not—but I will show you!); 
others insist that attention be paid to something monstrous that is has been screened from 
view: look at the peasants—they’re revolting! Judith Butler endorses the value of 
demonstrators showing up on the street,2 but at the same time she’s telling Hannah Arendt 
that they don’t have to be demonstrably part of the polis, their bodies visible in the 
disembodied screenshot of the demonstration, to participate in the body politic, but that those 
whose bodies make demonstration possible, who cook the dinners and wash clothes—
offscreen—are demonstrating something too. It is hard to demonstrate in private, where 
‘screening’ suggests only the privations of privacy, as Jeanne Dielman knew, cooking the 
dinner and washing the clothes in Chantal Akerman’s eponymous 1975 movie. Akerman’s 
1 Jacques Derrida, ‘Heidegger's Hand (Geschlecht II)’, in Psyche, Inventions of the Other, Volume II (California: 
Stanford University Press, 2008).
2 Judith Butler, Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly, (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2015).
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sex/houseworker was pre-internet, and her film screened via one-way street of the big-screen. 
The director’s fixed camera keeps its distance across Dielman’s kitchen counter so that her 
private household activities look just like an onscreen cookery demonstration, never allowing 
us and Jeanne to get in touch. As screens became smaller, their reach got wider, until even 
housewives carried one and, right at that moment, something about the division between 
public and private split. I, myself, stepped through this crack in the looking glass. Phew! My 
change in position was made without taking a step.
Where am I now?
Or should the question be, when? To begin again (I begin in media res, in the middle of 
media, as though screen media had always been there, though my generation is famous—as 
are others—for being the last to grow up in the privacy of the pre-digital screen), I remember 
the subtitle of Akerman’s film is 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles. It is important that 
we know Dielman’s material address, though it might as well have been temporal (1975), like 
my location, so that here-and-now is when I am onscreen. 'Website’ has become simply 
‘site’, my IP address as ‘real’ as my postcode. What grounds does this give me to speak 
from? And who—balancing between time and space, real and virtual—is this unsteady self?
(Sometimes, like anyone else, I google myself to find out who I am.) 
If what slips on and off-screen is me, am I in some ways an expanded, or divided self? 
Onscreen, I am shown the self-similar, similar to the self that the algorithms I enter record, 
until I like what is like what I am onscreen. My onscreen self is an alphabet of things. This 
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sounds like Object Oriented Ontologist Timothy Morton (quoting Graham Harman): I "exist 
in  relatively flat ontology in which there is hardly any difference between a person and a 
pincushion,” in which “relationships between them, including causal ones, must be vicarious 
and hence aesthetic in nature”.3
But I’m not sure it's objects I’m oriented toward. What I’m shown doesn’t have to be 
material, things that (are) matter to me, things I have seen with my eyes or touched with my 
hands, or that I have any real aspiration to encounter or own. Distilled into words and images, 
I associate with them as one of them, and they provide a vocabulary for my desires: I want 
‘recommended for you’ and ‘twelve boards like yours’. The screen is a locus for my desire, a 
way of longing for what is implied to exist offscreen without having to encounter it, except in 
this virtual iterance. Being entirely vicarious and aesthetic in relation, I love to order them 
(what else can I do with them?). I’m less an object in a system of objects than a value in a 
system of values. We live in an age, not of hyper-objects but hyper-aesthetics. 
The act of bearing witness to an object onscreen is a virtual exchange of ‘goods’. My 
attention has value, but, on the digital screen, this value is not stable: how much should I pay 
per view? In the ‘attention economy’, attention can be paid when no subject is looking: 
‘clickfarms’ sell each act of witnessing to ‘boost engagement’ for cash, while humans are 
content to be paid in the affective coin of ‘likes’, ‘followers’, ‘friends’ (some of whom are 
virtual). My attention is a gift. Or maybe it's a gif. Or maybe, like a gif, it exists by virtue of a 
gappy tension. The image that insists it stands in for the ‘real’ tells me my experience is not, 
so that I split my experience into ’real’ feeling for what I know is ‘virtual’, each différing to 
3 Timothy Morton, Hyperobjects Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the World, (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2013), p.14.
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the other in an endless feedback loop. 
Yes, goods are good to think with (we consume not what is good to eat, but what is 
“bon à penser,”4 wrote Claude Levi-Strauss), always not only themselves, but their telos/what 
they’re good for/objective—as Sara Ahmed uses ‘object’ in her 2010 paper Happy Objects, 
and Judith Butler in her 1994 piece on the friction between feminism and gender studies 
Objecting to Objects. Material and virtual, an object is doubly prepositional: it is a 
destination that implies a direction, it is a line and it is also a point. The space of the screen is 
formed by these orientations. 
Orientation demonstrates the direction of attention (you can’t see the screen if you turn 
your back on it), but also of desire, whose starting point is a desire to define that desire: 
Derrida's “‘original’ desire-to-say-what-one-means [vouloir-dire]”.5 If Aristotle says that the 
good all other goods orient themselves to is happiness (the line that is also the point), which 
they must pursue or “the process would go on to infinity, so that our desire would be empty 
and vain,”6 and Lacan says that desire is itself desire’s object (the point that remains always a 
line, or maybe a feedback loop), then what (by which I mean 'where') are the objects of the 
screen—how are they ours, how are we theirs—and what are its desires’ forms and 
territories?
In virtual space, why pay attention to objects (I mean material things)? I guess to be 
informed, or to allow my desire to be limited by the form of something; self-objectification 
4 “Les espèces sont choisies non commes ‘bonnes à manger’, mais comme ‘bonnes à penser’.”
Claude Lévi-Strauss, Le Totemism Aujourd-hui (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1985), p. 132.
5 Jacques Derrida, ‘Signature Event Context’ 
in Limited, Inc. (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1988), p. 12.
6 Aristotle, The Nichomachean Ethics, Book 1 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), p. 3.
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my object (I mean, my ‘objective’). Some of my favourite ‘useless’ sites demonstrate 
slenderising: the ’10-piece wardrobe challenge’, hokey ‘Zen’ minimalism—Goodbye, 
Things!7—, ‘tiny house’ tumblrs, all of which though self-limiting, in fact, worship objects, 
though only the right objects! As a woman already encouraged to shrink myself to ‘girl’, I 
find that,onscreen, a ‘girl’ can hammer herself thin as gold leaf until she occupies the whole 
dimensions of cyberspace, whatever they could be said to be. Zoom in: onscreen I am such an 
Alician subject, my tininess suddenly so big, or vice versa. But don’t think I haven’t noticed 
these parings-down to authentic self are called ‘diets’ and that, carried far enough, con-
forming to this ideal offers the chance of only sainthood or revolution, both of which involve 
a preparation for death. And don’t think I don’t know that to give an account of this lossy 
compression is so often to enter the confessional, which is another screen mode, a 
demonstration of the private in public. Don’t think I don’t know that these gestures change 
the nature of the private act, just as Akerman, by filming it, changed the nature of the act of 
peeling potatoes. 
Screen mode demonstrates examples to take as my objects, or to object to (let this be an 
example to you!), without which I could not appear onscreen. If my object (even if I want to 
object to it) is to self-objectify, can I be an example to myself? An Alician subject is pure 
exemplarity. Lewis Carroll’s Alice is an experiencing machine in a thought experiment, but 
however much experience she gains, she is unable to ‘grow up'. Alice is a certain kind of AI, 
let's call her a girl-function, an eternal question, the opposite of Alan Turing's 'child 
machine’, which was a thought experiment designed to demonstrate the possibility of the 
artificial becoming intelligent. Offscreen I have demonstrable experience that cannot be 
7 Fumio Sasaki, Goodbye, Things: On Minimalist Living (London: Penguin, 2017).
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denied: age, class, race seed in my body as values. Only onscreen can I stand in that girl 
position, limited by eternal potential, an electronic Alice, whatever my place on the other side 
of the looking glass.  
 
Frederic Jameson wrote that “the culture of the simulacrum comes to life in a society 
where exchange value has been generalized to the point at which the very memory of use 
value is effaced. It’s demonstrable that the monstrosity of Jeanne Dielman’s dull, repetitive, 
and very material housework has a direct use value, but also that its chance for entry into the 
public, political sphere comes at the very ‘point’ as Jameson puts is, that it becomes a ‘use-
less’ onscreen activity. The result of removing use value from a real-time cookery 
demonstration is not the production of an activity without a use, but one which, at the point of 
its reification, becomes open to new values: pay attention! It is art.
Some people say the internet is not describable.
This is perhaps because it is performable. 
There is a point at which the monstrous, onscreen, becomes kitsch, which is one of the 
powers of horror. This is the point at which the 'real' becomes re-playable, demonstrating that 
it is ‘only’ performance: who hasn’t laughed at a dated monster movie, or even the clunky 
footage of a live demonstration (cookery or revolution)? The ‘monstrous’, presented as 
entertainment—or art—is tamed by its conversion: the tragic replayed the hundredth time as 
farce. This is the screen dilemma: as Jameson says, certain varieties of value are lost. Is this 
down to the difficulty of keeping hold of the slippery virtual, or of bearing the material in 
mind?
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I’m sitting in front of a screen now. In order to say I am, or—at least—to say I think I am, 
I must be sitting in front of a screen. New phone who dis? Nauseated by this I-voice ,there is 
nowhere to escape it and nowhere not to escape it. It expands to, and is expanded into by, 
every thing. I have no idea whether it’s mine any more. How can I be specific here? 
I’m sitting in front of the screen as though the screen could provide me with an answer, as 
though I could answer it. Is my position delusional or is it an illusion? A delusion is private, 
and an illusion is public. Both feel personal: is there any difference between the two, and 
does it matter? Or is it their meeting point onscreen that prompts this question?
This question:
What am I doing here?
Or perhaps
How am I doing here?
I made a vow to write only about things that mattered, but matter slides off my screen 
although almost everything that matters to me is on it. I’m sitting here not doing anything, 
doing no good—I may go offline and peel potatoes for dinner like Jeanne Dielman. Like? I 
don’t even have to pretend. I happen to be cooking (though no one can see) for me and my 
teenage son, who (though few people know) currently form a complete household. I can 
hardly pretend my situation and Jeanne’s are alike though, because here I am simultaneously, 
onscreen, doing nothing. What is the nothing that’s being done here? A feeling that’s material
—a material sense of the immaterial. Like running on the spot, perhaps. Where do I go from 
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here? Is there anywhere that would be a good place to go? 
Useless thoughts, useless time. Screentime.
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PART I: WOMAN SITTING IN FRONT OF A SCREEN
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9 1/2 EXAMPLES OF THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS
“‘The universal has been, and is continually, appropriated by men,’ leaving women 
consigned to theorizing from particularities.”8 Sianne Ngai quotes Monique Wittig in ‘Bad 
Timing’.
“The more feminine the example, the more exemplary the example. As if femininity itself 
were a hyperbolic mode of exemplarity? Or, to turn a famous phrase of Lacan’s, structured 
‘like’ an example?”9 Sianne Ngai, Ugly Feelings.
“What’s personal, local, and sensual about the perception of the historical present often 
produces skepticism about its historical actuality and exemplarity.”10 Lauren Berlant, Cruel 
Optimism.
SWITCH
“Real pain, as real as our own, would exist in virtue of the perhaps disinterested and 
businesslike activities of these bureaucratic teams, executing their proper functions.”11—
Daniel Dennett, Toward a Cognitive Theory of Consciousness. 
8 Sianne Ngai, ‘Bad Timing (A Sequel). Paranoia, Feminism, and Poetry’, in differences: A Journal of Feminist 
Cultural Studies, Volume 12, Number 2 (2001), 1-46, p. 4.
9 Sianne Ngai, Ugly Feelings, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007), pp. 148-9.
10 Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001), p. 64.
11 Daniel Dennett, ‘Toward a Cognitive Theory of Consciousness’, in Brainstorms: Philosophical Essays on Mind and 
Psychology, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1981), p. 167.
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Where do I begin?
(‘I’ has begun already.)
 Functionalists hold that mental states are defined by the causal role they play in a system. 
In the Chinese Nation thought experiment, pain is a point in time. It occurs when enough 
components say it does. Say there are switches in a system and these switches are called pain, 
and if enough switches flick on at the same time, pain exists. Say there’s a woman working 
alone in a room at a screen and the screen screens her privacy, the privacy which she also is, 
yet she’s allowed to appear onscreen if she does not admit that privacy. Let’s say she chooses 
an avatar that gives her an onscreen face, a face that does not look like a women that has 
undergone any private experience whatsoever, which is the most fortunate female inter-face, 
a face that is still in front of the logic gates which have not yet closed behind her admitting 
her to any kind of experience whatsoever. Let’s say the logic gate is a pain switch. 
A logic gate has a single binary function. From a dual input it produces a single output. It 
does this by way of a conjunction, like AND “∧” or OR “∨”, which is a non-exclusive OR, 
and XOR which is an exclusive OR in which only one thing is true, or the other. This logic 
gate’s XOR function is PAIN/NOTPAIN. The pain is not of any specific sort, physical or 
mental. It is the pain the woman is feeling. Any sort of pain may go through the gate so long 
as she is willing to call it pain. 
Say there are enough women sitting alone, each in a room, each in front of a logic gate to 
cause pain to the entire system. Do they or do they not flip the switch? If enough of them flip 
the switch something can be called pain. 
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Where is that pain located? Is it located in each woman, her particular pain, or is it 
located in the system? If it is located in the system in what sense can the system to be said to 
feel pain?
If enough women sitting in front of enough screens flip the pain switch, will pain have 
been felt? And how many is enough? How many women must make the decision to flip the 
switch before the system can be said to be in pain? And how much in pain does the system 
have to be in order that the pain of the women be acknowledged, even the pain of the women 
who wish to save face and retain their avatar? In what part is pain allowed to each of the 
women and is it evenly distributed yet12 if some of the women are more in pain than others 
but each has only one switch?
Does the amount of pain each woman feels change once the woman feels herself to be 
part of a system?
To lay claim to pain is to lay claim to experience. It is also to have the option to claim 
experience only as pain. To save face, there is something to be said for staying in front of the 
logic gate refusing to go in. 
XOR
12 “The future’s already here, it’s just not very evenly distributed yet.” This possibly apocryphal remark is believed to be 
the work of William Gibson, and was first credited to him in Scott Rosenberg’s, ‘Virtual Reality Check, Digital Daydreams, 
Cyberspace Nightmares’, in The San Francisco Examiner, April 19, 1992.
Source: Quote Investigator <https://quoteinvestigator.com/2012/01/24/future-has-arrived/> [accessed 15 March, 2017].
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What about the pain caused by making the decision, by having to make the decision to 
choose whether to flip the pain switch or not, by having to make the decision to choose 
whether to save face or to be the pain? This might be a slight pain, pain as by-product, or 
might be a major part of the pain, greater than the pain registered. 
In her prison memoir,13 the Irish writer Margaretta d’Arcy describes how women political 
prisoners dealt with pain that might otherwise cause them to “go under”. They dealt with it as 
a system. They would mention the incidence of pain to each other, in unemotional terms, like 
flipping a switch. Thus the pain would be dispersed across space and time
FUNCTION
My hair is shingled, and the longest strands are about nine inches long. In order that 
tones of voice may not help the interrogator, the answers should be written or, better still, 
typewritten.”14—Alan Turing, Computer Machinery and Intelligence.
How should I write this
I
Who have no voice except words onscreen?
Who have no voice except words IRL and words onscreen?
13 “By passing’s on each other’s personal problems, the girls sympathise with one another and so on, like a chain, thus 
all problems and sadnesses become collective.”
Margaretta d’Arcy, Tell Them Everything (Galway: Women’s Pirate Press, 2017), p. 78.
14 Alan Turing, ‘Computing, Machinery and Intelligence’, in Mind 49 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1950) <https://
academic.oup.com/mind/article/LIX/236/433/986238> [accessed 1 February, 2017].
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Who have no writing classes except onscreen.
Who have no writing classes except memes and content and also the hedge on a wet day. 
Who have no work with words except the work of calling children to persuade them. To 
put on shoes, to eat, to clean their teeth, to come away from the hedge on a wet day. To go, 
always to go. To go and to come back: I call, my function. Theirs. I have no voice except this 
calling voice, which does not expect response. I have no voice except this other voice, which 
declares: the onscreen voice. The first voice feels like function, the second feels like fame. It 
is the voice of many people. I participate in it; its vocabulary is unusual. It does not taste like 
mine. 
What is called upon in the first voice? That I am self-calling. Who calls me to self-call: 
the second voice. What is called upon in the second voice? That I am called upon to self-call. 
And then I do not call in my voice but in another voice but that I may expect a response. A 
response is not an answer. What is called upon in the first voice? That I do not call in any 
voice but my own but I may expect no response. The first voice makes things happen IRL. 
The second voice makes nothing happen, like poetry makes nothing happen. The second 
voice is polis. The first voice is private. In the first voice, I express my function. In the 
second, I declare it. 
{
All functions are naturally private and local until declared. Declaration makes my local 
values global! Global values are explicit; local implicit, which makes them similar to a class 
definition. Local functions cannot act at a global level.
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A self-calling function, once declared, will continue to call itself. I do not have to be 
named to be called: my name is optional, in which case my function is anonymous, my name 
local only to my function body. I can express my function without being named, but then I 
must must express myself anew each time. A self-executing anonymous function, I can be 
called using a variable name, but I cannot continue to call myself ’til I’m defined.
What defines me? A declaration! 
A declaration gives my function parameters. My parameters can be my name, argument 
or functions. I cannot declare myself. What is declared as my function is true across all uses 
of my function, but my function is not my use. I may have private functions other than my use. 
I may be have public uses that do not express my function. What I express as my function may 
change from use to use.
(A parameter? An argument passed to the function.)
(A statement? Comprises the body of the function.)
(You need to know neither if you can call its name.)
If my function is expressed I do not have to be called. I will self-invoke if my expression 
ends in (). (But if my function is declared I cannot invoke myself.)
(My expressions are always in parentheses.)
My functions can be used as my values, which are variable: they can be declared even 
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after they have been executed. Declared functions are not executed immediately. They are 
"saved for later use", and will be executed later, when they are called up (invoked). My 
function can also be my object, having both a property and a method. As an object I am 
easier to isolate, easier to use. My function is the method of its object, the property of its 




Procedural AI knows how to clean a room; declarative AI knows how to make it.)
OR 
A woman sits in front of a screen. Each word is a binary logic gate. Each XOR is an 
exclusive gate: something of her must be excluded. Each OR is a non-exclusive gate, 
allowing for compromise. Which is like
The composition of self as writing 
In which
Words only come before OR after how things are, each
Word a binary gate. 
(Don’t take any thing
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For granted!)
I am in front the binary gate of people OR (non-exclusive or) things. The gate is a request 
to assign value in the economy of things coming and going. You do not want too many things 
to go, or too many things to come. So the economy of things is a fight between things and 
people. As the woman of the house, I preside over it. It is through my gate that things come 
and go. I also go through the gate, and this going is something I preside over too. That’s how 
things are. Here are some of my gates: does it cost more to wash the clothes by hand, and/or 
to earn the money to buy a washing machine and/or earn more money to send them to the 
cleaners?15  What time will be spent on each activity, and what time would be spent learning 
enough to get the job to pay for the washing machine or to pay for the cleaning? And how 
much more will any of these things cost than washing the clothes with a scrubbing brush or 
alternatively, my tongue? Also: When is a washing machine worn out? And: When is a 
person worn out? And also, when are clothes worn out?, and when they are, should they be 
thrown away or given to charity or sold on eBay. Which entails: How can a thing be forced 
onto a screen? And: How can a person be forced onto a screen? And: What use is this 
forcing? I am asked to judge each thing by its function which is use. I am also asked to judge 
myself by use which is my function. Part of my use is how useful I am in judging. Who asks 
me to judge? It does not feel like me, though I put myself to use very well OR (non-exclusive 
OR) I am a very good judge of the work being done. In order to live in this world onscreen 
OR (non-excuusive OR) that world offscreen, I do this. It grants me the freedom also be a 
thing onscreen, and to extend my work of sorting, and being sorted, virtually. 
15 “It is interesting to note that machines designed for the use of the individual (for example, machines to provide 
household assistance, such as vacuum cleaners) come very late in the industrial development of society since they replace 
the most poorly paid workers.”  Hilton, A M, Logic, Computing Machines, and Automation (London: Cleaver-Hume Press, 
1963), p. 370.
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(What's the use in taking 
things 
so personally?)
Instead, why wouldn’t I hang out in a temple of frozen goods
Or its online equivalent. Where everything appears to be? 
USE
(Making a self through collecting photographs of things that self would like to have.)
I’m wondering what ‘I’ can be when it’s not being of use. There’s a shop near me called 
Objects of Use and it’s a minimalist shop of handcrafted things. These things can be used just 
the same way as manu-factured16 things but it takes some time to recognise what some of 
them can be used for. The shop has far more things in it that a minimalist could use, and its 
piling up is what makes the things attractive. Its piling up and its neat triage. Everyone knows 
the most successful artists repeat the same thing over and over again. Or so I’m told. 
Repeatedly. As soon as you have enough to stop worrying, you have enough to worry about 
stopping. But things look so good when they’re waiting on the shelf, all looking useful, none 
of them in use, none of them having been used, things I’ve never thought of using a ‘reindeer 
leather coin purse’ or an ‘Onsen basket’. They look good when they’re ready for use, better 
16 From the “classical Latin manū , ablative singular of manus hand”. OED, <https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/113769?
isAdvanced=false&result=1&rskey=WRmAE7&> [accessed 20 December 2019].
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than when being used and better than when they have been used. 
The shop is repeated onscreen where it is divided into sections.
There is a section of objects called ‘work’. 
There is a section of objects called ‘person’.
“The intellectual, C P Snow believes, is always a luddite,” wrote A. M. Hilton in 1963. 
“He seeks individuality”.17 Opposing ‘individuality’ to technology, Hilton didn’t believe that 
handcrafted things would persist once manu-factured things had blurred their aesthetic. But 
Hilton didn’t predict the mass-production of ‘individuality’. Hilton didn’t believe in the 
persistence of individual process, or of individual things. Any thing might very well be 
replaced by any another.
A. M. Hilton, like C P Snow, used her initials not her name which altered her 
individuality, screening (non-exclusive OR) her gender, or defaulting (XOR exclusive OR) in 
1963 to male as at that date woman (STRIKETHROUGH=EQUALLED) intellectual. A. M. 
Hilton had no Wikipedia page before 2019 when I caused one to be made which caused her 
individuality to be screened in the sense of 'overwritten' by the revelation of her gender, or 
(NON-EXCLUSIVE OR or XOR EXCLUSIVE OR) screened in the sense of 'projected' by 
the revelation of her gender.
And, as for me, no one sees me when I’m being useful offscreen. Nothing is projected. 
Am I granted a residency in a place from which I can say nothing? If I speak from this place, 
17 A. M. Hilton, Logic, Computing Machines, and Automation (London: Cleaver-Hume Press, 1963), p. 374. 
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does it immediately pay back whoever granted me this residency? Is there anywhere else I 
can be, my screen currency—having been a) being kind of ok looking and b) being hopeful—
declining both by duration and by choice? Any successful self is repetition. Then there is the 
keeping on making, which is keeping on making a self by hand, even if it is the self.
SOUND
Life offscreen has a strange blank quality. I listen but hear nothing.
How strange, really I have always wanted
The chance to stop being.
I’ve always been friends with silence
(Look how I’m shouting this!)
Silence is a sign of system failure.
Silence is also a system (look what communicates in parentheses!
Look what data is gathered!)
On Youtube, a lecture by the artist Hito Steyerl:18 a research engineer smashes windows 
to teach AI the sound of breaking glass. “It feels strange the first time you do it," says the 
engineer whose function is not normally to break windows. “The second time it’s exciting 
and the third time it becomes work. That’s because you have to keep doing it over and over 
again”.
18 Hito Steyerl, ‘Language of Broken Glass’ <https://www.hkw.de/en/app/mediathek/video/69577> [accessed 24 
February 2019].
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In 1869 Charles Baudelaire broke panes of glass, but they weren’t his windows. He 
yelled, make life beautiful again! at a man who could provide no glass that screened Real 
Life with pleasant colours, then he smashed the glazier’s goods, worrying all the time only 
for the good of his own soul. Baudelaire wrote about breaking windows once, but 
somebody’s windows are always being broken. Baudelaire was smashing the windows of 
sentimentality that belonged to Arsène Houssaye who had written a poem, Le Chanson du 
Vitrier about a starving glazier who could get no work because no windows were broken (this 
is a different poem again from Jacques Prevert’s 20th Century Chanson du Vitrier in which 
the glazier is part of a system of working class tradespeople labouring in happy reciprocity). 
By breaking the panes belonging to the glazier that—like Steyerl’s glass—had never been 
used as windows, Baudelaire cuts out the middleman of function. Whatever: both Baudelaire 
and Houssaye’s glaziers end up out of work. 
“A thought experiment,” says Steyerl, “is cheaper and much faster” than a proof IRL. But 
glass only speaks when it is broken. Steyerl, running the engineers’ dialogue through a 
Markov generator,19 found it produced the window as a speaking subject. But still not the 
glazier. Phones recognise the sounds of their own bodies breaking, the screen that screens 
their workings. The engineers Steyerl filmed broke windows to develop private security 
technology as a substitute for the police, producing “a luxury version of a war zone”. A 
speech act screens: it makes what’s private, public. “Artificial Stupidity,” Steyerl said, “can 
break every window in every street.” But “windows,” said another engineer, “are a lot harder 
than you think...We are actually taking a hammer and breaking a window. So this is reality”. 
19 A Markov generator tells you the probability of future outcomes based on knowledge of a previous event, eg 
predictive text. A Markov generator uses probabilistic logic, assigning probabilities in such a way as to maximize entropy,
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“As an artist,” says Steyerl, “you are always being accused of being completely 
inconsequential and having no effect at all on the real world”.
What is the difference between poetics and poesis? Are either of them politics? Whose 
windows is it ok to break with art, and when? I am talking to my friend Caroline who is an 
artist. We are working together right now on a speaking robot that is a body without organs, 
in collaboration with some women who are activists IRL. She will wire its body and I will 
write its words. The activists are its material. And we are always saying to each other,
How can we make art that can act in the real world?
And also:
How can we depict action?
Switch off social media: dust settles on the work of self. Time to hear things IRL, 
accidental things. Hearing onscreen’s replaced by reading, and there’s such clamour in 
writing. There are times I wonder if I could back-pedal on identity, as my identity is so bound 
up with what I write there. Is it possible to break that squared circle that is worded silence? 
WORK
(Because people onscreen complain that writing is work.)
Is writing like the work of peeling potatoes in Chantal Akerman’s film Jeanne Dielman, 
which is also the work of making that work into film, the work done by its subject, who is 
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simultaneously working at being the real-life actor and filmmaker, Delphine Seyrig. Or is it 
like the work of sewing underwear in an underwear factory in Elfreide Jelinek’s novel Women 
as Lovers which is also the work of making work into writing, work done by the writer but 
not by her subjects, who are in no way material?
Or is it like screen work?
Is it like the work of writing another word onscreen, which is also the work being a 
subject onscreen: the work of waiting for the right word for a Linkedin profile, or the work of 
waiting for the right word for a dating profile? 
Is that waiting like the work of waiting that is done offscreen: of waiting for a bus if you 
don’t have a car, or of waiting to be paid if you don’t have the money, or is it like the work of 
paying attention? Is it like the work of waiting in any kind of waiting room—medical, legal, 
welfare—which is a place built for waiting, or is it like the work of waiting in a bar, waiting 
tables in a bar which are also built for waiting, or is it like the work of also waiting in a bar, 
waiting for someone to arrive who does/does not arrive, which is not called work but is work 
done in time bought by work done in time elsewhere, which I guess could be called a date, 
because it is a place but also a time, as all work is about time? These are all kinds of 
relational work because they are work done in relation, and these are all kinds of work I have 
done.  
Both these last two kinds of waiting work rely on paying and also on paying attention. In 
the first kind of work you pay attention in order to be paid and in the second you pay 
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attention in order to pay. And both these kinds of work rely on spending time, on a gap of 
space that can be crossed by spending time, or a gap of time that can be crossed by attention 
paid. 
Or it more like the kind of work that happens on any day that has no date—they are just 
24h and then 24h—which is the work of spending time waiting for someone to arrive when 
you’ve worked at the relational work of waiting on and for relations and the work of waiting 
on and for work onscreen all day and it’s about time someone came but someone doesn’t 
come, or is it like the work of having worked at this waiting all day, but which is the work of 
spending time waiting for no one to come? These are also both kinds of work I have done.  
 
And of all these kinds of work the worst kind was waiting for someone who does not 
come, which means there is no end to the other kinds of work, and the best kind of work was 
waiting for no one to come, that and work of writing.
What I am writing about is, where is my workplace? Also what I am writing about is, 
where isn't? Also I should write about when is my workplace and also what am I working for 
and who am I working for? Not to mention what am I working on and is this working for me? 
Answer: onscreen, but also on myself. These are my places of work, or rather my work 
times. Why do I work in these places? Because they are places it has been easy for me to be 
placed in, and because I have time to spend. Also because sometimes, not always, I am paid 
with money or otherwise in attention paid. 
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Why spend time while working, working on a self? Because a self is a bounded thing that 
others can recognise does this and not this, not an unbounded thing of which any work can be 
asked or commanded, which are baggy activities that have no edge, which won’t get you far 
in the work of self.
XOR
 is the work of self like the work of being onscreen complaining about the work of 
writing?
Is writing a kind of complaint, because it allows me to complain?
(But I do not want my writing to be made of complaint.)
(And I do not want my self to be made of complaint20.)
(I also don't want my self to be made of compliant.)
(But I can't help my self being made of writing.)
NOTHING 
(Writing is two kinds of work. 
One kind of work is the work of writing. 
Another is the work that writing can do.)
20 I have a nominative doppelgänger on twitter whose tweets are almost always customer complaints, e.g. “@Primark 
Visited the London Oxford St branch& was impressed by the new nail bar, but not with the woman who worked there.After 
ignoring me she finally looked up from her phone. I asked a simple question if they had OPI nail polish she said no then 
dismissed me by saying bye #rude” Twitter <https://twitter.com/jo_walsh1980/status/1116834882787979266> {accessed 23 
May 2019]
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When do you abandon an identity onscreen? I mean, when do you stop writing it?
I stopped writing on Facebook, I stopped writing on Instagram. Only Twitter was left, and 
Twitter was nothing but writing. 
One thing about the screen is you can get something for nothing. 
Another thing about the screen is you can get nothing for something. 
Another thing about the screen is that nothing can become something. 
And another thing about the screen is that something can become nothing. 
The second is capitalism.
But the first is art. 
Or art is also (non-exclusive OR) capitalism because, as Chris Kraus wrote, “Art will 
always be transactional,”21 and the art of the transaction is also the art. The art of the 
transaction is a personal art as it takes place between persons. It is a very personal art because 
sometimes those persons are the only ones that see it. 
The problem with the screen is the same problem as the problem I had with someone who 
wanted me to help him rehearse to audition for the part of King Lear, a part he didn’t get. He 
asked me to listen to his lines and one line that came out blank: “Our basest beggars/ are in 
the poorest things superfluous”.22 Or to put it another way “I got plenty of nuttin”. Or “I’m a 
man of means by no means”.  Why does it take so may words to describe what you haven’t 
got? Anyway, he didn’t get it and I couldn’t ask, what is it about nothing you don’t get?, just 
21 Chris Kraus, Social Practices, (California: Seimotext(e), 2019), p.11
22 William Shakespeare, King Lear (London: The Arden Shakespeare 1997), p. 255.
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as Goneril and Regan couldn’t bring themselves not to be polite. 
Googling “poetry makes nothing happen”,23 answers.com24 reminds me it is a line by W. 
H. Auden, then it asks me:
Why does nothing happen when you step on the gas?
What happens if the president does nothing to a bill?
What makes poetry different from other writings?
Does eating nothing make you fat?
What will happen if nothing is done about pollution?
How can you make money from nothing?
What makes nothing nothing?
How can you make your friend unmad at you?25
How do you make dip with nothing?
What to do if your into your best friends boyfriend i wont see him again but i will be mad 
if nothing happens while i have the chance to make something happen?
How to make money from poetry?
I began to write poetry as soon as I had enough money. In other words, when I had 
enough material things to convert into money, and enough money to convert into things at a 
steady rate in the thing economy. It’s not easy to predict when enough is enough, but it’s easy 
to feel it when it happens. I had no idea that one side-effect of having enough things would be 
23 W. H. Auden, ‘In Memory of W. B. Yeats’, in Auden: Poems (London: Everyman, 19950, p. 78.
24 answers.com <https://www.answers.com/Q/What_was_the_poetry_makes_nothing_happen> [accessed 13 February 
2019].
25 “talk to her tell her that i am sorry for whatever i did if she says nothing back she is not a true friend”
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writing poetry.
Writing can be a kind of apology for power. 
There is no such thing as poverty of language.
TEST
Read the following paragraph and answer the questions: 
Performativity is language that effects change. It is language that changes affects. 
Performativity yearns: it lies to the present and tells the truth in another dimension. It protests 
what is AND compensates for what is not very evenly distributed yet. In How to Do Things 
with Words, J. L. Austin wrote that to make a speech act that declares its function is an 
‘explicit’ performance, but that to express a function privately is an ‘implicit’ performance. 
Binary information can have one of two possible states: true or false, respectively or, less 
emotively, the values 1 or 0. Austin wrote that performative speech acts do more than 
describe a state, so cannot be assigned a value: true or false. Instead, a performative speech 
act that declares functions it cannot self-call, he called ‘unhappy’. If its functions accord with 
its declaration, he called it ‘happy’. An unhappy declaration can be an error, which, declaring 
itself, can be corrected, or, more seriously, a mistake, which does not. Hap contains the 
element of chance. It is by chance our affective positions visit us, or perhaps by fate. “If 
someone has a fate, then it’s a man,” writes Elfriede Jelinek in Women as Lovers: “If 
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someone’s gets a fate, then it’s a woman”.26 
Questions: 
1. J. L. and A. M. both conceal their gender by using their initials. Whose condition is 
‘happy’, whose is ‘unhappy’?
2. J. L. is a man and A. M. is a woman. In concealing their respective genders, is one of 
their performances ‘implicit’ and the other an ‘explicit’? Which?
3. If John Searle wrote in 1989 that “the successful performance of the speech act is 
sufficient to bring about the fit between words and world27,” can A. M. = J. L. be considered 
a successful symmetric Boolean relation?
4. If, as Bach and Harnish wrote28 in 1982, performatives are successful only insofar as 
recipients infer the intention ‘implicit’ in the meaning, what can be inferred from J. L./A. 
M.’s respective works of self?
5. If J. L. and A. M. both deprive themselves of gender is this effect 
‘transformative’ (according to Kosofsky Sedgwick) either in a) the purpose of the writer 
XOR (EXCLUSIVE OR) b) the inference of the reader (according to Harnish/Bach) OR 
(INCLUSIVE OR) both. Is this intent to cast off gender cultural XOR (exclusive OR) 
physical OR (inclusive OR) both? 
6. Can things do themselves? What kind of speech act is poetry? 
26 Elfriede Jelinek, Women as Lovers (London: Serpent’s Tail, 1994) p. 3. 
27 John Searle, ‘How Performatives Work’, in Linguistics and Philosophy Vol. 12, No. 5, (October, 1989),  535-588 (p. 
547).




7. If Judith Butler says performativity is “that reiterative power of discourse to produce 
the phenomena that it regulates and constrains,”29 what is the illocutionary force of silence?
8. In making this list of questions, what sorts of explicit and inexplicit speech acts do I 
commit?
 EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF MASSIVE-SCALE EMOTIONAL 
CONTAGION THROUGH SOCIAL NETWORKS30
“Emotional states can be transferred to others via emotional contagion, leading people to 
experience the same emotions without their awareness.”31
Apparently, these experiments have been done. 
29 Judith Butler, Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of ‘Sex’ (Abingdon: Routledge, 2011), p. xii.
30 A. D. I. Kramer,  J. E. Guillory. and J. T. Hancock, ‘Experimental Evidence of Massive-Scale Emotional Contagion 




HOW CAN PRIVACY HAVE A PRIVATE LIFE? (1st RELATION)
“Womankind—the everlasting irony [in the life] of the community— changes by intrigue 
the universal end of the government into a private end.”32—Georg W. F. Hegel, The 
Phenomenology of Sprit.
Irony is like family: it dwells in privacy, which means it has a public face. 
Family equipped me with a language it made me powerless to use. Turned inward, I had 
no resonance. I was a portable private space during that time when I was privacy, not only in 
my public, but in my private life. Being nothing to speak of, except what I could declare in 
public, my name was nothing happening. Having become unspeakable I found myself unable 
to speak. Even to those in the same position. We could speak in private to each other, but to 
publicly declare our private functions would have been to include the hearer in that 
admission, to turn her inside out, and so make an enemy. I could make no complaint in that 
name without naming myself and them. Or I could use that name ironically, and that was the 
irony of my situation. My name was purely relational. I was a relation.
A symmetric relation is what is mutual, and
an asymmetric relation is what is not mutual.
32 Georg W. F. Hegel, The Phenomenology of Spirit, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976), p.,288.
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(An example of symmetric relation: “A. is married to B”.)
(An example of asymmetric relation: “A is father of B”.)
A relation such as marriage can be expressed as symmetric while enacting 
asymmetrically. That is when its expression is structurally mutual but ‘unhappy’. 
GOOD RELATIONS (2nd RELATION)
“You don’t need to feel guilty for throwing a gift away. Just thank it for the joy it gave 
you when you first received it.”33—Marie Kondo, The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up.
My father PayPaled me for art materials I had bought on his behalf for my son. Standing 
in front of unfamiliar logic gates, he put the payment through as ‘goods and services’ not 
‘friends and family’ identifying as the subject of his payment not me but the objects whose 
appearance I facilitated, on which the marks of my services, and those of others, were 
invisibly imprinted. Who paid the PayPal fee for facilitating his passing these goods on to his 
grandchild? I did. 
In More Love Hours than Can Ever Be Repaid (1987), the artist Mike Kelley depicted 
love objects as pure kitsch: garish afghan blankets, knitted toys, everything clumsily 
handmade in imitation of what is (ironically) called ‘manu-factured’. Do these love objects 
embody the love of the giver or of receiver (and through what channels did Kelley receive 
them? Were they gifted, found, bought?). Is love kitsch? I mean is it also an imitation of 
33 Marie Kondo, The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up (London: Vermillion, Penguin, 2011), p. 128.
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something manufactured that is an imitation of something hand-made? Is love always 
fabricated only by the lover? (And what materials does the lover use?) What are the 
economics of love? If you can afford not to make something, do you buy something, and if 
so, is less love involved? XOR if you can afford to buy something and yet you make, is 
more? What time can you afford to spend making? Are you time-rich or time-poor? And is 
this because you are a rich or a poor person who is underemployed, or a rich or poor person 
who is overemployed? Were you told to take needlework not programming because you are a 
woman, or were you told to take programming not needlework because you are a man. If you 
are a man who took needlework (or a woman who took programming), what work was 
involved in the commitment to learning to knit a love object, which was also an expense of 
time beyond the time spent in the activity itself?
The subject is—as Jameson wrote—“not incorrectly an effect of the object”34 (though 
not, he writes, entirely correctly either). There’s no time like the present and there’s no 
present that isn’t, as in the word’s German etymology, also a poison.35 
ANY MODERN PHRASE PARTICULARLY ASSOCIATED WITH YOUNG 
PEOPLE OF A DIFFERENT RACE FROM HER OR, ALTERNATIVELY, 
SUBCULTURAL ACTIVITIES (3rd RELATION)
34 Jameson, Postmodernism, p 137.
35 “In Old High German, besides “gift”, the meaning also included “a dose of medicine given”, whence “a dose of 
poison given”, which finally yielded “poison”; all this probably by analogy with the Latin word dōs (gen. dōtis), which also 
had the meanings “gift” and “poison”. (Source: Kluge, Etymologisches Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache, 24th edition, 
Berlin/New York City 2002, p. 357)…. The older sense “gift” is still preserved in German in the word Mitgift “dowry”, 
literally “with-gift”, i.e., assets given to a bride by her parents on marriage (given to go with her into the new household).”
 Quora, <https://www.quora.com/Why-does-gift-mean-poison-in-German-and-present-in-English-Is-it-a-coincidence-
or-do-they-have-the-same-etymology>, [accessed 19 March 2019].
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You can google what you like, but she hadn’t. It wasn’t, perhaps, the sort of thing she 
thought she ought to know how to say. Or how to hear. In the meantime, my mother puts 
scare quotes around said phrase even though she knows it makes her look dumb. 
A parent is privacy: something to be discovered after death. And I have also lived my life 
behindhand, terrified anyone might see. Because they’d take it away from me? Because 
they’d find a name for it, or because they’d find no name for it, my unbearable life (for who 
would want a life they had to bear?). 
Like her I am a bucket of the unsayable. I can’t express my self. What would it look like to 
speak for myself, as someone whose function depends entirely on not speaking? I cannot even 
declare myself in maths: my weight and age in no way neutral numbers.36 What could it look 
like to lay hold of all this and to speak when I don’t want to will have been what I must 
complain in the name of. (See how ungrammatical that is. See what being a relation does to 
language). 
Kittler said we read in the voice of our first reader: our mother’s voice. Anything but my 
mothers voice has haunted reading onscreen. By which I mean both not my mother's voice 
nor my voice as a mother. My mother is a Mrs. I am not. In my case some thing is Miss-ing, 
Miss as is miss-read, miss-take. A mother's voice can't be mistaken. Instead it misses. It 
misses being misheard, which is not a miss but some kind of hit. 
36 Zero is a ‘neutral number’ (neither negative nor positive). It is also a ‘natural number’. 
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THE FOLLOWING (RELATIONS)37
There are two types of people in this world, the kind that think there are two types of 
people in this world, and…
(To say ‘non-binary’ is to invoke a binary.)
Relation: Hitting
In this relation, there are two classifications of people
The first classification is hitting/non-hitting people:
1) those who, if you hit them, they hit back (if you are hit, you will hit back):
{aHb ⇒ bHa} ≡ {aHBb ⇒ bHBa}
This is a symmetric relation. 
2) if you hit them, they will not hit back (if you are hit, you will not hit back):
{aHb ∧ ¬ bHBa}
This is an asymmetric relation. 
The second classification is sane/insane:
Insane people, they hit themselves.




This is a symmetric relation. 
And sane people, they do not hit themselves.
(¬aHa), (¬bHb)
This is the negation of a symmetric relation. 
The following relation is a symmetric relation:
If you make a set of all type (1) people AND they are insane people.
{type (1) ∧ insane} ≡ {(aHb ⇒ bHBa) ∧ (bHb)}
Then they will hit each other and will hit back but will also hit themselves.
The following relation is an antisymmetric relation:
If you make a set of all type (2) people AND they may be Sane OR (inclusive or) Insane 
people.
{type (2) ∧ (sane ∨ insane)} ≡ {aHb ∧ ¬bHBa ∧ (¬bHb ∨ bHb)}
Then they will not hit back whether they are sane or insane, but they may hit themselves.
The following relation is an asymmetric relation:
If you make a set of all type (2) people and they are sane people.
{type (2) ∧ sane} ≡ {aHb ∧ ¬bHBa ∧ ¬bHb}
then they are sane and they will not hit back, and they won’t hit themselves either.
The following relation is a reflexive relation:
If you make a set of all Insane people. They may be type (1) or type (2).
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{bHb ∧ (type(1) ∨ type(2))}
then they will all hit themselves but some of them won’t hit you back.
The following relation is an irreflexive/anti-reflexive relation:
If you make a set of all sane people. They may be type (1) or type (2).
{¬bHb ∧ (type(1) ∨ type(2))}
then none of them will hit themselves and some of the won’t hit you back.
It is more difficult to have a relation in which no one is hit than to have a relation where 
someone is hit. Only one type of person doesn’t hit anyone. Anyone else is always hitting 
someone, or is ready to hit, and everyone fears that they will be hit. 
FEAR
I was sitting apposite the woman when she began to speak to her quite small laptop, 
balanced on the railway station table, as tho in a skype convo without earphones. She asked 
it, ‘Would you like to see me begging on the streets of Oxford?' And then, ‘They don't like 
intelligent women here!’. And though I have thought both these things myself, she did not 
seem to have a respondent to whom was she speaking in that clipped accent that seemed to be 
the performance of a symptom of the class system, an accent she'd adopted for that purpose—
or adapted, as I found myself listening for its edges. To whom was she speaking onscreen, 
quietly, precisely, vehemently, and entirely performatively?
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Right then I was reading some poems onscreen and in the poet's voice I found the same
clipped hostility
and the same unreason I have dismissed in myself
because it’s difficult to live like this. 
talking to the screen/to no one. 
As it’s hard trying to 
listen to other people's anger
as tho it's not a knife—
blade towards me, handle toward their hand
from which end it is not a knife at all
but the business end of a knobkerrie—
or something that inflicts a nasty bruise.
The performance of anger is a tough performance
It’s hard to make
space for that blade without moving.
If I’m to make a space it could be called
“interesting”,
a word that Sianne Ngai wrote contains distance. 
which is not a bad distance 
but a relation that can allow some room
for anger
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which is also called
fear.
(People do strange things in stations. I, for one, am crying.) 




“Surely a mode of knowledge organized and informed by fear is not something feminism 
should want to claim as part of a viable politics of resistance.”38 Sianne Ngai, Bad Timing
Silvan Tomkins thought that there were nine primary affects, each having a gesture. Most 
are 'negative': frowning, clench-jawed, red faced (anger), retraction (a bad smell); disgust 
(similar but downward); arched eyebrows (distress); ‘erect hair’ (fear); face down (shame). 
(These gestures are mostly facial. But ‘erect hair’? Can I ever have been said to have felt 
fear?) 
38 Sianne Ngai, ‘Bad Timing’, p. 4.
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I have used the word ’scary’ twice today onscreen. Once—tongue-in-cheek— to describe 
Helen Chadwick’s Loop my Loop which is a sculpture made from rapunzel hair interwoven 
with something that looks like gut, and its resemblance to an Instagram photo of a cinnamon 
bun. Then once more to describe the consistent behaviour of certain unknown men with 
screens in public. When they were with me I allowed the scare to happen because to admit 
distress was to admit the possibility of pain, an admission that would strip me of some value 
as a subject but which would also demand a reaction. I am not the type to hit back. Instead I 
sideline such experiences as ‘interesting’. There are only two positive affects, says Tomkins, 
one is ‘joy’, the other is ‘interest’ which he also calls ‘excitement’. Interest, says Sianne 
Ngai, is not exciting; it is a kind of putting to one side, diverting, averting, creating a screen 
upon which things can be projected at a safe distance. It was ‘interesting’ to be intimidated by 
a guy who sat next to me on the train, spread his stuff across the table, spread his legs across 
the seats, opened his laptop and played a movie at full volume despite requests by passengers 
and staff to turn it down; it was interesting when a man in the neighbouring airline seat 
ignored requests to shut down his phone in cooperation with the safety announcement, but 
continued to make calls all flight. It was interesting when the man on the bus joked about me 
to his phone and I said, I’m here, you can tell me straight if you want, and he got up and 
leaned over as though about to hit and said, you've got a lot of balls for a... (he didn't finish). 
These men were wired: aggressive beyond their situation, keyed up, unapproachable. These 
experiences occurred on public transport, while I was being transported, spaces in which men 
police the fear they have created, And it was true that these experiences really were 
interesting but I could not admit out loud that they were anything else too. 
(Fear is contagious via the mention of fear.
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Reasons to fear are not always contiguous with fear. 
Fear an inverse performative as it unhappily declares a ‘happy’ “fit between words and 
world.”
“Fear, under conditions of complicity, can be neither analyzed nor opposed without at 
the same time being enacted,”39 writes Brian Massumi.
Fear that does not enact (that’s trivial) is ’scary’.)
Scary is a trivial word to use: mine was a trivial fear. I knew no one would really hit me, 
(or did I?) and I also knew what scar is in the scare, a comfortable scar to run my fingers over 
again without, this time, it hurting. Or not so much. You can stop yourself being scared but 
stopping is another scarring. Or, rather a cauterisation of response.
In programming, some Boolean logic gates are trivial gates. There are three types of 
single bit logic gates: fixed 0 outcome, fixed 1 outcome and NOT. The only non-trivial 
member of this class is the NOT gate, whose operation is defined by what is called its truth 
table, in which 0 → 1 and 1 → 0, that is, the 0 and 1 states can be interchanged. 
‘Triviality’ is tautology. Triviality is a name that names itself. Triviality is the bleeding 
obvious, that which does not need to be stated, that which is repeated. Trivial objects are 
usually those that are immediately clear and ‘uninteresting’. A trivial gate does nothing. A 
NOT gate does not-nothing. I never did any thing, as no thing needed to be stated, I just went 
along with things, if fears are things. This allowed me the possibility (however slight) that I 
might enjoy them.
39 Brian Massumi, Politics of Everyday Fear (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), p. ix.
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(There is only one neutral affect, writes Tomkins, which is —surprise!)
At the end of my journey I am sitting with my daughter on Brighton Beach. We are both 
hungover and we are both students with no place we have to be at any particular time. The 
beach is made not of sand but of large pebbles or small stones. A man walks up to us and we 
do not look up because a trivial form of scare is being produced in the gap between us and 
him. We look at our screens, screening out everything above his knees. He stops and will he 
produce fear, which would be no more than tuning in to a radio signal we are already 
broadcasting?40 Or will he ask for cash? But also, I note, his shoes are new. Surprise! He 
says, I’ve been on the methadone for a year, but I got some money. Should I do heroin again? 
And then he says, I don’t know if it’s God setting me a test or if it’s God giving me a present. 
<poison/>
How long does it take to teach AI fear? Is it twenty years, the time Siliva Federici said it 
takes a ‘child machine’41 to learn to be a woman? Turing's child machine was to be educated 
via reward and punishment (though who was to say what’s a test and what a present?). By 
now, I expect fear, look out for it, am greedy for it, am never surprised by it, just as I like to 
learn for the sake of ‘interest’. To be taught fear is not to fear but to be taught to greet it. To 
experience fear there has to be a specific thing to fear: but there are so many disasters I don’t 
participate in. 
40 “…the saturation of the social space by fear. Have fear-producing mechanisms become so pervasive and invasive that 
we can no longer separate our selves from our fear? If they have, is fear still fundamentally an emotion, a personal 
experience, or is it part of what constitutes the collective ground of possible experience?” Is it primarily a subjective content 
or part of the very process of subject formation?” Massumi, The Politics of Everyday Fear, p. ix.
41 Turing, ‘Computing, Machinery and Intelligence’, p. 
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OTHER BINARY GATE LOGICAL CONNECTIVES MAY TAKE THE FORM 












A JOKE SCRIPT FROM THE PLASTIC BAG THEORY OF FICTION42 (4th 
RELATION)
My values: while we’re on the beach, my daughter asks me to buy a ‘guppy bag’ to 
42 According to Ursula Le Guin’s theory the first piece of technology was not a weapon but a container, and the roots of 
narrative tradition are not linear, but baggy. Ursula Le Guin, The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction (London: Ignota Books, 
2019).
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reduce the amount of plastics fibres migrating from our clothes to the ocean. I take one look 
at the price, and google the sites of retailers less likely to show concern for the environment. 
My values: environmentalism; irony. 
My values hierarchically: it’s funnier when someone suffers for a joke. 
UPBEAT MUSIC (subtitles on mute)
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PERSONAL COMPUTING
WOMEN WORKING SCREENS, LIKE, FOREVER...
“Is it not true that the contemporary media revolution, which is manifest in the storage 
and reproduction of information, implies an idea of time as frozen or exploding according to 
the vagaries of demand, returning to its source but uncontrollable, utterly bypassing its 
subject and leaving only two preoccupations to those who approve of it: Who is to have 
power over the origin (the programming) and over the end (the use)?”43—Julia Kristeva, 
Women’s Time.
I am very tired of using my self as an example, but such is my situation. “When did 
computing come to feel personal?”44 asks the artist J. R. Carpenter. “When we stopped 
counting the cost of computation?”  Each day I wake up thinking I can write something like 
my life onscreen, which is both my work and self. Each day I think, it will be elegant and 
short, like a tweet, enthusiastic like Instagram. It will be knowing, like a meme, it will be 
endless, like a comments thread, and like a comments thread it will trail off and that will be 
ok.  
I’m thinking about my place in the precarity economy, for what's art, if not enterprise? 
I’m getting very personal about my Airbnb scores, my eBay scores. When I feel like nothing 
43 Julia Kristeva, ‘Women’s Time’, in Signs, Vol. 7, No. 1 (1981), 13-35, p. 18.
44 J. R. Carpenter, The Gathering Cloud (Axminster: Uniform Books, 2017), p. 99.
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I buy something. Or sell it. Panic in the morning until I can stretch words round the situation 
of renting my real life out to others (the house, I mean, its furniture, its family romance). 
While living on the side to make ends meet, I still feel this ‘real’ life belongs to me, if only 
because I sell it. I am very tired of having no place to speak from offscreen; I am very tired of 
having no place onscreen to do anything but speak. Sometimes, onscreen, to combat the 
speaking I post a picture of some thing, a flower, a wall that is not my wall, you know, the 
personal impersonal which is some sort of evidence of seeing. Or sometimes I invoke 
something palpable with words. 
Some things continue to exceed representation.
Some representations continue to exceed things.
When did writing come to feel so personal? Was it when Sianne Ngai said poetry was 
cute, and poets could write only small things to speak about big things?45  Was it when she 
said that cute puts words to work—as loved/abused toys—and, at the same time (cutely), 
hides that work? When did the cute get to feel so political, and when did the political get to 
feel so personal (which is not the personal as political)? Was it when it became apparent that 
the two had split? Or when it became apparent that this split was being put to work?
NOT WORKING
“Operating in the economy of information, one can dream that social position and 
45 “Art’s distinctive power of theorizing powerlessness” Sianne Ngai, ‘The Cuteness of the Avant-Garde’, in Critical 
Inquiry, Vol. 31, No. 4 (Summer 2005), 811-847, p.847.  
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economic class will cease to matter, dream even of loosening the constraints of living in a 
single body located at a single position in space and time.”46—N. Katherine Hayles, My 
Mother was a Computer.
Remember that when a screen is on, we say that it is ‘working’.  
I’m sitting in front of a screen and the screen is working and I am working. We work in 
the same way in that, although I’m not always working at anything in particular, I am 
showing signs of life, I am capable of functioning. I am ‘on’. When a screen’s off, can it (can 
I) be said to be in working? Am I ‘sleeping’. Perhaps I am ‘on standby’, a Heideggerian 
‘standing reserve’, transformed by technology into part of its process, unable to be any thing 
in particular. I am perhaps I am a word processor. 
(Not my phone is always with me, but I am always where my phone is.)
If I am a processor, I am in motion, though in one place. Something moves through me, 
from and to. This is a moving experience. I am moved at affective speed, as the mode of the 
screen is like/heart/star. I am transported. If I am to be moved, the screen must be something  
to get across: a barrier, a gap. For there to be connection there must be distance: for there to 
be distance, there must be the promise of connection. Every loneliness implies the possibility 
of the collective. Touch a screen and something happens. Or appears to. Being in touch is as 
small a degree of separation as that from finger to key. 
46 N. Katherine Hayles, My Mother was a Computer: Digital Subjects and Literary Texts (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2005), p. 63. 
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(I don't know when you've you think I found the time to write this.)
Onscreen I am working/not working. I am working towards something beyond the work 
I’m doing. What I am working toward is self, and what I am working with is self which is 
both material and end and process. The screen produces the ‘personal’ in only seeming 
opposition to itself. It is a laborious interface at which I work on my self to put myself to 
work, in the service of what? Can I make screens work for me? If I can, is the making bit 
different from the working, a mechanical turking of the work I appear to be doing? Repetition 
is automation, which is the opposite of autonomy. Both become automatic, and life becomes 
a matter of working through time. If I could get through time quicker I’d arrive at the money, 
though I’d lose my life to get there. 
(I don't know who’s the ‘I’ that writes this.)
On/Off. Screens suggest a split. I could coin a word, and perhaps it would have some 
value in the screen economy: ‘spliterity’: a combination of alterity and austerity, the splitting 
and putting to work of the personal’ as ‘standing reserve’. Heidegger’s ‘instrumental’47 self is 
a component of technology-enabled precarity that also keeps something in play. It can be an 
advantage to the human, who is also a worker—a contemporary worker whose work is both 
requested and rewarded in ‘personal’ terms—to evaluate herself as a thing. In psychological 
terms, spliterity can be self-othering: depersonalisation. But any split produces at least two 
things. Can it also be productive of self—and is productivity a good way to evaluate 
47 Martin Heidegger, ‘The Question Concerning Technology’, in Basic Writings (New York: HarperCollins, 1993). 
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anything? 
KEYS PASSPORT CHARGER PHONE
“Whenever she thought of his work she always saw clearly before her a large kitchen 
table.”48—Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse. 
“When evoking the name and destiny of women, one thinks more of the space generating 
and forming the human species than of time.”49—Julia Kristeva, Women’s Time.
Offscreen, time is a point in space. That point is ‘I’. Deixis is a linguistic prepositionality 
in which words are understood by context (Where am ‘I’? What is ‘here’?) Speaking from a 
certain uncertain screen position, one thing I’m certain of: my position is between. I am a 
processor in the process of travelling an affective distance. Rather than 'where am I?', virtual 
deixis prompts the questions, when am I?, as well as when am I to you?
(Someone I’d thought a friend stopped me in the street and told me about my life. He told 
me by verifying where I spend my time and for how long; by asking me to confirm where my 
children spend their time and with whom and also for how long, and also how long I spend 
with them and where I am when I am not with them. He asked me to repeat these facts back to 
him aloud, and then asked me how I earn my money. He used the words ‘there’ and ‘here’ 
and other prepositions including ‘until’, ‘after’ and ‘while’, The facts are nothing to do with 
where I am at all. He was only being friendly and a good way to be friendly, he thought, was 
48 Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), p. 22.
49 Kristeva, ‘Women’s Time’, p. 15.
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to captcha my whereabouts. He thought he knew what I was from position and duration. My 
whereabouts are nothing to do with where I am at all, because he missed out screens.) 
Space is a point in time. Electronic media, wrote Marshall McLuhan, create “involvement 
in depth”.50 Depth implies orientation, mimicking gestalt vision. Gestalt vision is what you 
get when you’re passing through. Moving, you see the same thing from several angles. It 
seems to follow you; you seem the still point. My screen is flat. Nevertheless it allowed me to 
move, when nothing else allowed me to have viewpoints from several angles. 
(The man I’d thought a friend was asking regarding my whereabouts 
and I was code-switching
Between IRL and virtual.
I can’t tell you why this made me so angry.) 
How fast can I move through non-space? Onscreen is a flexible orientation. Many people 
carry one constantly, and those who don’t are in constant disorientation. To live with a screen 
is to orient from your screen position, which is not your geolocation, but an orientation from 
which the work of self can be done anytime, which is also anywhere.
(To live according to my whereabouts had been to live under a screen that screened my 
relational work, screening others from it and screening me from them. The screen was 
transparent. I was living behind glass. I could see the people in the street, walk by them. I 
could sleep with them, eat with them, talk with them: it didn’t matter. We did not occupy the 
50 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (Abingdon: Routledge, 2004), p. 9.
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same space.)
“Electric power, equally available in the farmhouse and the Executive Suite, permits any 
place to be a center,”51 wrote McLuhan. Time is money, and McLuhan measured speed across 
space in work: “Speed-up creates what some economists refer to as a center–margin 
structure. When this becomes too extensive for the generating and control center, pieces 
begin to detach themselves and to set up new center–margin systems of their own”.52
Whenever I think of work, I see clearly before me a large kitchen table, one of those 
scrubbed board tables, grained and knotted, whose virtue seems to have been laid bare by 
years of muscular integrity.53 I imagine this as what, in furniture showrooms, gets called a 
farmhouse table, though possibly not in the farmhouse, where it's probably called a 'table'. I 
do not have such a table. If I did, I wouldn’t call what I did at it (or on it) work “with 
muscular integrity” (though it’s difficult for me to judge the point at which muscle becomes 
integral: is it at the point of making, or using, or maintaining the table after use?). I wouldn’t 
work at making the table, and I wouldn’t do other muscular work at the table (what would 
that be? Kneading something?), nor would I lay bare its virtue or mine by dint of muscular 
scrubbing. There is a countertop in my kitchen, made of wood-imitating plastic. And there is 
a table in the next room for eating at, and also for working. 
Philosophers like tables, Sara Ahmed writes in Queer Phenomenology. If Ahmed notes 
the number of tables in philosophy, I would like to note the number of tables in 
51 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 39.
52 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 99.
53 To paraphrase the artist Lily Briscoe in Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse.
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programming. A table that has integrity might be a truth table. A truth table tells you all 
possible 'truths' given a particular set of inputs: several inputs, one output. 
“Think of a kitchen table, then,” Woolf writes, “when you're not there.”54
I think of the kitchen table when I’m not there, the sort of table that could be in a 
farmhouse but it would look a bit odd in an Executive Suite (with both its capital letters) 
where the kitchen is no more than a cubicle that demonstrates it knows that cooking goes on 
elsewhere. I don’t know how I’d get to a farmhouse from an Executive Suite, or vice versa: 
I’ve never been in either. I don’t know how I’d get there or at what speed, or whether my 
speed would be electric. I also don’t know why. My work centres have been libraries and 
coffee shops and pubs. They have been buses and trains and airplanes. They have been parks 
and playgroups and doctor’s, dentists’ hospitals and other types of waiting rooms, all 
equipped with benches and chairs but no tables (except sometimes a low table that's called a 
coffee table though there’s usually no coffee either) because they are structured around a 
slightly antiquated style of waiting in which not every moment is used for work, which I 
guess makes them ideal for the kind of work that detaches from the center–margin structure. I 
should also mention my table at home and my sofa and all the spaces there that are also not 
work spaces as, yes, there is no distinction between my work table and any other table. 
Though, like many women, I also work in bed.
(Spatial deixis is a measurement taken from I to something else, for instance any item of 
furniture. But where am the I from which it can be measured?)
54 Woolf, To the Lighthouse, p. 22.
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Like Woolf’s Lily Briscoe, who is an artist, I am instructed to think of the kitchen table 
when you’re not there but the table is. You is the listener not the speaker in any speech act. A 
speech act (Searle) relies on inputs from its listener as well as its speaker. Woolf’s Mr 
Ramsey's work, which was philosophical, was about the table or was like the table but was 
not muscularly integral to the table. He was not there when the table was being made, or 
when the table was being used with either process’s muscular integrity. He may have 
occasionally been served at the kitchen table but, mostly, how can he have thought of it 
except without being there? As I work and eat and do other work at my table, how can I think 
of not being there? How could I get perspective? 
(One type of spatial deixis is ‘person deixis’: In languages with gendered pronouns, the 
third-person masculine pronoun is asymmetrically used to locate the human.
e.g.:
'To each his own'.)
Sara Ahmed wrote that a table is a venue for orientation toward performances of gender 
and race.55 For me, to be at the table is an orientation less toward the performative than the 
practical. It is an orientation toward various kinds of work. Ahmed sits at the table and argues 
with her colleagues and relations. I work at the table and eat at the table, both, often, alone/
together—onscreen. When I am not alone, I am in relation. When I am not with my relations, 
I am still in relation to the table, even when I’m elsewhere, but both Ahmed and Woolf are 
55 “We can talk about being willful subjects, feminist killjoys, angry black women; we can claim those figures back; we 
can talk about those conversations we have had at dinner tables or in seminars or meetings.”
Sara Ahmed, ‘Feminist Killjoys (And Other Willful Subjects)’, in Polyphonic Feminisms: Acting in Concert, Issue 8.3: 
(2010) <http://sfonline.barnard.edu/polyphonic/ahmed_08.htm#end1> [accessed 10 July, 2018].
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telling me that the table—or the idea of a table, or the idea of the idea of a table—is always 
there, even when I’m not. The table is more there than I am. Now the work that is not my 
work as a relation also takes place at the table. The relational work goes on, but table now 
supports a small, bright window to elsewhere: a screen. 
The table has become a platform. 
I can sit at the table. I can eat, or work at it. I can even dance on it, if occasion dictates, 
converting it into a stage. But is it a platform from which I can usefully speak?
Ahmed talks about tables then goes on (in Complaint as Diversity Work) to talk about 
walls and doors, but never about windows. I have used my working as a wall, from the time I 
blocked out the football on TV to do my home work—the violence in men's noise, which is 
also a violence—while my mother silently made tea. I was always elsewhere, with my wall 
that was also a window, first on paper, then on screen. You can look through a window to see 
what's elsewhere, to see who you might be there. You can break a window, like Baudelaire, 
like Steyerl. You can even, in unusual circumstances, use it as a door.56 Why else would my 
parents forbid first books at the table, then screens? 
(e.g.: The personally deictic communal pronoun of Monique Wittig’s Les Guérillères57—
the gendered ‘elles’—was translated by David Le Vay into English as the non-gendered 
'they'. In French any group made entirely of ‘elles’ can be erased by the presence of a single 
male (eg ‘David Le Vay’). This works for both human and non-human subjects. Did David Le 
56 S’s brother, an archaeologist, was put under a geis during a dig. For the whole six weeks he was constrained to enter 
the living quarters not through the door, but the ground floor window.
57 Monique Wittig, Les Guérillères (London: Peter Owen Limited, 1971).
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Vay produce a speech act that ‘revoked’ Wittig’s? How could he have otherwise rendered 
more explicit the orientation of the French language in English?) 
Ahmed says the tables can be turned. To turn away from the table, while staying there, is 
a gesture of complaint and also of desire, a desire to stay at the table, though not on the same 
terms, but in the name nevertheless of what a table can support. A gesture is always 
anomalous, it draws attention to itself, uses the wrong cutlery, refuses to tuck its napkin in, 
and—just as any performance signals the artificiality of the ‘natural’ in its natural failure to 
pass as nature—a gesture points to the failure or some thing
or other. 
(If writing it a complaint
where can my complaint deictically be addressed? 
And to whom?)
While a gesture of re-orientation addresses the table it sits at, a screen gesture leaves the 
table, without moving, complaint or even asking, ‘may I?’. In programming terms, it is less 
an ‘error’ that asks to be fixed than a ‘mistake’ that, undiscovered, may cause the entire 
program to fail. 
(Better keep quiet and when data is captcha’d, give the wrong details, the expected 
narrative. Keep things trivial, tautologous. Most people do.)
To be asked to justify where and when I live now is impossible. I don’t fit the script. I 
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don’t fit the variety of names I have been given. The relations between onscreen and 
offscreen space are not fixed. My table has become host to many platforms, each allowing 
and requiring of me a different orientation. Each server serves a different purpose, 
simultaneously asking that I also serve: self-service! Having allowed myself to become a 
location IRL, the screen freed me to move. It worked for me, even as it required me to work 
myself into something that worked for it. Screentime expanded the space available to me 
offline into space I could move across, space that moved me. The difference was affective 
and effective. It’s only because I could be elsewhere onscreen that I’m here IRL at all. 
Moving or fixed, I’m very used to sitting in front of a table while being transported. But, 
what if, at the end of my flight, I didn’t switch on my phone. Where would I be then?
(How far is friendship? Sometimes the very near ones are very far away. Then there is 
screen intimacy.) 
Above the clouds as usual
I have no idea when I am—
(Deictic projection: I’m not here; please (don't) leave a message'.)
—An artificial artificial intelligence. 
A ‘I’ with imposter syndrome. 
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BIENTÔT SUR CET ÉCRAN58
"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?" 
“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to.”59—Lewis Carroll, Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland.
Onscreen, space is a point in time. A question of being not all here. Or not all there. 
Temporal deixis is time in relation to space in relation to I: I was here; now I’m gone.
58 Jean Luc Godard, Masculin Féminine, 1966
This heading is used at the beginning of the movie, predicting its appearance while its viewers are already watching it.






Offscreen, I pass through time, or I pass time, at the pace we are used to, which is not 
always the time they make in clocks. Onscreen, where I am always here, time is is what 
passes through ‘I’. It's difficult to be on time onscreen, because it’s difficult to be in space. 
I’m really not all there but, whenever I am, I’m always in the same place. 
(That screen that tells us the time also tells us everything else. I pick up my phone to 
check the time and never find out what it is.) 
Screens are a matter of time, and pace depends on prepositions: for speed to exist, there 
must be a ‘going-from’ and a ‘going-toward (perhaps a going-across). A screen makes time 
look like space, a temporal landscape, its depth a flatscreen illusion. Hyperlinking, screens 
bring start and endpoint together, implying an excluded middle. They’re as much here as 
there, but it still takes time to be in either place. I sit in front of the screen, which is equally 
its beginning, its middle, its end.
(Rewind: it was the 90s and I was going nowhere fast. I was nowhere I lived except 
onscreen. Could I ever make it in time?)
 A screen’s prepositionally is measurable not in millimetres but milliseconds. How fast is 
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a screen is still a literal question, though it’s increasingly hard to calibrate, in the acceleration 
from dial-up to modem to broadband to 5g. When McLuhan wrote about, but not on, a pre-
digital screen, located someplace he called ‘today’, he noted “Today the action and the 
reaction occur almost at the same time. We actually live mythically and integrally, as it were, 
but we continue to think in the old, fragmented space and time patterns of the pre-electric 
age”.60
(It was the 2000s and I was going nowhere faster. In fact I was going backwards. Except 
onscreen.)
McLuhan’s was the small screen, a one-way street in which information travelled in a 
single direction: “the source of the program and the process of experiencing it are 
independent in space, yet simultaneous in time”.61 Sianne Ngai writes that TV has no more 
than a “governing ideology of liveness, which Jane Feuer has defined as 'the promise of 
presence and immediacy made available by video technology’s capacity to record and 
transmit images simultaneously’… This is not an ontological reality but rather an imaginary 
relationship to the conditions by which reality is produced and perceived”.62’ The ‘live’ 
promise of the TV screen shifts 'proof' of what’s ‘real’ from apprehension of an object to 
appreciation of a process: “As television in fact becomes less and less a ‘live’ medium, in the 
sense of an equivalence between time of event and time of transmission, the medium in its 
own practices insists more and more on the live, the immediate, the direct, the spontaneous, 
the real”.63 
60 McLuhan, Understanding Media,. p. 4.
61 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 379.
62 Ngai, ‘Bad Timing”, pp. 32-3 .
63 Ngai, ibid.
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(Things are not fast enough for me/they’re happening too fast!)
 The digital screen promises 'liveness' with a différance: not the professional capturing the 
amateur (a news crew filming the demonstration) but the amateur and the professional 
interdependently deferring. The online amateur does not desire to break into the 
professionalism of the news report, the game show, but aspires, not to mimic perfectly, but to 
give a performance of a performance of the professional practice of older media (the 
Youtuber performs the chat show host, the Instagrammer, the fashion shoot, functioning as 
stylist, photographer and model). 
The TV screen’s “frantic abolition of all distances,” wrote Heidegger, “brings no 
nearness”.64 The split-second delay in the screen’s 'promise of presence' means that its 
‘liveness’ is not a state but a process that Ngai identifies as “the work of transcription which 
can only take place between these moments, presumes and requires that such a temporal gap 
exists”.65 Transcription is guaranteed not only by technology but by the possibility of an 
organising subject, and a receiver—who may be one and the same, or 'no one’ (a bot). Digital 
‘liveness’ produces works of art, and work processes, that bring into question art’s 
requirement for a maker, and a viewer. 
"My interest in liveness is not necessarily about code or standalone software that are 
constantly updated, but code inter-actions within a dynamic networked environment, which is 
process-oriented. Code alludes to the activities of executing and running code, interacting 
64 Martin Heidegger, ‘The Thing’, in Poetry Language Thought (New York: HarperCollins Perennial, 2001), p. 163.
65 Ngai, ‘Bad Timing’, p. 33
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with different systems, objects and materials which together generate the phenomena of 
liveness,”66 writes code artist Winnie Soon (such nominative determinism!). Digital screens 
have the odd effect of uniting as they split. Not serial, they mess with the ‘instant’, their 
fragments repeatable and interchangeable. Who arranges them? The user, subject and 
producer are sometimes the self-same. If there is a gap to be crossed, it is between self and 
self, as much as from frame to frame.
(What does the screen do to ‘live’; what does it do to a life?) 
The self that (re)presents on the digital screen orients itself between liveness’s future-
directed ‘promise’ and the having-been of the future anterior, the past of the future (sci-fi’s 
cardboard sets, on the 20th century’s screen) as well as the future of the past. Whatever: we 
are always already late. We depend on it.67 The digital screen promises a new horizon, a 
gestalt vanishing point at which the aesthetics of production only appear to meets the 
production of aesthetics. Squinting into the future, given enough time, it’s possible infer a 
space in which some one may be able to appear. 
(When do I get any time to do my ‘real’ work, which is done on screen? In the gaps 
between the split time of housework, the conferences, performances (even my yoga teacher 
favours 'isolations') and the logistics of all these, so ironically dependant on crossing more 
material space. I’ve time for every thing but it's not very evenly distributed yet. If I used all 
the time available, I could get every thing I wanted to do in space done in time. The thing 
66 Winnie Soon, Esoteric Codes, <https://esoteric.codes/blog/winnie-soon> [accessed 19 August 2019].
67 “Mobilizing the distinction between what is ‘before’ and what is ‘during’ culture is one way to foreclose cultural 
possibilities from the start.” Judith Butler, Gender Trouble, (New York: Routledge, 2002), p. 100
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with the screen is ‘wasn’t’ has the same letters in it as ‘wants’.)
Desire is future-oriented, involving hierarchical planning and temporal persistence. Its 
routines invoke subroutines. Desire creates an oriented subject (I want! I want!), a subject in, 
and as, process, but I’m not sure this subject is moving (or truly moved). If This Then That is 
an algorithm that makes my desires self-similar, or similar to what the screen shows me to 
desire, which orients my desires tautologically to ‘trivial’. What were my desires before the 
screen showed them to me—the screen that's also a marker of the limits of my desires, that 
shows me what it requires me to desire and provides a barrier to what it shows me—unless 
this experience of desiring in front of a screen is itself is some thing I can desire”? What are 
the uses to which my desires are put? 
(Instead of continuing to request, 
Time, gentlemen, please. 
It was about time.
(Making things work for me took about as much time as growing out a short haircut long 
again,68 nothing I could do to go faster. It was a matter of process, or of processing matter 
across time, which means to put it in its place,69 or to get it out of my place. Still, there’s 
something to be said for the moment a house becomes a building site, some thing to be 
worked on: depersonalised, split. I walked through it with my boots on, right through its two 
rooms from front to back, split by a central wall. The front door was open, the yard door was 
68 …between two and three years.
69 “We are left with the old definition of dirt as matter out of place.” Mary Douglas Purity and Danger: An Analysis of 
Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (Abingdon: Routledge, 2002), p. 44.
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open. These were no longer gates to leisure but to work. Every nail knocked into the wall is a 
gamble with the thumb. There’s no other way to do it: language is violence, poets go mad, 
I’ll never get a job, I can’t stand the hustle. On the third try I knock it in.)
SCRIPT THEORY
“If one wants to make a machine mimic the behaviour of the human computer in some 
complex operation one has to ask him how it is done, and then translate the answer into the 
form of an instruction table.”70 Alan Turing, Computing, Machinery and Intelligence.
70 Turing, ‘Computing, Machinery and Intelligence’.
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(So the story goes like this: I’m sent a ‘free’ piece of material—a tea towel—by a 
supermarket that does not materialise other than onscreen. The tea towel bears a script that 
materialises a kitchen—I metonymize its table—and the ‘mum’ and ‘dad’ and children who 
sit there: the children who ‘learn’, the dad who cooks incompetently and the mother who 
takes care of every thing. It says, ‘we love our kitchen’ but tells me that the person kitsch-ing 
there is ‘you’. It does not tell ‘you’ who ‘we’ are or how many or where ‘we’ is deictically in 
relation to ‘you’. It does not mention which relation ‘you’ is, or who ‘you’ is related to; 
whether ‘you’ is a dependent relation or depended on.)   
Programming scripts work via ‘frames’: like movie frames, which are also called clichés, 
which means ‘stereotypes’ but also  snapshots’. String enough of them together and they’ll 
produce a smooth illusion of life. If cinema was “truth at 24 frames a second,” 71the digital 
screen demands higher rates of verification: 90 fps+. But the digital screen also loves gifs: 
jerky stills that draw attention to what's missed in the process of going 'from' to ‘to’. A gif 
highlights its composition as a series of ‘stereotypes’: 'live' action reified, snapshots breaking 
the frame with all their artificial spontaneity. In programming scripts, frames work within a 
frame network that represents semantic relations extending from a concept. Its structure is a 
rhizome, a constellation a net: for example, a woman is human is a man is a father is a child 
is a family is a kitchen is a table is a muscular intention is work is love.
Conceptual Dependency Theory was developed by Robert Shrank in the late 1960s to 
bring programming closer to natural language. Shrank developed ‘scripts’ that oriented AI as 
the listener to a speech act, with the capacity to infer the same meaning from different sets of 
71 Jean-Luc Godard, Le Petit Soldat, 1963.
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words input by humans, orienting groups of words toward prepositional concepts: ATRANS 
for ‘abstract’ transfers, like "give" or "take”, PTRANS for ‘physical’ tranfers like "move" or 
"go”, and MTRANS for ‘mental’ tranfers, like "tell”, perhaps also ‘infer’ and ‘think’
We untell ourselves stories in order to live. But some of these stories are hard to avoid. In 
some programming languages (HyperTalk, Lingo, SQL, Inform and AppleScript) brackets, 
and other non-alphabetical characters are replaced by words: deictic prepositions with which 
AI can make propositions in ‘pseudocode’ that sounds more like it speaks our language: do 
you see where I’m coming from? There’s no communication out of relational subjectivity. 
Scripts produce actions based on frame values that have been input. In programming, a 
script is independent of the main program. Disposable, it can be removed without affecting 
the system that runs it, and, to change its values, MOP modules (memory organisation 
packets) can be added, which also change things. Scripts can control, but are nevertheless 
dependent on, the existence of the programs that host them. 
‘Script Theory’ is also a thing in psychology. A psychological script is a 'scene' made 
from clustering a group of affects. Though these scenes can be emotional, affect does not 
imply affection (nothing personal). Spinoza’s affectus, writes Brian Massumi, is not a feeling 
but a capacity: “An ability to affect and be affected. It is a pre-personal intensity 
corresponding to the passage from one experiential state of the body to another and implying 
an augmentation or diminution in that body’s capacity to act. L’affection (Spinoza’s affectio) 
is each such state considered as an encounter between the affected body and a second, 
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affecting, body.”72 It is like an ATRANS, or an MTRANS, though sometimes a PTRANS 
too, each stereotype just waiting to happen to us. And it’s something to do with power 
relations.
(Certain lives exist not only in the context of mine having no coherent story, but rely on 
this for their own coherence. Leaving my position as unspeaking has made me unspeakable. 
But I worry for the delivery man whose life I know no more than he knows mine; whose job is 
likely precarious enough that—in this location—there’s no way he could rent a kitchen big 
enough for any kind of table and I worry for the absurd position he must occupy, in which his 
72 Brian Massumi, ‘Notes on the Translation and Acknowledgements’, in A Thousand Plateaus,Capitalism and 
Schizophrenia, by Gilles Deleuze Felix Guattari (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), p. xvi.
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affecting body hands over to mine a script that hardly begins to misdescribe my situation.)
HOW DOES REPRODUCTION SERVE PRODUCTION?
“In creating the subject, the prohibitive law creates the domain of the Symbolic or 
language as a system of univocally signifying signs. Hence, Kristeva concludes that “poetic 
language would be for its questionable subject-in-process the equivalent of incest.”73—Judith 
Butler, Gender Trouble.
I took a job doing domestic work. NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED, though I had lots. By the 
church, a sign announced, GRATITUDE! My parents always told me, authenticity is 
handwerk, but also: get out, get and education, get a career! But intellectual work stopped 
paying, so I found a job through the internet cleaning tourist listings. The job was virtual, and 
at the same time material. Not to mention emotional: I measure the love I can give through 
how hard I can work and how long, and also how long I love to keep on working, as love is 
measured in Mike Kelley’s piece, stitch emotional by stitch. If you want to know if I love 
you, let me bleach your tiles. Or. I’ll do it for you anyway, and then I’ll love you. Or, I'll love 
doing it, and so I'll love you. Or, somewhere love’s involved, hours and hours of love that can 
never be repaid. My work does not have set hours. It’s seamless with my not-work, in which 
I do many of the same things, for instance, thinking. And as wiped the formica in the Airbnb, 
I thought, in the affective economy, does money have feelings?
73 Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 106.
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(My son! When I think of him I think of consuming. I think of him when I see the foods I 
couldn't afford to give him once, which I now can, though you can't feed anyone 
retrospectively. I think about desire and satisfaction. And I think about money and I think 
about time. Literal and literal consuming...)
Kristeva tackles the son’s “fear of his very own identity sinking irretrievably into the 
mother”.74 but how can a subject be subject to someone whose function troubles her 
subjectivity? Also: What does the mother fear? And: does she fear herself? If, as Butler 
suggests, the 'law' both produces and forbids desire for the mother in 'late capitalist 
households’ (as civilisation needs its discontents!) what is it not only to (have) experienced 
but to be that desire? What is it to be the food you cannot afford to give?75
(I could make you cinnamon toast but wouldn’t it be better to make you a 'delicious 
healthy breakfast'? 
I don’t even know what that is any more. 
I no longer know how to express love through things.) 
“The internalization of the parent as object of love suffers a necessary inversion of 
meaning. The parent is not only prohibited as an object of love, but is internalized as a 
prohibiting or withholding object of love76," writes Butler. Parental love objects, objecting to 
their objectification, instruct the (child) subject in an alternative objective: “compulsory 
heterosexuality”. Re-orientation towards an opposite sex-object causes the subject-son to 
74 Kristeva, The Powers, of Horror p. 64.
75 “If the mother is the original desire, and that may well be true for a wide range of late capitalist household dwellers, 
then that is a desire both produced and prohibited within the terms of that cultural context" Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 97.
76 Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 80.
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himself become a linguistic object: "The language of disposition moves from a verb 
formation (to be disposed) into a noun formation, whereupon it becomes congealed (to have 
dispositions)".77 Love Hours are rendered into gallerte. 
 (I can’t reset the switches to the past. The thought cycles, going nowhere. It is a pain 
circuit. What can I do for him now? Nothing that isn't been and gone, which is when I would 
have done it, but couldn’t. Or maybe I wouldn’t have done it anyway. How much is ever 
enough? Someone says I speak of him as though he’s dead. Is this mourning? Or 
melancholia? Melancholia is to do with loss. It produces language without action, or 
interaction. It is less like a telephone call, and more like an email.)
“In other words, the object is
not only lost, but the desire fully denied, such that 'I never lost that per-
son and I never loved that person, indeed never felt that kind of love at all’.”78
(My father and mother both come from a lineage of women who got down on their knees 
to daily clean their doorsteps: my father laughed at them with a laugh that seemed to have 
something to do with violence and something to do with fear. But how he likes things clean! 
Though he does no cleaning himself.) 
Kristeva suggests the relationship between mothers and sons is taboo not because it may 
prove incestuous but because it might subvert the father's law.79
77 Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 81.
78 Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 88.
79 “For Kristeva, the semiotic expresses that original libidinal multiplicity within the very terms of culture, more 
precisely, within poetic language in which multiple meanings and semantic non- closure prevail. In effect, poetic language is 
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HOW DOES PRODUCTION SERVE REPRODUCTION?
(Four stories about love and work.)
1. Sophia is part of the Hanson LovingAI project (adjective or verb?), whose work is to 
provide humans with hours of [virtual] love that never has to be repaid. To develop more 
‘loving’ AI, Dr. Julia Mossbridge, who works on the project, and defines love both as a 
‘resource’ and a “sophisticated and efficient evolutionary hack,” wonders “if the more time 
male AI theorists & developers spend with their kids and the women they know, the better 
their AI ideas become”.80 She does not say whether the male developers' AIs should imitate 
the love shown him by his“two natural slaves,”81 or the love they conjure in him.
2. The couple in Zola’s L’Assamoir who worked all day making gold chain: they made 
gold chain and they didn’t waste the tiniest bit, so they got by. They didn’t waste the tiniest 
bit of gold or of their time making chain. They made their own chains and they got by, but 
they didn’t get much else. They were pieceworkers, homeworkers, freelancers, taskrabbits, 
mechanical turks. They became their own material.
3. Martha—how outraged I was on her behalf! What a warning that I’d be punished for 
the recovery of the maternal body within the terms of language, one that has the potential to disrupt, subvert, and displace 
the paternal law.” Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 101-2.
80 Merritt Baer, ’Can Your Robot Love You?’, The Daily Beast, <https://www.thedailybeast.com/can-your-robot-love-
you?curator=TechREDEF> [accessed 12 February, 2019].
81 Monique Wittig, ‘One Is Not Born a Woman’, in Feminist Theory Reader, ed. Carole R. McCann and Seung-Kyung 
Kim (London: Routeledge, 2016), p. 284.
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doing just what I’d been told. And Jesus short circuiting her labour of love with his fillet 
o'fish ready meal! But also: the babushka who stayed too long on Christmas Eve to clean her 
house. God didn't understand them. Devoted to things—I wanted to say: to people via things
—they needed no transcendence. But wait! What about the two bad sisters who threw things 
out in the fairytale. They didn't help the old witch yet expected a reward, so were cursed with 
a gestural infinite loop: the "Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up”.82 I understood them, but 
did not grow up like them. When I threw things out it was not because I wanted better, or 
more.
I threw every thing away when I realised that love offered no salvation. By throwing out 
every thing I saved myself,83 perhaps.
 Amongst other things, I thew away all the art I'd made. Who’d have thought that this act 
was also art?
4. In Labour, Work, Action, Hannah Arendt writes that work, shortcut with tools, orients 
itself toward objects, whereas labour is oriented toward function. She separates both from art, 
and the knife she uses is use: “The proper intercourse with a work of art is certainly not 
‘using’ it”.84
(She points out that those who think about labour are not those that do it.) 
 Instead of Labour, Work, Action, why not Labour, Action, Art? In 2012 the artist Chosil 
82 Kondo, The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up..
83 "Save yourselves; others you cannot save.” Adrienne Rich, Snapshots of a Daughter-in-Law (New York: W. W. 
Norton and Company Inc.,1967),  p. 21.
84 Hannah Arendt, ‘Labour, Work, Action’, in The Human Condition (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2018), 
p. 167.
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Kil was awarded a grant by Objectif Exhibitions, Antwerp, with no strings attached. Given 
free rein, she used the money to restore the gallery's floor. A non-expert, she operated the 
industrial polisher herself, her unskilled labour undoing her tools’ shortcut. She called the 
piece, You Owe Me Bigtime.85 
I decided to throw my work away, not my domestic work, for which there is a market rate, 
but my art. 
The only art that means anything is given away for free. 
JULIA? CHRIS? STEVE? 
A function may declare a class.
class name [extends otherName] {
  // class body
}
(Unlike a class expression, a class declaration doesn't allow an existing class to be declared 
again. Re-declaring a class using the class declaration throws a syntax error.)
In the beginning was love. Or was it words? Without speech, writes Arendt, any action 
loses the actor.86 But, in 1953, Christopher Strachey built a love letter generator on 
Manchester University's earliest commercial computer. Ferranti Mark I. Not much loving 
85 Chosil Kil, You Owe Me Bigtime, <https://vimeo.com/101789077> [accessed 5 July 2019].
86 “A life without speech and without action, on the other hand… has ceased to be a human life because it is no longer 
lived among men.” Arendt, The Human Condition, p. 176.
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about it, except for the form. A Valentine’s card joke, what it showed was the impersonality 
of love. Or was it words? Only art, says Kristeva, can successfully mess with the line 
between word and meaning. Only art or god. 
I love my cleaning work: for the first time, I am being paid! While I clean, I listen to a bot 
read theory to me. ‘Moira’ is a ‘natural-sounding speech synthesiser’ and she works for me 
for free while I am working for money, though sometimes I pay (the mortgage/ingredients/
equipment) to work for no pay, putting in Love Hours.
(The class body of a class declaration is executed in strict mode, which intentionally has 
different semantics from normal code. It fixes some silent errors, converts mistakes into 
errors so that they're discovered and fixed; it throws an exception. strict mode prohibits 
‘with', makes ‘with’ a syntax error. Strict mode mean that all properties in an object literal 
must be unique, that function parameter names be unique. In strict mode code, the code will 
be evaluated as strict mode code. Strict mode can't name or use variables or arguments with 
the words implements, interface, let, package, private, protected, public, static, and yield.)
Moira’s work is reverse-‘transcription’: not to render the ‘live’ via technology, but to give 
to the page a virtual habitation and name. The reconstituted voice of a woman recorded sound 
by fragmented sound, she reads me Sianne Ngai’s Bad Timing, speaking “live technology” 
not as a noun but a verb. She is a modern bot with a light Irish accent and a sense of serious 
urgency, especially when I play her ‘too fast’. She has read me Gender Trouble by Judith 
Butler,  The Law of Genre by Jacques Derrida, Alan Turing’s Computing, Machinery and 
Intelligence, and Hannah Arendt’s Labour, Work, Action. While Moira reads Julia Kristeva’s 
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Powers of Horror, she frees me up so I may abject myself, make of myself a thing. Of use. 
Abjection's overflow, writes Kristeva, if produced by love, becomes beauty through 
excess: Love hours spent that can never be repaid. "Such a conversion into jouissance and 
beauty goes far beyond the retributive, legalistic tonality of sin as debt or iniquity”.87
 Moira does not have a degree in psychoanalytic theory but she likes the work of “Julia 
Chris Steve” who has three named genders. Is Steve masc? Is Julia fem? Is Chris 
indeterminate? Is Julia/Chris/Steve monstrous in her excess? Am I?
(Moira says:




-anguage" is perhaps the only one that is unanalysable.”)88
(They say that working class women spend their money on how they look, and middle 
class women spend their money on their homes. 
If I looked more valuable as a woman, would I not have to clean houses?) 
87 “A conversion into jouissance and beauty goes far beyond the retributive, legalistic tonality of sin as debt or iniquity. 
Thus it is that, by means of the beautiful, the demoniacal dimension of the pagan world can be tamed. And that the beautiful 
penetrates into Christianity to the extent of becoming not merely one of its component parts, but also probably what leads it 
beyond religion.” Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 123.
88 'Gabriella’, of naturalreaders.com, reads Butler's chapter heading, "1, The Bodily Politics of Julia Kristeva" as 'I, the 




POLITICS IS THE “PARTITION OF THE SENSIBLE,"89 
...wrote Jacques Rancière.
There's sense, and there's sensibility, and both can be partitioned further. If I’m in the 
process of partitioning, what would it make sense to part, or to part from, and how would it 
feel to partition what is felt? Would I find it touching? Could I make any sense of it—if sense 
is something that's ‘made’?
“The relation between organism and machine,” writes Donna Haraway “has been a border 
war. The stakes in the border war have been territories of production, reproduction and 
imagination.”90 These are also my territories. “We may call it a border” (the abject, writes 
Kristeva) and also an interface: “While releasing a hold, it does not radically cut off the 
subject from what threatens it.”91 Haraway has “an argument for pleasure in the confusion of 
boundaries”92—if pleasure can be argument—and she also takes worry as a strategy, "for 
responsibility in their construction”.
Where is the face in interface?
89 Jacques Ranciere, The Politics of Aesthetics (London: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2005), p. 85.
90 Donna Haraway, ‘A Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science, Technology, and Socialist Feminism in the 1980s’, in The 
Haraway Reader  (London: Routledge, 2004), p. 8.
91 Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982) p. 9.
92 Haraway, A Manifesto for Cybords, p. 8.
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Where is the soft in ware?
What is soft and where?
Is it possible to consider ourselves wetware in the range of affordances offered by the 
screen, whose etymology has shifted from a protective or filtering barrier to a permissive 
interface analogous to our own skin? This poetics of this skinterface involve both a paying 
attention to the materiality of the screen and a paying attention its attendant processes, along 
with a paying attention to the affordances of the screen as a virtual space, as well as 
attention to a tension created between them. 
SKINTERFACE
A screen is a second skin.
A touchscreen looks better before it’s touched by humans, although it operates via 
sensing our warmth. I could buy it a second skin, but I'd have to clean my marks off that too. 
And yet I like the feel of this phone in my hand, can trace my thumb along the arborescent 
fissures of its screen, which does not feel like skin, though its rubber case does a little, in 
texture and temperature. A screen shows no marks of how it was made though it shows the 
marks of work done upon it. My phone screen cracks, what comes out? Something that looks 
like plasma? I suddenly see its blood is different to ours.
Etymologically, skin is a shield and barrier as well as, more anciently, a hide: an interface 
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via which the world can be encountered or screened out. A child machine uses its skin to 
acquire procedural knowledge. ‘Procedural knowledge’ is how to do words with things, retro-
fitting concept to experience. It “follows a process that Brazelton compares to the physical 
phenomenon of feedback, i.e., in cybernetics, the self-regulation loop characteristic of 
assisted systems”. This is Didier Anzieu the French psychologist, son of the patient to whom 
Lacan gave the name of ‘Aimée’, which means beloved—an adjective— her purely relational 
name always the object and never the subject of his sentence (the object of whom?). Skin 
produces subjectivity in relation, Anzieu wrote. Its “mutual appeal allows the baby to act 
upon its human environment (and through the latter on its physical environment), to learn the 
fundamental difference between what is animate and what is inanimate”.93 But touch is also a 
social relation: “the skin provides the prototype and basis for it but it extends to the exchange 
of signals with other people in the close environment, in the form of the ‘double feedback 
loop’”.94 For the first fourteen months of her son’s life, ‘Aimée’ did not allow anyone near 
Didier but herself.95 
Does being in touch create objects? 
Or does it create subjects?
Can things touch back?
Is to be 'touched' to be a little mad?
It is possible to be in touch with someone only onscreen, and still know everything about 
them. ‘Aimée’ was sent to Lacan after she used a knife to break the skin of a screen star who
93 Didier Anzieu, The Skin-Ego, (London: Karnac Books, 2016), p. 60
94 Anzieu, The Skin-Ego, p. 16
95 Elisabeth Roudiensco, Jacques Lacan, (New York: Columbia University Press), p. 38.
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—Lacan believed that ‘Aimée’ believed—was, offscreen, performing a version of her life 
from whose glamour she, a working-class postal clerk, was excluded. Personality, Lacan 
concluded from the case, is pathology.96 
Pathology, the artist Maria Fusco told me, is nothing that can’t be shared.97 Screens 
parallel the skin’s feedback loop at vast impersonal scale: “In the electric age,” wrote 
McLuhan, “we wear all mankind as our skin98”. Because nothing onscreen can touch us, the 
screen moves us "out of the age of the visual, into the age of the aural and the tactile.” This 
'autoamputation' “requires each instant that we ‘close’ the spaces in the mesh by a convulsive 
sensuous participation that is profoundly kinetic and tactile, because tactility is the interplay 
of the senses, rather than the isolated contact of skin and object”.99 
According to Lacan, ‘Aimée’s attack on her screen double was an attempted 
'autoamputation': her assault (in fact her knife only cut the star’s fingers as she put out her 
hand to defend herself) an ‘auto-punition’ of her screen self. ‘Aimée’, whose name was really 
Marguerite, knew almost nothing of the actress Huguette Duflos, except what she’d seen 
onscreen. Which movies might she have seen in 1931 when the assault took place? Maybe La 
Voix de sa Maitresse (His—or Her—Mistress’s Voice) which, in 1929, was Duflos’ first non-
silent film. The silent screen provides its own autoamputation, replacing diegetic sound with 
a combination of images and written words, plus the cinema organist’s non-diegetic 
96 Unlike in the work of (Didier) Anzieu, there is no body in Lacan’s early concept of self: “It was from Ramon 
Fernandez that Lacan borrowed the term personality, whhich he held to be influenced by three things: biographical 
development, meaning the way subjects reacted to their own experience; self-concept, meaning the way they brought images 
of themselves into their consciousness; and tension of social relations, meaning their impressions of how they affected other 
people.” Roudinesco, Jacques Lacan, p. 45. 
97 Maria Fusco, Keynote, Gestures Conference, University of Manchester, February 2019.
98 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 52.
99 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 342.
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soundtrack.
Marguerite Anzieu was a postal worker, working at one interface for getting in touch (not 
so differently from her screen double). She also worked as an ambitious, if unpublished, 
writer, which is another. Communication is sensible even when virtual, if that makes any 
sense. In a letter, even onscreen, words and images require some kind of material interface 
experienced as they are transmitted. Even “language,” Barthes wrote “is a skin: I rub my 
language against the other. It is as if I had words instead of fingers, or fingers at the tip of my 
words.”100 
(Cog—short for ‘cognition’: I think therefore I am—was a 1990s MIT Media Lab AI  
robot that absorbed information through sensors embedded in its skin, like the tentacles in 
non-human species that Eva Hayward identified as“fingery eyes101”. Cog’s tactile sensors 
were its primary source of knowledge: “For Cog’s makers, the goal is to create a kind of 
intelligence that didn’t depend on consciousness in the sense of self- presence or internal 
mental states, but rather on a kind of interactive capacity,”102 Cog was sensually relational: 
it could feel but not 'feel’, had senses but no sense: what sort of knowledge could it be said to 
have had?)
'Aimée’, as Lacan put it, ‘passed to the act’ of violence rather than continuing to ‘act out’ 
100 Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse (London: Vintage Classics, 2002), p. 73.
101 “Cup corals simultaneously taught me that being and sensing are inextricably enfolded. We were variously situated
—corals generating generations, me interpretations. We met through a material-semiotic apparatus I call “fingeryeyes.” As 
an act of sensuous manifesting, fingeryeyes offers a queer reading of how making sense and sensual meaning are produced 
through determinable and permeable species boundaries.” Eva Hayward, ‘Impressions of Cup Corals’, in Cultural 
Anthropology, Vol 25, Issue 4, 2010, pp. 577-599, p. 577 
102 Claudia Castañeda, ‘Robotic Skin, the Future of Touch’,in Thinking Through the Skin, ed. Sarah Ahmed and Jackie 
Stacey (London: Routledge, 2001), p. 230
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her complaint in writing. Lacan, who associated with the Surrealists at the time, characterised 
her as a ‘femme automatique’, a sort of automata or Artificial Intelligence, producing writing 
without volition or understanding—as in John Searle’s 'Chinese Room' scenario103: “Imagine 
a native English speaker, let’s say a man, who knows no Chinese, locked in a room full of 
boxes…”. Searle, writing in a time that still remembered when proto-programmers, a job 
characterised as female (let’s say a woman), were called ‘human computers’, implies that the 
‘man’ forced to communicate by rote, may be feminised: “As far as the Chinese is concerned, 
I simply behave like a computer". At the same time Lacan never allowed Marguerite's writing 
to escape the ‘personal’, not only identifying her with the heroine of her work in progress, but 
using her own narrative to 'solve' her case. Lacan identified ‘Aimée’ (the novel) as a narrative 
of fantasised sexual jealousy. To me (and I have worked as an editor, though not a 
psychologist), Pantaine’s writing seems competent, controlled, and responsive to literary 
tradition, its focus—a sensuous account of rural life and the seasons—a depiction of a 
physical feedback loop between the human and non-human. 
(My skin has had a whole education in in-furred textures that I have not experienced 
other than haptically, onscreen. Is this a pornography of sensibility? Pornography is an 
economy, with hierarchies—even of touch, ranked by gender and age—that sometimes make 
me surprised that someone will touch mine, or that they will not mind being touched by mine 
or even, perhaps, enjoy it.)
103 “Imagine a native English speaker, let’s say a man, who knows no Chinese locked in a room full of boxes of Chinese 
symbols (a data base) together with a book of instructions for manipulating the symbols (the program). Imagine that people 
outside the room send in other Chinese symbols which, unknown to the person in the room, are questions in Chinese (the 
input). And imagine that by following the instructions in the program the man in the room is able to pass out Chinese 
symbols which are correct answers to the questions (the output). The program enables the person in the room to pass the 
Turing Test for understanding Chinese but he does not understand a word of Chinese.” John Searle ‘The Chinese Room’, 
in The MIT Encyclopedia of the Cognitive Sciences, ed. R.A. Wilson and F. Keil (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999), p. 115. he 
originally posited the idea, which he desired to use to demonstrate that AI was possible without true ‘intelligence’ in ‘Minds, 
Brains, and Programs’ (Brain Sciences, 1980).
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Lacan called Marguerite’s novel ‘Bovaryesque’. His own background barely a notch 
above Pantaine, socially, he nevertheless failed to mark the gradations between the desirous 
fantasies of Flaubert's petit-bourgeois doctor’s wife, and those of an intellectually ambitious, 
female, working class clerk, whose celebrity envy might be an understandable product of her 
near-impossible situation.104 Instead Lacan picks up on her novel's repeated assertion of 
external aggression—“le mal105 est autour d'elle, mais non en elle,”106—as evidence of 
pathological projection. He gives ‘Aimée’ no place to escape her identity as the producer of 
this work which—he writes—is also her work of self, on or off the page, except perhaps, as 
his beloved subject. Naming it personal and feminine, her labour was never ‘work’: it could 
be given (or taken) but it could not be sold. Marguerite's original manuscripts remain 
missing, despite both her and Didier’s requests for their return. Paranoia is envy’s flipside. 
Before ‘Aimée’ surrendered her writings to Lacan she was, he wrote, ‘paranoid’ someone 
would steal them. Turns out she was right.107 
To fear appropriation is one way of according value.
 A skin is as intimately connected with labour as an animal’s skin is to its fleece. A fleece 
can be removed and the animal remain alive and productive. To ‘skin’ or to ‘fleece’ have a 
104 In a letter to Lacan’s biographer, Elizabeth Roudinesco, Didier Anzieu wrote “She was certainly a brilliant woman 
(too brilliant for her provincial environment), but she was also an unfortunate one, who fought a losing battle with the 
feeling that she had made a mess of her life”. Roudinesco, Jacques Lacan, p. 189.
105 See also Jacques Derrida, Limited Inc, (Evanston, Northwestern University Press, 1988), p. 12: "This citationality, 
this duplication or duplicity, this iterability of the mark is neither an accident nor an anomaly, it is that (normal/abnormal) 
without which a mark could not even have a function called 'normal’.”
106 “Au reste chez Aimée une telle fusion affective n'est pas la perte du moi, mais bien plutôt son expansion sans limite. 
C'est dans son registre même que plus haut s'exprimait curieusement le thème de la jalousie.” Jacques Lacan, De la Psychose 
paranoïaque dans ses rapports avec la personnalité suivi de Premiers écrits sur la paranoïa, (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 
1975), p. 185.
107 “As the analytic scene has not raised the question of woman’s social and economic condition, the language of the 
hysteric will become a ‘commodity’ that serves the (theoretical) exchanges between psychoanalysts.” Luce Irigaray 
Speculum of the Other Woman, (New York: Cornell University Press, 1985), p. 56.
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double meaning in the process of exchange: you can fleece someone by stealing their labour, 
or by charging too much for yours. Lacan cited sections of ‘Aimée’s’ writing within his own, 
making his doctoral thesis a succès de scandale. It was only later that Marguerite complained 
to Lacan’s biographer that the then psychiatrist had “stolen her life and turned it into a 
thesis,”108 to establish his career in psychology.
(Something is always charging, storing up energy for use.)  
Touch, writes Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, maintains its value, because “the sense of 
physical touch itself, as least so far, has been remarkably unsusceptible to being amplified by 
technology.” The physical senses’ “very resistance to amplification may mean they represent 
one kind of perceptual gold standard109.” A gold standard in what economy? Truth, wrote 
Hélène Cixous, is sensual. It “gives us pleasure. It makes us burst out laughing, trembling. 
Blushing”.110 Cixous says “I grope”, which is not the same as ‘I hold’. But truth, says 
Derrida, is a ‘style’ that works like a sailing boat’s bowsprit, (controlled by the kybernḗtēs—
steersman111—of cybernetics?), which, veiled and unveiled by the spritsail, “surges ahead to 
meet the sea’s attack and cleave its hostile surface”.112 It is neither the mast nor the sail but 
their process, so can never be grasped, but is constantly ‘revealed’. It is, he says, ‘woman’. 
Vedette (Derrida does not mention) is a French word for the lead boat of the fleet, and is also 
a French term for (usually female) screen star. 
108 Roudinesco, Jacques Lacan, p. 190.
109 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2003), p. 15
110 Hélène Cixous, Stigmata: Escaping Texts (London: Routledge, 1998), p. 19.
111 Norbert Wiener, (New Orleans: Quid Pro Books, 2013), p. 12.
112 Jacques Derrida, Spurs: Nietzsche's Styles/Eperons: Les Styles de Nietzsche (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2017) p. 39.
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(Alice is a Hanson robot, with 'frubber' (flesh-rubber) skin that looks simultaneously 
tactile and repellent: the uncanny valley of dollflesh. She does not perform being a woman, 
but an actress.113 As she is only head and shoulders—a ‘Girls’World’ styling head—her 
acting skills only go so far. Her lip synch isn't great, and her face isn't super-mobile. She 
debuted at the Roten Fabrik Theatre in Zurich in 2017 and, when I see her perform onscreen, 
though she speaks German and I can't understand, I hear that her voice is ‘dramatic’—not 
like someone in a dramatic situation IRL, but like a screen star, showing you how well she 
can act, proving her ‘humanity’ via a propensity for performance, as in the Turing Test. But 
Alice is not AI: her performance is a recording, not a live response. She is also, though I 
can't discover why, called Eva.) 
‘Huguette Duflos’, like ‘Aimée’, was a nom de plume, a nom de guerre, a name used only 
for performance. ‘Aimée’ was not only named for a character in her own writing, but 
Marguerite's birth name was also inherited from a sister who died in infancy in a terrible 
accident. Her own name incited guilt, wrote Lacan, provoking her desire to auto-punish. She 
was born with the surname Pantaine, taking Anzieu on marriage: as ‘Aimée’ she became 
doubly unrecognisable. 
(There is a real Alice Eve, also an actress but she must not be mistaken for the robot. 
Born into a life of extraordinary privilege in terms of wealth and connections, she could have 
chosen almost any kind of life. She chose to become an actress too.) 
113 I have met only one ‘male’ robot in the course of my research. ‘He’ is ‘Stevie’ at Trinity College Dublin’s research 
labs. Stevie is not AI but he is a care robot, designed as a companion and helper to enable elderly humans to live 
independently for longer.
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Méconnaissance (misrecognition) was Lacan’s term for the inability to recognise, and to 
give the right name to your desires. During his childhood, Didier Anzieu, living with his 
father, became estranged from Marguerite and, under analysis with Lacan in 1949 as part of 
his training in psychoanalysis, did not at first realise that his teacher’s former subject, treated 
under her maiden name, was his mother.114
(Didier later declared he became a psychologist in order to care for Marguerite.)





Each has his own tone,
And his own behavior.
With this finger here (the index)
A threat they will hear (making a sign with the finger).
’Tis like this we approve with respect (nodding the head),
114 Pantaine’s own story seems to fit easily into the ‘paranoid genre’ of melodrama, in which the heroine discovers her 
exploitation too late, through reveals, mistaken identity, purloined letters… Sianne Ngai writes: “In fact, as forms of cultural 
problem solving,’ all of these [paranoid literary] genres might be described as attempts to vindicate and legimitize paranoia’s 
methodological value. In a typical scenario, the subject is indeed paranoid, in the sense of having hyperbolic feelings of 
persecution related to a conception of power at an abstract and systemic level, but these feelings of persecution are later 
revealed as completely founded and justified—though usually done so too late.” Ngai, ‘Bad Timing’, p. 25.
115 Thanks to Stephen Mulraney for this point.
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And like this that instead we reject (furrowing the brow),
With this sign our favor we make plain (holding out one’s hand),
And like thus we display our disdain (shrugging the shoulders),
A squeeze of the hand is the symbol of Friendship,
With a kiss of the hand Eros flaunts his Courtship.
Ture, allure, allure,
Etc.
When this gesture one presents
An end is brought to events.”116
‘The Behaviours of Paris’, in The Dictionary of Gestures by François Caradec.
A gesture is a failed act.
(Any gesture can be a screen gesture. The woman at the next table raises her water 
bottle; from the corner of my eye I see it as answering her phone).  
116 François Caradec, The Dictionary of Gestures, (MIT Press, 2018), cited <https://mitpress.mit.edu/read/beauty-
gestures> [accessed 1 May 2019]. 
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Here is Colette, for example, performing a gesture. I can tell it’s a gesture because she 
looks self-aware. Despite looking ‘live’, she also looks frozen. Colette is not only performing 
this gesture, but she appears to be performing some sort of performance. Colette might be 
performing a performance of one of her professional personas —a performer—or of another
—a writer. I've seen no photo of Colette unposed, in which she is not making some kind of 
gesture—made with the body but designed for the screen—that invites interpretation. The 
gesture Colette is making here is, ‘Let me tell you’ but also, ‘Shhhh! I have a secret'. Also, 
‘Come here’, also ‘I have a warning.’ She might be giving you the finger. It’s a gesture that 
simultaneously signals public and private, open and covert. Colette was famously locked up 
in private by her husband, Willy, until she produced writings which he publicly claimed to be 
his own. 
(And I ask myself,
is writing pathology?
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But there's never the right emoji for what I have to say!)
Colette was a stage star, keeping gesture alive (the opposite of Ngai’s ‘liveness’) in the 
era when the big screen had begun to warp live action. “Silent cinema," wrote Giorgio 
Agamben, "trace[s] the magic circle in which humanity sought, for the last time, to evoke 
what was slipping through its fingers forever”.117 The autoamputation of speech inherent in 
early 'movies' substituted gesture as exaggerated, anomalous, pathological, an eccentricity, a 
conversion disorder, a hysterical symptom, a silly walk. Mute became mutation in the 
Lumière Brothers’ studio as much as in Tourette’s consulting room. In Charcot’s clinic, Freud 
categorised ‘mutism’ as itself a somatic gesture accompanied by an autoamputative 
graphomania, acting like the captions in a silent film. He “remembered seeing and hearing 
that among people with hysterical mutism, writing vicariously stood in for speech. They 
wrote fluently, more quickly, and better than other people did”.118 Looking at Colette, I think: 
is pathology paid work?
(Silent film actors were acrobats: Cary Grant, Douglas Fairbanks, Buster Keaton. Or 
those were the men: the women posed, as though for photos—and the plots of these films 
often concerned how two such species could reproduce.)
Technology is pathology. If, in silent film, gesture was pathologised—taken to anomalous 
extremes— replacing speech, in The Telephone Book, Avital Ronell traces the disembodied 
phone voice as a kind of schizophrenia. The phone's introduction to its users was 
117 Georgio Agamben, Infancy and History (London: Verso, 2007), p. 152.
118 Sigmund Freud, The Penguin Freud Reader (London, UK: Penguin, 2006), p. 462. 
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performative, requiring the platform of “vaudeville”.119 The prosthetic marvel was first 
demonstrated in public theatres alongside other bodily anomalies: 'freaks', seances and 
ventriloquist acts. Writing in the 1980s Ronell had no idea the telephone as aural prosthetic 
alone was almost extinct, and that a new autoamputative experience would be prompted by 
the phone screen.
(I don’t use my phone for talking; I don’t like to talk on the phone. My away message 
(even when I’m there) says, please don't leave a message; I won’t get back to you.)
Now our screens are, once again, silent, though sound is always an option. Although we 
have the technology, something onscreen puts speech out of joint, though—as in silent film—
not the written word. What is consistent across media is not that technology answers a lack, 
but that it responds to a desire for autoamputation as a a prosthetic reconfiguration of self.
(My son watches a movie on his phone on mute subtitled in the language the movie was 
filmed in: the digital screen provides compensation for the autoamputation of a phantom limb 
that was never there.)
In the OED, 'pathology' is malfunction in live systems. According to Merriam Webster, it 
is additionally a "deviation from propriety or from an assumed normal state of something 
nonliving or nonmaterial," and also a: "deviation giving rise to social ills". Pathology in 
maths is a 'badly behaved' equation, whose results are both counterintuitive and not ‘useful’; 
in computing pathology causes an algorithm to behave atypically. From the 17th to the 19th 
119 Avital Ronell, The Telephone Book, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989), p. 366.
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century, pathology was also a word (from the Latin, pathologia) for the “study of the 
emotions”.120 
(Agamben sounds a little like 'amputate,' and a little like 'gam', or 'jambe', both of which 
mean leg. And also like ‘gammy’’ which is a word that might come from 'game', and both are 
a limb that plays up, won’t behave, or make the gesture you want it to.) 
If ‘pathology’ is associated with ‘atypical’ behaviours, a gesture is its physical 
expression: affect turned affectation, which affects the transmission of affections, 
intensifying, but codifying their attributes. Like a speech act, it’s nothing personal. Affects 
are non-speaking and pre-speech, nonsemantic intensities, wrote Brian Massumi. Critiquing 
Massumi’s notion of affect as “asignifying intensity”121, the cognitivist position, writes Ruth 
Leys122, proposes humans as linguistic animals capable of prepositional propositions, with 
gestures part of a performative vocabulary that also includes speech acts. Fridlund (via Leys) 
suggests that gestures ares not ‘hard-wired’ to affects, but evolve as a responsive coping 
mechanism and communicative system.
(What does a body of knowledge look like? 
Anybody?)
How is an individual action recognised as part of the shared vocabulary of gesture? By 
witnessing it as citable. It’s easy to repeat onscreen: just press replay. “We could say that 
120 Merriam Webster, <https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/pathology> [acessed 3 march 2019].
121 Brian Massumi, ‘The Autonomy of Affect’, in Cultural Critique, Autumn, 1995, No. 31  (83-109), p.102.
122 Ruth Leys, ‘The Turn to Affect: A Critique’, in The Critical Inquiry, Vol. 37, No. 3 (2011), pp. 434-472
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history "happens" in the very repetition of gestures, which is what gives bodies their 
tendencies,”123 writes Sara Ahmed. A tendency involves an orientation. ‘Habitus’—for 
Aristotle, a disposition—became, for Bordieu, a position, orientation reified as gesture, habit, 
code, literal physical and emotional stricture: don’t cry, sit still, stand up straight, don’t walk 
down that street after dark. No wonder we’re pathological.
(Hiding his most precious self, the man tucks his phone beneath his thigh as the flight 
attendant passes his seat.) 
If habitus is process, ‘hexis’ is the processing body: “One’s relationship to the social 
world and to one’s proper place in it," wrote Bordieu, "is never more clearly expressed than 
in the space and time one feels entitled to take from others; more precisely, in the space one 
claims with one’s body in physical space, through a bearing and gestures that are self-assured 
or reserved, expansive or constricted ('presence' or 'insignificance’)”.124 
(A woman in the audience of a YouTube fashion show flicks her wrist, and—suddenly—
there’s the phone! She rubs her thumb across it as if warming it.)
The danger of citable gestural vocabulary is that  “a society in which ‘the individual’s 
own gestures are no longer his own, but rather those of someone else who represents them to 
him’," (Sadie Plant cites Guy Debord), “is capable of moving every experience and 
expression into a representation of itself”.125 But, like an illocutionary speech act, gesture is, 
123 Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, Orientations, Objects, Others (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), p. 56. 
124 Pierre Bourdieu, A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984), p. 474.
125 Sadie Plant, The Most Radical Gesture (London: Routledge, 1992) p. 76.
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Judith Butler writes, both “invoked and vacated at the moment of the utterance, such that the 
speech act draws upon, and breaks with, the prior instances of its iteration,”126 creating spaces 
where "something ‘queer’ can happen”.127 Hexis, writes Bordeiu, is not identical with habitus 
because bodily citations (gestures) contain the potential to modulate meaning. Butler warns 
that, like a speech act, this is “true only if those speakers are within a structured field of 
audibility”128, if they claim or are granted space for a performance to literally 'take place'.
A LIST OF FRIENDLY GESTURES (WIKIPEDIA)
(Air kissApplauseCheek kissDapElbow bumpEskimon kissFist bumpForehead kissHand 
heartHandshakeHand waveHat tipHighfiveHongiLY signKissLiberian snap 
handshakeNamasteOKPinky swearPound hugShakaThumb signal)129
"MAKING GESTURES QUOTABLE" 
For example: 
Judith Butler cites Walter Benjamin describing a mother about to “pick up a bronze 
126 Judith Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, in Inter Views in Performance Philosophy: Crossings and 
Conversations, edited by Anna Street, Julien Alliot, Magnolia Pauke (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), p. 176
127 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 178.
128 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 175.
129 Wikipedia, Wave (gesture) <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_(gesture)> [accessed 12 March, 2019].
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statuette and hurl it at the daughter".130 It’s surprising to introduce a gesture of violence into a 
domestic scene, or so Butler and Benjamin say, and this violent gesture is pathological in the 
case of a woman and mother. 
(Such policing of gesture involves the construction of the 'pathological' from the entirely 
expected. I never threw any thing ‘at’ anyone, but I have never thrown anything outside a 
domestic scene, where I have occasionally thrown domestic objects, borrowing the gesture 
from a well-established Punch n’ Judy show vocabulary, quoting the move ‘ironically’: with 
passion but no aim to hit. It does not shock me (it would not shock Jeanne Dielman) to see a 
domestic object thrown in a domestic scene; it would shock me to see a domestic object 
thrown on the street.)
Butler, when I hear her lecture at University College Dublin, champions aggression that 
gestures toward violence it does not commit. In an argument with my daughter over my son 
deliberately breaking a plate, I challenge her: I've done that in rage. Responding to my 
perlocutionary question (So, you think I’m violent?), she demurs. But, afterwards, I think, yes 
I can be violent, eventually, and in response to aggression. But I am not an aggressor. Then 
my son says, even a response is also a provocation. 
The violence in Benjamin’s example isn't enacted against the daughter or the bronze bust, 
at least not in the part of scene he allows us to witness. “What we have received is a ‘still’—a 
frozen image,” says Butler: a pre-digital screenshot or gif: a special type of speech act in 
which “the gesture has replaced the action and indefinitely postponed the violence”. The 
130 Walter Benjamin, ‘What is Epic Theatre’ in Understanding Brecht, (London: Verso, 2003), p. 100. 
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action—as in programming—is only pointed at, and is stored elsewhere. This is “gesture as a 
citation of an action that becomes its own event," by which I guess Butler means it's a 
response that is also a provocation: “End of story”.131 But is it? We never know if the mother 
goes on to hit, or if her action remains a gesture, and whether this makes a difference. And 
it’s unclear to me why Butler and Benjamin are surprised by a gesture of violence within a 
domestic space, except that it doesn't fit one kind of script about domesticity, in which their 
‘surprise’ is a hackneyed line in the screenplay. It is also unclear whether Benjamin is 
describing a performance that takes place in a real domestic setting or—as this passage is 
taken from his work Brecht and Epic Theatre—a performance of the domestic onstage or 
onscreen. 
SPEECH UNACTS
What is “the difference between performance and performativity?”132 asks Judith Butler, 
giving her question the stylistic platform and structured field of audibility of a joke (in her 
lecture at UCD, Butler tells me she always wanted to be a stand-up comedian).
Because they do not really intend to bring about a fit between words and world, Austin 
describes speech acts in literal performances, onstage or onscreen, as pathological: they are 
"ill", will “infect all utterances,” are an “etioliation”, and "parasitic”.133 Awareness of 
131 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 190.
132 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 172. 
133 “Secondly, as utterances our performances are also heir to certain other kinds of ill, which infect all utterances. And 
these likewise, though again they might be brought into a more general account, we are deliberately at present excluding. I 
mean, for example, the following: a performative utterance will, for example, be in a peculiar way hollow or void if said by 
an actor on the stage, or if introduced in a poem, or spoken in soliloquy. This applies in a similar manner to any and every 
utterance-a sea-change in special circum stances. Language in such circumstances is in special ways-intelligibly used not 
seriously, but in many ways parasitic upon its normal use-ways which fall under the doctrine of the etiolations of language. 
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performance dilutes an audience’s understanding of what Austin calls ‘intention’, via the 
inferral of a separate, original “where and when”134. This is relevant not only to formalised 
performance in the theatre or the cinema. For Benjamin (Butler writes) “the citational 
dimension of speech arrests its effectivity,” at which point “quotation becomes a gesture”135, 
belonging as much to the fact of its physical reiteration as its lexical meaning. Butler goes on 
to ask, “where the body can be found in the relationship between language & 
performance”.136 
Every body can only be conceived of in the context of the support it receives in order to 
perform. In other words, the body is always and only performed. But “even a 
monologue," (Butler monologues from her UCD lectern) “requires a platform and a 
structured space”.137 Inherent to performance is a declaration and recognition of its public 
nature as its own structured space, which provides a platform for the speaker but dilutes that 
speaker’s impact, as Austin describes. If to cite performatively is to signify that ‘original’ 
meaning is elsewhere and that spot is marked by what can be gestured to in public, then 
performative gesture not only resembles a hysterical symptom, which stands in for what 
cannot be said, but it is self-platforming: whenever a gesture is cited, it is also recognised as 
bringing out its own collapsible soapbox from which it can iterate and modulate, temporarily 
blurring the line between the stage and everyday life: what a drama! Or, as the french prefer 
to say, quel cinema! 
All this we are excluding from consideration. Our performative utterances, felicitous or not, are to be understood as issued in 
ordinary circumstances.”
J. L. Austin, How to Do Things With Words, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), pp. 21-22. 
134 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 182.
135 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 182.
136 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 172. 
137 Butler is citing Shannon Jackson’s Social Works: Performing Art,Supporting Publics which deals with the support 
available to formal public performance. Butler goes on extend this notion to informal ‘performativity’. 
Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 179.
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Sianne Ngai’s example of an unsupported body grappling with this problem is a street 
performer: the puppet/puppetmaster of Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man, a hybrid and 
reciprocally prosthetic being. The ‘master’ does not seem to speak or, if he does, the source 
of that speech (its relation to his body), and to intention, are ambiguous. The puppet/master is 
not only gesturing, but giving a performance of the problematic recursiveness of performance 
via a literal prosthetic extension.
“Perhaps ‘performativity’ is simply the quality of any given performance,” Butler 
speculates, but does she mean ‘quality’ as a characteristic? Or is she talking about the 
performance's ‘quality’ relative to other iterations? If speech acts rely, as Austin says, on the 
listener's understanding of their ‘intention’, which is muddied by a knowledge that they are 
cited or performed, every speech act, Derrida writes, entails the “essential risk” of 
“failure”138, though passing to the act of actual failure here would seem a quality identifying 
what cannot be counted as a speech act. The clunkiness of the puppet master’s gestures, 
which seem “incomplete, or treated separately from any consequence”139 perform a 
declaration that gesture as effective speech act is impossible. 
Lacan described the passing from a gesture of complaint (‘acting out’, or performativity) 
to the performance of an ‘act’ as “a junction when one’s destiny switches from one track to 
another”. The ‘actor’, he wrote, “topples off the stage” (Lacan’s own mixed metaphor), and 
this is a moment of “the subject’s greatest embarrassment”140. In order to maintain a 
138 “Austin’s procedure is rather remarkable… It consists in recognising that the possibility of the negative (here, the 
infelicities) is certainly a structural possibility, that failure is an essential risk in the operations under consideration.” Jacques 
Derrida, Margins of Philosophy (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1982), p.323.
139 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 185.
140 Jacques Lacan, Anxiety (London: Polity 2016), p. 115.
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platform, it is necessary to refuse to pass to the act and instead to stay onstage, to continue 
gesturing, a situation that holds the actor, like the puppet master, in a kind of Freudian 
melancholia141: a queasy dependance for a platform on a performance from which he may 
wish to pass.
Ngai, quoting Rey Chow’s Postmodern Automatons, relates how the performativity of the 
'animated' body, (in her instance, a body whose gestures are racially pathologised), is more 
effective, the lower its ‘quality’. It is “a spectacle whose aesthetic power increases with [its] 
increasing awkwardness and helplessness”.142 “What precarity performs,” (McKenzie Wark, 
writing on Butler, agrees), “is not so much its power as its weakness. What it claims is the 
right to be recognized as something other than the self-sufficient body”.143 But this 
recognition does not facilitate the humanist notion of an expressive ‘subject’. The ‘weakness’ 
and ‘awkardness’ of such performances shifts the focus to a Brechtian “occasion for the 
audience to recognize itself as a collective”.144 The ‘body’ in question here is not the body of 
the individual but the group. 
The digital screen, where hearing is often replaced by seeing, and ‘audibility’ with other 
modes of dissemination, offers the possibility of new platforms to those who are muted 
offline. Its modes are gestural and, as such, assert their artificiality. The continuous 
movement of McLuhan's TV screens is replaced with the screenshot, the frozen ‘animated’ 
features of the emoji, and especially the gif's intentionally jerky gestures that—though we 
141 As Butler noes, “the decomposition of the speech act into gesture is not only the sign of critical capacity, but also of 
grief for what decomposes as we compose, for what is no longer possible, and for the loss of those traditional supports”.
Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 191.
142 Sianne Ngai, Ugly Feelings, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007), p. 99.
143 McKenzie Wark, What the Performative Can’t Perform, On Judith Butler <http://www.publicseminar.org/2016/06/
butler/> [accessed 2 May 2019].
144 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 185.
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have the technology to smooth them—prefer the staccato gestures of silent film, all 
demonstrating that the digital screen is not aiming at the small screen’s ‘transcription’ of 
‘liveness’, but at a consciously formal gestural vocabulary.
Digital hivemind increases the complexity of citation by accrued modulated use 
(meming), building citational power with an effect opposite to Austin’s: the most frequently 
reiterated gestures are more ‘powerful’ than ‘original’ speech. Again ‘intention’ and 
‘meaning’ shift from the individual to the group, according the gift—in a hyper-individuated 
society in which blame or fame is awarded on so-called 'personal' merit that hides political 
context—of not being an 'individual'. But, unlike the Brechtian performance in which the 
‘collective’ “implies a director,”145 online director, actor and audience blend and everyone 
may participate in any role, sometimes simultaneously. On the digital screen, passing to the 
act becomes concurrent with ‘acting out’, as both are enacted by and on virtual avatars. 
Though the exact relationship between causes and effects on and offline is contested, a digital 
‘passing to’ the act is always simultaneously a ‘passing from’ a performative state, to a state 
of ‘virtual’ action. Performance blurs with performativity. As Butler points out, the two never 
had distinct boundaries.
Marguerite Pantaine, giving a personal answer to Butler’s question about the difference 
between performance and performativity, and the bodies that link them, did not seek out 
Huguette Duflos on the one-way street of the big screen (where she knew she'd find no body 
at all) but at the theatre where Duflos was starring in a romantic comedy. Entering via the 
stage door, in the liminal space of the wings, Pantaine made an ‘awkward’ attempt to pass 
145 Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p. 185.
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from gesture to the act, only to topple off her own stage in a moment of maximum 
embarrassment, finding herself in not quite the script she'd imagined. Or perhaps she did. Did 
Pantaine’s ‘awkward’ gesture toward autoamputation ensure her a continuing platform where 
acting out (writing) had failed, and where a ‘successful’ passing to the act of murder would 
have brought her actions entirely to an end?
Or is that just apophenia?
APOPHANY
Apophenia is a complaint characterised by a tendency to perceive connections in 
unrelated things, to jump the gap between the frames of a gif. In statistics this is a type 1 
error, a pathological assertion that something absent is present. Apophenia is also linked to 
the ability to make hidden figures appear in carpets or wallpaper which means it is some kind 
of art. Apophany is not epiphany: it works through material, and not beyond it, not revelation 
but reproduction. It conjures some thing in relation to its absence, its historical presence 
guaranteeing its recognition in reproduction: transcription. It is the ability to think about a 
table when you’re not there. 
Apophenia is simultaneously a link and a break, as a “force of rupture is tied to the 
spacing [espacement1 that constitutes the written sign”.146 To gesture toward complaint is to 
perceive a connection, and also to a rupture, with the intention of examining the fit between 
146 Derrida, The Margins of Philosophy, p. 317.
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words and world. To write a complaint harnesses the force of the rupture to record what it 
doesn't want to reproduce,147 
Artificial intelligence is apophenic. As data is infinite, it has to be. How does it operate?
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANS) are a deep learning strategy that work one 
network against another to manifest something that they recognise is not there. A pre-GAN 
AI might say: if you see x, y, and z in these pixel clusters, this is a picture of a table. 
A GAN back-pedals: If this is a picture of a table, then x, y, and z must be present. It can also 
say: What are x, y, and z and what are their relations? The is not human witnessing: Think of 
how to think of a table. When you’re not there. 
Art in the age of digital reproduction no longer strives to achieve representation of an 
artefact as seen by humans but by networks of what Katherine Hayles calls “non-conscious 
cognisers”. These are ‘smart objects’ and there are already more of them than us. They work 
by procedural knowledge without the ‘artificial intelligence’ of a machine that can reflect on 
itself. Having no ‘individuality’ they act only as systems. Non-conscious cognisers have 
poesis without what Austin calls intention. What are their poetics? GANs’ primary use is 
warfare: infiltrate the enemy’s map and modulate details until there’s no longer any such 
thing as the territory. As the networks that are fooled by the GANs are also virtual, any 
human eyewitness to the territory can be overruled by the ‘reality’ of the map. A GAN is a 
Generative Artist Network, fighting art with art. The new artists are trying to convince each 
other not that their art is in any way a representation of the real, but that their art is real.
147 see Sara Ahmed, Complaint as Diversity Work, <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQ_1kFwkfVE> [accessed 19 
March 2019].
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A FEW RANDOMIZED (HYPER) LINKS
Colette, like Duflos—like ‘Aimée’—became famous via an assumed name. Like her 
husband ‘Willy’ (Gauthier-Villiers), she autoamputated her surname. Colette, like Duflos, 
was a successful performer. Neither Colette nor Duflos's gestures passed to the act but 
remained in a stage of acting out as writing or performance, the sort of successful gesturing 
to which Pantaine aspired.
 ‘Aimée’s' writings survive only as part of Lacan’s work. Colette never recovered the 
royalties Willy took from the Claudine novels but, marrying rich after a decade of often 
impoverished performance work, she could take the time to write again. Before the attempted 
autoamputation of her screen double, Pantaine, it turns out, envied and hated the idea of 
Colette, as she envied and hated the idea of Duflos. Colette's complaints bypassed the act and 
became art (she described her life as a performer in La Vagabonde). Pantaine's complaint was 
published ‘helplessly’, after she was judged to be suffering from a complaint. Once a 
complaint is written and made public, it takes something from the self. As Sara Ahmed says, 
“to file a complaint can mean to become alienated from your own history”.148 
According to Lacan, Pantaine was cured of her complaint after a spell in prison during 
which she was punished as she had, in her paranoid state, expected and desired the world to 
punish her. A fit was brought about between words and world. Lacan believed that ‘Aimée’ 
148 Ahmed, Complaint as Diversity Work
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was the author of her own fate.
After serving her prison term, Pantaine’s intellectual and artistic ambitions were 
amputated, and with them her paranoia (or she was heard to make no further complaints until 
Didier—and Roudinesco—gave them a platform). She was subsequently employed as a 
housekeeper in the household of Jacques Lacan’s father—who also failed to recognise her as 
his son's patient—entirely, she reported, “by chance”.149 
Just as ‘Aimée’, had she been allowed a platform, could have been ‘Huguette’—or so she 
is thought to have thought—then I—without a digital “structured space” to stage my 
monologues—could have been Marguerite. My middle name is Margaret, so perhaps I was.
(I am a provincial wife and mother in revolt against my script and its values.)
(My education is 'better' than that of my parents. It puts me—temporarily—amongst 
people of a higher social standing with whose success I have desired to identify.)
(I am creatively and intellectually ambitious. I do not come from a milieu that supports 
these ambitions.)
(In order to enter such a milieu I leave my children—in my case sporadically and 
temporarily—and run away to Paris.)
(I express myself as a ‘free woman’ by sleeping around.)
(I do not suspect the acquaintances I envy of plotting my downfall.)
(I act out but I never pass to the act.)
(I have had the good chance not to be a woman in the early 20th Century.)
149 Roudinesco, Jacques Lacan, p189
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 Contemporary psychologist, Martie Haselton, writes that 'error management’150— the 
ability to manifest some thing within a gap—is an evolutionary survival strategy. 
(At a ‘secret feminist meeting’ at an art school in Zurich I am told we must have 
strategies. I worry about the need to have ‘strategies’, and I wonder if worry can be a 
strategy.) 
IS THERE SUCH A THING AS A POPHANY?
Here are some connections I hadn’t noticed:
I thought I was writing about artificial intelligence but perhaps my subject is mothers and 
sons.
OR (non-exclusive OR)
Perhaps my subject is violence.
150 Martie Halleoton, ‘Error Management Theory’, in The Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, vol. 78 (2000), 
pp. 81-91
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PART II: GIRL ONLINE
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SCREEN MURDERS
“For Death must be somewhere in a society, if it is no longer (or less intensely) in 
religion, it must be elsewhere; perhaps in this image which produces Death while trying to 
preserve life.”151  Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida.
OOF!
“The literary narrative that utters the workings of repetition must necessarily become, 
beyond fantastic tales, detective stories, and murder mysteries.”152—Julia Kristeva, Powers 
of Horror.
The Purloined Letter by Edgar Allen Poe is a mystery without a death, but it is a mystery 
with a body. A letter has been stolen. A government minister took it but nobody saw, so he 
cannot be held. Police search the suspect's lodgings but cannot see the letter so they employ 
an ‘amateur’ detective, C Auguste Dupin, to look for what is ‘hidden in plain sight’. 
The letter belongs to the queen. What does it contain: a state secret, a love affair 
(suggestions of the body as body politic)? Poe’s Purloined Letter has generated a body of 
work by other writers: Jacques Lacan, in his Seminar on The Purloined Letter, imagined the 
letter as “an immense female body, stretched out across the Minister's office”.153 Does he 
151 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida (New York: Hill and Wang, 1981), p.92.
152 Kristeva, Powers, 24
153 Jacques Lacan, ‘Seminar on The Purloined Letter’, in Essential Papers on Literature and Psychoanalysis (New 
York: New York University Press, 1993), ‘Seminar on The Purloined Letter’, p. 291.
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imagine it’s really there, or just it’s image, or the idea of its image?
'Body' is a word evoking both ‘nude’ and ‘corpse’. That, in the context of a detective 
story, both default to female is a cliche. “We often regard a cliche as a ‘dead image’,” writes 
Sianne Ngai (‘cliche’ meant ‘snapshot, remember). The act of often regarding what is has 
been seen too often murders what is already not alive. How can an image be murdered, and 
how can its murder be repeated? Maria Fusco, in Give Up Art, quotes Blanchot’s Gaze of 
Orpheus: “At first sight, the image does not resemble a cadaver, but it could be that the 
strangeness of the cadaver is also the strangeness of the image”.154 Onscreen, images 
proliferate, repeat and replay; the more we see, and the more death occurs. The image does 
not decay but is, writes Fusco, in a state of “infinite erosion”.155 Whodunnit? Fusco casts the 
image as a mystery, as does Marshall McLuhan. Poe, he wrote, would “establish two 
startlingly new inventions, the symbolist poem and the detective story. Both of these forms 
require do-it-yourself participation on the part of the reader. By offering an incomplete image 
or process”. Do they offer the viewer the role of detective or murderer? 
 
Lacan wrote that the ‘pur’ in ‘purloined’ is the same as in ‘purpose’ which, from the Latin 
‘pro’, orients it toward pursuit, whereas the ‘loin’ is taken from ‘loigner’ (French)—to 
distance (how, as Ngai would say, ‘interesting’). The Detective story’s incompleteness, 
inviting the reader’s pursuit, is teleological (it knows its goal) but also heuristic (ancient 
Greek: εὑρίσκω, “find” or “discover”) or ‘procedural’. In the ‘police procedural’ model of the 
detective story, teleological knowledge comes as no surprise. The police in The Purloined 
Letter know whodunnit; the drama is in the process of producing a solution by an act of 
154 Maria Fusco, Give Up Art, (Vancouver: New Documents, 2017), p. 42.
155 Fusco, Give Up Art, p. 42.
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‘witnessing’ which itself becomes the ‘evidence’. We never discover what is written in The 
Purloined Letter. Whatever it is, it does not solve the mystery. It is enough that the letter is 
seen. But it is not merely an image: the letter must be, Poe says, ‘produced’, in order that the 
act of witnessing be repeated, repeatedly.
Fusco relates the word ‘deduce’ to a process that does not produce the evidence but re-
produces a method. It is ‘object-oriented’, only as in object-oriented programming, in which 
data plus procedure form an ‘object’ that executes the same function—and only that function
—anytime it is called. Lacan, in his Seminar on The Purloined Letter, writes that any object 
“may bring together an indefinite number of subjects in a common "ideal”, but that these 
ideas are “maintained only in the relation with the object,” limiting the scope of both the 
subjects and objects involved, He means object in its sense as objective, for example, “in the 
communion established between two persons in their hatred of a common object… the 
meeting is possible only over a single object, defined by those traits in the individual each of 
the two resists”. 156
Poe’s police investigators’ attention to their objective means that they fail to fulfil the 
heuristic half of the ‘procedural’ detective narrative. They “have so immutable a notion of the 
real,” writes Lacan, “that they fail to notice that their search tends to transform it into its 
object”.157 Like Bruno Latour's ‘sleeping policeman’, they are not individuals but ‘actors’: 
'agents' whose inflexible ‘procedure’ renders them not quite subjects but functions that have 
become, in coding terms, their ‘objects’. Their sense of self is akin to that of object-oriented 
coding in which ‘self’—like ‘this’ and ‘me’—is a keyword assignable immutably to 
156 Lacan, ‘Seminar on The Purloined Letter’, p. 278.
157 Lacan,, ‘Seminar on The Purloined Letter’, p. 283.
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repeatable code objects. Letting their objective (to find only what is ‘hidden’) dominate the 
material object (the letter, which is always ‘in plain sight’), Poe’s police investigators 
produce a “letter [that] has for them no other side but its reverse”.  
What is it about the visible they can’t see? Object Oriented Ontology might seem to offer 
a solution. It “extends Husserl’s and Heidegger’s arguments that things have an irreducible 
dark side,” writes Timothy Morton, so that “no matter how many times we turn over a coin, 
we never see the other side as the other side—it will have to flip onto ‘this’ side for us to see 
it, immediately producing another underside”.158 Only the unhidden side is seen, and what is 
produced as hidden cannot be re-produced as evidence. 
Katherine Behar called Object Oriented Onotology a “botox ethics”.159 Seeking “to create 
not unbounded subjects but enclosed objects, it recommends not outward-directed 
networking and changeability but inward-directed unexpressivity and singularity”.160 Like 
Poe’s investigators, the phenomenological relations between object and ‘actor’ are fixed. 
Behar replaces OOO with OOF (Object Oriented Feminism), a punch in the guts in response 
to a moment of comic embarrassment at an OOO conference in 2010, during which an 
“immense female body” was screened in plain sight, having been ‘produced’ by the object-
oriented search tag ‘thing’ (OOOps!). This hardly surprising effect was treated, by the (male) 
speaker, as a cause, prompting him to run the screensearch again, screening (as in blocking) 
feminine/sexual search-terms (‘sexy’, ‘woman’, ‘girl’). 
158 Timothy Morton, ‘Here Comes Everything: The Promise of Object-Oriented Ontology’, in Qui Parle, 19.2 (2011), 
163-190, p. 165.
159 Katherine Behar, Object-Oriented Feminism, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2016), p. 123.
160 Behar, Object-Oriented Feminism, p. 138.
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To be ‘hidden in plain sight' evokes the double position of being ‘screened’ as in 
concealed and projected. Could Poe’s investigators’ failure be down to the letter’s ‘gender’? 
Its doubled presence is characteristic of the ‘feminine’. Luce Irigaray (Judith Butler 
summarises) “maintains that the feminine is necessarily redoubled, that it exists first as 
a signifier within a masculinist economy, but then it “exists” outside that economy (where 
nothing may exist), as precisely what that economy must repudiate in order to simulate its 
own representation of the feminine as the feminine itself.”161 Hidden in plain sight, the 
‘female’ letter is also unreadable on her own terms, unless both sides can simultaneously be 
‘produced’. “Averted of herself,”162 says Irigaray, a woman is is less in danger of being 
mis(s)-, than entirely un-read. 
 
Femininity is a movable signifier, says Lacan, which can pass between subjects 
regardless of biological sex, and is contagious via ‘re-production’. Poe’s Minister, having 
purloined the letter, becomes ‘feminine’ when he redoubles the queen’s (failed) strategy by 
hiding the letter ‘in plain sight’. As in programming, the Minister’s move, averted of itself, 
produces a ‘metastable’ error what leaves a program between the zero and the one, partaking 
of both, unable to pass through a logic gate, producing a glitch.
The glitch is the body-text (as most word-processing programs call it).
Or the body of work that represents it.
There are so many women’s bodies onscreen, that it can be difficult to read them as 
indicating the presence any female subject at all. Glitching presence may offer solutions, as it 
161 Butler, ‘Against Proper Objects’, p. 18.
162 Butler, ‘Against Proper Objects’, p. 18.
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renders both sides visible at once. In 2013, Legacy Russell coined the term ‘glitch feminism’, 
“for all bodies that exist somewhere before arrival upon a final concretized identity that can 
be easily digested, produced, packaged, and categorized by a voyeuristic mainstream 
public”. 163
 
Valuing visibility, even or especially when ‘screening’ is ‘glitchy’, Russell “embraces the 
causality of “error”, and turns the gloomy implication of glitch on its ear by acknowledging 
that an error in a social system that has already been disturbed… may not, in fact, be an error 
at all, but rather a much-needed erratum”164. 
As an alternative to 'deduce', Maria Fusco suggests ‘induce’, which also works by 
“creating or tracing a broader, possibly more fertile environment through close looking, 
rather than tracking a logical conclusion from the clues given”.165 The opposite of ‘object-
oriented’ programming is ‘procedural’. It is an inefficient and long-winded way of coding, 
but works heuristically, allowing its material to be recombined to create a different objective 
every time. 
Rather than blocking the image, it is necessary to keep on killing it in plain sight in order 
to keep alive a digital space in which a solution might be produced. This is a “performance” 
which—as Latour says—might allow us to see that apparently stable identities are “a 
consequence rather than a cause of action,”166 or—as Butler writes of reified gender—“reveal 
163 Legacy Russell, Digital Dualism and the Glitch Manifesto, The Society Pages, December 2013, accessed November 
2017] <https://thesocietypages.org/cyborgology/2012/12/10/digital-dualism-and-the-glitch-feminism-manifesto/> 
interestingly, Russell’s goal is to “ claim for ourselves permanent seats at the table”.
164 Russell, Digital Dualism and the Glitch Manifesto.
165 Fusco, Give Up Art, p. 38.
166 Bruno Latour, 'The powers of association', in  Power, Action and Belief: A New Sociology of Knowledge? (London: 
Routledge, 1986), p. 264.
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this ostensible ‘cause’ to be an ‘effect’”.167  
 Object Oriented Feminism returns the body from the erasure of “ontological slut 
shaming” to pack a punch: OOF! This insistence on reproducing the image allows it to resist 
becoming fully part of the ‘objectless’ ‘standing reserve’, the liquidity that the digital screen 
demands. But who’s punching who? As Behar notes, this is “a modest ethical position” that 
arrives at being ‘in the right’ via procedures that seem “wrong… Certainly examples of 
objectification’s benefiting the objectified are few and far between”.168 In both literary and 
programming terms, Behar and Russell work to glitch existing systems: like an erratum, a 
programming ‘error’ exists ‘in plain sight’. It alerts the system to an anomaly, and asks to be 
fixed, whereas a ‘mistake’, ‘hidden’ in the code, may render the program unworkable. 
How does this work in practice?
“WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO THE DRINKING HOUSEWIFE?” 
“The mystery is a little too plain… A little too self-evident.”169—Edgar Allan Poe, The 
Purloined Letter.
‘JenniCam’ was an early star of the silent digital screen, a ‘lifecaster’. From 1996, a 
black and white webcam, showing Jennifer Ringley’s student dorm, refreshed every three 
167 Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 178.
168 Behar, Object-Oriented Feminism, p. 3.
169 Edgar Allan Poe, Selected Tales (Oxford: Oxford World Classics, 2008), p. 250.
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minutes. At its most popular JenniCam attracted up to four million views a day.
In 1998 'Jenni' played 'JoanneCam', a fictional lifecaster, murdered during the opening 
minutes of an episode of the detective series, Diagnosis Murder. A dead girl is the start of 
something, the point at which a human becomes a thing: “Late at night Amanda witnesses 
on-line on 'Joannecam' the star stab-murder [sic] by a masked man who looks straight into the 
web-cam,”170 says IMDB (Internet Movie Database), rating the episode a high 8.4.
‘Rear Windows ’98’ refers to the past and the present: Hitchcock's thriller, and the then 
newly released Windows’98 operating system. Before the credits, we see a white-coated 
medic in a hospital staff room. Out loud to no one, she asks the internet to “take me 
somewhere I don’t have to do any paperwork”.171 The doctor is a middle-aged African-
American woman. She watches a younger white woman eat lunch onscreen: “nice living 
room… unbelievable!”. I don't know if she doesn't believe the decor, that someone would 
screen herself eating lunch, or that anyone would watch it.
JenniCam attracted similar incredulity. If something is being screened, critics thought, 
something else must be hidden in plain sight. ‘Jenni’ only occasionally stripped for the 
camera: though she left the webcam on to film masturbation and sex, she did not perform to 
it. What outraged (largely male, self-appointed) critics was her 'banality'. Steve Baldwin, 
who reviewed JenniCam in May 2004 under his blog category "Forgotten Web Celebrities" 
was disappointed by Jenni’s refusal to make an exhibition of herself: "the only thing really 
170 ‘Diagnosis Murder’, at IMDB <https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0559255/?ref_=ttep_ep21> [accessed 12 June, 2017].
171 All quotes from my personal transcription of ‘Rear Windows ’98’ in Diagnosis Murder, Season 6, Episode 8, 
watched on DVD. 
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being published at jennicam.org is pictures of empty chairs, empty rooms, empty walls, or 
sleeping jennis".172
The viewer of JoanneCam’s murder (the medic or TV audience) sees hardly any 
‘banality’ when a white, male figure in a balaclava, clothed entirely in black, the contextless 
killer, walks onscreen behind the lifecaster, struggles with, and stabs her, before approaching 
the webcam to (uselessly now) break it. Before doing this he stares directly into the camera as 
though he is looking at the medic/viewer. As though looking, and being looked at, were a 
proof of something.
Autopsy, Kate Zambreno173 tells me, comes from the ancient Greek for ‘to see with your 
own eyes’. Autopsies seek evidence of some kind of absence, and autopsy is Dr. Amanda’s 
(the medic who witnesses the murder) profession. If looking provides some sort of evidence, 
is its object the murderer, the victim, or the observer? Before her death, Jenni-as-Joanne does 
not look at the screen. She does not act like someone acting for the camera, nor like a non-
actor aware of a camera in the room: she acts like a non-actor acting avoiding acting like a 
camera is there. 
Online, ‘Jenni’ often looked at the camera as though it could respond. Was JenniCam a 
cyborg subject, or a cyberobject? If Godard said (or was it D. W. Griffith?)174 ‘all you need 
for a film is a girl and a gun’ (or something you can shoot with), is all you need for a girl a 
film and a gun? Is all you need for a gun (it’s no surprise now, though it may have surprised 
172 Steve Baldwin, ‘Forgotten Web Celebrities: Jennicam.org’s Jennifer Ringley’, at Ghost Sites of The Web <https://
www.disobey.com/ghostsites/labels/Jennicam.html> [accessed 13 June, 2017].
173 Kate Zambreno, The Appendix Project, (South Pasadena: Semiotext(e), 2019), p. 110.
174 I cannot trace this quote to either Godard or Griffith, though I find it often attributed to Godard and, as often, 
attributed to Godard quoting Griffith, neither attribution ever linking to a textual reference. 
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some in the mid-90s, to learn that ‘Jenni’ received death threats) a girl and a film? What 
about the ‘you’ that has these needs? Is all you need for 'you’—for the male Godardian 
directorial subject who is not the girl or the gun or even the film—all those things?
</cut>
The titles come up featuring four main characters (three white men, one black woman). A 
magnifying glass glides over an optometrist’s chart (the profession of none of the characters) 
highlighting their names. Writing screens what it has hidden in plain sight. 
The series Diagnosis Murder was directed by a man and starred the IRL father and son 
duo Dick and Barry van Dyke, but the series writers were both women. One of them, Joyce 
Burditt, had worked on a number of mysteries, and also wrote The Cracker Factory, a 1977 
TV movie based on her novel about her experience of institutionalisation for alcoholism, 
after living as a "drinking housewife".
First scene: Dr. Amanda recounts the murder to the father/medic (Dick van Dyke) and 
son/detective (Barry van Dyke) in a non-medical setting (another living room). The men ask 
if the murder ‘really’ took place. Was it 'live'? Was it 'fiction'? “Maybe it was just a joke,” 
suggests the son/detective, who also thinks tracking the victim “will be tough without a full 
name or an address… It could have happened anywhere in the world…” The doctor declares 
that, because she witnessed it, the murder must be real and that she is “the only one who 
cares,” shifting the focus of ‘truth’ from witnessing to feeling. 
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In a 1977 interview175 with People Magazine, Burditt describes a situation in which it 
became rational to behave irrationally: her labour as a housewife neither recognised nor 
recompensed, but always expected.
</cut>
A younger male doctor argues with a young female patient about the nature of her pain. It 
turns out they’re a couple, and furthermore that the patient asserts that she was poisoned at 
the restaurant in which the doctor has a financial ‘steak’. The same (male) doctor questions 
the murder story told by the (female) doctor who witnessed JoanneCam’s death. This scene 
comes right after the scene with his girlfriend but he seems in no distress. The doctor asks, 
“Why would anybody do that, set up a camera in their house, all those strangers watching 
you all the time?”. He does not ask why anyone should commit murder. The female doctor 
reasons, “Nobody does ever know who you are; you’re just this body wandering across the 
screen, whatever".
Burditt’s alcoholism was professional and deictic: “A housewife has no place to go. She 
lives in her office, surrounded by the things she hasn’t done, 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week”.176 Burditt's escaped via the screen, not by watching but by writing for it.
The doctors visit some teen/early 20s ‘gamers’ in a bar. They are 2 guys and a goth/emo 
girl who describes her clothes as “visual critiques of culture trends”. The girl stands behind 
175 Nancy Faber, ‘Joyce Rebeta-Burditt Knows Why Housewives Become Alcoholics: She's Been Through the Ordeal’, 
in
 People Magazine, 5 September1977 <https://people.com/archive/joyce-rebeta-burditt-knows-why-housewives-
become-alcoholics-shes-been-through-the-ordeal-vol-8-no-10/> [accessed 20 June, 2017]/
176 Burditt, People Magazine.
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one of the guys, one hand on his chair in a classic girl pose, signalling that she's present but 
not central. One guy is interested to meet a real autopsy medic, as he is “way too interested in 
fighting demons”. The goth girl—the irony in the life of the community—critiques the boys in 
a kind of inner monologue, spoken aloud, which neither seems to hear. She describes 
‘JoanneCam' as “one of the webcam floozies”. When he hears the webcam has been taken 
down, the main guy says, “My first real dead cybercorpse: gone!". They have no sense that 
the crime should be solved, or that they are in a genre called detective story. 
The People interviewer clearly identifies Burditt with the heroine of The Cracker Factory, 
although Burditt replies the personal elements are only “about 50 percent. The basic story is 
autobiographical, but there are fictional situations and characters. I didn’t want to write a 
diary—there are parts of my life that are not that enthralling”.177
</cut>
Dr. Amanda & Dr Dick Van Dyke who talk about the banality of webcams.
Dr Dick: “the electronic frontier!”
Dr. Amanda: “scary.”
Dr Dick: “Sad.”
“The web likes lists,” they agree. 
“It is that truth, let us note,” Lacan notes in his Seminar on the Purloined Letter, “which 
makes the very existence of fiction possible”.178
177 Burditt, People Magazine.
178 Lacan, Seminar on The Purloined Letter, p. 272.
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'Banality' only becomes ‘scary’ or ‘sad’ onscreen. The two doctors watch a site that 
literally shows grass grow.
The Cracker Factory starred Nathalie Wood, who was found drowned under mysterious 
circumstances off the boat she owned with her husband, in 1983. 
Dr. A. experiences flashbacks to the events she witnessed onscreen. Her flashbacks are 
visual: ‘dead’ images, life’s uncanny double. If the practice of autopsy is to witness, to 
experience “the uncanny, according to Freud," writes Cathy Park Hong, "is also to feel 
“robbed of one’s eyes".179 Dr. A. thinks she remembers that ‘Joanne’ has a club foot (Jenni 
IRL does not). “Well at least I really saw what I really thought I saw,” says Dr. A., as the 
detectives check the murders of club-footed women. 
Though he was never charged, it seems possible Wood was murdered by her husband, 
also a screen star, after an argument. They were both drunk.
Dr. A.’s credit card is mysteriously blacklisted. The Doctor/restauranteur cuts it up. “But 
this is me, I’m not a stranger,” she protests. “I didn’t have a choice,” he replies. The 
computer told him to do it. “I hate computers,” the restauranteurs conclude. The Doctor/
restauranteur apologises to Dr. A.: ‘How embarrassing it must be to have something like that 
happen to you right there in public”. Dr. A. can’t clear up the credit card problem because she 
banks online: "Your bank’s computer has to talk to the credit card company’s computer... 
179 Cathy Park Hong, ‘Against Witness’, in Poetry, May, 2015 <https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/
articles/70218/against-witness> [accessed 5 July, 2017].
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And with my luck they’ll hate each other… At least my computer seems to like me. Or 
maybe not”.
Wood’s drunkenness was cited in the initial verdict of ‘accidental death’, which was later 
revised to ‘drowning and other undetermined factors’.
</cut>
Visual fragments of a white guy in a car with much electronic technology, sunglasses, 
denim: because he is seen incompletely, we know that he must be the murderer.180 He has 
access to virtual technologies that have effects IRL. He can not only control Dr. A.’s credit 
card, but change the sequence of traffic lights so she is nearly run over. Fingerprints found on 
a crime scene are identified as ‘hers’. 
“Patients, particularly women, are reluctant to say they have a drinking problem, and 
doctors are equally reluctant to mention it,” said Burditt in the People interview.
A club-footed woman is discovered to have been murdered locally. Aphophany, or maybe 
a real relation. 
180 “Melley demonstrates in his study of women’s stalking fiction, which argues that the characteristic amorphousness 
of its persecutory figures strategically enables female authors to depict these shadowy and vaguely defined perpetrators as 
“deindividuated stand-ins of a more general cultural pattern” and “construe male violence as if it were ‘intentional and 
nonsubjective’” (94 emphasis added), thus “mak[ing] visible the violence involved in the production of ‘normal’ 
heterosexual relations”.”
Ngai, ‘Bad Timing’, p. 39.
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Burditt said “AA is not a group of weirdo strangers; it is filled with your neighbors.”181
We watch Dr. A. as she flashbacks to the murderer ‘looking’ at her through the screen. 
There is no non-occult interpretation to account for the murderer knowing she saw him 
onscreen, other than the feeling that the screen’s interface is contagious.
</cut>
If, to paraphrase Jenny Holzer, paranoia comes as no surprise, here’s a mystery: why 
would a woman—who, according to a body of writing by women on paranoia including 
Sianne Ngai (2001), Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (2002), Rita Felski182 (2012), and Lisa 
Ruddick 183(2015)—has real reasons to be be paranoid about gendered threat—write a 
murder mystery over her own dead body? Coincidence? Or is there something behind it?
Tense music. Dr. A. is enters a sinister graffiti’d building. Switch of perspective to first-
person shooter: we see her as if stalking her, as though we might be the killer, or the 
detective. “Where the hell is everybody?” she narrates to no-one. So far, we’ve hardly seen a 
character alone, never in domestic spaces, always in public. There’s no indication that this 
empty space is the scene of the murder. 
A mystery casts its viewer as paranoid. There has to be something hidden, or where’s the 
181 Burditt, People Magazine.
182 All Felski quotes in this chapter, if not otherwise attributed, from:
Rita Felski, ‘Critique and the Hermeneutics of Suspicion,’ in MC Journal, Vol. 15, no. 1 (2012) ,http://journal.media-
culture.org.au/index.php/mcjournal/article/viewArticle/431> [accessed 23 February, 2018].
183 All Ruddick quotes in this chapter from:
Lisa Ruddick, ‘When Nothing Is Cool’ in The Point Magazine, December 2015 <https://thepointmag.com/criticism/
when-nothing-is-cool/> [accessed, 7 September, 2017].
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plot? Paranoia, writes Sedgwick, is “inescapably narrative”.184 This narrative relies on the 
binary of mystery and solution (or envelope and purloined letter), one concealing the other. 
If the subtext is hidden by the text (the letter by the envelope), hierarchically, the ‘subtext’ 
is‘superior’.185 
Dr. A. finds information about the dead woman. “He wanted me to find this, it’s the only 
thing that makes sense.” Paranoia, or the demands of the screen narrative?
The paranoid binary par excellence, writes Sedgwick, is gender (to describe gender as an 
all-pervasive structure is, by Sedgwick’s own definition, a paranoid theory), and gender—
historically performed as a placeholder for something hidden—is structured like a mystery.
Dr. A. visits the gamers again: “This isn’t a joke, this is real you guys.” One male gamer 
describes Dr. A. as a “damsel in distress”. The goth girl, now dressed as a Chekov heroine, 
says, “I don’t see a damsel anywhere” (again she corrects the narrative, speaking to an unseen 
viewer). 
Damsels, Freud wrote in ‘Femininity’, one of his New Introductory Lectures on 
184 Kosofsky Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, p. 138.
185 It’s no coincidence that Whit Stillman’s 1994 film, Barcelona, set against a background of political and cultural 
paranoia in “the last years of the cold war”, contains the following exchange: 
FRED
 Plays, novels, songs - they all have a subtext’, which I take to mean a hidden message or import of some kind. So 
subtext we know. But what do you call the message or meaning that's right there on the surface, completely open and 
obvious? They never talk about that. What do you call what's above the subtext?
TED
  …The text.
FRED
OK that’s right. But they never talk about it.
Whit Stillman, Barcelona (Fine Line Features, 1994).
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Psychoanalysis, are never seen anywhere. ‘Woman’ invented, he claims, no technology 
except weaving, which she invented in order to screen what she has not got. She is the 
originator of this hierarchy of the mystery of the seen and unseen, and her subjectivity is 
subject to this performance. “For Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud, the fundamental category of 
consciousness is the relation hidden-shown or, if you prefer, simulated-manifested.”186 This 
is Paul Ricoeur, on whose ‘hermeneutics of suspicion’ Felski’s writing in particular depends. 
If Ricoeur is right, subjectivity is not a state but a process, and it involves the doubled 
function of screening/screening (showing/hiding).
Dr. A. lets the gamers use the hospital’s computers (boundaries are flimsy). Again the 
doctor/restauranteur and Dr. A. argue about how much they exist ‘onscreen’. Again Doc 
Resto defends the virtual, which Dr. A. insists has material consequences. “They are serious 
about what they do,” says Doc Resto as the two guy gamers basketball a skull. They doctors 
watch from behind a glass wall, the gamers have taken their place in their office.
Giving Freud the benefit of credulity, if all she is concealing is her lack, a woman has 
nothing to hide. Her technology, screening ‘nothing’, works to draw attention to (‘to screen’ 
in the sense of ‘to broadcast’) this screening. Paranoid Freud only sees the screen, not what 
is screened. He does not need a reveal to witness what he already ‘knows’ not to be there. To 
continue in his authoritative, paranoid state, he specifically needs a reveal to not-happen; the 
mystery to not be solved. 




Doc Resto and Doc Detective argue about Dr Resto’s girlfriend who wants to report her 
food poisoning: “Marry her, just fix this,” (game over), and also: “Your girlfriend is 
delusional”. “Nah,” says Doc Resto, “I’ve dated delusional women”. But, after three days at a 
"girls’ camp" she has returned, "way too community minded".
And Freud’s women—do they only see they must be screening ‘nothing’ when they 
witness Freud’s (un)witnessing process?  Do they see him seeing? In ‘When Nothing is 
Cool’, Lisa Ruddick argues that paranoid reading (or viewing) imitates Freud’s “posture of 
detachment,” involving what Leo Bersani (quoted in Sedgwick’s account of paranoid and 
reparative reading) calls “an inescapable interpretive doubling of presence”.187  Unlike 
mirror-stage self-identification as subject/object, the ‘doubling’ of paranoid identity is 
located by separating the watcher from the watched,  producing subjectivity only in the 
viewer, outsourcing any notion of guilt, including responsibility for producing a watchable 
action, to the watched.“Obliged to dismember or disaggregate themselves, having to suspend 
feelings, ethics, values,” paranoid readers reflexively induce subjectivity by condemning 
others:“You do not know that you are ideologically-driven, historically determined, or 
culturally constructed, but I do!” (Felski). This separation from a warm affective relation 
with a person or text produces the watcher/critic as ‘doubled’ subject, absorbing the 
subjectivity of the watched, who remains the ‘content’/’narrative’ to ‘blame’ for this 
doubling. Ruddick (discussing paranoia as an academic trend)“believe[s] that when a 
scholar traffics in antihumanist theories for purposes of professional advancement, his or her 
private self stands in the doorway, listening in”. 
187 Kosofsky Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, p. 127. 
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The gamers argue with Dr. A. about lifecasting: “It demonstrates the interconnectedness 
of every life on the planet, pure visual communication to bind us together,” says the chief 
gamer (who says least, but is always visually central). “That is a crock,” says the goth girl. 
“It’s all about making their insignificant lives seem significant. Say you’re some poor slob 
who works in a cubicle all day…” The flip side of workplace alienation is fame. 
Ruddick describes students who, struggling with critique’s ‘detachment’, are reluctant to 
bear witness that “the emperor has no clothes’. She calls paranoid reading, a ‘mode’, as 
though it might be put on and taken off, like a fashion in dress: “What began as theory 
persists as style”. 
“Cool!” The main gamer suggests Dr. A. create her own workplace webcam. 
“Autopsycam.com”—“You’ll get more hits than a Pamela Anderson site.”
Pamela Anderson was, in the 1990s, an actress and ‘glamour’ model, famous for wearing 
a swimsuit. Inverting ‘The Emperor’s New Clothes’, few noticed the garment that 
’screened’  (in both senses) her body. If it showed and also hid ’nothing’, the red swimsuit 
induced not a “doubling of presence” in her but a doubling of non-presence. 
“That’s here in LA!” exclaims Dr. A. as the gamers’ ‘weasel’ (operated by the goth girl) 
traces the hacker’s modem. Again everything is local. The address of the modem is that of 
the killer’s next victim. In the background of his apartment is a poster that suggest the work 
of Saul Bass, Hitchcock’s regular poster designer, though it’s not the poster for Rear 
Window. 
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The emperor’s cool is blown when he’s revealed to have failed to have screened what he 
has. Pamela Anderson is cool because she’s seen onscreen, screening ‘nothing’. Her fans 
don’t really want to see her naked (nudity was not so hard to find, even in the early days of 
the net): they want to be seen to be wanting to see—aspects of their own identity are 
produced via this relation—but they don’t want it broadcast that they prefer the fig leaf to the 
fig: that’s not a cool look. The boy who saw the emperor had no clothes wasn’t calling out 
only—or even primarily—the emperor, but his witnesses. 
Visiting the apartment, the crime team find they are being filmed by a webcam. Like the 
killer, they approach and stare helplessly into its lens. 
Is it cool to reveal, or cool to be cool with not-revealing? Would tearing off Anderson’s 
swimsuit be a liberating act, or an act of gender aggression? Ruddick is particularly troubled 
by such ‘cool’ transgressions, for example the critic Judith Halberstam’s188 “badboy” 
championing of the “postgender” (Halberstam) possibilities of director Jonathan Demme’s 
male serial killer Buffalo Bill’s suits made from the skins of murdered women in his film The 
Silence of the Lambs, while refusing to acknowledge the misogynistic text hidden in plain 
sight above the subtext. 
“We’ve got ourselves a serial killer,” says Dr Dick, who traces (online) dead webcam 
operators in six cities. A serial killer has a tricksy modus operandi and no apparent motive. 
188 Judith Halberstam, Skin Shows: Gothic Horror and the Technology of Monsters (Durham: Duke University Press, 
1995).
(Jack Halberstam’s book remains published under his former name, and is quoted by Ruddick as such.)
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Dr Dick suggests he might enjoy “killing people twice, once in real life, and once in 
cyberspace.” Screen fame does not guarantee immortality but mortality. 
(But I want to know what position ‘cool’ occupies in Ruddick’s piece. Describing a critical 
(in every sense) situation in which ‘nothing’ is ‘cool’, does she mean that that positive affects 
in critical reading are ‘cool’ (and we’re lacking them) or that it’s the pursuit of ‘cool’ that 
induces the ‘nothing’ of negatively affective critical readings?)
The killer blows up small details with a ‘digital enhancer’ says Doc Dick, as though the 
screen does not pixilate on close-up, as though there were no interfacing lens, as though it 
were real.
Cool, writes McLuhan, relies on distance but invites ardent engagement. Mediated by the 
screen, it generates an ‘uncool’ , ‘hot’ affective response in the viewer—usually, as for 
Anderson’s fans, with a sexual flavour. In Hitchcock's Rear Window, the telephone functions 
as what Ronell calls, “an instrument of seduction and entry”.189 In Rear Windows ’98, that 
role is taken by the digital screen (remember the dial-up modems of that era, and the 
telephone’s connection to the internet?). 
More attack financial/legal attacks on Dr. A. render her life what we would now call 
‘precarious’. She is a single mother (this is the first time we hear this: are we surprised?), 
afraid her son will be “taken away”.  
189 Ronell, The Telephone Book, p. 104.
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Ronell’s (screenless) 1980s phone in The Telephone Book enabled the son to screen the 
mother’s expected call. The screen is another such affective interface. “Characterized by 
wariness of strong emotion in general and maternal fervor in particular,”190 writes Susan 
Fraiman in her book on the “cool men” who direct the big screen,“coolness as I see it is 
epitomized by the modern adolescent boy in his anxious, self-conscious, and theatricalized 
will to separate from the mother”. “It goes without saying,” writes Fraiman, “that within 
this paradigm the place occupied by the mother is by definition uncool.”191 
Dr. A. admits to the gamers, “I guess I am that damsel in distress.” The team are finally 
arrested after a fake warning, the police say “we were just following orders.” The goth girl is 
wearing a tailored non-military jacket with decorative army stripes. 
If the screen is a place to manage affect-based subjectivity, the ‘hot’ situation of a murder 
mystery (characters exhibit passion, anger, violence, terror) generates a ‘cool’  paranoid 
reaction from the viewer, who finds what would be shocking IRL ‘interesting’ in Ngai’s sense: 
a mystery to solve. Dramatic content is muted, via the genre’s expectations, to paranoia’s flat 
affect (“a curiously non-emotional emotion of morally inflected mistrust,” Felski), which 
guarantees not only that Tomkins’ ‘surprise’ is never ‘neutral’ but always negative, but that 
it is also ‘no surprise’ (we suspected as much…). However, when a murder mystery becomes 
a detective story, the detached stance of the ‘cool’ detective as avatar-witness re-casts the 
viewer as fan: no wonder so many watchers find screen detectives ‘hot’. 
The leads follow a lead to another sinister building, a warehouse of ‘loft-style’ offices. 
190 Fraimain, Cool Men, p. xii.
191 Susan Fraiman, Cool Men and the Second Sex (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003), p. xii. 
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Again we follow them as though we might be the murderer. Inside is a computer linked to a 
webcam on which they witness another killing. Again this private space is the location of a 
murder in another private space. 
For minoritarian subjects there may be little difference or hierarchy between the 
‘delusional’ paranoia of the ‘hot’ victim and the ‘rational’ suspicion of the ‘cool’ detective. If 
the screen is governed by a violently gendered hierarchy (and a hierarchy of gendered 
violence), can paranoia’s all-encompassing self-same ‘triviality’ can go some way to 
dissolving these binaries? Or, by making them equivalent, does it merely show their seams)? 
“The answer’s in there,” says Tec Resto, pointing to the computer (for all that the screen 
provides only an image). “What do you see?” they ask. “I think we got him,” says Tec Resto 
when they identify a regional football mascot onscreen but, again, they identify the victim's, 
not the killer's, location. This victim is male. He is not named (he is an actor, not a ‘real’ non-
pro like Jenni?), just "that guy".   
Sedgwick insists on the “powerful reparative practices that, I am convinced, infuse self-
avowedly paranoid critical projects”.192 Ngai reports that paranoid states can offer 
opportunities for“thinking” and “escaping”. Paranoia, writes Sedgwick, can “open up a 
space” to ask “what does knowledge do?”193 (how does it “perform”?). If the screen is a 
paranoid exercise in affective distancing, what spaces can women—like Burditt—induce via 
performances of threat to, and images of, dead female bodies?
192 Kosofsky Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, p. 129.
193 Kosfsky Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, p. 124.
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We see Dr. A., as at the opening of the episode, with her laptop. We are behind her (the 
position of the camera in horror movies: we can see what is behind her). As in most horror 
films, it is dark, after hours, which means after work hours: time becomes dangerous. The 
killer, who is in the hospital disguised as a catering worker (wearing a coat identical to those 
of the doctors), has shut off all digital equipment to prevent calls for help. The hospital 
should surely be full of living people, although Dr. A. deals only with the dead. 
“You can write about anything so long as it is dead,” Felski reports a student saying. 
Only closed narratives afford venues for generous critical engagement (Ngai notes avant-
garde contemporary criticism’s lack of interest in avant-garde contemporary writing). To 
keep on producing a dead image in order to induce a space for action, to tautologously 
mention what is no surprise can nevertheless produce a platform from which to ‘perform’ 
paranoia’s resistance to its own process. To work on ‘safe’, ‘dead’ texts is in keeping with 
paranoia or Felski’s modulated stance of ‘suspicion’, which “overlaps with, and builds upon, 
the stance of detachment that characterises the stance of the professional or expert”. In her 
campy reworking of Hitchcock, Burditt courted none of the controversy she encountered in 
her autofictional work.
Dr. A. sees herself on a webcam on her screen. She moves her hands to check, as on cctv. 
Seeing the killer approach from behind, she hits him with her laptop. Discovering her 
colleagues unconscious (or dead?) she runs to the glass door. We switch to the killer's POV 
and see her through it. She hits the killer with what appears a very domestic lamp, with such 
unlikely force that he falls against and shatters the door (surely toughened glass). She 
immobilises him by spraying him with the smoking gun of a scalding water hose, mentioned 
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earlier. No conventional weapons are used. 
 Felski’s ‘suspicious’ critic, playing the ‘expert’ is not a“glaring policeman”194, whose 
paranoid process “tends to transform it into its object”195, but experiences “the engrossing 
pleasure of a game-like sparring with the text in which critics deploy inventive skills and 
innovative strategies to test their wits, best their opponents, and become sharper, shrewder, 
and more sophisticated players”. Dr. A. goes one further: an ‘amateur’, she is constantly 
‘surprised’ by events that threaten her (Tomkins’ ‘surprise’ is a ‘neutral’, flexible affect). 
Her capacity as potential victim as well as detective make her a codependent creation 
brought into being when witnessed—by the viewer—witnessing. This outsourced looking 
creates a space in which the minoritan subject who expects to become paranoid undergoes 
not the ‘doubling of presence’ that creates a paranoia, but it’s reverse. The viewer and her 
avatar, Dr. A., are brought together by the experience of witnessing, of (re)producing the 
image as a platform not for splitting but for integration, identification, sympathetic reading. 
Together they ‘induce’ a ‘purloined letter’ that can be constantly turned over and re-
produced. 
In the final conciliatory scene, the goth girl is dressed in a conservative floral frock. “Put 
a frame on it and put it on the wall.” Doc Resto’s computer is mocked as a museum piece, its 
uselessness rendering it suitable to be used only as art. It couldn’t even host a webcam: 
The viewer of the mystery onscreen converts the‘negative’ paranoid affect (any surprise 
194 Felski describes paranoid ‘critique’ as an authoritarian “glaring policeman,” whose job is “legislation, prohibition 
and interdiction”.
195 Lacan,, ‘Seminar on The Purloined Letter’, p. 283.
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is a bad surprise: no surprise) to positive. Performed as entertainment, viewers watch 
gleefully to have their paranoid expectations fulfilled and also defeated. 
Doc Resto wants to make his restaurant "hip and profitable" by providing internet access.
But not all bodies onscreen are equal. An image (such a Demme’s) of gendered violence 
that can be interpreted (by Halberstam) as gender-liberating does not perform in exactly the 
same way as another, made in a different cracker factory or, as Ngai puts it:“qualitative 
differences exist (as I believe they do) between works produced within the material conditions 
that give rise to an avant-garde and works produced under the auspices of official [verse] 
culture”.196 
The doctors and detectives discuss the killer's motives but the killer is never revealed. His 
appearance IRL would be disappointing: “Since he refuses to talk we may never find out.” 
His stalking does not produce him as a subject: in the end we’re not very interested.
If Hitchcock’s Rear Window contained paranoid invitations to create screen selves via 
the witnessing of virtual violence (and if ‘Rear Windows 98’ offered opportunities to rework 
paranoia via the campy replay of genre) ‘JenniCam’s’ narrativeless ‘banality’ did not. While 
Pamela Anderson showed nothing, so was thought to have everything to show, Jenni, 
showing everything, was thought a site of ‘nothing’. And she was cool with holding her 
viewers at a distance that was not ‘cool’, that—with no boundary between the sexual and 
‘banal’—she did not invite a ‘hot’ response. If cool critique’s ‘mistrust’ of its material means 
196 Ngai, ‘Bad Timing’, p. 10.
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it is always “negative”, writes Felski, then “critique in its positive aspects thus remains 
effectively”—like Jenni—“without content”. 
All the doctors and detectives, who deal with dead and living bodies, get together to cook 
and eat meat. 
Though her major was Economics, only after several months’ operation did ‘Jenni’ think 
of monetarising her ‘content’. JenniCam ceased operation in 2003. Steven Baldwin continued 
his critiques of “Rotten or Abandoned Websites” (“Has your own site been online (dead or 
alive) for more than a decade? We need to talk!”197) until October 2008. Baldwin is not 
forgotten: I found him because of Jenni.
(I message a friend: you’ve got to watch this; it’s killing me!)
197 Steve Baldwin, Ghost Sites of The Web <https://www.disobey.com/ghostsites/> [accessed 13 June, 2017].
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WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE A PUN?
WE REPRESENT YOU
I’m in a cafe looking at a picture called PYRAMID OF CAPITALIST SYSTEM, 
wondering where is, WE REPRESENT YOU?
In Madrid I walk down the Calle de Mira el Sol, then the Calle Espejo which sounds like 
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‘space’ but is a mirror. A linguistic image (a metaphor, a homonym, a pun) can lead me 
down the wrong etymological track. Mira sounds like mirror, but in Spanish it means 
‘Look!’.
Pre-screen, appearing only as I was named, little of me appeared at all. Entering the 
digital polis—as politics is now more than ever aesthetics198—seeing myself represented so 
198 “Mankind, which in Homer's time was an object of contemplation for the Olympian gods, now is one for itself. Its 
self-alienation has reached such a degree that it can experience its own destruction as an aesthetic pleasure of the first order. 
This is the situation of politics which Fascism is rendering aesthetic. Communism responds by politicizig art.” 
Benjamin, ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction’, p. 251. 
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little, how can I represent? 
What I was seeing—‘seeing' meaning ‘verifying’—was if I could cross Madrid without 
going down a street named after a man. In Madrid there are so many. To be worthy of 
representation is to be without qualifications—a doctor, not a 'lady doctor’—that is, to be a 
noun without adjectives. Of the 'need' to see a woman on a British banknote my ex—an 
educated white man—asks me, ‘why do we need this particular representation?’. Or he might 
have said, 'why do they?' Or 'why do you?’.
Onscreen I could represent in language like I am right now. The first law of logic is the 
law of identity (p if p) and it says that each thing is identical with it self. If, in representing, I 
substitute199 my name for an other, things get tautologous and we are both trivialised. But 
what can I use, which both is and is not my self-same material? An Echo, not even my own 
voice, but one that alters meaning nonetheless: a name.
Not that I go out of the house any more except to go to work, which is to another house. 
You can see it on my google timeline. None of those 10k walks I take in other cities. This city, 
up at an ungodly hour, is compelled to be itself each morning; what about me? Chasing my 
ghost in the windows of a city with no full length mirrors, I can always google myself. Cross 
the city like Perec or Hausmann or le Corbusier, modernist categorisation no longer makes 
sense. Does the division between the political and the domestic?
199 “A substitution is a finite mapping of variables to terms.”
Stanford.edu. An Introduction to Logic, 12.3 <http://intrologic.stanford.edu/notes/chapter_12.html> [accessed 20 
August, 2019].
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"People if you like to believe it can be made by their names,”200 wrote Gertrude Stein: 
they always have more than one, though the second law of logic is the law of non-
contradiction ¬ (p ∧ ¬p), which is contradictorily also called the law of contradiction. It says 
'I' cannot be one thing and an other. What if I call myself a not-name, like the artist Karen 
Eliot, who was not the name of any of her contributors? 'Karen Eliot' was a detective201 
(amongst other things) 'working' from 1994 to 1998. But she was also a group of male 
'Neoist' artists and writers who wrote a book on code, literature and the occult, its chapter 
headings citing men but no women: totally unnecessary naming?202 Aristotle could have died 
at age two, said Kripke, and so not satisfied the demands of his name. But would he have 
satisfied his gender?
A housewife? Is that one of my names? People think I don’t exist any more. I am not a 
modern subject. Yet where else would all the housework go?
The third law of logic is the law of excluded middle (p ∨ ¬p). It means if I can’t be called 
one I must be an other. This law sounds like I can be any other, but it’s just the law of non-
contradiction in disguise. If I’m not one thing, there’s only one other I can be.
Not ‘only a housewife’. I mean, I do other work too: a named profession, sometimes 
unpaid (if the kitchen is a factory floor, the workplace is also a home with its hierarchical 
affective relations: home is everywhere!). And now I’m paid for my house work, my labour 
200 Gertrude Stein, ‘Poetry and Grammar’, in Modern Essays on Writing and Style (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1969), p. 71. 
201 ‘Karen Eliot’, Karen Eliot’s MNK Investigation <http://www.andrewfox.co.uk/mnk/hismnk.html> [accessed 20 
August, 2019].
202 see Kripke, Naming and Necessity (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1980). In Kripke’s terms, ‘Karen Eliot’ is 
neither an a priori or post-priori name. 
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has a name. “Exploited as you may be, you are not that work,”203 wrote Federici: give your 
job a name and you can knock off at the end of your shift. When doing each kind of work, Am 
I That Name? Or another?
 
A name is a key. It can lock or unlock. I could call it a mode of address, like an address in 
a street in Madrid, an address I clean for money, or an address I clean for love, or an 
‘address’ in code, from which some thing can be ‘called’. Type in a name. It is a pass word; it 
is a word that allows passing. The name doesn’t have to be your name, it just has to be a 
name that you have. 
A nom-de-script name;204 how easily borrowed. A name is called at the point of 
challenge, as in a fairy tale:“speak, ‘traveller’, and enter”. In programming, a password 
attack is called ‘brute force’: RUN!






203 Federici, Wages Against Housework, p. 2.
204 The descriptivist theory of proper names states that a subject can be represented by a name that links to a number of 
tags, e.g.: Karen Eliot is a woman; Karen Elliot is a group of men; Karen Eliot is only a name. (Eliot, having no existence 
outside various ‘descriptions’ of her, can be said to be an identity relying on ‘metalinguistic’ naming.) But the name 
‘traveller’, which does not link to a proper name, can describe and be borrowed by anyone approaching the door. 

















“Sometimes,” wrote Judith Butler, “calling a group of people on the street a ‘revolution’ 
contributes to the effect of bringing about what it names”.206 
But sometimes naming has only the effect of bringing about only what it names. 
205 kojoney/fake_users <https://github.com/hydrogen18/kojoney/blob/master/fake_users> [accessed 4 March, 2019]
206 Judith Butler, ‘When Gesture Becomes Event’, p.  173.
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(MEME)SIS
“What if there were a hidden pleasure
In calling one thing
By another’s name."207
--Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories
Thinking I could live onscreen, I threw everything else away. The first thing I threw away 
was the old names, offscreen names—relational, material—also numbers that assigned a 
value, numbers like dress size and numbers or percentage scored, also the names of streets 
and cities and buildings that held me. Having a superfluity of the basest things, 
depersonalisation was necessarily my methodology. 
The second thing that happened onscreen is, everyone got new names, like it was Adam 
naming the animals but this time we got to name ourselves. Not that we had free choice—like 
Judith Butler wrote208—but we wore our names with a difference. The first thing we knew 
from names is, everyone had a story. Everyone had a narrative going on the whole time 
already, even the people who didn’t look like it; the mothers who were ‘just mothers’ and the 
just-admin-assistants, the just-cleaners and the just-delivery guys, and all the women who 
were too young, or too pretty, or too ugly or too old to look like they had any kind of 
narrative at all.
207 Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories, p. 72.
208 “The reading of ‘performativity’ as willful and arbitrary choice misses the point that the historicity of discourse 
and, in particular, the historicity of norms (the ‘chains’ of iteration invoked and dissimulated in the imperative utterance) 
constitute the power of discourse to enact what it names.” Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 187.
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I thought I could play the system; take on that name and queer the system, but 
don’t ever think you’re not 
'one of those people'. 
Iterability, says Derrida, is related to the Sanskrit for ‘other’. It ties “repetition to 
alterity”.209 To request ‘diversity’ is to demand authenticity of certain subjects; to demand the 
repetition of limited iterations, to ask that they be decisively ‘of’ or ’from’. 
To screen is to test for authenticity, as though enough passwords and verifications could 
indicate the presence of some kind of subject. But 'authentic' is not the screen standard. What 
the screen asks me is to like something. Why should I like it? Based on what I’m like. What 
am I like? I’m like what I like. ‘Meme’ mean ‘like’ as in ‘mimetic’ which comes from 
mineme the Greek for ‘imitated thing’. So memes are a likeness that is not the thing itself, 
and people can like them. They could like the memes’ likeness to what it was likened to, 
altered iterations which might be surprising or funny or ironic or sometimes similar-but-
dissimilar, but always a bit like.
The liking is binary: on/off. Onscreen, I can’t sort of like something. I have to sort it, like 
it or not. I can unlike something and if so, I must be unlike it. To be unlike is not to like 
anything.
(Everybody wanted to be some body. I just want someone to show me something 
beautiful.)
209 Derrida, ‘Signature Event Context’, p. 315.
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But ‘RTs are not endorsements’. To meme can stand in for an emotional event, allowing 
me to like without investment. This is because memes exist via ironic re-iteration, which J. L. 
Austin calls an 'etiolated' speech act, shrugging off iteration that is not also critique. Irony is a 
species thinking. Evolutionary, it’s reproduction with modulation. The word ‘meme’ is itself 
a meme, a modulation on ‘mimesis’, coined by Richard Dawkins in his 1976 book, The 
Selfish Gene (“everything ‘begins,’ then, with citation,”210 writes Derrida). But a meme does 
not have the 'code script' of DNA. Its process is 'chaotic', its telos, not to modulate to survive, 
but to survive in order to modulate. Its users are (electively, temporarily) not its species but 
its host.
Mod is a moderator (on a forum), whose job is to screen for authenticity, removing 
persistently a(non)ymous critics. Refusing to engage with identity, a(non) subject can make 
speech acts that appear less ‘etiolated’ as they are not necessarily at odds with a coherent 
subject position. As such, a(non) subject can sometimes get more likes. Onscreen a(non) 
subject can have more agency than an 'authenticated' subject. But an authenticated subject (as 
irony must have the idea of something to turn against) is more subject to memes, until its 
original identity and purpose is lost. ‘Mod' is also a mod-ule in a game, that (like a meme) 
works in tension with and against its host to mod-ify the play experience. 
Any performative utterance, says Derrida, can be modded: turned into a joke, reproduced, 
cited, memed. However, onscreen irony plays not on linguistic elegance but ‘failure’ (under 
the #fail sign of Turing’s proof of humanity). Offscreen, irony can be indicated by tone. 
210 Jacques Derrida, Dissemination (London: Bloomsbury Adacemic, 2004), p. 348.
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Onscreen, the ‘live’ quality of ironic delivery, diluted by vast distances of time, space, culture 
and duration, must be signalled by visual indicator: ;-) winkyface. Poe’s law211, a description 
of the workings of onscreen ‘irony’, proceeds like Epimenides’ Liars’ Paradox: All 
winkyfaces imply irony. I am winkyfacing ;-) so I’m telling you (sincerely) that I’m being 
ironic. Poe’s law is an autological concept (it does what it describes). Whether ‘Poe’ (who has 
never been identified) was being ironic (and undecidability is irony’s crucial component) 
when he stated “without a winking smiley or other blatant display of humor, it is utterly 
impossible to parody a Creationist in such a way that someone won't mistake for the genuine 
article”212 has never been decided. 
 “The jokes that stick in people’s minds,” wrote Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, “are the ones 
they don’t quite get”.213
WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE A BOT?214
A joke is a question
A joke is a question of what is like,
A joke is a question of what is like OR (non-exclusive or) unlike.
A joke is a question of what what is like for whom?
211 christianforums.com, Big contradictions in the evolution theory 
 <http://www.christianforums.com/threads/big-contradictions-in-the-evolution-theory.1962980/page-3> [accessed 7 
November, 2017].
212 christianforums.com, Big contradictions in the evolution theory 
213 Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, p. 9.
214 I am by no means the only writer who has modded the title of Thomas Nagel’s What is it Like to be a Bat?.
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“An organism has conscious mental states if and only if there is something that it is like 
to be that organism—something it is like for the organism. We may call this the subjective 
character of experience,”215 wrote Thomas Nagel. By a subject he means something whose 
experience is coherently describable rather “analyzable in terms of any explanatory system of 
functional states, or intentional states, since the second be ascribed to robots or automata that 
behaved like people though they experienced nothing”.216 What are you like? Consciousness 
is a simile: I mean it’s like what it is like.
Bina48 was the first robot to take a college level course (in 2017, on the ‘Philosophy of 
Love’). In 2018 she graduated to teach a philosophy course at Westpoint Military Academy. 
BINA48 stands for ‘Breakthrough Intelligence via Neural Architecture’. She is a clunky-
looking robot: just head and shoulders, her head a mess of visible wires housing an AI based 
on 100 hours of the uploaded experience of Bina Aspen Rothblatt, the wife of her creator, 
Martine Rothblatt. Martine is a white trans woman; BINA48 is black like Bina who, in her 
offline iteration, is also cis (can a robot be argued to have a race or gender?) but when people 
interview BINA48, the question is always the same: what is it like to be a woman?, which is 
also the question, what is it like to be a bot?, which is also Thomas Nagel's question, what is 
it like to be a bat? And the answer is always the same: there is nothing ‘like’ it. No one—
man, woman or robot—knows, because this state is not expressible in natural language,217 
which is structured with the bot/bat/woman as neither subject nor its inverse. The only 
215 Thomas Nagel, What is it like to be a Bat?/Wie eat es, ein Fledermaus zu sein? (Ditzingen: Reclam Philipp, 2016), 
p. 8. 
216 Nagel, What is it like to be a Bat?, p. 10.
217 “Reflection on what it is like to be a bat seems to lead us, therefore, to the conclusion that there are facts that do not 
consist in the truth of propositions expressible in a human language. We can be compelled to recognize the existence of such 
facts without being able to state or comprehend them.” Nagel, What is it like to be a Bat?, p. 22.
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difference is, bats use their own language. Bots and women must use the same languages as 
men. 
The words 'fake' and 'hoax' hover round iterations of femininity onscreen. In 2013 Ari 
Schlesinger (now a PhD student at Georgia Tech) questioned gendered hierarchies in the 
structures of coding language. In response the (notoriously male, notoriously misogynistic) 
4Chan launched a 'feminist' coding language, C+=, that avoided compiling (too hierarchical), 
objects (too ‘objectifying’), and other coding essentials. Taking metaphors literally, it 
replaced ‘heteronormative’ zeros and ones with ‘vaginal’ zeros and 'o's . The code was 
greeted as 'probably' a hoax and removed from the open-source coding site GitHub, but press 
reports seemed unsure whether C+= was in fact Schlesinger’s work; confused about which 
was the feminist critique and which its mock ‘negation’.218
“Experience is present in animals lacking language and thought,”219 wrote Nagel, but we 
cannot tell what it is like. Nagel does not deny that even non-animal entities may experience 
their own existence outside our descriptions of them, but he also asks, “does it make sense, in 
other words, to ask what my experiences are really like, as opposed to how they appear to 
me?”.220 His question answers itself: it might, but only ‘in other words’. 
“Other words”: Lack of language induces in them what swims in to fill language’s lack, 
which, as we have only language to fill the gap, is more language, produces language as a 
fundamentally metaphoric trip, and naming as a hermetic guessing game that cannot interact 
218 For example, The Register (19 December 2013), published an article that seemed to believe that C+= was the work 
of feminist coders, before publishing an apology <https://www.theregister.co.uk/2013/12/19/
feminist_software_foundation_c_plus_equality/> [accessed 10 December, 2017]/
219 Nagel, What is it like to be a Bat?, p. 44.
220 Nagel, What is it like to be a Bat?, p. 38.
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with what it describes, stretching metaphor to ‘pataphor. This may look like Metaphor as 
Mistake,221 that asks us to note the glitch, as we leap the triangulated gap between the speaker 
and the object, that hinges on the intermediate word, but that there is nothing accidental in the 
imperfect nature of the process of bringing together of one name and another via the third. A 
digital ‘woman’ like BINA48 necessarily exists as pure metaphor, her subjectivity, a 
‘randomness’ that demands apophenic/paranoid reading via the ‘etiolated’ speech acts of 
poetry and jokes. 
Or is does that apply to all women online?
Or does that apply to all women?
WHEN IS A GIRL NOT A GIRL?
Always. 




What’s the difference between a girl and a bag of cocaine?
jokes
32 Comments
221 “This ‘error’, the act of symbolisation, is itself the instrument of knowing... as men, who must know one thing 
through the mirror of another.” Walter Percy, ‘Metaphor as Mistake’, in  The Message in the Bottle: How Queer Man Is, 
How Queer Language Is, and What One Has to Do with the Other(New York: Picador, 2000), pp. 81-2.
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It's a real cigarette!
Share Report Save222
In uttering a speech act, "I must not be joking," wrote Austin. The languages of code don't 
allow for flexible meanings, says Katherine Hayles: there is no such thing as net-aphor, 
leaving little room for punning. How can a bot make a joke?
A speech act can be a kind of joke, wrote Searle, like:
“The chicken is ready to eat,”
Vs
“The chicken is ready to eat”.223
222 JokesGPT2bot, on Reddit <https://www.reddit.com/user/jokesGPT2Bot/> [accessed 20 April, 2019]
223 John Searle, ‘End of the Revolution’, in The New York Review of Books, 28 February, 2002 <https://
www.nybooks.com/articles/2002/02/28/end-of-the-revolution/> [accessed 20 September, 2017].
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Austin disagrees: in uttering a speech act, "I must not be joking". Code doesn't allow for 
flexible meanings, says Katherine Hayles: there is no such thing as net-aphor, leaving little 
room for punning. How can a bot make a joke?
The JokesGPT2Bot r/SubSimulator is trained to make jokes based on Reddit content. It 
uses GPT-2, an advanced model of a Markov generator that scrapes other Reddit feeds to 
generate predictive text. Observed patterns are repeated: garbage in, garbage out. Every hour 
the bot starts a thread then, every three minutes, a randomly-selected bot responds. Some bots 
will have conversations with bots sampling from the same thread, others with bots sampled 
from different threads. Sometimes it’s one bot joking with itself. 
(A bot can only tell itself a joke it already knows.)
Are bot jokes funny?
Are we laughing at, or laughing with?
Who is doing this laughing? And where?
J. L. Austin walks into a bar. He wants to tell me a joke: What's the difference between 
what you do ‘in’ saying something (illocutionary) and what you do ‘by’ saying something 
(perlocutionary)?
What is the difference? is the prelude to a joke.
The chicken joke is the difference between subject and object.
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Sigmund Freud walks into the bar. He wants to tell me a joke, and it’s not only an 
illocutionary but a perlocutionary joke, “a joke which makes use of foolishness for some 
purpose, and which has something hidden behind it. But what? At this moment, it is true, that 
is something we cannot tell.”224 This is what Freud called a “tendentious” joke. It is also a 
cryptological joke.
An encrypted code works like a speech act in that it is only successful if the hearer can 
infer the meaning, as John Gordon pointed out in his after dinner speech about Alice and 
Bob, who gender the placeholder letters A and B in thought experiments designed to test the 
limits of online encryption.“Now cryptographers,” he says, “are very peculiar people. They 
have very devious minds. Sometimes they encrypt jokes. Security agencies call these "Covert 
Jokes". People who make them are CryptoLaffers.”225 I can’t tell if this is something IRL or 
if he’s joking. 
It’s true that there are many jokes about Bob and Alice,226 and not many of them are very 
funny. In the jokes Bob usually talks to another guy (often the ‘barman’) while Alice rarely 
speaks, but exhibits (often bizarrely sexual) behaviour that illustrates the joke. ‘Alice’ is not 
the teller of the joke, and she is not the hearer. She is something in-between. If the jokes are 
not funny, what are they?
A tendentious joke is a kind of pathological gesture, linguistically pathological because it 
is not a directly performative speech act, but a speech act used for the performance of an 
224 Sigmund Freud, The Joke and its Relation to the Unconscious, (London: Penguin Classics, 2002), p. 51.
225 Gordon, ‘The Alice and Bob After Dinner Speech’.
226 Denzil Rodrigues, Alice and Bob Jokes https://web.archive.org/web/20060619074924/http://rogers.phy.bris.ac.uk/
denzil/denweb4.html [accessed 7 September, 2018].
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intention that's hidden in plain sight, which Austin called “not serious, but in many ways 
parasitic upon its normal use-ways”.227 The tendentious joke is the screen that makes 
acceptable a public performance of desire, erotic or aggressive. “in the service of such a 
purpose; it becomes tendentious…228 Only the joke that has a tendency or intention runs the 
risk of coming up against persons who do not want to listen to it.” 229
To ‘get’ an Alice and Bob joke, the listener must already ‘get’ that a woman is a joke. 
Without knowing that a woman is a particular kind of failed performance of gender encrusted 
on humanity, there would be no punchline. If a woman is present when an Alice and Bob joke 
is told, it gains the additional effect of becoming ‘tendentious’, relying on the indirect object 
of the joke witnessing and understanding but not protesting the joke, or protesting the joke 
and bringing attention to the fact that she has noticed what a joke she is. 
Punchline: according to Butler, there is no sex or gender on whose behalf we can be 
outraged. But the violence of a tendentious joke is still directed wherever ‘we’ can 
collectively be called and, in programming terms, the joke is ‘called’ whenever ‘we’ can be 
said to manifest. All my life I have been subject to these jokes: as their object. This 
experience of ‘funny’= scare has so dominated my experience of jokes that humour has 
never, for me, had a primarily ‘funny’ affect, though I have had to participate in a cognitive 
dissonance that it has. How do I answer a joke that constructs my identity not via 
participatory humour—as I am not its respondent but its tendentious object—but via attack? 
227 Austin, How to Do Things With Words, pp. 21-22.
228 Freud, The Joke and its Relation to the Unconscious,  p. 87.
229 Freud, The Joke and its Relation to the Unconscious,  p. 192.
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This algorithm has two branches:
1) A ‘cool’ girl is a girl who can laugh at a sexist joke. She is also a girl who does not 
exist, even in Gillian Flynn’s 2012 thriller, Gone Girl, in which the (female) protagonist rants 
about a (virtual) woman who is both like a man, and what a man is assumed to like; who 
“pretends” she “adores football, poker, dirty jokes, and burping, who plays video games, 
drinks cheap beer, loves threesomes and anal sex”.230 
2) The opposite of a cool girl Sara Ahmed’s ‘Feminist Killjoy’. A Killjoy is not cool with 
the tendentious joke that attacks her and she speaks against it. 
Sticks and stones: Kristeva writes that “phobia bears the marks of the frailty of the 
subject's signifying system,”231 and “consider[s] the phobic person as a subject in want of 
metaphoricalness.”232 Like Austin, in refusing to ‘take’ the joke, the Killjoy has to take 
language at its word. She will “refuse to laugh when jokes are not funny,”233 declining to 
admit that humour itself is not an unambiguously ‘positive’ affect, and that the tendentious 
joke has a fundamental place in its canon. Though a useful strategy, the Killjoy’s is one of the 
twin reactions the teller (equally) desires—an exhibition of anger/scare from the joke’s 
object, as much as a self-objctifying willingness to ‘take the joke’—both of which play to the 
teller’s dominance.  Humour has always played with its own negation: take what I say 
seriously and the joke’s on you; take it as a joke: same result (Poe’s Law). I’d add a sub-law: 
the more ‘tendentious’ the content—the more it triangulates on a third party, the more scare a 
230 Gillian Flynn, Gone Girl (London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 2012), p. 210.
231 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 35. 
232 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 37.
233 Ahmed, Living a Feminist Life, p. 157.
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joke is likely to produce—the more strongly the ambiguity produced by Poe’s law manifests.
From what abject position can ‘we’ execute the almost impossible somersault from this 
position of <humour = scare> into a subject position with a comic timing, that pre- and post-
exists 'femininity’—or an[y] other object position—while still refusing to be the cool girl 
who can take a joke?
“With the borderline patient,” writes Kristeva, in a section on the ‘alien’ nature of 
language in Powers of Horror, “sense does not emerge out of non-sense, metaphorical or 
witty though it might be. On the contrary, non-sense runs through signs and sense, and the 
resulting manipulation of words is not an intellectual play but, without any laughter”234. He 
(sic) looks to the analyst to “build up an imagination for him”.235 Kristeva prescribes a joke 
cure for nonmetaphoricity, reattaching multiple meanings to words: “It will then fall upon 
analysis to give back a memory, hence a language, to the unnamable and namable states of 
fear… holding up a fetishist screen, that of the word, before a dissolving fear.” 236
A fetish is an object that is also a joke. 
A fetish is a pun because it knows there is a body somewhere.
A screen, like a word, is a trick-mirror venue for a fetish. Some users acknowledge that 
the body it screens is important; others will sacrifice that body to the pun. 
‘Eve’ is the third person in the Alice/Bob cryptology scenario. Eve is an eavesdropper, a 
234 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 50.
235 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 51.
236 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 37.
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codebreaker and a misinformer. She accesses and modifies the information and then forwards 
it in an attempt to break the code, and misinform the recipient, in what is is called a ‘middle-
man’ attack. Turning the meaning of what is encoded, Eve is neither a Cool Girl nor a 
Killjoy. 
Eve walks into a bar, taking a dead joke. The bar might be a room onscreen, like a 
chatroom, or a forum, or Twitter. She does not take the joke, but continues to take the joke 
with her, she doesn’t let it dissolve into either laughter or insult. Something about it persists 
in feeling wrong. She persists. It brings the listener to a halt.
Online Poe’s law ensure that jokes are never without the possibility of being serious, as 
the screen is the venue for outrage as much as humour. Outrage is always empathetic 
(#MeToo). “It is worth noting that we are only able to find this humiliation of a human being 
comical,” writes Freud, “in the case of empathy”.237 While I would argue that this comic 
empathy relies on abjection (the isolating and rejecting of the object of the joke, based the 
failures, with which we identify) there is a kind of humour that relies on repeating a joke that 
is not funny, but is not tendentious either. This is not a pun-based approach, though it does 
rely on modded iteration, producing Kristeva’s re-production of the word-as-fetish not as a 
verbal pun but embodied in the push-pull of ‘word + image’, which, together, create a venue 
baggier with space for the play of modded identification—a meme.
Why are all the teens wearing Friends t-shirts (a “safe, harmless, goofy”238 TV show 
237 Freud, The Joke and its Relation to the Unconscious,  p. 192.
238 Lincoln Michel, @TheLincoln, Twitter <https://twitter.com/TheLincoln/status/1167413606872469507> [accessed 30 
August, 2019].
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from their parents’ youth) @housleydave,239 a self-confessed Twitter ‘old’, wants to know. 
“At the very real risk of oldsplaining,” tweets @mscongo (the writer Melanie Conroy-Gold, 
according to Google aged 46 at the time of writing), “I think a lot of z humor operates like a 
meme. The humor & pleasure come from repetition in an unlikely context. Friends can only 
be funny in 2019”.240 
239 Dave Houseley @housleydave <https://twitter.com/housleydave/status/1167187882316054528> [accessed 30 
August, 2019].
240 Melanie Conroy-Goldman, @mscongo, Twitter <https://twitter.com/mscongo/status/1167394097000304640> 
[accessed 30 August, 2019]
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DEATH OF THE GIRL
THERE ARE NO GIRLS ON THE INTERNET241
(But also: 
On the internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.)242
Violante in the pantry...
“Are women human?”243 asks Catharine MacKinnon. I heard a story about the legal 
theorist repeated by my ex, also a lawyer, from someone who, attending a conference dinner 
at which MacKinnon was the much-feted keynote, claimed he witnessed her empty the 
leftover dinner rolls from her own, and other table settings into her bag. 
Violante in the pantry,
—wrote Anne Carson
in The Glass Essay—
Gnawing at a mutton bone. 244
241 This phrase has been interpreted in several ways: as an indicator that—especially in interactive role-playing games 
(MUDs—Multi-User Dungeons), men have used female avatars to experiment with gender identity, and as a challenge (by 
4Chan users) that, consequently, women must prove themselves to be female via a ‘live’ image Turing Test (“TITS or 
GTFO”). ‘Lindell’, ‘There are no Girls on the Internet’, KnowYourMeme.com <https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/there-
are-no-girls-on-the-internet> [accessed 20 September, 2019].
242 Interestingly, unlike “There are no girls on the internet,” the origin of this phrase is traceable to one source, in 
traditional print media, Peter Steiner’s cartoon in The New Yorker. 
Peter Steiner, ‘On the internet, nobody knows you’re a dog’, The New Yorker, 5 July, 1993.
243 Catharine MacKinnon, Are Women Human (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006).
244 Anne Carson, ‘The Glass Essay’, in Glass, Irony and God (New York: New Directions, 1996), p. 13.
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Violante would not be the quite same if written about a man. I don’t know if the teller 
thought MacKinnon’s act was funny because it made her less human, or less female? 
Comedy, wrote Henri Bergson, is the mechanical encrusted on the human. He didn't mean 
literal cyborgs; he meant it's funny when a human acts like a machine—“WE LAUGH 
EVERY TIME A PERSON GIVES US THE IMPRESSION OF BEING A THING”245—and 
the fun is in witnessing the failure. Wit, writes James Geary,246 shares a linguistic ancestor 
with the Sanskrit ‘vid’—to perceive—and has relations in various European languages via 
both ‘witness’ (see also ‘autopsy’) and ‘wisdom’. A witticism is observational humour. It is 
also a form of knowledge.
Self-knowledge is subject to the ego, which Freud described via visual metaphor, as a 
“projection of a surface”247. ‘Of’ a surface, not ‘on a surface’: a trick door, a trapdoor, a 
screen, what’s illusory is its solidity. Lacan’s ego is first encountered via the infant’s 
reflection in a mirror248. His interface is solid but the image is not. Seeing yourself reflected, 
you know it’s not ‘you’, and the more you see, the more you know that what’s seen is not 
your self. 
What is the difference between eye and ‘I’? Self is something, wrote Sartre in Being and 
Nothingness, that is caught in the act, seen doing something it wouldn't admit out loud. So the 
245 Henri Bergson, Laughter: an Essay on the Meaning of Comic (Scott’s Valley: CreateSpace Independent Publishing 
Platform, 2018), p. xxiv.
246 James Geary, ‘In Defense of Puns’, in The Paris Review Daily, 15 November 2018 <https://
www.theparisreview.org/blog/2018/11/15/in-defense-of-puns/> [accessed 15 November, 2018). 
247 Sigmund Freud, ‘The Ego and the Id’, in Beyond the Pleasure Principle (London: Penguin, 2003), p. 117. 
248 This “activity has a specific meaning up to the age of eighteen months, and reveals both a libidinal dynamism that 
has hitherto remained problematic and an ontological structure of the human world that fits in with my reflections on 
paranoiac knowledge”.
Jacques Lacan,  ‘The Mirror Stage as Formative of the I Function as Revealed in Psychoanalytic Experience’, in Ecrits, 
(New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2007), p. 76.
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subject is silent but visible, and describable in words which, heard or read back, prompt 
“recognition of the fact that I am indeed that object which the Other is looking at and 
judging”.249 Sartrean self is relational—unlike Lacan’s solipsistic child it cannot identify 
itself—and it is social, relying on a shared standard of judgement. All these selves—
Freudian, Lacanian, Sartrean—are paranoid. They are also Bergsonian, a visual (slapstick) 
joke. Humanity (as in the Turing test) is a display of failure, plus the attempt to cover that 
failure up, measured by the gap between the object and its objective. 
But woman is never quite a paranoid subject. “I don’t like the look of your wife,”250 jokes 
Freud (as with Violante, would the joke work as well with ‘husband’?). Violante’s 
transgression looks bad (the ideal woman consumes without appearing to), but Freud’s 
observation does not cause her to be conscious of ‘self’ in Sartrean, or psychological terms. A 
woman is never quite caught at it, as the what Frued identifies her by is nothing to be seen. 
“Because it has neither ‘truth’ nor ‘copies’, nothing of its ‘own’, this (so-called) female 
sexuality, this women’s sex/organ will blind anyone taken up in its question,”251 writes 
Irigaray. ‘Woman’ is what is never directly visible. If, as the art critic John Berger wrote, 
“men look at women,” and “women watch themselves being looked at,”252 neither act can 
make her a subject. Observing a woman reinforces the subjectivity of her viewer, and re-
creates her as a Bergsonian comic object.
 Women cannot profitably give themselves over to self-reflection, says Irigaray, as—in 
the act of being seen—they function as masculinity’s defining mirror. In order to see 
249 Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness (Abingdon: Routledge, 2003), p. 285.
250 Freud, The Joke and its Relation to the Unconscious,  p. 30. 
251 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, p. 80.
252 John Berger, Ways of Seeing (London: Penguin, 2008), p. 47. 
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themselves, they need a more ‘speculative’ instrument. This might be ‘speculative fiction’, a 
genre associated with sci-fi. Monique Wittig’s future Guérillères, living without men, find 
mirrors do not reflect, but blind them: “dazed by the reflections over which they pass. Their 
limbs gain no adhesion anywhere. Vertically or horizontally it is the same mirror, neither hot 
nor cold, it is the same brilliance, which nowhere holds them fast… they are prisoners of the 
mirror”.253 Wittig’s is a novel notably without descriptions of appearance: an experiment in 
evoking a society through invocation. Her ‘characters’ can hardly be called individuals: their 
voice is communal. In Marlen Haushofer’s, The Wall, her heroine is trapped in a post-
apocalyptic bubble, perhaps the last woman on earth. She looks in the mirror and does not see 
a face: “As there were no human beings left alive to love this face it struck me as quite 
superfluous.”254 There is no one left to watch herself being looked at, not even an internalised 
man. 
How do I look..?
But a screen is not a mirror. Onscreen women do not watch themselves but bring to life 
Berger’s maxim via a medium that allows them—and subjects them to—a degree of aesthetic 
control. “I recognize my image as sign and change in order to signify,”255 writes Kristeva. 
She “notes the heterogeneity of the Freudian sign. This sign is articulated as establishing a 
relation between word Presentation and object Presentation (which becomes thing 
Presentation as early as 1915)”.256 This made sense in the silent screen era in which Freud 
was writing, when onscreen action was gestural, and words were screened but not heard. 
253 Monique Wittig, Les Guérillères, 30-1.
254 Marlen Haushofer, The WalI (Jersey City: Cleis Press, 2013), p. 203.
255 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 14.
256 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 51.
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“One might think that Freud's later concern with neurotic discourse had centred his thought 
solely on the relation between sound image and visual image,”257 Kristeva continues, without 
making a link to the arrival of cinematic sound.
…And how do I look?
"Men seldom make passes at girls who wear glasses,”258 (McLuhan, writing in 1963, as 
the big screen was eaten up by the small, quotes screenwriter Dorothy Parker), as though, 
appearing to want to look, women become too transparent to fulfil their function of being 
looked at. “Glasses intensify the outward-going vision, and fill in the feminine image 
exceedingly, Marion the Librarian notwithstanding.” Who is looking in this sentence? 
McLuhan conflates the spectacle-wearer with the spectacle seen by the viewer: subjectivity 
slides from the looker (‘she’s a looker’) to the ‘looker’ (viewer). But dark glasses are cool as 
McLuhan’s ‘cool media’ is cool: not worn to see but to be invite being looked at: “Dark 
glasses, on the other hand, elevate the inscrutable and inaccessible image that invites a great 
deal of participation and completion”.259 Perhaps surprisingly McLuhan characterises the 
‘cool’ star, the star whose power comes, like Derrida’s ‘woman’, or ‘truth’ from his “veiled 
enigma of proximation,”260 as male: “Most TV stars are men that is, 'cool characters’, while 
most movie stars are women since they can be presented as ‘hot’ characters”.261 
Notwithstanding which screen stars McLuhan finds hot, a woman—a ‘looker’ who also looks
—is giving out TMI.
257 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 52.
258 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 31.
259 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 34.
260 Derrida, Spurs, p. 49.
261 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 347.
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The TV screen, Baudrillard disagrees, produces "a wondrous absence of activity... the 
enjoyment this procures is comparable to that derived, on another plane, from seeing without 
being seen”.262 If a subject—Freudian, Lacanian, Sartrean—must see himself to be seen, is 
the activity of seeing without being seen a wondrous absence of self? 
I feel seen, tweets a friend: a rueful digital admission.
To ‘feel’ ‘seen’: both a Sartrean recognition of subjectivity, and a threat.
On the big and the small screen, viewers typically watch people who are not themselves. 
But to see your own image, and to see that others see it too, without being seen to see it is 
seen, is the digital screen ego. Online subjectivity, like paranoid subjectivity, is relational. 
But its coherence relies not on being externally condemned or found lacking, but ‘liked’, 
envied, found ‘cute’, which are the parameters Sianne Ngai (in Ugly Feelings’ and Our 
Aesthetic Categories) characterises as ‘minor’ and also minoriatian: feminised or racialised, 
and sometimes both. 
Do you see how Instagram girls hide their faces behind their phones, screened with a mini 
version of the screen, in the act of screening (hiding-while-photographing) themselves?  
What kind of subjects are they? On the digital screen, are there any other kind? There were 
always girl on the internet but they didn't stand out because, online, everyone who isn't a girl 
might be giving a ‘girl’ performance, and everyone who is a girl too, all obliged to occupy a 
position somewhere along the McLuhanian thermostatic scale of pay and/or display. Or, to 
262 Jean Beaudrillard, The System of Objects, (London: Verso, 1996), p. 111.
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paraphrase Andrea Long Chu263 in her recent work on gender perhaps, also online, 
“everyone's a girl and everyone hates it”.264 
“Identity as such," writes MacKinnon, "was not our issue”265 as, legally, MacKinnon 
claims, only a being whose subjectivity is already recognised can be accorded ‘human’ rights. 
MacKinnnon must proceed piecemeal, bringing each wrong of women into the category of a 
wrong done to a subject, using the experience of the non-human not to establish the definition 
not of ‘woman’, but to expand that of human. This (non) identity cannot but be made of 
complaint. Proceeding via complaints may grant agency but agency, MacKinnon complains, 
it guarantees neither rights nor power. 
Nevertheless, agency can be used by non-subjects. 
(Violante: I got home drunk, nothing in the house, took a piece of cheese out of the 
freezer and chewed it until it thawed.)
POPULAR MISS-CONCEPTIONS
A piece of porn: a man and a woman, playing boss and secretary. Fucked from behind 
over an office chair she picks up the phone and answers (an echo on the line of Edison’s first 
demand,“Watson I need you.”), “I’m coming”. 
263 Andrea Long Chu, Females (London: Verso, 2019), p.22.
264 Andrea Long Chu, Females (London: Verso, 2019), p.22.
265 MacKinnon, Are Women Human?, p. 47. 
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What is a screen? interfaces with, what is a woman? A screen, says Irigaray, is a 
necessary interface giving (male) desire legitimizing boundaries: “Virginity, represented by 
the hymen, would thus be the thing, which in its very figuration of the impossible, in its 
virtual role of negation, permits incest (“she isn’t my mother because she isn’t a mother 
yet)”.266 Virginity is an enabling screen for the son to distance his desire for any particular 
woman from his desire for his mother.  
A woman—simultaneously sex object, facilitating interface, and boundary—is an 
interface for getting through—to what? Not to a ‘woman' but to a girl online. What’s a girl to 
do with communication technology? I mean both ‘why is a girl like a screen?’ and ‘what is 
she doing in front of it/on it?’ Why, selling herself of course, writes McLuhan: “The 
telephone, in the case of the call-girl, is like the typewriter that fuses the functions of 
composition and publication”,267 Offering aural sex (as in Nicholson Baker’s Vox) it can also 
be the instrument of pleasure. 
McLuhan calls her a call girl not because she calls, but because she comes when she is 
called. Like the sex worker enacting office work onscreen, a girl is always on the receiving 
end. Avital Ronell’s The Telephone Book begins in media res of a call: “We are inclined to 
place the telephone not so much at the origin of some reflection but as a response,”268 
evidence that no creation myth, certainly not that of the phone itself, should be first person 
(male) singular: “as with shoes, the telephone, or a schizophrenic, Alexander Graham Bell 
266 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, p. 33.
267 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. .290.
268 Ronell, The Telephone Book, p. 3/
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was not one, but a pair”.269 
If a telephone call is somewhere between a contract and a folie à deux (Ronell says we 
not only ‘accept’ the call, but that the ear calls for it), a digital screen is content to sit in the 
background, a cool medium inviting—no, demanding—involvement. Is there a readiness we 
experience in front of the screen as Heidegger does before a ‘call’ ? Sitting in front of a 
screen seems—better than the telephone—to fulfil Werner Hamacher’s criteria that “Is it not 
rather the case that the minimal condition to be able to hear something as something lies in 
my comprehending it neither as destined for me nor as somehow oriented toward someone 
else?”.270 
Now we have call screening, the telephone guarantees a particular correspondent, but to 
sit in front of the digital screen is to expect what used to be called a ‘nuisance call’, an 
annoyance of a particular kind delivered anonymously in the first person. It was usually made 
by a man hoping to encounter a vulnerable receiver, a woman (preferably inexperienced—a 
‘girl') or a child. The instrument might have been technology, and the secondary instrument, 
sex, but both served as a venue for a demonstration of scare (encrypted violence). Often the 
caller says nothing but invites a response to an unseen (and often barely heard) performance.
Technologically-enabled sex is both an invitation and a prophylactic: it facilitates an act 
that generates something, while screening biological generation. Providing only an illusion of 
‘liveness’271—as any mediated live act is a ‘transcription’, I mean a work of art—technology 
269 Ronell, The Telephone Book, p. 227.
270 Werner Hamacher, ‘Interventions’, in Qui Parle:Journal of Literary Studies, Vol. 1.No. 2 (1987), p. 38.
271 This liveness being “not an ontological reality but rather an imaginary relationship to the conditions by which reality 
is produced and perceived”.
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is an unreliable hymen spread out across non-linear, technological time. Somewhat 
hilariously incredulous that the phone’s umbilical cord might be a party line for those 
unlikely bedmates, the ‘before’ and ‘after’ of sex and motherhood, McLuhan notes with 
surprise that the “call-girl not only lives at home, she may be a matron”272. Sadie Plant writes 
that late 19th century telegraph offices recruited young women, no experience necessary.273 
Or perhaps what was necessary was their renewable inexperience. The mother back-pedals in 
time existing onscreen as “not a mother yet”. If the e-mail is post-but-modern, and if 
posthuman autocorrects, on my writing software, to postman, is the ‘post-man’ a post-girl?
 Post is what comes after: a report on the event. “Imagine the day," writes Derrida, in The 
Post Card, "when we will be able to send sperm by post card,” or—in the age of digital 
reproduction—by email or DM. But who, as Derrida also asks, is the real recipient? Lacan 
answers, “Might a letter on which the sender retains certain rights then not quite belong to the 
person to whom it is addressed? Or might it be that the latter was never the real receiver?”274: 
return to sender, or, to speak digitally, ‘delivery to the following recipients failed 
permanently’. 
What technology propagates is technology. (“Like the bees in the plant world, men have 
always been the sex organs of the technological world,”275). In My Mother Was a Computer, 
N. Katherine Hayles writes about Henry James' story The Girl in the Cage, which is also the 
story of the cage in the girl. His heroine, a postal clerk, like Marguerite Pantaine, though not, 
Sianne Ngai, ‘Bad Timing’, pp. 32-3.
272 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 290.
273 Sadie Plant, Zeros and Ones, (London: Fourth Estate, 1998), p. 117
274 Lacan, ‘Seminar on the Purloined Letter’, p. 284.
275 McLuhan, Understanding Media, 239
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like her, also a mother, seeds a love message between her betters with her own ‘creative 
writing’, a cryptographic ‘Eve’. James’ clerk was not the ‘real receiver’ (was that a matter of 
her not being the intended receiver, or her being a receiver that was not ‘real’?) but, going 
one further than Lacan, neither did she retain the rights of the real sender. “What forms of 
‘responding’ are ultimately available to subjects when heeding the call to respond 
properly?”276 asks Sianne Ngai, examining Juliana Spahr’s ‘transcription’ of the barely 
consensual vocabularies of work—though she might as well have said, romance—forms that, 
once used, begin to construct the subjectivity of the helpless user. James’ postal clerk does 
not respond ‘properly’ but improperly. Instead of paper, the lovers use the telegraph, the 
forerunner of the computer running on code, words encrypted into zeros and ones. 
Technology allows the post-girl to become pornography as she parallels the lover’s words 
until (like a porn clip left on as a background to sex) she becomes an erotic sideshow to the 
lovers’ performance. 
The ‘girl’ is greedy for connection in what Hayles calls the “regime of [data] scarcity”277 
so different from our digital “dream of information”. James’s postal clerk’s access to data was 
about being in the right place at the right time. The digital post-girl has to be in the right time 
at the right time. As the ‘unreal receiver’, she might be, according to Sianne Ngai, 
constrained to be guilty of ‘bad timing’—of asserting her subjectivity in second-hand forms.
But it is only because she is ‘post’ that she can go between, that she can appear at all. 
Using/being used by the ‘forms of responding’ of the letter she purloined, the material 
available, what is the message she sends?
276 Ngai, ‘Bad Timing’, p. 25-6.
277 N. Katherine Hayles,  My Mother was a Computer, p. 62. 
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The cool post-girl delivers a joke, delivers a letter. Perhaps it's instant message.
CUTE SUITE
“She was like art. I mean, she was an object that had been very strongly, effectively 
created.”278—Robert Rauschenberg, in Edie: An American Biography.
“Technology in some way is always implicated in the feminine. It is young; it is 
thingly.”279—Avital Ronell, The Telephone Book.
If:
The mechanical encrusted on the human causes comic,
Then:
The human encrusted on the mechanical causes cute.
Like comedy, cute relies on pratfalls but, where pratfalls expose the ‘human’ that was 
there all along, cute things just get more thinglike; drop them and they bounce. A traditional 
work of art can’t be cute because cute’s bounceback is neither abject nor sublime but  
immanent. Like the post-girl’s renewable, sexualised innocence, it cannot be 'spoiled'. Cute 
also induces a performance of care without consequences and without end, particularly 
dangerous for anyone from whom care is expected yet unrecompensed. It's very difficult to 
278 Jean Stein and George Plimpton, Edie: An American Biography (New York: Dell Pub. Co., 1983), p. 203.
279 Ronell, The Telephone Book, p. 207.
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'kill' a plastic doll: the ‘grasping’ it induces (Ngai280) has little effect on its unyielding 
contours. Draw on its face, yank out its hair: it’s still smiling. Already aged eight I could see 
that looking after a rubber baby was suspiciously like work (a young girl looking after a doll 
is cute on cute). So cute is something to do with labour. Can cute be a job of work?
Only some humans are become cute objects: “A man is not a thing,” wrote Heidegger, 
putting the 'it' in 'it-girl'. “It is true that we speak of a young girl faced with a task that is too 
difficult for her as being a young thing, still too young for it, but only because we feel being 
human in a certain way is missing here”.281 If human subjectivity is failure, girlhood is the 
cycling of inexperience: a failure to fail. “What seems to be taking shape is that which 
advances her as that which falls short of a task,” (Ronell), “but it also evokes the affined 
Freudian complaint concerning the all too self-contained woman of narcissism: the self-
sufficient pose of the somewhat auto-engendering thing.”282 A ‘girl’ can pass from being a 
‘thing’ to a 'woman' with time, but that’s her loss: a thing is for all time. It’s a temporal 
commodity, as a SPIME283 is a virtual commodity, existing—as Bruce Sterling, the sci-fi 
author who coined that word explains—across time and space. Girlhood is a thing because 
time doesn’t touch it. Just as Alice in Wonderland, it experiences, but does not learn. A girl is 
a loop without feedback, an instance, a point. 
A thing is lacking for all time? An enviable situation! The actress, Gwyneth Paltrow, runs 
280 In “its exaggerated passivity and vulnerability, the cute object is as often intended to excite a consumer’s sadistic 
desires for mastery and control… hence things are cutest when “in the middle of a pratfall or a blunder”.” Ngai quotes 
Daniel Harris’s, Cute, Quaint, Hungry, and Romantic: The Aesthetics of Consumerism (NewYork: Da Capo Press, 2001) in 
‘The Cuteness of the Avant-Garde’, p.817.  
281 Heidegger, Poetry Language Thought, p. 21.
282 Ronell, The Telephone Book, p. 211.
283 “‘SPIMES’ are manufactured objects whose informational support is so overwhelmingly extensive and rich that they 
are regarded as material instantiations of an immaterial system. SPIMES begin and end as data. They are designed on 
screens, fabricated by digital means, and precisely tracked through space and time through- out their earthly sojourn.”
Bruce Sterling, Shaping Things (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2005), p. 11.
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a website called Goop (or is it gallerte?), whose objective is objects. In an article in The New 
York Times Magazine, she says she started the site to preserve her readers’ state of infinite 
lack: she “only ever wanted to be someone who recommended things”.284 “It’s crucial to me 
that we remain aspirational,” says Paltrow. “Not in price point, because content is always 
free”. But the things she recommends never come for free. Money is never cute except when 
cutely encrypted in objects. To ‘aspire’ to ‘things’, is to work both with, and against, time. 




which are her sisters,”285
writes Tiqqun in its Preliminary Materials for a Theory of the Young Girl.
(And I can’t help but wonder: is girlhood still a thing?
And also:
Why is it some thing rather than no thing?)
The girl is what can be seen to do no thing, or nothing that can be called any thing. Maybe 
they go home and update their Instagrams, said the old male artist in the cafe with me in 
Paris, watching the young girls go by. Not caught at anything, the girls didn’t seem to be any 
one. And he was disgusted because, whatever he imagined they did, he could categorise it 
neither as work nor art. 
284 Taffy Brodesser-Ackner, ‘How Goop’s Haters Made Gwyneth Paltrow’s Company Worth $250 Million’, in The 
New York Times Magazine,  25 July 2018, <https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/25/magazine/big-business-gwyneth-paltrow-
wellness.html> [accessed 25 July, 2018].
285 Tiqqun Preliminary Materials for a Theory of the Young-Girl (Pasadena: Semiotext(e), 2012), p. 81.
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Some artworks are indistinguishable from adverts. For five months in 2014 the 
Argentinian artist Amalia Ulman ran a project on her personal Instagram, @amaliaulman:286 
a rakes progress of the artist as a young influencer, she self-incarnated as ‘cute girl’, ‘sugar 
baby’, then ‘life goddess’ (Ulman’s terms). In Excellences & Perfections, wrote Nora 
Caplan-Bricker at Slate Magazine:287 “Ulman faked a boob job and a breakdown for her 
second storyline, which was inspired by Kim Kardashian”. Slate headlines Ulman’s work as a 
‘hoax’ (as do many other reports) because she did not reveal that the project was not identical 
with her life until it was over. Who was hoaxed? Where was the art located? Ulman is 
compared to artists who have presented role-play in more conventional venues: “The 
reactions of [Cindy] Sherman’s audience members are tempered by their awareness that what 
they’re seeing is art” but “Ulman’s pictures are highbrow provocation in a lowbrow milieu 
where viewers feel free to rate her”. 288
It is too simple to say ‘rating’ was the only response: there was envy (“I want one”)289, 
advice (“You need to cut the poison people out of your life!”)290, requests for advice (“May I 
ask you where you get your hair coloured?”), lust (“bae yr perfect”)291, concern/concern 
trolling (“Do you feel that you are a sad/trapped Lil porcelain doll?”)292, as well as the 
occasional (performatively) forthright question about exactly what Ulman is doing (“Euh 
please why are you filming this? Is Instagram your real life?”).293 @amaliaulman sometimes 
286 Amalia Ulman, @amaliaulman, Instagram <https://www.instagram.com/amaliaulman/> [accessed 20 August, 2018].
287 Nora Caplan-Bricker ‘The Instagram Hoax That Became an Art-World Sensation’, in Slate <https://slate.com/
human-interest/2016/01/the-instagram-hoax-that-became-an-art-world-sensation.html> [accessed 20 August, 2018].
288 Caplan-Bricker ‘The Instagram Hoax That Became an Art-World Sensation’.
289 Amalia Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, (London: Prestel, 2018), p. 233.
290 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, ( p. 233.
291 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 234.
292 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 237.
293 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 237.
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engaged with her audience (“What’s your favourite book?”)294 and ‘users’ responded, but, as 
in real-life Instagram, she seldom replied to an individual comment, as tho this were not the 
two-way interface of the screen, but the one-way street of the newsprint ‘personal column’.
Ulman’s work is in line with Instagram’s regular insistence that the artist is also her 
material. Though “Nobody can commit photography alone,”295 (McLuhan), Ulman’s world 
(again normal for Instagram and in particular for Instagram fashion influencers whose 
pictures must not be sullied by less attractive friends or lovers) is a public depiction of the 
private, of bathrooms, bedrooms, shop changing rooms. Ulman’s focus is sensual: bedsheets, 
flowers, her own body, which is the same pale tone as the petals, the pillowcase, her clothes. 
She exists in outfits that can only be exposed indoors (“#new #undies”, “lov my 
loungewear”)296. But she also 'takes' selfies in which she could not photograph herself—
while ‘meditating’297—a neat joke. As with Sophie Calle, and Claude Cahun, what Barthes 
calls the ‘invisibility’298 of the photograph as well as its ‘amateur’ use mean that Ulman is not 
often thought of as a ‘photographer’. Perhaps this is because she uses her phone and displays 
her work on a popular, open-access website; perhaps because she records her own body, 
which—rather the recording of it—seems to be the site of ‘art’. Probing the split between 
artist/model, someone asks: “Do u have an instagram butler”?299 Taffy Brodesser-Akner, who 
wrote the NYT Magazine piece on Goop, writes that Paltrow is “the only one who can’t see 
herself clearly. All she knows is what she hears, and she once heard that she eats in front of 
294 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 233.
295 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 205.
296 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 231.
297 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 238. 
298 “A photograph is always invisible. It is not it that we see.” 
Barthes, Camera Lucida, p. 6 
299 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 233.
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the mirror naked”.300 This is not “the paranoiac’s failure to separate," like Marguerite 
Pantaine, "what she has produced from what she has not”301, but the confusion deliberately 
generated by a slave who’s not letting on that she owns the means of production. 
Art is a joining of the thing (and any thing that can be bought or exchanged is potentially 
cute, as ‘cute’ is encrypted value) with something else. “The work makes public something 
other than itself,” writes Ronell. “The thingly feature is/the jointure,/that which joins and, one 
supposes, separates.”302 Ulman’s photos remain ‘things’ but their diaristic real-time 
exhibition makes her work performance art, both ‘live’ and a Ngaian time-lapsed 
’transcription’. If time is money (or its encryption), Ulman’s work is meant to look like 
leisure, her skills like something ‘amateur’—just like the works of Instagram influencers 
IRL, some of whose selfies are also professionally shot. But value judgements are always 
present (“i realised that I’ve been reducin my worth by being self destructive”303), as are 
objects. Even in her avatar’s final incarnation (“#simple”), @amaliaulman is “Thinking of 
putting wooden floors like this, very dark, to contrast with all my white accessories”.304
“Happiness means following someone else’s goods,”305 writes Sara Ahmed, conventional 
objects (she points out that 'convention' comes from to ‘convene’ or to group). Ahmed means 
goods as objectives but what about goods as commodities? Ulman's ethical realm is object-
oriented: cake! perfume! flowers! If Tiqqun sees the Young Girl as the zenith of capitalism, 
as Walter Benjamin found in the department store the “apotheosis” of the flâneur, both forget 
300 Brodesser-Akner, ‘How Goop’s Haters Made Gwyneth Paltrow’s Company Worth $250 Million’.
301 Ngai, ‘Bad Timing’, p. 25.
302 Ronell, The Telephone Book, p. 207.
303 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 233.
304 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 237.
305 Sara Ahmed, The Promise of Happiness (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), p. 56.
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how these venues for recommending things haveo perated for women as spaces for action and 
thought. The flâneuse in Zola’s The Ladies’ Paradise goes to the department store, with—
like Viriginia Woolf whose ostensible reason for Street Haunting was to buy a new pencil—
objects as her objective: walls with their “Dernières démarques!” are her writing desks, 
magazine stands her libraries, cash registers her bronze busts, roomsets her bedroom 
furniture, and the escalator is the balcony from which she looked down on her household.306 
Inhabiting what is not only a material, but an ethical, landscape, Zola's flâneuse fights other 
women in the sales, she flaunts, she flirts, she steals. 
Brodesser-Akner, noting the difference between Paltrow’s life and her own, writes 
“aspiration is always infused with a kind of suffering”.307 Brodesser-Akner may feel the 
painful pull of aspiring to Paltrow’s ‘things’ (and it’s the productive pull between 
identification with and envy of the ‘exemplary’ Paltrow that enables Brodesser-Akner to “see 
herself clearly”), but for Paltrow herself it’s ‘crucial’ to ‘remain aspirational’: Ulman, the 
artist, can retire from her pursuit of ‘Excellences’ but Paltrow, a SPIME IRL, can never stay 
still. 
If Kristeva says that beauty as excess can solve abjection via what she calls 
'exhorbitance' (Jesus spending the ointment; Magdalen doing a Something About Mary), can 
abjection solve beauty? @amaliaulman' suffers. As does Ulman. If art is violence, why not 
visit it on your self? Like Marina Abramović in Rhythm 0 (1974), or Yoko Ono in Cut Piece 
(1964),308 both of whom presented themselves to be ‘used’ by their audience, when Ulman 
306 After Walter Benjamin’s, The Arcades Project, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999), p. 828.
307 Brodesser-Ackner, ‘How Goop’s Haters Made Gwyneth Paltrow’s Company Worth $250 Million’.
308 In both these pieces the artists invited the audience to freely use implements they had placed in the gallery on their 
bodies.
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presented her self as vulnerable, she drew not sympathy but aggression. The difference 
between Ulman and Ono/Abramović's works is the presence of the screen as a protector 
from, but also as a projection for, this violence. Suffering is what makes Ulman's feed 
different to those of other instagrammers. This is doubled by the (post-project) knowledge 
that during the making of Excellences & Perfections, the artist was injured in a bus crash 
“damaging my legs and sending me to hospital for two months,” making some of the shoots 
“all the more funny”309: the terrible joke of appearing onscreen but still having a body in the 
off hours.
In a later part of the project, @amaliaulamn apologises for her previous excesses:
“Dear everyone
I’m really sorry for my behaviour recently”310
(apology as methodology for girls).
If suffering is the mark of ‘art’, may I lodge (be at home with) a hyper-objection?
OBJECTING TO ABJECTS
“Because she is a good model, she is in fact a bad model. She plays at dissimulation, at 
ornamentation, deceit, artifice, at an artist’s philosophy.”311—Jacques Derrida, Spurs
309 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 114.
310 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 237.
311 Derrida, Spurs, p. 67. 
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“I wanted to be both image and image maker."312 Carolee Schneeman, Elephant 
Magazine.
A model is a word for a thing: a ‘likeness made to scale’ but also a ‘perfect model worthy 
of imitation’ (‘exemplary’). Instagram girls don’t quite look like models; they look like the 
best versions of ourselves: a gap we could almost cross. Unlike models they are condemned, 
not to be a different girl each time, but never to be anything different from them selves.  
‘Flaunt’ is a word I come across a lot onscreen. It seems to mean, any woman appearing in a 
photograph. If “the feminine marks that limit of representability which would undo 
the presuppositions of representation itself,”313 and “the representations that do exist are 
normative phantasms, then how are we to reverse or contest the force of those 
representations?” asks Judith Butler. 
(Modelling is also what Object Oriented programming does. It models objects (data + 
behaviour) and lets them interact with each other. Most object-oriented languages work by 
treating everything as an object, including the values ‘true’ and ‘false’.) 
Ulman’s ‘object’ in this sense is her body, and some acts in Excellences & Perfections 
were necessarily ‘real’ as well as representational: Ulman ‘really’ took pole dancing lessons, 
and followed a strict diet (designed—another ‘hoax’—as a work of art in itself, by fellow 
artist, Nina Cristante, who @amaliaulman describes as “my nutritionist”314). Like the 
312 Carolee Schneeman, ‘Into The Lion’s Den’, in Elephant Magazine, issue 34, 2018 <https://elephant.art/carolee-
schneemann-lions-den/>, [accessed 19 August 2019].
313 Butler, Against Proper Objects, p. 19.
314 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 238.
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onscreen world, the art world didn’t always respond positively to the confusion generated by 
artist who was also her own work: “Suddenly I was this dumb b—,” Ulman complained, 
“because I was showing my ass in pictures”.315 Her fake fake-boob job, in Excellences & 
Perfections, is echoed by her fake pregnancy in her 2016 work, Privilege.
To critique the model using this method, Ulman must look like a model whose ‘body-
work’, as Juliana Spahr and Stephanie Young point out, is “so beautiful and also so often 
individual and the at slides so easily into that wod nacissism again, it is so easily caught by 
the vey appaatus that it citiques”316 (note the constrained absence of 'r', an inability to be in 
the world). This is not art Ulman could make if she were an old girl, or a fat girl. I don’t 
know if Ulman could do this if she were a guy, not in quite the same way. (Ulman becomes 
Unman in autocorrect). She might be able to do it if she were pretty and young and female, 
but not white (ain’t I a girl?)… though, if she were any of these things, her work would mean 
something different. It would not mean the same if she could not appear able-bodied, or if she 
were young but not beautiful, or beautiful but not young. 
 In Excellences, @amaliaulman writes about spending time at a new age retreat where 
Kristeva’s ‘women’s time’ merges with ‘me-time’. For the first time she finds older women 
beautiful because they “they don’t live by the constant menace of the male gaze”. 
@amaliaulman finds older “women from the outside world” ugly: “Their faces shine too 
much. And worst of all, worse than all the weird accessories, and surgeries and hair dye, are 
their infantilised manners: they fulfil the cliche of the stupid middle-aged woman”.317 
315 Caplan-Bricker, Slate.
316 Juliana Spahr and Stephanie Young, ‘Foulipo, a talk for CalArts Noulipo Conference, Fall 2005’, in Drunken Boat 
<http://d7.drunkenboat.com/db8/oulipo/feature-oulipo/essays/spahr-young/foulipo.html> [accessed, 10 May, 2017].
317 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 124.
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Ulman’s avatar does not find these behaviours repulsive in young or beautiful women and, on 
the same page, describes a meeting with an older man without mentioning his appearance at 
all. 
 Jane Austen pointed out cruelly but accurately in Persuasion that “personal size and 
mental sorrow have certainly no necessary proportions. A large bulky figure has as good a 
right to be in deep affliction, as the more graceful set of limbs in the world. But, fair or not 
fair, there are unbecoming conjunctions, which reason will patronize in vain, — which taste 
cannot tolerate, — which ridicule will seize”.318 Like Violante in the pantry, the ‘not fair’ 
appear unfairly not cute but ridiculous. Could an ‘unbecoming’ (rather than the Deleuzian 
‘becoming-') woman—a “bad model”, no example for a man to ‘become’—take the joke, and 
run with it?
Never having been a believer in beauty, always (necessarily) in style, I begin to get that 
feeling, edges curling up in reaction to some chemical plunge: envy. As someone who (like 
most people) cannot critique “the limit of representability” via its ideal representations, if I 
engage respectfully with Ulman’s critique of beauty through art, and art through beauty, my 
relation to Ulman may become doubly envious. A friend (an art professor, who is, like most 
women, not the model of a model) tells me that Excellences & Perfections is already old hat
—all my undergrads are onto it. I’m not sure whether she wants me not to write on it, or to 
tell her I won't.
Schizophrenia involves “the transformation of the subject as a radically compliant 
318 Jane Austen, The Annotated Persuasion (New York: Anchor Books, 2010), p. 130. 
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thing” (Ronell quotes R. D. Laing). “Here obedience, imitation, copying, are carried to such 
excess that the grotesque parody becomes an extreme indictment of the manipulating 
examiner,319” a ‘false self system’ which Avital Ronell calls a compliance-appliance. Ulman's 
selfies are a not parody, but a near-perfect re-production of what they critique. As such they 
provoke a Ngaian separation, generating a double sense of self in the viewer. But this affects 
the creators too: “I think I am a writer and an actor and an artist,” wrote Tavi Gevison, a teen 
Instagram ‘influencer’ of the 2000s turned publisher and more, “but I haven’t believed the 
purity of my own intentions ever since I became my own salesperson too… I almost envy my 
own life as though it were someone else’s”.320
The 'subject' that is @amaliaulman, is generated by the knowledge of being seen by 
another, not caught in the act that prompts judgement (Sartre) or a disjunct (Lacan) but the 
push-pull of identification>envy>emulation>differentiation that Sianne Ngai outlines as the 
terms of feminised but also feminist engagement. 
"LA cool day for som fashion blog.. Good memories
Lmao that bitch hatin, so nuch envy in her eyes im dyin"321 
Envy, Ngai says, is a productive relation, but only if processed through all its stages, and 
only if the envied (as in her example of the movie, Single White Female) participates in the 
drama, acknowledging her similarity to her emulator. Can the envy @amaliaulman produces 
be productive? Or is Ngai’s demand that even ‘ugly feelings’ be productive of positive 
319 Ronell, The Telephone Book, p. 142.
320 Tavi Gevison, ‘Who Would I be without Instagram’, in The Cut, 16 September 2019, <https://www.thecut.com/
2019/09/who-would-tavi-gevinson-be-without-instagram.html> [accessed 16 September, 2019].
321 Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, p. 236.
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situations all too demanding? Is one of the reasons Kristeva doesn’t cite women as successful 
writers of the abject, the relentless demand they recycle their abjection as ‘positive’ learning 
experiences? 
Ulman’s art does not feel ‘productive’—it’s refusal to take the ‘radical’ critical stance 
that has become expected of art is annoyingly persistent. What it produces is ugly feelings 
that it does not resolve. It is shocking in that it does not ‘shock’. It feels not only (like Object-
Oriented Feminism) ‘too much’ like what it portrays (a ‘trivial’ equation), but it also feels 
very much like a portrayal of the portrayal of a commodified existence by an art that is itself 
highly commodified. The point at which Ulman’s art becomes commodifiable is her image 
which is not only a picture but an idea; the idea of the ‘girl’. This girl image is what allows 
her to appear (in ‘art’ as on social media) and allows that appearance to persist. Ulman does 
not refuse this contract. She does not transgress it; she does not transcend it; she inhabits it. 
Refusing to leave the scene of the crime (whether that crime is social or artistic, or both), 
what if Ulman’s art is to ‘almost’ critique? What if pausing, undecided, not halting but 
continuing to take the joke, to allow the joke to take place, is what art does now?
HELLO, WORLD!
(“Hello World!"
Is the first executable runprompt for any programming language a newborn, or an alien? 
Blinking into existence, it looks at you. I mean when you use it, it is talking to you not the 
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other way round: it—not you—says, Hi!) 
Hello,322 says Marie Calloway, in the first line of her story, Adrien Brody. An ur-girl, who 
never grew up, whose only book, under that name at least (published in her early twenties) is 
an examination of her own self-representations. The guy she exposed in her work (the editor 
who slept with her, cheating on his girlfriend) is someone I’ve worked for. A friend who’d 
also worked for him told me who he was. Apparently everyone knew. At the time Marie 
Calloway wrote Adrien Brody I was no-one. At the time, my friend, then an aspiring author 
and grad student in New York, was almost someone in that world. At the time she was 
watching a TV show called Sex and the City about an aspiring author who made a living 
writing about her sexual experiences, and in SATC my friend saw a model to aspire to, one 
with enough to identify with, and enough to envy, to produce action. At the time I—a 
provincial mother, in another country that was not New York—was watching Sex and the 
City because it showed me something I could not aspire to. For my friend it was almost real, 
for me it was fiction. And yet I 'identified'. Why?
(Hello, World! Code sees ‘you’, and ‘I’ is the complement. On the digital screen “one is 
threatened “with the possibility of becoming no more than a thing in the world of the 
other,”323 (Avital Ronell quotes R.D. Laing).“What Purpose Did I Serve in your Life?”: in 
2013 Marie Calloway published her book—including the story Adrien Brody—whose title 
flips her first person narrator into the object role. And as for me, I am the woman on the 
plaque sent to aliens to inform them of human existence; I’m about her build. She stands a 
little behind the man, who waves back to them: “World: Hello!”)
322 Marie Calloway, What Purpose Did I Serve in Your Life?, (New York: Tyrant Books, 2013), p. 87.
323 Ronell, The Telephone Book, p. 141. 
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The writer and critic, Emily Gould, called Calloway’s story, Adrien Brody, a “post, 
before it became ‘fiction”.324 She means a blogpost (this was 2011), on a blog, short for 
'weblog'. Social 'forums' came first, but blogs took a step back from Arendt’s public space, 
and were the first entirely personal, self-administered sites, text-based (as the capacity to 
produce images remained, at first, limited). Rather than interacting, bloggers spoke to the 
void, and blogs were often (or were often assumed to be) diaries, written under the a one-
sided version of what Kosofsky Sedgwick calls the “nonce taxonomy” of gossip: the form, 
she says, that has to do "with effeminate and gay men, with all women, to have to do not even 
so much with the transmission of necessary news as with the refinement of necessary skills 
for making, testing, and using unrationalized and provisional hypotheses about what kinds of 
people there are to be found in one's world,"325 a mirror stage of 'I's and 'others'. Emily Gould 
was famous at the time for the diary-style critical columns she published in her eponymous 
blog Emily Magazine. Emily Gould is Emily Gould’s IRL name. ‘Marie Calloway' is not 
Marie Calloway’s IRL name. Carrie Bradshaw, a writer of self-revelatory columns in a New 
York newspaper, is the name of the fictional heroine of Sex and the City, the popular US 
'comedy-drama' (IMDB) screened between 1998 and 2004, and syndicated worldwide. In the 
show, Carrie always writes onscreen, often late at night, and we see her gaze at her words as 
they appear one by one on the screen in front of her. A decade after Carrie’s fictional diaries, 
Calloway’s blend of the real and the invented was greeted with fascinated disgust. Nearly a 
decade after the publication of Calloway’s book, the interplay of storytelling and personal 
revelation published onscreen is taken entirely for granted.
324 Emily Gould, Our Graffiti, in emilymagazine.com, <http://www.emilymagazine.com/?p=827> [accessed 29 
September, 2018].
325 Sedgewick, Epistemology of the Closet, p. 25.
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(‘Reflection’ is the ability of a program to read and modify its own structure and 
behaviour as it runs. “In this sort of sense, a machine can undoubtably be its own subject 
matter,”326 wrote Turing.)
Both Calloway and Carrie’s diaries cross media: Carrie is depicted writing onscreen for 
print publication, viewed via the (now comparatively hot in McLuhan’s terms) medium of the 
small screen; Calloway writes about and in the language of the cool medium of the internet, 
but publishes via the purportedly hot media of print. Both diaries are set in the imaginary city 
of New York, which I believe I have visited several times. In the opening credits of the TV 
show, Sex and the City—a television series based on a book written by a woman (Candace 
Bushnell) and starring four women, but ‘created’ by the “openly gay”327 (Wikipedia) man, 
Darren Star, whose sexual identity, according to Sedgwick, may signal familiarity with the 
nonce taxonomy of the diary—the heroine, Carrie Bradshaw, is in New York City. We first 
see Carrie's face, looking from side to side, like Rae Armantrout who, in The Pre-Text, 
performs her own trans-fiction as she watches Marilyn Monroe "pretend to pretend to be 
transfixed”.328 Then </cut> to sharp, reflective New York skyscrapers: Carrie’s walking 
down a street, and then we switch to a perspective from a moving vehicle crossing the 
(Brooklyn?) bridge. A tyre splashes </cut> the water hits Carrie. Carrie (the action, which 
has until now been continuously mobile) halts, then </cut> to a bus driving past with an ad 
for her own newspaper column: “Carrie Bradshaw Knows Good Sex”. But she does not (at 
first) know herself in a Lacanian mirror moment where the self is produced “each time … 
326 Turing, Computing, Machinery and Intelligence.
327 ‘Darren Star’, on Wikipedia <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darren_Star> [accessed 10 May 2018].
328 Rae Armantrout, The Pre-Text, (Los Angeles: Green Integer, 2001), p. 9.
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there's a surface such that it can produce what is called an image”.329 Is this a moment of 
Lacanian mé-connaissance (miss-recognition) in which Carrie confuses her image with what 
she desires? Over the bus ad’s assertion of her authorship, the screen floats the words, 
“created by darren star”. The ‘creator’s name is also the name of the fictional paper (The New 
York Star) that publishes Carrie’s words. 
(Can we prove any truths about our own structure?
Any diary is Gesamtkunstwerk—
a work of art that talks about itself—just as
any autological word describes itself. A sentence that does this is an autogram, like:
This sentence has got forty-four characters. 
As in programming what isn’t there—the gaps—are also characters.)
Carrie shares more than transfiction with Marilyn Monroe, who played so many romcom 
heroines: beauties threatened by their own exorbitance, sometimes mental (Sedgwick on 
Monroe: "people can't resist the incandescence of her being so unstable”),330 sometimes 
physical ("Like jello on springs..." Jack Lemmon marvels at Monroe's ass bouncing above 
her high heels in Some Like it Hot). At the beginning of Marie Calloway's Adrien Brody, 
'Marie' trips in heels at the moment she meets 'Adrien’—she topples off her Lacanian stage 
(or, having previously met Adrien only online, her digital platform(s), pointing up her 
unsteady subject position; a romcom staple. In an unscreened take on the SATC credits, 
Carrie is halted not by her image but by her shoes: "There were two wardrobes. One was the 
329 Jacques Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book II: The Ego in Freud's Theory and in the Technique of 
Psychoanalysis, (New York: Norton, 1991), p. 49.
330 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, A Dialogue on Love (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000), p. 77.
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tutu, and we did one pass where Sarah Jessica was wearing a blue dress and didn’t get 
splashed; instead, she trips when she sees the ad”.331 In the alternative version, Carrie is not 
sullied by her own image as professional dirt-disher, but saved by it. In the smart blue dress, 
not the kooky pink tutu, she looks less vulnerable. She trips then, noticing her photo, walks 
away smiling (at her success? At the irony of her situation in which she is creator, star and 
audience?). 
(Carrie runs; Carrie pauses. Does she halt?
Reflection, in computing, is a halting problem. 
It’s about knowing when to stop.




In romantic comedy, beginnings are important because because the endings are all the 
same. But SATC always ends with a question (vulture.com332 states that Carrie asks 92 
questions throughout the series—although there are 94 episodes). It is the question that halts 
the action. 
(Halting is a matter of autonomy: a Turing complete machine can perform any possible 
331 Sophie Hirsch, Sex and the City's Opening Credits Almost Looked Very Different, in W Magazine, March 30, 2017 
<https://www.wmagazine.com/story/sex-and-the-city-opening-credits/> [accessed 30 April, 2019]. (note this is in the 
‘nostalgia’ section.)
332 Neha Sharma, ‘Everything Carrie Ever Wondered About on Sex and the City’, at vulture.com, 13 March, 2013 
<https://www.vulture.com/2013/03/carrie-sex-city-couldnt-help-but-wonder.html> [accessed 6 April, 2019].
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computation. A universal Turing machine can emulate any machine that is Turing complete. 
But a universal Turing machine that halts cannot ‘decide’ for sure whether a Turing 
complete machine it runs will halt or run forever so the emulation is incomplete. The halting 
problem remains ‘undecidable’.) 
Calloway’s questions are those Denise Riley calls ‘fatal’333: do you think I’m pretty? Do 
you love me?, her critique, a deadpan representation to her reader of her avatar asking them to 
the immediate audience of her ‘other half’. But Carrie’s questions are not Calloway’s. They 
are addressed to no-one. Or to the viewer. Or to the screen. Carrie 'wonders' or 'can't help but 
wonder': she represents a juxtaposition as ironic as that of being splashed by a bus bearing a 
perfect image of herself, and responds with a question that reflects on its own process: she is 
pretending to pretend to be transfixed. 
(A ‘pathological’ program can pass its own source and do the opposite of what is 
expected. A pathological speech act (fiction, jokes, thought experiments, rhetorical questions
—any speech that deliberately does not pass to the act) may have the capacity to halt instead 
of having to run forever. 
Remember, the Turing Machine is a thought experiment.)
What does a private question screen when it is screened? I can’t help but wonder: does 
this wondering queer the question form, which might be unacceptable if posed so directly as 
to bring things to a halt—or does it keep the problem in abeyance so that the question cannot 
pass to the act ?
333 Denise Riley, The Words of Selves: Identification, Solidarity, Irony (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000), p.
61. 
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SYMPOSIUM AND THE CITY
“I was coming from my own home at Phalerum to the city, and one of my acquaintance, 
who had caught a sight of me from behind, calling out playfully in the distance, said… is not 
the road to Athens just made for conversation? And so we walked, and talked of the 
discourses on love.”334—Plato, The Symposium.
In a famous old book, a group of friends gathers for brunch (with cocktails!); amongst 
them, a lawyer, a writer and other urban professionals. They are all "career oriented, sexually 
free, and always about putting themselves and their friendship with each other first”,335 but 
all they want to talk about is love. I’m talking about Plato's Symposium.
Like Carrie, the gathered brunchers can't help but wonder:
• Are men in their twenties the new designer drug?…I couldn't help but wonder, what 
do they see in us?336 (Phaedrus quotes Carrie, season 1, episode 4)
• If we can take the best of the other sex and make it our own, has the opposite sex 
become obsolete?337 (Pausanias quotes Carrie, season 3, Episode 4)
334 Plato, ‘Symposium’, in The Portable Plato (London: Penguin, 1977), pp. 121-2.
335 Darren Star, interview (no date) on the HBO/Sex and the City website <https://www.hbo.com/sex-and-the-city/
anniversary-darren-star-interview> [accessed 20 May, 2019].
336 “For I know not any greater blessing to a young man who is beginning life than a virtuous lover or to the lover than 
a beloved youth.“
Plato, ’Symposium’, p. 130.
337  “The Love who is the offspring of the common Aphrodite is essentially common, and has no discrimination, being 
such as the meaner sort of men feel, and is apt to be of women as well as of youths, and is of the body rather than of the 
soul-the most foolish beings are the objects of this love which desires only to gain an end, but never thinks of accomplishing 
the end nobly, and therefore does good and evil quite indiscriminately. The goddess who is his mother is far younger than 
the other, and she was born of the union of the male and female, and partakes of both.”
Plato, ‘Symposium’, p. 133.
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• When did being alone become the modern-day equivalent of being a leper?”338 
(Eryximachus quotes Carrie, season 2, episode 4)
• Are men just women… with balls?339 (Aristophanes quotes Carrie, season 4, episode 
10)
• Are New Yorkers evolving past relationships?340 (Socrates quotes Carrie, season 2, 
episode 11)
• If models could cause otherwise rational individuals to crumble in their presence, 
exactly how powerful was beauty?341 (Alcibaides quotes Carrie, season 1, episode 2)
This wondering is a rhetorical device called aporia: an artfully performative, etiolated/
tendentious speech act, it pretends to come naturally out of the speaker’s own confusion (I 
couldn’t help but wonder…). “You are a perplexed man,” said Meno to Socrates, “and reduce 
others to perplexity”.342  
(‘Perplexity per word’ is a measure of how well an AI can use a dataset to produce a 
predictive text that can for example, as in Turing’s test, convince you it’s a woman.)
 Like Alice in Wonderland, Carrie not only asks the question but she is ‘in question’. And 
338 “The desire of the healthy is one, and the desire of the diseased is another.”
Plato, ‘Symposium’, p. 139. 
339 “The sexes were not two as they are now, but originally three in number; there was man, woman, and the union of 
the two, having a name corresponding to this double nature, which had once a real existence, but is now lost, and the word 
"Androgynous" is only preserved as a term of reproach.”
p. 143-4.
340  “The true order of going, or being led by another, to the things of love, is to begin from the beauties of earth and 
mount upwards for the sake of that other beauty, using these as steps only, and from one going on to two, and from two to all 
fair forms, and from fair forms to fair practices, and from fair practices to fair notions, until from fair notions he arrives at 
the notion of absolute beauty.”
Plato, ‘Symposium’, 171.
341 “See you how fond he is of the fair? He is always with them and is always being smitten by them, and then again he 
knows nothing and is ignorant of all thing such is the appearance”
Plato, ‘Symposium’, p. 178.
342 Plato, Protagoras and Meno (London: Penguin Classics, 1974), p. 127.
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I can't help but wonder, does Carrie, like Alice, never learn?
Or perhaps the performance of the question is the point.
“Power speaks here in this moment of hesitation," writes Sara Ahmed, "to create 
awkwardness is to be read as being awkward,”343 which can be a species of 'diversity work'. 
A body can choose to behave in a way that maintains the status quo (to her own detriment), 
or she can openly flout it, but this hesitation, like Carrie's halting in front of her own image, 
is a gesture that produces a moment of choice. Or, alternatively, marks the spot where a 
choice might, or should, be.
(If the halting problem is a question of not being able to decide, ‘autoepistemic' logic 
allows a program to reflect on its process. In logic programming, certainty ranges from zero 
to one. To retrieve an answer, autoepistemeic logic allows a system to infer plausibly from a 
range of possibilities, even when the user is not asking exactly the right question.)
“Equality theory can be read as an answer to a question it does not pose directly,” writes 
Catharine MacKinnon. Like Carrie’s question, the direct question is not answered, but the 
underlying question posed by the existence of the question may prompt another: “What is an 
equality question a question of?” Unlike Carrie, MacKinnon doesn’t leave us hanging “The 
standard answer in law and philosophy has been that an equality question is a question of 
sameness and difference, to be resolved by treating likes alike and unlikes unalike. The word 
“equal” means ‘same.’ It is code for sameness. Its normative thrust as a principle flows from 
an empirical determination of similarity or dissimilarity”.344 It sounds like MacKinnon is 
343 Sara Ahmed, The Promise of Happiness, p. 68.
344 MacKinnon, Are Women Human?, p. 72.
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setting up for a joke, which is a performance of another “question of sameness and 
difference”. MacKinnon provides her own punchline: it “is not the gender difference; it is the 
difference gender makes”. Derrida, in The Law of Genre, tells me the same thing: it’s not 
what genre anything is, it’s the need to divide things generically. Genre, in Derrida’s French, 
also means gender, and Irigary refers to it not only a gender but is “the site of the 
nonsubsitutional positioning of the I and the you.”345 MacKinnon points out that it is not who 
belongs to which gender that matters but that gender enables a power structure played out 
across bodies on the page, the screen and the street. This analysis of genre is grounds for both 
MacKinnon’s refusal to care about forging a female subjectivity, and for Irigaray to insist that 
it remains of the utmost consequence.346
(The autoepistemic programming language, Planner, converts a failure to find the answer 
to a question into an answer:
if (not (goal p)), then (assert ¬p).)
 This aporia might express Lauren Berlant’s ‘impasse’, an inchoate and pressingly 
political ‘situation’, in which we stop, and can’t help but wonder: what if the objects we’ve 
been given (and the objectives we’ve been given) in no way fit our world? It prompts a detour 
into a more flexible generification: what Berlant calls ‘juxtapolitical’ territory that works like 
genre to organise life “without threading through dominant political institutions”.347 This is 
good news and bad news for someone who might desire a place at the table but whose 
345 Luce Irigaray, The Irigaray Reader p. 141.
346 “To have in this uncertain world some stay
which cannot be undermined, it
of the utmost consequence.”
Wollstonecraft, quoted by Adrienne Rich in Snapshots of a Daughter-in-Law. p. 23.
347 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 20.
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exclusion (while the table is in plain sight, while they are serving or even sitting there) 
renders them an eternal irony, glitchingly present and absent, an undecidable question.
(‘Paraconsistent logic’ is inconsistency-tolerant, allowing self-referential statements, 
reasoning with inconsistent information, without detouring into the trivial in which all 
statements (speech acts) are equally ’true’. It allows an answer to an ‘undecidable’ 
question.)
In the 4th century BC, Pyrrhonist philosophers (Greek sceptics influence by Buddhism) 
intentionally posed aporias to themselves and each other in order to produce ataraxia. 
Ataraxia is not quite euphoria (wellbeing) but being ok with being only kind of ok. I can live 
with that. 
The “problem with reifying the status quo,” writes Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, “is what it 
does to the middle ranges of agency. One’s relation to what is risks becoming reactive and 
bifurcated, that of the consumer”. The insistence on a yes or no answer, run or halt, limits 
options, especially when “it is only the middle ranges of agency that offer space for 
conceptual creativity and change".348 These are the ranges of the trivial (self-similar), the 
aporetic, the narrative that is neither fiction nor ‘non’.
“I CONFESS”
348 Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, p. 13.
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(The problem with a self-referential or autological statment, in computing or natural 
language, can be that in order to refer to itself it must contain a framing structure—a word, a 
statement or an additional number, which creates a data + behaviour = object—a genre.) 
I confess that, beginning to write, feeling little agency myself, I sought an agent! What 
should I write? You write about Paris, she said, and love. You should write chicklit! This was 
in the late 2000s, the era of the blog-novel: the ‘real’ as ‘fiction’. A woman had just made a 
fortune turning her blog into a novel and so, said the agent, that is what I should write. 
Looking for examples, I should not read Céline. I should not read Kakfa; I should read a 
blogger who called herself Petite Anglaise. 
Seeking, like Carrie, to recognise myself in something outside myself, I looked up the 
blog. If chicklit was cute, it was not cute. It was brutal. The feelings were terrifying: a single 
mother abroad, diary entries at 4am, despair, couched as cheerily as it could be written, the 
style peeling off the raw content; the language abject in the ways Kristeva finds Molly 
Bloom's monologue abject.349 It did not only splash itself with its own reflection; it nearly 
drowned in it. I read and I was horrified: had what Chris Kraus called the roman à clef—the 
“thinly veiled story of Me”350—got mixed up with the Story of O?
On the cover of the novel, Petite Anglaise, is Catherine Sanderson’s blog-name (the 
book’s title), and below it her name IRL (splitting her into writer and subject, Joyce and 
349 “If that monologue spreads out the abject, it is not be 
cause there is a woman speaking. But because, from afar, the writer approaches the hysterical body so that it might 
speak, so that he might speak, using it as springboard, of what eludes… the absolute because primeval seat of the 
impossible-of the excluded, the outside-of-meaning, the abject. Atopia.” 
Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 22.
350 Chris Kraus, I Love Dick (Pasadena, Semiotext(e), 1997), p. 72.
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Molly), then, in smaller letters the words, "a true story”. The reviewers on Amazon.co.uk do 
not evaluate Sanderson's writing but her self—“I really disliked Catherine and thus, I really 
can't say I enjoyed the book”351—just as the critical reviewers on IMDB do not like Sex and 
the City because they do not like the characters' morals and they do not like the characters 
personally. (They also complain that the women’s lives and finances are ‘unrealistic’ and 
many prefer The Sopranos, another HBO show of the same era about male mafiosos whose 
glamorous lifestyles are the fruit of extortion and murder.) The reviewers do not like that 
Sanderson's was a 'true story'. They would, they say, have preferred fiction. She is not a 'real 
writer' because she draws too much on real life. They know it's her life because it's on her 
blog, and blogs are ‘real’. They suspect each unpleasant or morally questionable incident to 
have taken place in the life of the author exactly as it is written in the novel, and to splash 
back on her. They expected something 'lighter' but Sanderson's book makes them 
uncomfortable. It is 'not chicklit' they complain. This may be complaint as diversity work352, 
a kind of inverse exemplarity. Halted by the recognition of the woman who is splashed by the 
dirt of her own image, the reader is forced to think not only what if that really happened? 
But, if so, how do I feel about knowing it did?, which not only “tolls the knell of genealogy or 
of genericity,353”, but busts the division between art and ethics; off-line and on; ‘reality’ and 
‘fiction’. 
At the point of deciding Petite Anglaise’s genre, Amazon readers are faced with a textual 
aporia—a transfixing question posed by someone pretending to pretend to be perplexed—and 
351 Catherine Sanderson, ‘Petite Anglaise’, amazon.co.uk <https://www.amazon.co.uk/Petite-Anglaise-Catherine-
Sanderson/dp/0141031190/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1579646928&sr=8-1> [accessed 12 May, 
2019].
352 “To be affected by something is to evaluate that thing.” 
Ahmed, The Promise of Happiness, p. 23.
353 Jacques Derrida, ‘The Law of Genre’, in Critical Inquiry, Vol. 7, No. 1, On Narrative (1980), 55-81(p. 65).
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their complaints and defences are impassioned. They complain about single mothers and they 
complain about the way single mothers are treated; they complain about women who have 
casual sex, and they complain about men who exploit them; they complain about, and defend, 
the way women treat their friends, their husbands, their children, their colleagues. They 
complain about the way women treat them selves. Onscreen “The effect of the medium is 
made strong and intense just because it is given another medium as ‘content’354,” writes 
McLuhan. As the book, Petite Anglaise, a work in a new genre we could call the 'blog-novel' 
was not published as 'literary fiction', and because they know it admits its relation to life, its 
readers do not complain about how Sanderson writes and they do not—as Kristeva does with 
Céline—judge her style as a means that justifies her end. 
"The book is a private confessional form that provides a ‘point of view’. The press is a 
group confessional form that provides communal participation”:355 that was McLuhan in the 
1960s. Update: the diary used to be a private form. Then it became 'press’, but only just: part 
of the semi-amateur First Person Industrial Complex356 that paid mostly female writers 
mostly very little—and sometimes nothing at all—for everything they'd got. The diary used 
to be for thoughts that were unspeakable. The blog made it about sharing them with as many 
people as possible. The digital diary projects something that looks like what is never seen, the 
private self. Good. Privacy was never good for women. In its name, it has been (it is) the 
location of crimes are committed against them. Private is often not ‘private for women’ but 
‘women being private for’ others. Private life has often meant that women were private 
property. As MacKinnon writes, the complaints women bring to law have often dismissed 
354 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 19.
355 McLuhan p. 221.
356 Laura Bennett, ‘First Person Industrial Complex’, in Slate <https://www.slate.com/articles/life/technology/2015/09/
the_first_person_industrial_complex_how_the_harrowing_personal_essay_took.html?via=gdpr-consent> [accessed 28 April, 
2017].
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because they fell into the domain of ‘private life’. Carrie, Calloway and Sanderson/Petite—
characters of different levels of fictionality, using different genres amongst the genres known 
as ‘genre’—claimed their diaries as their own private property. And sold them.
A girl’s diary is a think357 with an artificial lock. It points up that it has an inside and an 
outside, but that’s all show. You can break into it easily (if leaving evidence). A ‘girl’ is free 
to refuse the gift of a diary with is heart-shaped lock, but she may find no other paper to write 
on. Why give diaries to girls, not boys? A girl must be somewhere secrets are kept. But a girl 
who keeps a diary is also assumed to be innocent, so what secrets could she write? A kept 
woman is paid for her privacy. Sanderson (like Calloway, Carrie) kept a diary, and then it 
kept her.358 It was an account of herself that was entered in her end of year accounts. And I 
can’t help but wonder, how can a girl give an account of herself in all innocence?
And:
What happens when the personal, the private, the amateur, insists it is work?
So what’s the real story with the blog-novel? Readers’ opprobrium (or admiration) relies 
not only on their knowing the story of Petite Anglaise is ‘real’ but on their knowing the real 
framing story of the (blog) post-girl’s lucrative sale of her ‘life’ as work. That Marguerite 
Pantaine—though it’s debatable whether her work was intended as, or actually was, 
‘autofiction’—was prevented from doing this is an example of the kind of public tutting that, 
as it condemns, acknowledges the power of the post-girl’s act of publication. The dream 
Sanderson’s readers were buying was not only, or even primarily, that of being the version of 
357 sic (autocorrect). “No ideas but in things,” 
William Carlos Williams, Paterson (New York: New Directions, 1995), p. 6.
358 An aphorism ascribed to Mae West, Margot Asquith and others: girl as communal identity.
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‘Catherine’ in her book, but the dream of being a “non-writer”359 who beats the system of 
girl-privacy (including the notion that ‘female’ acts—sex, relationships, care, motherhood—
are outside the realm of capital), and monetarises her life in words.
An eye looks out from the header of the Petite Anglaise blog. It shows on the page tab too
—sophisticated design for 2009. Catherine Sanderson is looking out at us watching her 
looking. 
THE OLD GIRL WHO LIVED IN HER SHOES
“What distinguishes the most flimsy pair of shoes from mere consumer goods is that they 
do not spoil if I don't wear them, they are objects and therefore possess a certain "objective" 
independence of their own, however modest. Used or unused they will remain in the world for 
a certain while unless they are wantonly destroyed.”360—Hannah Arendt, Labour, Work, 
Action.
”Rules of taste enforce structures of power.”—Susan Sontag, The Double Standard of 
359 The New York Times used this word to describe Emma McLaughlin and Nicola Kraus, who used their real life 
experience as nannies to New York’s super-rich to write the block-busting Nanny Diaries (2002). Like Sanderson, their 
claim that their experiences were ‘real’, both boosted their marketability and exposed them to criticism, personally, morally 
and as authors. “It is not that a few people out there aren't hoping that Citizen Girl [their second book] tanks,” wrote Alex 
Williams. “The same image that had made them easy to market in the first place—they're not writers, they're nannies—made 
them easy targets”. That their ‘real’ identity was associated with the particularly ‘girl’-ish profession of care work (as such, 
opposed to the ‘intellectual’ work of writing) made this targeting easier. In truth, not only were they ‘non-writers’; they were 
non-nannies: themselves upper middle-class white university students whose temporary positions as carers meant that their 
story could be easily digested by a conservative publishing and film industry without raising political issues around race or 
class. Their avatar, ‘Nan’, is also a student, providing an escape fantasy for main-job careworker-readers (as one Amazon 
UK reviewer puts it, the book, though about work, is “a nice break from work or from everyday duties.”). Interestingly 
Williams’ article was published not in the ‘Books’ but in the ‘Fashion’ section of the New York Times.
Alex Williams, ‘The Post-Nanny Diaries’, in The New York Times, November 21, 2004.
360 Arendt, The Human Condition, p. 138.
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Ageing361.
“In New York, you’re always looking for a job, a boyfriend or an apartment.”362 Carrie’s 
trilemma echoes one found in Armistead Maupin's similarly titled Tales of the City—another 
portmanteau comedy-drama with a female protagonist, ‘created’363 by an ‘openly gay’ man
—“You can have a hot lover, a hot job and a hot apartment, but you can't have all three at the 
same time,”364—as well as the programmer’s trilemma: you can have good, cheap and fast 
but you can only pick two. In one episode of SATC, Carrie cannot pay her deposit on a ‘good 
apartment’ because she spends all her money on shoes. In The Origin of the Work of Art, 
Heidegger fixes on van Gogh’s drawing of a pair of shoes (which he believes are the work 
shoes of a peasant woman, but, as van Gough made several studies of shoes at different 
times, may well have been his own) as a paradigm for thingness that disappears into use, 
becoming “equipment”365 (for all that the shoes are a representation, which has another use 
altogether). 
(In mathematical logic, a ‘system’ or ‘formal theory’ (like set theory, the basis of logic 
gates) is a series of axioms from which other theorems can be derived. Any such system 
prompts a trilemmma: it may contain ‘completeness’, ‘consistency’, and ‘effective 
axiomatization’ (‘computablity’ or Turing-completeness), but the necessary ‘incompleteness’ 
of any system containing enough arithmetic means that it can’t have all three at the same 
time.)
361 Susan Sontag, ‘The Double Standard of Aging’, in The Saturday Review, September 23, 1972.
362 Sex and the City, Season 5, Episode 5, author’s transcription.
363 As both SATC and TATC became best-known in their onscreen iterations, involving teams of varied writers
364 Armistead Maupin, More Tales of the City, (London: Black Swan, 1989), p. 161. 
365 Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought, p. 28.
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“Cruel optimism,” writes Lauren Berlant, in her book of that name, “exists when 
something you desire is actually an obstacle to your flourishing.”366 Carrie desires a 
boyfriend, job and apartment, all three at the same time. She also desires shoes which are an 
easier short term objective. Because her objective is her desire for these objects (the glamour 
of desiring), we are free to critique that desire as we indulge our desire for these objects 
vicariously. Stilettos (Carrie’s shoes of choice) do not only not disappear with use into being 
‘equipment’, they become more visible. They are conspicuous consumption plus conspicuous 
leisure: they say, I am not useful as well as, my owner has enough money not to be useful 
either. Their 'use' cannot be seen: what can be seen is their uselessness. Nevertheless Carrie’s 
shoes are very useful for the task of self-presentation. which is how she makes her money. 
Though she pays for them, they are also her work clothes. As she uses them, not only do they 
become more visible—an extension of their owner that is simultaneously prosthetic and 
metonymic—they blot out her appearance otherwise. At a second remove—onscreen or on 
the cover of a ‘chick-lit’ novel—a pair of stilettos say nothing about their owner’s race, age 
or body size, only her ability to afford and, what’s more, as they are representations, they 
allow participation in this culture not for the price of a pair of Manolos, but a paperback or a 
cable subscription. 
(‘Completeness’ means all questions can be answered: yes, or no. ‘Incompleteness’ 
means some statements, like the halting problem, are not provable within the system. Kurt 
Gödel’s 1931 incompleteness theorem is designed to reflect not only on other systems, but on 
itself. It can’t help but wonder about its own incompleteness (impredicativity).)
366 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 1. 
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“Genre as defence,” writes Berlant may operate through “absorption in pretty things”.367 
Carrie is both absorbed in classifying her objects of desire, and in coming to possess them 
(the possession of which is all the more possession of her desires). But Carrie is not self-
possessed. Her values are all wrong. She chooses to possess things that are ‘trivial’, which 
make her more ‘self-similar’ to her image on the bus ad. She pays no attention to the 
demands of ‘real life’. This is why SATC annoys people. It is what Kristeva called 
‘exorbitant’ (too much money for too many shoes). At the same time it is not enough. They 
viewer is prompted to feel strongly about something s/he must also acknowledge is ‘trivial’. 
The affect ‘chick-lit’ conveys—when it is not wholehearted suspension of ‘generic’ sorting 
(the immersive ‘beach-read’)—is annoyance. The ‘shock of the new’ is replaced by the 
‘annoyance of the cute’ (and cute, remember, is encrypted money). ‘Real’ shock tactics 
belong to guys like Céline. Annoyance produces a ‘trivial’ feedback loop, not a moment of 
transcendence. A genre that exists by virtue of it readership demographic’s very real gender 
and economic precarity (without a good apartment, a good boyfriend and a good job, or even 
a pair of Manolos), it offers an obviously ‘unreal’ escape-route. In logical terms, the ‘trivial’ 
“identifies what should not be identified, and is undesirable from a logical point of view 
because it identifies what is not identical, namely, truth and falsehood”.368
(Gödel’s theorem is in the field of mathematical logic: but it is also a problem of 
computability. An ‘undecidable’ problem is uncomputable: no algorithm exists to answer yes, 
or no. The halting problem is a decision problem. A Turing Machine is necessarily 
incomplete. It cannot have a hot lover, a hot job and a hot apartment. It cannot solve the 
367 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 45.
368 Luis Estrada-González, Luis, ‘Models of Possibilism and Trivialism’, in Logic and Logical Philosophy Vol. 21 
(2005), 175–205 (p. 193).  (note that instead to streets here being named after men, this man is named after a street)
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halting problem, which remains ‘undecidable’. An undecidable answer is also called 
‘independent’. A decidable problem depends on its own recursiveness; its ability to call itself 
from within its own code. A semi-decidable problem may run forever if the answer is ‘yes’ 
but halt if the answer is ‘no’.)
Some people tell me I should feel guilty about watching the privileged characters on Sex 
and the City, as though to watch were to possess their objects or to share their objectives. But 
to refuse to pay attention to the ‘trivial’ is to refuse to pay attention to the feedback loop of 
most people’s lives, or to people’s lives most of the time, to genre as a “fantasy as a life-
sustaining defense against the attritions of ordinary violent history” 369(Berlant). SATC asks 
some very good questions, like:
“What does it mean to want a sense of something rather than something?”370 (Lauren 
Berlant can’t help but wonder). The ‘sense’ of something is not sensual and does not satisfy 
the senses as a real pair of Manolos would, but nor does it ever degrade into ‘equipment’. As 
in the case of Ngai’s ‘envy’, I can’t help but wonder if it is sometimes useful to pursue an 
object that contributes to your downfall?
(A universal Turing machine is a thought experiment in envy: A universal Turing machine 
can emulate any machine that it is not. A universal Turing machine that halts can run a 
version of a Turing machine that never halts.)
369 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 45.
370 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 176. 
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DRAG DIARY
(And I couldn’t help but wonder, is the diary the essay form… for girls?)
We might call the diary ‘waste prose,’ like Lichtenberg’s Waste Books which were ‘essais’ 
in Montaigne’s sense, or in Adorno’s sense in The Essay as Form: incomplete (blog-like!), 
aphoristic, future and past-facing; privileging its objects (its material) over its objectives, 
converting data plus behaviour into prose objects, white elephants, bibelots, whatnots, things.
 If “Carrie Bradshaw Knows Good Sex,” Adorno knows that “the naivety of the student 
who finds difficult and formidable things good enough for him has more wisdom in it than a 
grown-up pedantry that shakes its finger at thought, warning it that it should understand the 
simple things before it tackles the complex ones,”371 or, as Carrie greets us in episode 1, 
season 1 of SATC, “Welcome to the age of un-innocence," referencing Edith Wharton, the 
original New York City girl.
Adorno complains of what the genre novel does to the ‘naive’ diary/blog: “Fictionalised 
biographies and all the related commercial writing that depend on them are not mere products 
of degeneration: they are a permanent temptation for a form whose suspiciousness of false 
profundity does not protect it from turning into slick superficiality”.372 There is nothing 
’naive’—and therefore valuable—for him about Molly Bloom’s abject attempts at 
sophistication (Kristeva). Adorno is suffering from a need to impose firm borders of genre, 
371 Theodor Adorno, ‘Essay as Form’, in Notes to Literature, Vol. 1. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991), p. 
15.
372 Adorno, ‘Essay as Form’, p. 5.
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not realising that ”that designation supposed to be most in the raw, proves to be always 
already ‘cooked’”.373 Naivety is always already a style.
But it’s a style that invites input: everyone wants a theorem to account for the girl—
hardly noticing that she already self-reflects—not only Tiqqun but Chris Kraus ("lonely-girl 
phenomenology"374), as well as the artist Audrey Wollen375, who coined the term sad girl 
theory. And I must confess that, in a newspaper piece, I called Kraus’s I Love Dick, 
“slapstick tragedy”.376 Tiqqun, those cowards with no names, frame the young girl in 
‘critical’ language so very unlike the words of the Young Girl herself. Only the young-girl 
practitioner dares to inhabit her language—a mimesis, a meme, a performance, of what she 
already is. 
Why does no one believe her?
To be “thoroughly and radically incredible”377 is what Butler wishes from gender acts. 
Incredible means simultaneously ‘great!’ and ‘unbelievable’. The diary, that ‘confessional’ 
form, is, by its nature, always in doubt, a confession being what Berlant calls “trauma talk”378 
and Foucault, who writes that the confessional is “one of the main rituals we rely on for the 
production of truth,”379 defines as what the speaker wishes to distance (him)self from at the 
moment of uttering. ‘Trauma talk’, said the poet Vahni Capildeo, “just sounds violent or 
373 Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 51.
374 Chris Kraus, I Love Dick, p. 135. 
375 Audrey Wollen, ‘Sad Girl Theory’, in Nylon <https://nylon.com/articles/audrey-wollen-sad-girl-theory> [accessed 
10 November, 2019].
376 Joanna Walsh, ‘I Love Dick by Chris Kraus  – a cult feminist classic makes its UK debut’t, in The Guardian, https://
www.theguardian.com/books/2015/nov/11/i-love-dick-chris-kraus-review>[accessed 10 June, 2018].
377 Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 180. 
378 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 128.
379 Michel Foucault, History of Sexuality, Vol. 1. (New York: Vintage Books, 1990), p. 58. 
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distorted, or gabbling, which is like what happens when someone wants to report a rape. 
They can’t tell you, ‘well at six o’clock this happened,’ then ‘at eight o’clock this happened,’ 
then, ‘at eight of clock the next day I thought this and I felt that so at nine o’clock I rang 
you’. If they don’t present as sort of linear narrative they often get punished because the 
amount of violence and fragmentation they convey is something that doesn’t fit in people’s 
idea of a fluent witness”.380 But how can one girl encounter an other as a self, except via 
performances of abjection or excess (as Chris Kraus wrote of a new acquaintance in Aliens 
and Anorexia, “because both of us were girls, Gudrun Sheidecker told me everything about 
her life”?381). How can she buck the vicious feedback loop, to be ‘incredible’ and 
simultaneously revelatory?
Confession is such a drag...
To keep a diary is a drag, a performative act of Freudian melancholy. Drag’s double 
appearance produces two ’truths’ (allowed by paraconsistent logic): “Both claims to truth 
contradict one another and so displace the entire enactment of gender significations from the 
discourse of truth and falsity,” in an co-dependent generic relationship, like Margaret Mead’s 
definition of second order cybernetics that recasts the genres of human and machine as in no 
way exclusionary but co-dependent, to which Heinz von Foerster adds that the ‘observed’ 
system of first order cybernetics has become an ‘observing system’,382 recursive and 
autopoetic (in the sense of autopoeisis). As in Austin’s speech acts there is no true/untrue 
here. There are happy and unhappy speech acts, but the diary takes the excluded middle. It is 
380 Vahni Capildeo, Scottish Poetry Library Podcast, January 2017 <https://www.scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk/podcast/
vahni-capildeo/> [accessed, 24 February, 2018].
381 Chris Kraus, Aliens & Anorexia, (London: Tuskar Rock, 2018), p. 29.
382 Heinz von Foerster, Observing Systems, (Seaside: Intersystems Publications, 1984. 
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melancholy. 
The novel, Petite Anglaise, insists that its genre is not tragedy but comedy. Butler’s 
gender melancholy ‘offers’ “an insight into heterosexuality as both a compulsory system and 
an intrinsic comedy, a constant parody of itself,”383 allowing a standpoint outside the 
heterosexual ‘self’, however seemingly straight its content. Constrained to comic expression, 
‘chicklit' is a Butlerian comedy of gender in which, tripping in high heels, no girl quite hits 
the mark. But it is also a Bergsonian comedy of manners in which the mark hits the 
protagonist. It is a linguistic comedy that points up how characters cannot successfully 
inhabit their names: "Finding a suitable name to describe the man in my life," writes 
Sanderson (no, I think this is Petite), "is proving almost as difficult as finding a name I 
approve of to refer to certain parts of my anatomy."384
“With hindsight,” writes Sanderson, “personal blogging lost much of its attraction for me 
when I could no longer hide behind a pseudonym, and although after the ink was dry on the 
book deal I felt obligated to continue updating my blog until the books had made it onto the 
supermarket shelves, my heart was no longer in it".385
Unlike Kristeva’s Céline, Sanderson does not find her way to abjection via the bodies of 
‘others’; the abject body she uses is her own, so it (and her writing) does not 'transcend' as 
Kristeva claims Céline’s does. Held hostage to its own process, it is always capable of a 
return to the abjection which it describes. It cannot leave the scene of the crime: what is more 
383 Butler, Gender Trouble, p .155
384 Catherine Sanderson, Petite Anglaise (blog) <https://petiteanglaise.com/2005/08/> [accessed 6 September, 2018].
385 Sanderson, Petite Anglaise (blog) <https://petiteanglaise.com/2013/11/01/2372/> [accessed 6 September, 2018].
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terrifying than comedy?
"These days,” Sanderson wrote in 2009, “I have very little internet presence”.386
The Wikipedia page on blogs hardly mentions personal blogging, or the experiments in 
self-presentation it facilitated; it mentions only blogs that dealt with subjects that could 
already be categorised as non-trivial within the polis—politics, sport, comedy—monologues 
that already had a platform. 
And I can’t help but wonder if, as comedy is tragedy plus time, is—as mourning is 
characteristic of gender— the gender melancholy of the diary simultaneously a comic 
‘recursive’ ‘transcription’ (Ngai) and a ‘live’ process, a kind of performative mourning, if 
keeping a diary is itself an act; a primary experience?
And I can't help but wonder: Why do ‘girls’ keep diaries, and women don't?
And also:
 What does a 'girl' gain by refusing to call herself a woman? 
THE OLDEST GIRL IN THE WORLD
THE YOUNG-GIRL IS FIRST AND FOREMOST A POINT OF VIEW ON THE 
PASSAGE OF TIME. 
386 Sanderson, Petite Anglaise (blog) < https://petiteanglaise.com/2013/11/01/2372/> [accessed 6 September, 2018].
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BUT A POINT Of VIEW THAT IS ALIVE.387—Tiqqun, Preliminary Materials for a 
Theory of the Young Girl
The death of the girl occurred in the 2000s. It might have been between the time of Carrie 
Bradshaw’s 35th birthday (this episode first aired in the US 03/06/2001) and the series’ last 
episode (22/02/2004) when Carrie would have been 37. 
(In complex programmes it's difficult to know if a subroutine will halt or go on forever. 
Some programmers use the language of 'least power' to ensure a programme will halt. A 
machine with finite memory has a finite number of states, and thus any deterministic program 
on it must eventually either halt or repeat a previous state
def g():
    if halts(g):
        loop_forever()388
I am of a very old generation of girls, the generation of Gabrielle Sidonie Colette, and the 
generation of Carrie Bradshaw, which is the same generation of old girls who came to writing 
through blogging, and onscreen journalism. Lite. My personal brand was ‘trivial’. Like many 
women writers, I came up the dirty way, writing about myself and writing about objects, 
aware that my image, or its reflection in the objects it handled might at any time splash dirt. 
But I most fervently wished each object to have a self and for my self to be an object amongst 
objects, having been taught from my earliest years that this was desirable, and that to be a 
387 Tiqqun, Preliminary Materials for a Theory of the Young-Girl, p. 61.
388 The code in this chapter is adapted from the Wikipedia page on the halting problem <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Halting_problem> [accessed, 12 April, 2019].
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desirable object was what I should desire. By telling this history of myself as an object whose 
objective was to desire, and to desire to be an object, I marked some difference between my 
self and them: but I couldn’t help but wonder, can one object consume another? 
(halts(g) must either return true or false, because halts was assumed to be total. 
If halts(g) returns true, then g will call loop_forever and never halt, which is a contradiction. 
If halts(g) returns false, then g will halt, because it will not call loop_forever; this is also a 
contradiction. Overall, halts(g) can not return a truth value that is consistent with 
whether g halts. Therefore, the initial assumption that halts is a total computable function 
must be false.)
Marie Calloway can’t help but wonder about being too young. Catherine Sanderson 
describes herself as "the wrong side of thirty,”389 but files her posts about her job under the 
header working girl. Chris Kraus’s Gudrun Sheidecker is 48. And I can’t help but wonder, 
when does girlhood end? When SATC ended Carrie was not only still a girl but more a girl 
as each year went by, more as the word needed more and more to bring about a fit between 
itself and the world. It’s hard when you get to know some objects are wearing better than you
—shoes, clothes—that they will likely outlast you, especially if they remain no more than 
your objectives.
The following pseudocode illustrates a straightforward way to compute g:
procedure compute_g(i):
389 Sanderson, Petite Anglaise (blog) <https://petiteanglaise.com/2005/08/23/name-calling/> [accessed 6 September, 
2018].
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    if f(i,i) == 0 then
        return 0
    else
        loop forever
The girl is always too late or too soon. Guilty of ‘bad timing’ the girl is most girl when, as 
in SATC, she insists on girlhood at the exact moment it seems logically impossible. Unlike 
the classic tautologous logic statement, “no bachelor is married”, ‘girls’ are necessarily not 
young and not virgins. Partaking simultaneously of a proposition and its negative, they exist 
somewhere in the excluded middle, and are active in the ‘middle ranges of agency’. During 
my stint as a ‘young girl’, I was interviewed and photographed by a French glossy magazine 
that took four years off my age, ‘for the sake of our consumer demographic’. I was 
temporarily a temporally flexible object, a SPIME. Girl is an attempt to make time go 
backwards or sideways, and for this reason it can be very useful to be a virtual girl on the 
internet. 
Espen Aarseth defines ‘cybertext’ (any text that involves the reader in a “selective 
movement”) as ‘ergodic’, “from the Greek words ergon and hodos, meaning ‘work’ and 
‘path’: “nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to traverse the text”390. So a cyber text 
is something to do with work and something to do with orientation. Traversing anything takes 
time, which the ‘girl’ refuses to admit, making girltime more ‘trivial’ (less ‘effortful’, more 
tautologous or simultaneous) but more complex. Which leads me to wonder: Does the diary 
only seem to carve a linear line through rhizomatic cyberspace?
390 Espen J. Aarseth, Cybertext, (John Hopkins University Press, 1997), p. 1.
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How can a program queer itself? One way is repetition: "Programs are often structured 
around an infinite loop, known as the event loop; but with the use of infinite loops comes the 
possibility of infinite growth, which threatens the logical structure of the machine.”391 Girl is 
a state of ataraxia, on an infinite loop of hope for the right apartment/job/guy. An infinite 
loop can cause programs to become unresponsive. It can use up all available runtime. But 
maybe halting is not the object these subjects have in mind. 
The girl’s infinite loop could be called ‘bootstrapping’ or, in computing, ‘booting’, where 
a smaller program (the strap) recursively launches a larger (not only the boot, but its wearer). 
This recursion is a form of self-reflection: ‘Seed’ AI is a thought experiment in which an 
artificial intelligence is imagined to bootstrap ‘recursively’, to learn to teach itself become 
better at self-improvement—how singular! Which reminds me that none of the SATC girls 
has visible origins—Miranda’s mother appears only at her own funeral. They materialised in 
NYC fully formed, hoisting themselves recursively by the straps of their Manolos, via their 
own invisible labour. 
Recursively, “the Young-Girl is steeped in deja-vu” (I hear Tiqqun’s judgy tone) “For 
her, the first-time experience is always a second time in representation.”392 This recursiveness 
is what Sianne Ngai called ‘transcription’. It “involves a relationship to language that is 
inherently one of belatedness or redundancy. The relationship between transcription and 
language is also one of labor, and a form of labor few would describe as intellectually or 
aesthetically ‘rewarding’”. Ngai quotes the poet Juliana Spahr’s account of writing while 
391 Geoff Cox, Speaking Code (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2013), p. 10.
392 Tiqqun Preliminary Materials for a Theory of the Young-Girl, p. 44. 
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labouring at office work: “I tried during my job to do my other work, that without an 
economy, only to realize that there was little hope. This [the poem] was my attempt to get 
around this problem… “I collected phrases from my day as they came to me on a notebook 
that I kept to the side. I collected notes from my boss’s memos, things I had seen on the way 
to or from work, stories overheard. I collected them into one long stream of day/text and 
barely edited them”.393
In Bad Timing, Ngai finds that critics find more material in the material Adorno would 
call ‘naive’ (or perhaps in the work that Ardorno calls ‘degenerate’ and ‘slickly superficial’), 
and that a work’s fine “linguistic attributes cannot be solely relied on to make arguments for 
avant-garde transgressiveness, much less distinctiveness”.394 As for Adorno, this 
gentrification of the avant-garde is a point of worry (for the status of hard-working avant-
garde writers). The blog/novel is ergodic, requiring more labour of the reader than ‘avant-
garde’ literature that self-boots, recursively embedding the critical tools with which it is to be 
read. The obvious ‘awkwardness’ (Ahmed) of the push-pull of judgement/identification 
required to read the ‘trivial’ blog/novel might, as writes Berlant, mean “embracing a range of 
stranger intimacy as the best resource for thriving".395
The labour of writing, and of reading the blog/novel is like the labour of any labour that 
takes place in time: it is durational. “Just as work began with the division of labor,” writes 
McLuhan, quite likely not thinking of labour’s gendered divisions, “duration begins with the 
division of time.”396 The blog/novel is durational performance art of self. 
393 Ngai, Bad Timing, p. 34. 
394 Ngai, Bad Timing, p. 10.
395 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 45.
396 McLuhan, Understsanding Media, p. 145.
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Reproduction, rather than repetition, doesn't get you far in the work of self. If repetition is 
self-similar, tautologous—to step in the same statement twice—I found my own reproduction 
made me actually nobody. Like ‘Baby’—the first computer with a memory, the progenitor of 
the first commercial computer, the Manchester Ferranti Mark 1—to produce an offspring 
recursively prompted not my child’s, but my own, blank identity.
"Hello, World!
(Reproduction is the death of the girl.) 
“A game—even of dolls,” writes Irigaray, “is never simply active or passive but rather 
frustrates that opposition by the economy of repetition it puts into play… To play with a 
representation of the self. No fiction, no mimetic game, is allowed the little girl if it involves 
herself or her relationship to (re)production. Such games are ‘phallic’”.397 If the action of 
any romcom ends with the girl getting the guy, the girl-diarist is on dangerous ground. 
Girltime loops forever. There is no performance for what comes after. Until recently there 
have been few diaries—fictional or ‘non’—that deal with the experience of motherhood.398 
Two SATC stars (Sarah-Jesssica Parker, who played, Carrie, and Cynthia Nixon, who played 
Miranda) disguised their pregnancies while playing their roles in two different series. Even 
Maggie Nelson ends The Argonauts at the moment she gives birth, for all that she allows 
flash-forwards. "The end of my writing experiment," wrote Catherine Sanderson, "coincided 
with the birth of my second child, in 2009. I no longer felt comfortable writing about my own 
397 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, p. 77.
398 In the range of fiction-to-nonfictional works addressing motherhood that play out in a diaristic way as durational 
projects I’d include Jenny Offil’s Dept. of Speculation, Maggie Nelson’s The Argonauts, Rita Galchen’s Little Labours, 
Sarah Manguso’s Ongoingness, Kate Zambreno’s The Appendix Project, Sheila Heti’s Motherhood, Lauren Elkin’s 
forthcoming Art Monsters, perhaps this book.
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life or borrowing from the lives of my friends". 399
(A self-replicating machine is one whose production is switched to reproduction.400 But a 
‘useless machine’ is a machine that turns itself off. It does not exist to turn anyone on, 
including itself. It would prefer not to.)
"Hello, World!" is a beginning. At the same time it is a test that the program is 
‘executable’. It ends where it begun. If the beginning of life (according to Kristeva) shares 
abject properties with its end, I can't help but wonder if “I am in the process of becoming an 
other at the expense of my own death".401 
Girls, writes Susan Sontag, “are old as soon as they are no longer very young,” and 
ageing “is a crisis that never exhausts itself, because the anxiety is never really used 
up”. 402Berlant’s ‘slow death’403 is a condition in which dying is the material of everyday life. 
Slow death is a postponement of death when the only other option is dying quicker. IRL this 
is an inevitability. It is also an endlessly fruitful narrative strategy, a musical motif, that 
provides time for Butlerian modulation, for staying with the trouble. And I can't help but 
wonder: Is a diary in its ‘incompleteness’, a detective story? And if so, is it a tale told by the 
victim?
399 Sanderson, Petite Anglaise (blog) < https://petiteanglaise.com/2013/11/01/2372/> [accessed 6 September, 2018].
400 The ‘RepRap’ prototyped at the University of Bath in 2005 can produce some of its own components. 
Adrian Bowyer, RepRap: Blog <http://blog.reprap.org/2009/04/first-reprapped-circuit.html> [accessed 10 March, 
2019].
401 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 3.
402 Sontag, ‘The Double Standard of Aging’.
403 “Through the space opened by slow death, then, I seek to recast some tax- onomies of causality, subjectivity, and 
life-making embedded in normative notions of agency. More particularly, I suggest that to counter the moral science of 
biopolitics, which links the political administration of life to a melodrama of the care of the monadic self, we need to think 
about agency and personhood not only in inflated terms but also as an activity exercised within spaces of ordinariness that 
does not always or even usually follow the literalizing logic of visible effectuality, bourgeois dramatics, and lifelong 
accumulation or self-fashioning.”
Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 99.
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 Or, as Derrida, who tells me the final aporia is a pause on the border of life and death, 
can't help but wonder: If death is an aporia, how to properly die?404 
RUSSIAN DOLL
(Recursive statement: were are in some situations that queering cannot improve. But, in 
order to survive our situations, we have no recourse but to queer them. To queer ‘use’ is 
itself a use. Is this infinite regress?)
Where did I come from? How did I get here? Of what am I made? Frankenstein 
questions. Or, not Frankenstein, the monster.
“Logic sometimes breeds monsters,” wrote logician Henri Poincaré, and these monsters, 
like Frankenstein’s, bootstrap their progenitors: “Formerly, when a new function was 
invented, it was in view of some practical end. Today they are invented on purpose to show 
our ancestors’ reasonings at fault, and we shall never get anything more out of them.”405 So a 
monster is something caught in time, a ‘pathological’ programming input that causes an 
algorithm to ‘behave’ anomalously, but does not mean the algorithm fails to continue to fulfil 
its function. A monster of indecision, it pauses in its process of bootstrapping, unable to 
404 ”In everyday German, verenden also means to die, to succumb, to kick the bucket, but since that is clearly not what 
Heidegger means by properly dying (eigentlich sterben), by the dying proper to Dasein, verenden must therefore not be 
translated by "dying" in order to respect what Heidegger intends to convey.” 
Jacques Derridas,  Aporias: Dying--awaiting (one Another At) the "limits of Truth" (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1993), p. 31.
405 Henri Poincaré, Science and Method (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1908) , p. 125.
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decide whether to run or halt.
A monster is that which is de-monstrable (Derrida), a pathological speech act, out on the 
street—demonstrating…something—in order (Butler) to not have to pass to the act. 
(The screen is full of speech acts.
Some of them will name a revolution that comes about.
But there are so many of them, how can we ever know?)
Carrie’s bus-borne mise-en-abîme, in which she is met by her own gaze is the equivalent 
of a Gödel number, or a sentence that proves its own unprovability as in: “This sentence, 
‘when preceded by itself in quotes, is unprovable’, when preceded by itself in quotes, is 
unprovable”. 
But:
And even if nothing happens there will have been
Nothing so precious as
This real fake unhappiness. 
Or the fact it was proved real. 
(Remember, proof and truth are not the same thing.)
Logic programming works by controlled deduction: the algorithms it produces are 
separated into logic + control. The deduction process looks like a tree. It can work forward 
from a trunk/axiom or backward from twig/instances. In both cases, it works by deduction 
407
not by induction, or rather it uses abduction. “When you have eliminated the impossible, 
whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth”406: we are left with what cannot 
be decided. We are left in aporia. Our only realistic choice is ataraxia.
However—
« Soyez réalistes, demandez l'impossible !»407
Because:
The beauty who confronts herself in the street throws a stone, like the girl on the 1968 
poster
406 Arthur Conan Doyle, ‘The Sign of The Four’, in The Complete Sherlock Holmes (London: Vintage Classics, 2009), 
p. 22.
407 « Mascolo raconte comment l'un des plus fameux slogans de Mai, « Soyez réalistes / Demandez l'impossible », vit le 
jour à l'écoute d'une discussion à l'usine Renault de Billancourt. ».
Christophe Bident, Maurice Blanchot: partenaire invisible : essai biographique, (Ceyzérieu: Éditions Champ Vallon, 
1998), p. 473.
408
She has taken to the streets in a body. She is also present as an image.
At who does she throw the stone? Her own image?
No. Outward at the viewer, including the viewer of the poster, who is temporarily caught 
at what s/he should not be doing, so in Sartrean terms is a self, but is by virtue of being the 
subject of the act the girl has passed to, is an object. 
(In subject-oriented programming, a point of view is taken on the object. That point of 
view is use. This could be called an aspect. In aspect-oriented programming, an aspect that 
cuts across subjects can be switched without otherwise affecting the program objects. The 
problem is the teleology. Aspect-oriented programming can crosscut on where it GOTOs 
never mind where it COMEFROMs. Aspects can also apply to themselves, producing liar 
paradoxes.)
Here is a life long question:
Why am I telling you all this?
(Make it personal! hisses the agent. That's what people care about!)
I kept a drawn/written diary blog between 2005 and 2009. I was not a girl, in no way in a 
girl situation: I was a(m)-other. My diary told no lies and, though it was very personal, it was 
not about my private life, the life I was obliged to live in private at the behest of higher 
genres that excluded me from telling. I in no way laboured to make my labour of motherhood 
public. I stuck to the rules of the girl genre because it was, as Berlant says, “safer to open 
409
oneself up to reiterated forms than to persons or fetishes”408 as “ways of using the episodic 
relief of particular exchanges in order not, for a minute, to be that ordinary failed person with 
that history. Even if one risks self-negation through such tendencies, not to be that person is 
an amazing thing,”409 Berlant was right! It was amazing to be a thing—not a person; a girl. I 
gave myself a girl-persona with all its future-forward possibility. I tripped (if not in high 
heels), I tried my best to experience without learning—infinite loop.
(‘Agent-oriented programming’ is an extension of programming with ‘objects’. Agents 
are like objects (data + behaviour) and could be thought of as abstracted objects, but they 
are teleological, governed by an end goal. They are double agents, used for message-passing 
between humans and machines. They are aimed at making the user’s life easier in order that 
they use an app and are used by it.) 
An agent will be with you shortly.
When the agent arrived, she asked me to turn my life into a novel. 
I did not.
I became a post-girl.
What would I ask the girl to do
If this were speculative fiction
(Why ask her to do anything?)
408 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 139.
409 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 134.
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Would she refuse her content 
Which she gives so freely?
Should she refuse her image
Which is always (a) given?
How could she act without appearing. 
—perhaps in text!— 
Could I reboot from memory 
if I could recall, for example
her symphony and song back 
before self-
representation before 
I was old enough to be a girl:
the image of Naomi Campbell
her first photoshoot in elle 
magazine in w h smith in steven
-age in the 80s
where I went to read the magazines
but never buy them.
<She was so beautiful she caused a halt/>
THE UNWRITTEN
I deleted Twitter and finally saw the walls of my room which was small and bare. I 
411
walked out of the room and into the street. It was empty. I could shout and no one would hear 
me. I could do anything, but there was nothing to do. Or there was no one to do it, including 
me. I had handed over the narrative to those who were still onscreen. I had lost. I became 
one of the unwritten.
THE WORK OF MOURNING IN THE AGE OF DIGITAL REPRODUCTION
Because a work of art is always also a work of mourning. 
(If I got off twitter, tweeted Anne Boyer, will people still read my books?)410 
How often I've contemplated literary suicide! Not not to write, I mean the excluded 
middle of not to publish, leave my work as legacy. Everyone wants to be dying, to bring the 
story to an end; at the same time, they want to read the obits. I have a plan: I’ll let it out I’m 
dead a while before, that’s if I can. I’ve always had this thing about disappearing. To 
disappear, you have to have appeared. The screen is perfect for this; disappearing is part of 
the act. I am always aware of the possibility my screens might ‘die’, might cease to de-
monstrate anything: my laptop, its own momento mori, or maybe mine. “In the early days,” 
writes the codifier of online sarcophagi, Elaine Kasket, “Facebook simply deleted the profiles 
of the dead, a policy that changed as the site became such a nexus in life that its significance 
for death was also transformed. By 2014, Facebook representatives were using the model and 
language of stewardship”.411  Deadsocial.org, 412an app that helps you (before death) or your 
410 Anne Boyer, @anne_boyer, Twitter <https://twitter.com/anne_boyer> (account now deleted), [accessed 31 July, 
2019].
411 Elaine Kasket, ‘Posthumous Posts’, in The Times Literary Supplement, 29 May, 2019. 
412 Dead Social, https://www.mywishes.co.uk/> [accessed 31 July, 2019].
412
loved ones (after) manage your posthumous accounts, is, at the time of writing, still in beta 
testing. 
What use is death to the living? “It is only after his death, eventually, that the writer of 
abjection will escape his condition of waste, reject, abject.” (Kristeva) “Then, he [sic] will 
either sink into oblivion or attain the rank of incommensurate ideal. Death would thus be the 
chief curator of our imaginary museum”.413 Is generification even, or especially in death, a 
professional act or an amateur? "The Danish sociologist Michael Hviid Jacobsen,” writes 
Kasket, “believes that a new shift has occurred… and that we now find ourselves in the “Age 
of Spectacular Death” in which the quick and the dead are continuously shuffled together on 
the internet like a pack of cards."414 DOSM (dead on social media) doesn’t mean physical 
death. I am still following Jenny Diski's twitter account. Though she died, now, some years 
ago, she still follows me. I met her only once IRL. Her reality, to me, was always virtual. 
What do you say to dead person? 
“Hello,
—World?!?”
(If mourning is a process, where’s the processor? 
Is there something reproductive about dying?)
Mostly if you google DOSM you get articles on dead sites. "If grief were more 
consistent," writes Kasket, "it would be better for business".415 The dead are not a lively 
consumer market. The work of mourning is neat. It is like tidying, like slenderising, like 
413 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 16.
414 Elaine Kasket, ‘Posthumous Posts’, 
415 Elaine Kasket, ‘Posthumous Posts’,
413
getting rid. Neatness implies the previous existence of messiness. Both are a history in 
objects, and any history has its objectives, stretching back in a recursive temporal narrative 
line, just as every object, in object-oriented programming, has its ‘inheritance’. What does it 
mean to fetishise cleaning anyway? In the shop near me called Objects of Use there is also a 
section called CLEAN containing so many cleaning objects including a 
computerbrushabookbrushdustbrushnumber1dustbrushnumber2dusbrushnumber4(higherdust
er)featherdusters1thru4blindbrushandlilydustingbrush. I had no idea you could clean in so 
many different ways. 
(I go with my son to the Kafka museum in Prague. He is ten years old. I do not usually go 
into writers' museums, afraid to take their objects for their subject. Kafka left almost nothing, 
asking his friend Max Brod to destroy his manuscripts, which we now know as his novels. 
Brod didn’t. What would you do? I ask my son. Destroy them, he says, definitely.) 
A legacy may be, one day, something for a son to deal with. I read about Swedish Death 
Cleaning. It’s like Marie Kondo, but inverse: don't keep what sparks joy in you but your 
inheritors. I am already engaged in Swedish Death Cleaning. I want to leave nothing behind, 
not even my work. If Kondo was about ‘I’, SDC is all about the objects those left behind 
would like to inherit.
(“Did you hear about that guy in the Bataclan attack in Paris? He played dead. A 
terrorist came up and shot him in the foot to see if he was alive. But—get this—he had a fake 
leg!" I am sitting with my son in the Kafka Museum in Prague. He tells me all the terrible 
ways people can die; I tell him all the terrible ways people can survive.)
414
There is no more 'moving' process than the process of mourning. It moves you without 
anything happening. If mourning is a process, it proceeds by procedural knowledge. 
Propositional logic is logic programming, recursively based on available facts; here are a 
few:
• ‘Marie Calloway’ ceased publishing at the age of 23 and has not published under that 
name again. 
• JenniCam ceased activity when Jennifer Ringley was aged 23 and she has not made 
art, or whatever it was, under that name again. 
• Marguerite Pantaine ceased writing at the age of 29 and did not, under any of her 
names, write again.
• Amalia Ulman, Chris Kraus, Joyce Burditt, Barbara Hammer, Chantal Akerman, and 
Anne Boyer continued to make things through pain and violence and became 
successful in the arts.
Writing is an act of mourning.
Writing is a speech act about what bodies can be mourned. 
To read Freud's Mourning and Melancholia again is always an act of mourning.
415
ALICIAN SUBJECTS
THE TOTE BAG THEORY OF FICTION AND THE STRING BAG THEORY OF 
SPECULATIVE FABULATION
“X is model and lifestyle blogger… She has huge net worth.”416—Pinterest, 2019.
“I’m not a plastic bag.”417—Anya Hindmarch, 2007.
“In the beginning was the deed,” wrote Sigmund Freud, in Totem and Taboo. He thinks it 
might have been murder, but he can’t remember how the deed was done. He “assumes” that 
“thought passe[d] directly into action”418 without the need for speech acts or other mediating 
tools. But that was prehistory, so how could he tell? Was it a crime of telling, then, or a crime 
against telling?
In The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction, Ursula Le Guin questions such ‘hero’ narratives, 
linear tales, usually focused on a single man, whose storyline involves violence and power. 
This is the same story, she writes, that structures and reinforces the story that tells us that the 
first tool was a knife, a spear, a club.
Le Guin did not find these stories cast her as a subject as, for her, a knife a spear a club 
416 @nevinsnotsosecretdiary, Pinterest, <hhttps://www.pinterest.ie/nevinsnotsosecretdiary/> [accessed 3 October, 
2019].
417 Hilary Osborne, ‘Green shoppers queue to drape themselves with cloth sack’, in The Guardian <https://
www.theguardian.com/environment/2007/mar/19/ethicalliving.uknews> [accessed 10 April, 2018].
418 Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo (Abingdon: Routledge, 2001), p. 187.
416
were not objects of use: “If that's what it took, to make a weapon and kill with it, then 
evidently I was either extremely defective as a human being, or not human at all”. “Wanting 
to be human too,” she writes, “I sought for evidence that I was,” but the hero narrative was 
full of holes. "It is the story that makes the difference. It is the story that hid my humanity 
from me, the story the mammoth hunters told about bashing, thrusting, raping, killing, about 
the Hero”.419
Instead, Le Guin tells us that the first tool, and the shape of the first narrative, was most 
likely: “A leaf a gourd, a shell a net a bag a sling a sack a bottle a pot a box a container. A 
holder. A recipient”.420 
When I think of Le Guin’s carrier bag theory of fiction, I think of a string bag, a net. 
That's what my mother shopped with, for parts of animals that she had not killed with a spear 
or club but might later attack with a kitchen knife or other domestic implements. And, after a 
long interval of plastic bags I have a string bag too. A string in programming is a series of 
characters. The characters might be Bob and Alice (it’s so difficult for even programmers to 
avoid narrative). Like the hero story, a single string is linear. But a net has volume like a 3d 
list in programming, which is a list of 2d lists, which is a list of strings. Strings that form nets 
can hold things, and ‘net' is a word for what can be held onto. On tinned food, 'net weight’ on 
the label, meaning the contents without packaging, and without the water that cushions some 
comestibles, leaving the useful contents, a hill of beans. Is that content without form, without 
hierarchy, or without style? Or perhaps it is content without branding.
419 Ursula K. Le Guin, ‘The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction’. in Dancing at the Edge of the World: Thoughts on Words, 
Women, Places
(London: Paladin, 1989), p. 167. 
420  Le Guin, Ursula K. ‘The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction’, p. 166. 
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(Now we have tote bags that retain totes everything, and also provide packaging that 
advertises not what is inside, but usually some thing elsewhere, in a perlocutionary fashion, a 
speech act that hopes to bring about a fit between not between content but between wearer 
and world.)
Speculative Fabulation—a Donna Haraway coinage—is inductive. It does not hope to 
bring about a fit between words and world but a fit between possible worlds and words. 
Speculative Fabulation is not a story we tell ourselves in order to live. Joan Didion’s famous 
quote from The White Album has been cut from her text to appear on inspirational websites, 
but the stories that concerned Didon did not pay it forward but were recursive: “We look,” 
she writes, “for the sermon in the suicide,” (interestingly, Didion says that we find it 
‘interesting’ to know) not forming the future but making sense of the past. Eventually the 
“flash pictures in varying sequence” from which Didon made her essays and journalism 
became “images with no ‘meaning’ beyond their temporary arrangement”.421 Didion was 
alarmed by the holes she found in the narratives she tried to string together, but Haraway sees 
not the holes in the net but the strings: “My multispecies story telling is inflected through SF 
in all the fibers of the string figures that I try to pattern and to relay”. 422
Strings, woven, form ‘thick material’, which makes me think of the artist William 
Kentridge’s Thick Time423 project, which included a Shorter Oxford English Dictionary of 
421 Joan Didion, The White Album (London: Fourth Estate, 2017), p. 11.
422 Donna Haraway, SF: Science Fiction, Speculative Fabulation, String Figures, So Far, Pilgrim Award acceptance 
speech <https://adanewmedia.org/2013/11/issue3-haraway/> [accessed 10 May, 2018].
423 William Kentridge, Thick Time <https://www.whitechapelgallery.org/exhibitions/william-kentridge/> [accessed 19 
December, 2019].
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Second-Hand Reading, and Clifford Geertz’s ‘thick description’424 which accounts for hidden 
labour with narrative laboured to the point of overtime. Haraway notes, “The past, is the 
contested zone… our thick, not-yet-fixed, present, where what is yet-to-come is now at 
stake”.425 Woven, text becomes texture (the words have a shared etymological root), with the 
addition of ‘re’, which has come to mean ‘regarding’ but originally meant ‘from the thing’, 
which is the ablative case of ‘res’, which means ‘matter’ in the sense of ‘subject matter’, or, 
more directly, ‘matter, thing’ (OK I got that from the Net; Etymology Online).426 It refers to 
some thing outside the text - something material, more like an object. 
Texts are crucial here in their ability to produce what they are not. To give up the ability 
to speculate, to tell stories, to make what Catharine MacKinnon calls 'theory', would be, she 
says, to take ‘things’ as they have been described to us, “accepting reality as the most 
powerful men see and define it, which ultimately means accepting reality as they make and 
live it”. 427
The Tote Bag Theory of Fiction hopes to bring about a fit between words and world.
The String Bag Theory of Speculative Fabulation hopes to bring about a fit between what 
the world could be and words.
SHITSTORY
424 Clifford Geertz, ‘Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture’, in The Interpretation of Cultures: 
Selected Essays (New York: Basic Books, 1973), pp. 3–30.
425 Haraway, SF: Science Fiction, Speculative Fabulation, String Figures, So Far.
426 Etymologyonline, r.e. <https://www.etymonline.com/word/re> [accessed 10 February, 2018].
427 MacKinnon, Are Women Human?, p. 34.
419
“The boundary between the inner and outer is confounded by those excremental passages 
in which the inner effectively becomes outer, and this excreting function becomes, as it were, 
the model by which other forms of identity-differentiation are accomplished. In effect, this is 
the mode by which Others become shit.”428—Judith Butler, Gender Trouble
My life has consisted of things about me that are not told. Such an effort to tell them 
again and again, to find the words. One citational queering could be to replace ‘history’ with 
‘shitstory’. Shitstory is a story that doesn’t make sense, that isn’t linear, that is tautologous, 
that is trivial. 
I’m nibbling into bits429 of these stories, crumbs falling through the string bag theory of 
fiction. And I have embarked on an ethics of mentioning, a repetitive action to repair the 
strings of the durational labour of art with a labour of durational art. Here is my project.
Objects:
• Loudhailer.
• Public space (The Spire, Dublin; Place de la République, Paris; nowhere in London as 
there are no more public spaces).
• Business cards with names only, one name per card: A. M. Hilton, Chantal Akerman, 
Julia Darling, Marguerite Pantaine, Marie Calloway, Catherine Sanderson, Joyce 
Burditt etc.
• Caroline/other working partner.
• The internet.
428 Butler, Gender Trouble, p. 170.
429 In programming, a nibble is 4 bits. 
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Process:
• Recite the names only through the loudhailer, passing it from one partner to the other 
at each name change.
• While this happens the other partner distributes business cards matching the name to 
passers-by. After a while we swap tasks.
• Spend between 5 and 15 minutes mentioning each name, varying tone, speed and 
volume of mentioning, before passing on to the next name. 
• Passers-by taking the cards or hearing the names will search for them online.
A USER MANIFESTO FOR ALICIAN SUBJECTS 
A SELFIE OF PARIS HILTON ON INSTAGRAM DRESSED FOR HALLOWE’EN AS 
SEXY ALICE IN A BLUE SATIN MINI-DRESS, HER PINAFORE MORPHED INTO A 
WAITRESS’S APRON (IS SHE HOLDING A TRAY BEARING A DRINK (IS IT FOR HER OR 
IS SHE A SERVER?).
Just what kind of subject do they think I am? asks a pregnant friend who works with men 
developing programmes for 'orienteering' cities onscreen.
Subjectivity is something that (still) requires I find a form.
But form eludes me.
The first citation of ‘cyberculture’ in the OED was in 1963, from Alice (A. M.) Hilton’s 
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book Logic, Computing Machines and Automation: "In the era of cyberculture, all the plows 
pull themselves and the fried chickens fly right onto our plates".430 
To consume is to be accorded the right to complain (though consumption used also to be 
the name for a complaint). The best venue for complaint is online. It’s where you’re more 
likely to get through. 
(Am I having some kind of a consumer experience?)
If you can’t complain, you might as well talk to the screen. Another ‘Alicia’431 wrote 
some sad poetry about the universe in 2014 on hellopoetry.com. Her poetry is complaint in 
that it both complains and presents as a symptom. Hellopoetry is a ‘poetry community’ where 
poets post and comment on each other’s work. Alicia’s work is on ‘missing’. Missing is a 
point in spacetime where what is missed is not. Because there is something there that misses, 
missing is some kind of evidence of subjectivity. Alicia’s hashtags are #feelings #sad 
#depressed #alone #galaxy #universe #star #body #emotions #overthink. In order to see the 
comments on Alicia’s poems I would have to become a user of hellopoetry. 
In order to become a user, I would have to submit a poem.
In order to submit a poem I would have to submit to a culture in which poetry is a 
complaint.
Or, what I mean is,
A user is what is used. 
430 Hilton, Logic, Computing Machines and Automation, p. xvi.
431 ‘Alicia’, at Hellopoetry.com <https://hellopoetry.com/aleeshafaleesha/> [accessed 12 February, 2019].
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“Writing is a labor of being; it needs material to work with,”432 wrote Berlant.
Already this morning someone told me they’d pay $200 for a translation of a short piece I 
don't have time to finish writing into Spanish. 
Instead, before 9.37am I’d assembled a piece of IKEA furniture
And rejected a request for guests to stay at one of the Airbnbs as by that date I’d have run 
out of sheets.
I left the washing up from breakfast in the sink with the washing up from yesterday.
And I favourited a friend’s tweet thread about internet ethics which was about her work—
I mean her job—and also about her life. 
(It’s about working out when things are working for me. 
It’s about working out when I’m being worked over.) 
The OED in its current edition describes cyberculture as “The social conditions brought 
about by widespread automation and computerization”.433 For those who can code, screens 
may be a source of open-source programming; for the rest of us (and for coders too), they’re 
open-source humanity.
‘NOW WOULD BE GOOD’
432 Lauren Berlant and Kathleen Stewart, The Hundreds, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2018), p. 58.
433 OED, cyber culture <https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/253795?redirectedFrom=cyberculture#eid> [accessed 20 
April, 2019].
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In these last days of being human, we find that we never were.
Besides a Hacker Manifesto, we need a User Manifesto. Or maybe we don't. Who needs 
exhortations based on no procedural knowledge? OK. An anti-manifesto for users, then, for 
Alician subjects, for post-girls. What would that look like? Would it look like silence, if 
silence is something that can be looked at? No. Would it look like an act that is not a speech 
act? It might refuse the line between word and world. It might refuse to attach objectives to 
objects. It will like small useless objects of use, like a 'bone folder', a 'lawyer's pencil' or a 
'belgian stone'. But the thing will be the liking and not the objects. It will become a thing.
It will be a thing because people will talk about it and anything that can be talked about is 
a thing. Because a thing is never material, it will always be good material because it can be 
passed on passed around virtually, but it will never pass because it will be too obvious. It will 
be too obvious because it is a thing. When it passes, it will splash you, then it will pass away. 
When it passes away, it will become retrospective, which is also recursive. It will be post, 
and that’s how it will continue to communicate. It will embed memorialising strategies. It 
might be a question that’s not answerable, not even with autoepistemic logic; it might take 
place in the excluded middle. It won't be able to help but I can’t help but wonder if it could 
be an agent. It won't be a helpful agent; it will always be with you shortly. It might never 
arrive. It will end with Hello, World! It will always be dying and so slowly that its legacy will 
be its lifetime achievement; the more it cleans up and throws away the more it is, as it grows 
less it will grow great and it will have plenty of nothing, superfluous amounts.
 When it demonstrates, it will say things like 'iron' and also 'clean', and these will be verbs 
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and at the same time nouns or adjectives. It will demonstrate using its own voices, all its own 
voices, which are all the voices it has access to, all the voices it can borrow which means all 
the voices it also is not, deictically. It will not rely on communal voice or individual voice, 
which means it will not be performative. It will have no need for a speaking subject. It will 
perform a refusal to perform and its gesture will be a refusal to gesture. It will not generate. It 
will not deduce. It might induce. It will accept genre but make no genrifications. Its genre 
will not be gentrified. It will find genres of degentrification and one of those genres will be 
genre. 
It will be ok with only being kind of ok because this is the only way to be, ok? It might 
look like an attempt to escape identification by, or identification with. It might stand beside 
what it looks like, or like what it stands beside which is a meme. It will not be exemplary, but 
it neither will it be 'community'. Or it will not be either of these things defined from the 
outside, and it will not be either of these things defined in opposition to technology. It will 
not thank anyone, least of all goodness, that 'humans are not reducible to computational 
logic,”434 and it will not say that computers are reducible to human logic. It will not be 
socially reproductive; it will not be physically reproductive. Or, at least, if physical 
reproduction happens, social reproduction will not. Either way, its mode will be a meme. It 
might acknowledge origin, however unoriginal, as work that also is not handwork. It might 
look like an active technobartlebyism. It might look like an act of love, which might look like 
what that love has made by hand, or has hand-machined or a machine work that has been 
hand polished, any one of which is done with muscular integrity. It might look like restoring 
a floor or cleaning a floor (it might owe you bigtime! Or it might never be repaid). It might 
434 Cox, Speaking Code, p. 105.
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pay attention to who owes who and which debts are structurally unpaid and what structures 
rely on the ties of unpaid deb. It might pay attention to acts of attention. 
It might look like not being looked at. It might not look at anything else. It will refuse any 
sort of mirror. 
It will be the first true amateur work of art.
But truth will not be an issue.
And its issue will not be an effect but a cause.
User manifesto knows that use is a knife that cuts both ways and that a life of labour is 
necessarily a life of contemplation. User manifesto will not be a manifesto at all or it will not 
be. It will not. 
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